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[THIRD SERIES.]

ART. I.

—

Contrihntinns l.o Mikoroloijji : hrhuj result* <h rind from
an (.minination of the observations of the United States Siijnal

Service, and from other sources ; by Klias Loomis, Professor

of Natural Philosophy in Yale College. Fifteenth paper,

with Plate I.

[Read before the National Academy of Sciences, Washington, April 19, 1881.]

During r 3 a large portion of my time has
been devoted to investigating the course of storms in their pro-

gress across tl • K'> .; Mountains, and in mj first paper a storm
was traced from Portland, Oregon, eastward to Lake Superior.

During these eight years, I have had the constant services of

a paid assistant, who has expended a vast amount of labor in

attempting to discover the best method of tracing storms across

the mountains. Some of the results of these investigations

have been communicated in preceding papers, particularly Nos.

8, 9 and 13.

In order to study this subject more thoroughly, I have made
a careful examination of the reduction to sea-level of the bar-

ometric observations made on Mt. Washington. I first pre-

pared a table showing the reduction to sea-level, according to

Dunwoody's Tables (S. S. Report for 1876, p. 354), for the entire

Am. Joor. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXII, No. 127.-July, 1881.



2 & Loomis— Contributions to Meteorology.

range of temperature and pressure experienced on Mt. Wash-
ington. I next computed the reduction according to the for-

mula of Laplace, as developed in Guyot's Tables published by
the Smithsonian Institution (Guyot's Meteorological Tables,

series D, page 33), taking account of all the minute corrections.

I next computed the reduction according to the formula of

Plantamour, as developed in the Tables of Colonel Williamson
(Professional Papers of the Corps of Engineers, No. 15). In

order to compare these Tables with the actual observations, I

took the monthly averages for Mt. Washington, as published in

the Annual Reports of the S. S. for eight years (1872-1879)

;

subtracted 6*36 inches for each month, and the.remainder was
regarded as the mean observed height. I took the mean be-

tween the reduced heigl Vt and Portland, Me.,

and used the result as representing the height of the barome-

ter at sea-level under Mt. Washington. The difference be-

tween this result and the preceding gives the observed reduc-

tion of the Mt. Washington observations to sea-level. The
mean of the temperatures at Burlington and Portland was taken

to represent the temperature at the base of Mt. Washington,
and the mean between the temperatures at the summit and

base was regarded as the mean temperature of the column of

air extending from the summit of the mountain to sea-level.

When several months of the eight years observations gave about

the same temperature and pressure, they were combined in a

single mean. I thus obtained thirty values of the reduction

from summit to sea-level, for a considerable range of tempera-

ture and pressure.

In order to extend the comparison to the greatest possible

range of temperature and pressure, I selected the following list

of dates from the published volumes of the tri-daily observa-

tions, now embracing a period of thirty-six months. 1. All

the dates on which the thermometer on Mt. Washington fell

ten degrees below zero, and also all the dates on which the

thermometer at Burlington or Portland fell to ten degrees above

zero. 2. All the dates on which the thermometer on Mt.

Washington rose as high as r>r>
, and all the dates on which the

thermometer at Burlington or Portland rose to 80°. 3. All the

dates on which the barometer on Mt. Washington or at Bur-

lington or Portland sunk 040 inch below its normal height;

4. All the dates on which the barometer at either of the sta-

tions rose 0'30 inch above its normal height. These four classes

together embraced 423 days. For each of these dates, the mean
pressure on Mt. Washington (from the three daily observations)

was determined; the mean pressure at Burlington and Port-

land, and also the m< in ten peratnre at Burlington and Port-

land. These results enabled me to extend the observed reduc-
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tion to sea-level from the barometric height 22 -7 inches to 24 '2

i from the temperature —10° to +65°. In order to

smooth down the inequalities of the observed numbers, I took
the mean between each three consecutive numbers correspond-

ing to the same temperature, nnd substituted this result for the

middle number. It is presumed that the results thus obtained
represent pretty nearly the results which would be obtained
from observations extending over a long term of years.

The results thus described, are exhibited in the following

Table, in which the height of the barometer on Mt. Washii
ton, from
and the

+ 65° is given on the left margin. Corresponding to each 1

perature given in the table are four horizontal lines, the first

of which (marked D), gives the reduction to sea-level as c

puted from Dunwoody's Tables ; the second horizontal

(marked L), shows the reduction computed from Guyot's
bles founded on the formula of Laplace ; the third horizontal

ked P), shows the reduction computed from Willi;

son's Tables, which are based on those of Plantamour; tne

fourth horizontal line (marked O), shows the reduction deduced
from actual observations as above described.*

An examination of this table shows the following results

:

1. Dunwood -rived from
the formula of Laplace, the differences ranging from +0-011
inch to -0-041 inch.

2. The differences between the formulas of Laplace and
Plantamour range from +0-030 inch to +0103 inch, the reduc-

tion by Laplace being on an average 0'053 inch greater than
by Plantamour.

3. The reductions deduced from the actual observations dif-

fer very much from either of the values above computed ; the
- from Laplace ranging from +0'263 to —0105 inch.

These differences follow a remarkable law. According to the
formula of Laplace, when the pressure on Mt. Washington in-

creases from twenty-three inches to twenty-four inches without
iiny change of temperature, the reduction to sea-level is in-

creased by -fa part of its former value. Observations, how-
ever,_sli(i\v that the actual increase in the amount of the reduc-
tion is very small, being on an average only one-seventh as great

Sim r> this :irtifh> \va- writ i I have 1) i in fori il that th< < .list mt ir'M',

liservations to sea-level 1.x _:

ci).") inch, which would
entire period of the ohserva-
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Reduction to sea-level of barometer on Mt. Washington, elevation 6285 feet.

v.-:
.

;:
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observations, differs but little from that given by the formula

of Laplace. At the highest temperatures, the observed reduc-

tion accords with that computed by the formula when the pres-

sure at sea-level is 29'8 inches ; and at the lowest temperatures

the agreement occurs when the pressure at sea-level is 30'7

inches. Thus we see that the true reduction of barometric ob-

servations to sea-level for Mt. Washington depends mainly
upon temperature.

The observed values of the reduction to sea-level given in

the table on page 4 are in all cases the means of a considera-

er of observations. In some cases the observed val-

ues differ very much from the means here given. In order to

learn the magnitude of these differences and to study the cir-

cumstances under which they occur, I proceeded as follows:

I selected all tlio-e <-i^e> (foi- the tliirt \ -six months of the tri-

daily observations) in which the reduction computed by Dun-
w Iv's Tables diffen d h\ i>'2:> inch from the observed reduc-

tion. The number of these cases was ninety-six. As this table

seemed too large for publication, I selected those cases in which
the difference amounted to at least <K> inch and for these eases

the reduction to seadevel was rigorously computed bv the for-

mula of Laplace. The results are given in the following table, in

which column 1st shows the number of the storm ; column 2d
shows the dale of i he observation : column 3d shows the observ-

ed height of the barometer on Mt.Washington, not reduced to sea-

level. This observed ;
>\ subtracting (»-:>l

inches from the published heights for all dates preceding March,

Ib74, and subtracting 6'36 inches for subsequent dates. Column
4th shows the mean temperature of the air column from the

summit to the base of the mountain ( — \- column 5th

shows the observed reduction to sea-level I — Wj; column

6th shows the reduction to sea level computed by Laplace's for-

mula, for a height (',.•_> x;> feet, with a barometer and temperature

cordm_. to the tabic o„ p. I., ti, ' . marked ; column 8th

shows the difference between the numbers in columns 5 and 6;
column 9th shows the difference between the numbers in columns
5and7; column loth shows (in hours) how much the minimum
pressure on Mt. Washington occurred later than the half sum of

the dates of minimum at Burlington and Portland ; column 11th
shows the direction and force of the wind on Mi. V

The number of cases in this table is 40, of which 8 occurred
in November; 11 in December; L2 in January; 2 in Febru-
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Cases in which the reduction to sea-level was unusually great.

M,«,

T,„„,

"-.«•««" Difference.

,v,M

Mt.Wasn.

No. Date. ObB. l.al-1 Lapl. 1':,,,., Wind.

fl872 Nov. 7.3

f 29/2

2 J
3(U

2
1 30.3

[ Dec. 1.1

I
5 1

5 15.2

9 1873 Jan. 6.2

Si •* II
f March 16.2

S!
1 17-2

14 24.1

15 Dec. 10-1

lfi
| 1874 April 30.2

i7|
Dec

- »;{

22 -7S

23-12

22-s:i

•63

22'7s

23-12

22-75

1(1

22-i";

23-d J

•74

22-71)

•95

.-Id -2

:s|-2

~7-2

- 2-2

21-7

s-n

- 5-2

'.in

«;-2!)

<;.-.
l

7-imi

('SO

c-.-.s

c :,'t

.;-80

r,-9.s

o-:;5

(i-42

(r(,s

CMS

o-oi

f.-r.i

i

7-o:i

:;<;

•36

33

•38

•1!>

37

•30

•31

11)

48

•3
1

•11

•32

•i":»

•32

27

•21

•2(1

-10

s

8

28

N.W. 65

N.W. 48

N. 65

N.W. 58

W. 78

N.E.' 45

W. 48

S.B. 60

\\\ 5!>

N. 68

W. 43

N.W. 77

N.W. 56

WW. 25

W. 48
N.W. 62

N.W. 130

WW. 115

N.W. 80

N.W. 98
N.W. 100

N.W. 70

N.W. —
N.W. —

N.'w! 94

ary ;

~> in March and 2 in April. During the six

from May to October inclusive, no case occurred in which the

observed reduction differed 03 inch from that computed by
formula, and four-fifths of these cases occurred in

the months of November, December and January. Fifteen of

these cases occurred at the 7.35 A. M. obs. ; 16 occurred at the
4.8.") p. m. obs. ; and nine at the 11 p. m. obs., indicating that

the diurnal change of temperature has an appreciable influence

upon this phenomenon, but that it is mainly dependent upon
some other cause. It will also be noticed that in every one of
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these cases the observed reduction was greater than that com-

puted from the Laplace formula. There is not a single instance

in which the observed reduction was 0'3 inch less than that

computed from the Laplace formula.

The mean of the numbers in column 8th is 0*362 inch, and the

mean of the numbers in column 9th is
-190 inch, showing that

when the reduction is computed from the table on page 4, the

average error is but little more than half as great as when com-
puted from the Laplace formula. There are ten cases, out of

3,285 observations, in which the error of the reduction by the

Laplace formula exceeds 0*4 inch, and there are only three

cases in which the error of the reduction by the table page 4,

exceeds 0'3 inch. This table is therefore a great improvement
upon Laplace and also upon any other table of reductions hith-

erto published.

All these cases enumerated on page 6 occurred during the

progress of storms which were generally of considerable vio-

lence. In every case, the barometric minimum on Mt. Wash-
ington occurred later than it did near the level of the sea, the

average retardation amounting to more than eleven hours. In

most of the cases the barometer at the lower stations had passed

the minimum, and in about half of the cases had risen to thirty

inches, while the barometer on Mt. Washington had risen com-
paratively little. In a large part of the cases the temperature
was unusually low and the wind on Mt. Washington was very
high. In two cases the temperature at Burlington was lower
than it was on Mt. Washington, and in other cases the differ-

ence of temperature was very small. In 1873, Jan. 29.1, the

thermometer atBurlington was 9° lower than on Mt. Washing-
ton; on Feb. 10.1, it was 2° lower; in 1872, Dec. 24.3, the

temperature at both stations was the same; and in 1878, March
24.1, it was only 2° colder on Mt. Washington than at Burling-
ton. These observations help to explain in a few of the cases,

why there was an increased pressure at the lower stations whjch
did not extend to the summit of Mt. Washington. A cold
stratum of air whose height was less than 6,000 feet, flowed
along the surface of the earth, increasing the barometric pres-

sure at the lower stations, but producing no decided effect upon
the pressure at the summit of Mt. Washington.

It will also be observed that in half of these cases the wind
on Mt. Washington was from the northwest; and in four-tifths

of the cases it was either west or northwest. The velocity of
the wind was also remarkable, the average being sixty-six miles
per hour, and in four instances the velocity was one hundred
miles or more. In 1875, from Jan. 14th to 17th, the velocity
of the wind was not reported, but it is presumed to have been
about one hundred miles per hour. It is evident, therefore,
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that these cases of low pressure on Mt. Washington were gen-

erally the result of great storms in progress, and in most of the

cases the violence of the storm had ceased at the lower stations

while it continued unabated on Mt, Washington. The Danish

weather maps which show the isobars for the Atlantic Ocean

since March, 1874, assist us in understanding the cause of these

high winds on Mt, Washington. They show that an area of

low pressure prevailed on the east side of the mountain, gener-

ally near Nova Scotia or Newfoundland ; and the winds on

M t. Washington were controlled by this low area long after the

high wind- a! l'» irlni!_ti. i an 1 Portland had subsided.

We thus find that if the barometric observations on Mt.

Washington are reduced to sea-level by the table on page 4. the

results will rarely differ one-tenth of an inch from actual obser-

vations made near sea-level. Exceptional cases will sometimes

occur ; but great anomalies are confined to the colder months

of the year, and seldom occur except during the progress of

violent storms.

In order to ascertain whether the law respecting the reduc-

tion of barometric observations to sea-level, which has been di*

covered for Mt. Washington, holds true for other mountains, I

made a comparison of Sin- observations on Pike's Peak, when

reduced to the altitude of Denver. The altitude of Pike's I >ea b

,

as determined by a preliminary computation which diih.-rs

slightly from the final result given on page 18 is 14,056 feet,

and that of Denver is 5,262 feet. The materials employed for

this comparison consisted of the tri-daily observations from

November, 1873, to January, 1875, and from January, 1877, to

Julv, 1877(22 months), a.ml the monthly means from November,

1878, to June, 1879, published in the annual reports of the Sig-

nal Service. These materials were reduced in the manner

already described in the case of Mt. Washington. The table

on page 9 shows the reduction from Pike's Peak to Denver

for,a range of the barometer from 17*1 inches to 18*2 inches on

Pike's Peak, and for a mean temperature of the air-column

between the two stations from -10° to +60°. Corresponding

to each temperature are two horizontal lines, one of which is

marked L, showing the reduction computed from (.iuyot's

Tables based on the formula of Laplace (Guyot's Met. Tables.

series D, p. 33), and the other, marked 0, shows the reduction

deduced from actual observations.

We see from this table that the increase in the value of the

reduction to from an increase of pressure on

Pike's Peak is very small, being, on an average, less than one-

fifth of that computed from the formula of Laplace. In this

particular the results accord very closely with those before

found for Mt. Washington. The influence of temperature
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upon the amount of the reduction differs somewhat from that

given by the formula. W.hile the pressure at Pike's Peak re-

mains unchanged, the observed change in the reduction to Den-
ver, resulting from a change of temperature, is 33 per cent less

than the computed reduction. At the highest temperatures
the observed reduction accords with that computed by the for-

mula when the barometer at Denver stands at 24*95 inches;

and at the lowest temperatures the agreement occurs when the
barometer at Denver stands at 2445 inches.

Reduction of bar<>,,i> t< r from /V/v\v Peak {elevation

to Denver {elevation 5,262 feet).
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In order to test the preceding results under different circum-
stances I selected two stations near the Pacific roast, viz: Sac-
ramento and Summit. Sacramento is situated in lat. 38° 35',

long. 121° 31', and is elevated 31 feet above the sea. Summit
is situated on the Central Pacific Railroad in lat. 39° 20', long.
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120° 5', and is elevated 7,017 feet above the sea. At these

stations meteorological observations were made three times a

day for three years in connection with the Geological Survey
of California under the direction of Prof. Josiah L>. Whitney.
The monthly means of the barometer and thermometer were

published by Prof. Whitney in a volume entitled "Contribu-
tions to Barometric Hypsometry," and the original observations

have been placed in my hands by Prof. Whitney. For the

purpose of comparing these observations, a table was prepared

ch day of the three years—1. the height of the

barometer at Summit according to the mean of the three daily

observations reduced to 32° F.; 2. the mean of the tempera-

tures at Summit and S i \, according to th«

thief daily observations; and 3. the difference between the

mean barometric heights at Summit and Sueramonto for each

day. These results were then divided into classes according to

temperature in such a manner that each class should include a

range of five degrees, and the middle temperature should be

some multiple of five. The observations of each of these

classes were then compared in respect to barometric pressure

at Summit, so that all those observations which were made at

nearly the same pressure were grouped together, and an aver-

age was taken of the numbers in each of these groups. In this

way I obtained the reduction to Sacramento corresponding to a

considerable range of temperature and pressure. The inequal-

ities of the resulting numbers were somewhat smoothed down
by applying the method described on page 3. The final re-

sults are given in the table on page 11 which shows the reduc-

tion of the barometer from Summit to Sacramento for pressures

ranging from 22"7 to 236 inches; and for temperatures of the

air-column from Summit to Sacramento ranging from 25° to

80° F. Corresponding to each temperature are given two hori-

zontal lines marked L and ; the former shows the reduction

computed from the formula of Laplace, the latter shows the

reduction deduced from the actual observations.

An examination of this table shows that the reduction of the

barometer from Summit to Sacramento instead of increasing

with an increase of pressure, as required by the formula of

Laplace, invariably decreases; and the average observed de-

crease is seven-eighths of the increase computed from the for-

mula : and for all temperatures above 40° the observations

show a decrease in the amount of the reduction fnlly equal to

the increase computed from the formula. This result shows

that while the formula of Laplace gives the reduction to sea-

level with tolerable accuracy when the atmosphere is nearly in

a condition of equilibrium, it gives very erroneous results when

the atmosphere is greatly disturbed. While the pressure at
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Summit remains unchanged, the observed change in the reduc-

tion to Sacramento resulting from a change of temperature is

41 per cent less than that computed from the formula ; but at

all temperatures the observed reduction accords nearly with

that computed from the formula when the barometer at Sacra-

mento stands at 29 9 inches.

1,017 feet)
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udj this question under a still greater variety
I selected two elevated stations in Europe, viz :

Grand St. Bernard and Colle di Valdobbia. The former station
is situated in a pass over the Alps, at an elevation of 2,462 me-
ters above the sea, and the station selected for comparison is

Geneva, distant .V> K i-lisli mi i:s from St. Heruard .<

407 metres above the sea. The observations are'publisiinl in

tin; r»i!)li()i.li('(ju(> I'tiiverscllo dc Gi.-ni'Vf, and I have employed
the observations of three years, viz : 1877, 8 and 9. The mode
of reducing the observations was similar to that described on
page 10. The results are shown in the table on page 12 which

the reduction computed by the Laplace formula from
Delcros' Tables (Smithsonian Tabl'.-s. series 1), page 11). for a
range of the barometer from 546 to 573 millimeters, and for a
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range of temperature from —12° to

same table shows the observed reductu

the observations will permit.

Reduction of barometer from Grand St. Bernard (elevation

meters) to Geneva (elevation 407 meters).

2,462
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We see that the observed reduction accords with the compu-
ted reduction much better than in either of the preceding cases.

The change in the value of the reduction duo to a change

cither of the barometer or thermometer is, however, a little less

than that computed from the formula.

The other elevated station selected is the Oolle di Valdobbia,

situated about In Kn^lish miles south of Monte Rosa, at an

elevation of 2,485 meters above the sea, and the station selected

for comparison is Alessandria, distant about 70 English miles,

and elevated 98 meters above the sea. The observations are
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published in Bullettino Meteorologico dell' Osservatorio in Mon-
calieri, and the years selected for comparison are those of 1877,

8 and 9. The observations were reduced in the manner
already described on page 10, and the results are shown in the

following table which is arranged in the same manner as the

preceding table.

n><!not barometer from Colle di Vak
to Alessandria (elevatior

lobbia [elevation 2,485 meters)

98 meters).
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mains unchanged, the observed change in the reduction to

lower station resulting from a change in the temperature of

air-column is 30 per cent less than that computed from
Laplace formula with the constants of Delcros. While
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mean temperature of the ai

observed change in the redu
from a change of pressure at the upper station, is only one-half

of that computed from the formula. Thus we see that the re-

duction of barometric observations to seadevel follows different

laws ai different localities. The following table shows a sum-
mary of these results for these five mountain stations:

Column 1st shows the names of the mountain stations; col-

umn 2d shows the average values of the observed change in the

reduction to the lower station resulting from a change in the

temperature of the air-column, and compared with the change

computed from the formula; column 3d shows the average

value of the observed change in the reduction resulting from a

change of pressure at the upper station, and compared with the

computed change.

A comparison of these results shows that the tern

coefficient employed by Delcros and Guyot is too large ; and

the observed values of the reduction to sea-level would in most

cases be somewhat better represented bv assuming a larger

value for the coefficient 18336 meters or 60158-6 English feet

adopted by Laplace from the observations of Eamond made
more than 75 years ago. It does noj, seem possible, however,

by any change of these coefficients to modify the Laplace

that it may satisfactorily represent the results at all

of the preceding stations: or even at a single station for all

variations of temperature and pressure.

The Laplace formula assumes that the atmosphere has

attained a condition of e<pii librium, and in such a case it gives

the reduetion to sea-level with tolerable accuracy. The aver-

age of a long scries ol observations represents approximately

such a condition <>f equilibrium: but in the dailv observations

this equilibrium is very much disturbed. The mean between

the temperatures at the upper and lower stations does not

represent the average temperature of the intermediate column
of air; and when the atmosphere is in rapid motion the down-
ward pressure is modiiied In the earth's rotation in a manner
not represented In the Laplace formula. There is no doubt

that the formula- of reduetion now employed may be consider-

ably improved : but it does not seem possible that any single
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formula with constant coefficients should provide for the im-

mense variety of conditions which prevail in the neighbor-

hood of mountain stations ; and we may be compelled for each

mountain region to adopt tables founded upon a direct com-

parison of observations made at stations of different elevations

and not very remote from each other.

I have endeavored to represent by formulae of a different

kind the observed values of the reduction given in the preced-

ing tables. They may all be rudely represented by expres-

sions of the form'

Reduction =X—Y d T+Z d B,

where X represents the value of the reduction for a mean
temperature and pressure; Y represents the change in the

reduction caused by an increase of 1° in temperature ; and Z
represents the change caused by an increase of 0"1 inch in the

barometer ; but this formula is not sufficiently accurate to be
of any use. The formula is improved by adding a term repre-

senting the variability of the temperature correction. The
following o bs very well the observed values
of the reduction for Mt. Washington.

Reduction =
6-499- 0-0164 c? T+0'0039 rf B-J-0 07 sin (4°-235 dT-41°-H5),

where dT represents the excess of the temperature of the air

column above 28° F., and d B represents the excess of the
barometer on Mt. Washington above 28*5 inches. By adding
another term representing the variability of the barometric
correction the formula may be made to represent the observa-
tions still more closely; but this term is so small in amount
'ii.it it cannot lie satisfactorily determined without observations
continued for a longer period.

The observed values of the reduction given for Mt, Wash-
ington may be condensed into a small table which shall

represent these values with differences perhaps no greater than
their probable errors. For this purpose I take the mean of all

the observed values corresponding to the temperature -10°, and
also determine tin- average correction at that temperature for a
change of 01 inch in the barometer. I do the same for the

re —5°, and soon through the table. By applying
• barometric correct ion, these averages are all reduced

; barometric height 23%5 inches.

In the following table, column 1st shows the degrees of the
thermometer (Fah.) from —10° to + 80° ; column 2d shows for

each temperature the mean reduction to sea-level when the
barometer on Mt. Washington stands at 235 inches: and col-

umn 3d shows the correction due to a change of 0-1 inch in the

the pro

to the 1
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barometer; column 4th was obtained in a similar manner and
shows the reduction from Pike's Peak to Denver when the

barometer on Pike's Peak stands at 17*6 inches, and column 5th
shows the correction due to a change of 01 inch in the

barometer; column 6th shows the reduction from Summit to

Sacramento when the barometer at Summit stands at 23 3

inches, and column 7th shows the correction for 01 inch in the

barometer, which correction is negative when the pressure

Reduction of barometric observatk

Mr. Washington

Redaction. ;r» Reduction. Reduction. C^fe.
-10° 7-158 •0021 7-600 •0070

MS

7-0.-.-I

3g
tS

:,"

'

I i i S
il

|'| -•0216

01 :m 6-742

65 5-968 •0022

6716 •0057

6-558 --0267

™
6480

-•0370
-•0400

! irregularities of these numbers may be diminished hy

; the mean of each three consecutive numbers in each

s vertical columns; but I prefer to leave the numbers
Ay as they have been derived from the preceding tables.

lie formula* of reduction to sea-level hitherto employed
mittcd to he unsatisfactory for great elevations, it does not

<afe to conclude that tlicv arc correct for small elevations.

evations less than 1000 'feet the error of reduction is less

)le than for an elevation of 6000 feet, but it is probable

le error is only proportionally diminished.

Height of the Signal Service stations.

my 12th paper I gave the results of some computations
indicated considerable errors in the assumed heights of

of the stations of the Signal Service. The publication
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in the Annual Report for 1879 of the mean barometric heights

for all the stations of the Signal Service without reduction to

sea-level, aff n a new determination of these

heights. The following table shows all the stations of the

Signal Service whose elevation above the sea is more than
1000 feet, and for which the mean heights of the barometer are

given for a series of years. Column 1st shows the name of

the station; columns 2d and 3d the latitude and longitude;

column 4th the elevation in feet as assumed by the Signal Ser-

vice ; column 5th the mean height of the barometer for the

entire year, as given in the Report for 1879, page 451 : column
6th shows the mean temperature of the station ; column 7th

shows the mean temperature at seadevel under the station, de-

termined in the manner described in my 12th paper; column
8th shows the mean height of the barometer for each station

at sea-level These numbers were determined in the following

manner. For all stations whose elevation was less than 1000
feet I took the mean height of the barometer according to the

reduction adopted by the Signal Service; and for stations ele-

vated more than 1000 feet I made the reduction according to

the elevations as I had previously determined them. I took
the mean barometric heights for all the meteorological stations

of the Dominion of Canada, so far as they are published in the

official Reports. For various additional stations in the vicinity

of the United States, I took the barometric heights from
Ibichau's Memoir on the Mean Pressure of the Atmosphere, in

the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xxv.
These numbers were all represented' as accurately as possible
by isobars drawn upon a chart of the United States. This
'•hart is exhibited upon a greatly reduced scale on Plate I.

From this chart the most probable mean pressure for each sta-

tion was derived, and the results are given in column 8th of

the table. Column 0th shows the altitude of each station com-
puted from the data here given according to Gruyot's 'Fables,

and column 10th shows the altitude computed from William-
son's Tables which are founded upon Plautamour's formula.

ht of Pike's Peak was obtained by computing first its

elevation above Denver from the observed values of the pres-

sure and temperature at those stations, ami adding this result to

the height of Denver computed from the data contained in the
table for that station.

The height of several of these stations has never been deter-

mined by di so far as I have been informed.
If we compare the heights of those stations which have been
thus determined, as reported in Gan net fc's List of Elevations,
we find them to accord reasonably well with the results above
given as computed from the formula of Laplace. If we take
Am. Joor. Sci.-Tiurd Series, Vol. XXII, No. 137.—Jut.y, 1881.
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the differences between the numbers in columns 4 and 9 for

those stations whose heights have been determined by direct

measurement, we shall find that the sum of the positive differ-

ences is about equal to the sum of the negative differences,

ems to indicate that G-uyot's Tables give better results

than Williamson's Tables, and that they may be depended upon
for heights deduced from the mean of a long series of baro-

Stations of the TJ. 8. s;,/y,.,/ Service whose elevation above the sea

is more than 1,000 feet.

Temperature. 1 Elevation.

1

Pike's Peak.. H.s-S 105-0 14150 !
11-750 [9-2 55-4 30-032 14054 14116

I..C-J 7H2:i

Cheyenne ... 1 1
-1 r,or>7 2 1--U15

:»l-:t :..V9 :so-o:;7 i;u::

S-7 lO.Vl 5269
.;[.':•:;"

In-!! -1-2 •!!!-!):!»

:

i% 5278
S.-.llI.nk <

11 -J 52-1 53-3 30-042 4342
Winnemucca. 4-1-0 L'.V.IL'I 54-1

I
30-050| 4366

Boise City... 30-060| 2795
North Platte, ill 100-9 2838

Dodge City .- 376 1001 2 186 •J7-:;si .-,i-i

Yanki<»."'"~ t'i-7 "^ \£l
•JS-l.vi tin 12-7 30-010| 1708

30-0231 1205 L208

°»>»1»» - !! :;
'"

;" '" ,T7 28-876, 40-8 .70 -H :',no:',i) iocs 1072

In preparing the materials for this article, I have been as-

sisted by Mr. Henry A. Hazen, a graduate of Dartmouth Col-

lege of the class of 1871; and Mr. Orrav T. Sherman, a

graduate of Yale College of the class of 1877.

dii is often induced in heaps of slack, such as

al workings, and the heat evolved may be
The danger is greatly

uted and
3 conditions may i

lie|v;i.-e.l

/hen the broken coal

be form of dust, which under '

apid oxidation.

Galloway's experiments show that when the particles are so

ne as to pass through the gauze shield of a safety-lamp, an
xplosion may be caused by their ignition. Bauerman states

sral fatal explosions have
from Ik,, dame of a blast.
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even in cases where no fire-damp was present in the work-
ings." The influence of coal dust in spreading the effects of gas

explosions is one of the subjects of investigation by the royal

commission on accidents in mines, now sitting in England.
My object in this article is to lay before the public, by per-

mission of Mr. Edwin Gilpin, Inspector of Mines for Nova
Scotia, the results of his investigation into the part played by

coal dust in spreading and augmenting the late explosion in

the Albion mines.

The seam is well-known as one of the largest in the world,

being thirty-seven feet in thickness, and spreading over a large

extent of ground. Many million tons of coal have been ex-

tracted from the various pits, since work was begun in 1807,
and the r

the most complete that c

the explosion occurred on the 12th of November, 1880, was
nearly 1000 feet deep, and was ventilated as thoroughly as

possible by a large Guibal fan, capable of circulating 120,000
cubic feet of air per minute through the ramifications of the

mine. Shortly before the accident referred to, I went entirely

through the colliery, in company with Mr. Gilpin and the over-

man, and we remarked the perfection of the ventilation, and
the consequent absence of deleterious gases, even in the re-

motest bords. On the morning of the disaster, the night
watchman reported the mine to be free from gas, except in

araaU and harmless quantities. From what source, then, origi-

nated the series of explosions, that began within an hour from
the time when this report of entire safety was made, and con-
tinued at intervals until the mine became a furnace, whose
flames could be subdued only by emptying into its burning
chambers the waters of an adjacent river? Was there some
sudden exudation of gas from the solid coal, or was this explo-
sion due to the firing of coal dust from a safety-lamp or the
flame of a blast ?

None of the forty-four men who witnessed the beginning of
the catastrophe escaped to explain the mystery ; those rescued
from more distant galleries had but conjectures to offer ; and
the only facts definitely ascertained were gathered by an ex-
ploring party led by Mr. Gilpin, who, shortly after the original
explosion, and at the risk of life, descended into the pit and
penetrated as far into the workings as the after-damp would
allow. The locality where the unfortunate workmen whom
they tried to save were known to be was 1200 yards south of
the shaft; and the point reached by the party was only about
600 yards in that direction. They found several dead bodies
of men and horses, killed in some cases by concussion and in

others by the after damp, but none bore the marks of fire, nor
was the splintered woodwork of tin 1 broken timbers charred :
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and the conclusion was plainly justifiable that the flame of the

explosion had not extended thus far.

The walls of the galleries had been swept clear of timber,

and presented the appearance of having been brushed with a

broom. Volumes of coal dust had been driven along by the

force of the blast, and lay in waves and drifts on the floor of

the levels, into which the party sank to their knees. It was

{bund that clouds of the finer particles had been carried to the

shaft and beyond it into the main north level, where a second-

ary explosion had taken place, demolishing the " lamp cabin,"

burning the horses between the shaft and the cabin, and fatally

burning the man whose business it was to clean and distribute

safety lamps to the miners.

Secondary explosions caused by extracted or generated gas

are nearly always in the vicinity of the first one
;
but here is

a case where the second was half a mile from the first, with an

intervening space of at least a quarter of a mile known to have

been free from flame, and presumed to be free from gas, be-

cause men were in it with lamps which showed no indications

of its presence.

Water was continually trickling down the shaft, and the

levels for some distance around were very wet. hence the -lust,

as soon as it touched the wet walls would be made innocuous

;

but the fine, dry particles of carbon that were driven on into

the lamp cabin were ready for ignition. It had been the cus-

tom for years to keep an oil lamp burning openly here, as the

proximity of the shaft and consequent purity of 'the air made
tin; practice, under ordinary circumstances, perfectly safe.

But on this occasion it seems" to be certain that the ignition of

the coal dust caused a second explosion ; and it is probable

that the same agency was efficient in producing, or at least aug-

menting, the subsequent explosions that made it necessary to

flood the whole mine. It was as if the wadding of a gun were

composed of an inflammable material, which on firing tin'

charge doubled its effect. It should also be noted that, as a

rule, the Albion mines were very dry, except in portions

nearest the shaft, and the accumulation of dust was very great

I have only aimed to publish the facts, hoping that some one
else may explain on chemical principles the remarkable exhi-

bition of force, as well as of heat, accompanying the ignition

of an impalpable and homogeneous powder. Professor Abel's

experiments have shown that even finely powdered slate will

spread the flame of gas explosions ; and it is alleged that there

have been frequent explosions of flour dust in large mills in

some of the western States. In view of these facts the matter,

though confessedly not well understood, is worthy of ;

front >cientilir men. and perhaps none the less so' for t



Art. III.—Notes

MONAZITB jr&m .1/ <mder Co.—In August
hist I InsO) I obtained at this locality some very beautiful crys-

tals of genu icfa had been found there loose in

the soil. Permission having been obtained to work the prop-

erty I succeeded on the first day's working* in finding these

rutiles in situ. In connection with the work I "panned down"
some of the loose vein material, and in this manner the mona-
zite crystals were first discovered. There is every probability

that if the work at the locality is continued the monazite will

be found in place in the vein. The rock is a garnetiferous

mica schist. The vein (or pocket as it may yet prove
to be) is about a foot wide at its widest and thus far has

been uncovered only about eight feet. My operations were
necessarily limited, and the locality merits further examina-
tion. The associated mine-mis are muscovite (?), emerald green
through the prism, very abundant and making up 95 per cent
of the vein, crystals thin hexagonal tables and unusually

perfect
;

quartz crystals, elongated prisms commonly doubly
terminated and in parallel groupings, often cavernous: rutile.

finely geniculated and splendent: some decomposed pyrites with
cavities containing native sulphur; a few pseudomorphs of
limonite after siderite, in rhombohedrons having the basal ami
scalenohedral planes.

In concentrating by " panning," say 15 lbs. of the loose vein
material, mai be crystals of monazite would be
found, perhaps only a half a dozen of which _,,
would exceed Voth inch in diameter ; rarely, /^k~ » ^/.
crystals were found of £tb inch in length. Under ^
the microscope, the majority of the minute
monazite crystals are 'seen to be perfectly trans-

parent and of a topaz color. The planes are
very highly polished and lustrous. The crystals

are uniformly long prismatic with modified ter-

minations, the prisn having rise shape of an
acute rhomboid, thus differing from those pre-

viously figured. The adjoining figure represents
'

the common form with what are supposed to be the pr
symbols of the planes. One of the monazites partly encl
a crystal of mica, which fact would point conclusive!;
its formation in the vein and also to its later forma
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The monazite of this locality, as regards occurrence and

form, is essentially the turnerite of Levy, which has been shown
identical with monazite, as was long ago suggested by

Prof. J. D. Dana. The mode of occurrence and the associated

minerals are nearly identical with the Tavetsch, Switzerland,

locality ; the titanic acid here taking the form of rutile instead

of octahedrite. An analysis by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith is now
under way, and the crystallography and general physical char-

acters of the mineral will be described by Dr. E. S. Dana.
Other hca :—In Burke County, monazite

is very abm at J. C. Mill's gold mine in the

Brindletown district. I obtained over fifty pounds of gravel

Horded sixty per cent of monazite.

Fourteen ounces of chemically pure monazite were obtained

here by sifting old "tailings" and picking out the largest

crystals; these were sent to Mr. T. A. Edison, who desired t In-

mineral for the thorina which it was supposed to contain.

The crystals are usi

in habit. Figs. 446
usually very small, though some were found here of £th inch

In diameter. The color is light brown. The common occur-

rence of this mineral in the gold gravels of North Carolina is

worthy of note. I believe that pannings from any of the streams

where the local rocks are mica schists would bring it to light.

In the auriferous gravels of McDowel, Rutherford, Burke and

Polk Counties, N. C, it was noticed in every " panning."
In Mitchell County, at the Deake mica mine, I f

formed crystals of monazite in situ in mica schist. They
were of uncommon size. One measured 1£ inches long by \
inch in width, and was one of a group. Half a pound of crys-

tals were obtained in all. They were partly coated with

autunite, and were intimately associated with uraninite, gum-
mite, garnet, etc. The characteristic perfect basal cleavage was
commonly observed at this locality. In Yancey County, at the

Ray mica mine on Hurricane Mountain, I found monazite in

white ortboclase. The crystals were very fine, and complex
in form ; specific gravity 5243. Dr. F. A. Genth has been at

work for some years on the monazite of North Carolina and
has separated over a pound of the oxalates of the rare earths

of the cerium group from it. We shall await with interest the

publication of his results.

Uraninite (pitchblende) occurs at the Deake, Lewis and
Flat Rock mica mines in Mitchell < Vmnty. Pure and unaltered
masses of several pounds weight have been found. Cubes and
cubo-octahedrons imbedded in feldspar were obtained at the

Deake Mine with a thin coating of uranotil or gurnmite. Some
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of the unminite nmssi - Ii id .1 -
< ',. Ii< lust* <piite lik< mae.

nctite, and much of it was devoid of any pitchy appearance.
Gummite* ura until and umuochre, occur at the above mines in

considerable abundance; the three minerals are so intimately

associated as to be inseparable, one specimen usually embraces
them all. Pseudomorphs (cubes and octahedrons) after iiraninile

are quite common. A mass weighing six pounds six ounces,
the largest yet discovered there, was found lately in the Flat

Rock mine, wbiofa is raninite. According
to Dr. Genth,f this North Carolina gummite is a mixture

lead-uranate and barium-uranate.

la gummite is very beautiful ; it

varies in the same specimen from a bright lemon-yellow to
deep orange-red and often has a core of velvet-black uraninite.

.Ksohyxite (?).—A mineral much resembling this species

occurs in dee] is embedded in feldspar at Ray's
mica mine. It is associated with apatite and beryl. It has
not been analyzed. The crystals are large and well formed.
Some groups of the crystals weigh a pound.
Samakskite.—Another locality of this mineral has lately

been discovered in Mitchell County. It can now be obtained in

r pounds weight. Hundreds of pounds i

a light

avity which may !-c massive hatchettolite, or anew
species.

Quartz crystals from Alexander County.%—-Some inter-

esting quartz crystals, found in Alexander County, are repre-

sented in the following figures. Among them, figures A, B,
C and D, are examples of ci I solely by
planes in the 2-2 zone, which feature, as far as the writer can
gather from the literature on the species, is new. Only in the
counties of Iredell, Catawba, Alexander and Burke in North
Carolina, and at Cumberland, R. I., have I found crystals hav-
ing this interesting form. The series of planes above 2-2 are
mostly rounded, but commonly have a good polish. They are
invariably striated parallel to the edge of 2-2//. Right and
left-handed crystals are found. The crystal shown in iig. C
is of interest since the edge between 8 and 3 is replaced by a

plane, and since it has the dihcxagonal prism /-2. Special

attention is called to the basal truncation, lie. K. and to the

plane between R and R in the ~\ zone : also to certain in-

verted (depressed) triangular markings like those on crystals

* Locality discovered by Prof. Kerr in 1877 ; see this Journal, xiv. 4m.
fGeol. N. C, Kerr, 1880, page 34; also American Chemical Journal, i. ST.

t Ool. X. <;., Kerr, 1880, page 87.

awaiting pi

iated with it a light bro\
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basal truncation and the (new ?) pla

though in two instances they

were well polished planer

Fig. F has the dihexagonal

pyramid in the i-% zone. Fig.

G represents a crystal almost

wholly terminated by the

rhombohedron 3. This plane

is very common and largely

developed on the Alexander

County crystals. A fine ex-

ample of this rare form is

in the cabinet of Mr. J. A.

Stephenson of Statesville, N.

C. Fig. H shows a crystal

having the planes 2-2, 8.f
*

and 4-a* beveling every pris-

matic face at its intersection

with B and —1. It also has

other

. !

nterestinsr rare piaiics.

This crystal was perfectly

pellucid, had a beautiful yel-

low tint and all
'

highly polished. 1

in North Carolina. Often

the cap or terminal crystal is strongly in contrast with the

prism in color and transparency. Large groups are often found

showing this second foi naii in n ai illel position.

All the figures were drawn directly from the crystals and arc

with an improvised goniometer and my lettering therefore may
be only approximately correct.

Beryls from Alexander Couniy.f—Figs. 1 and 3 represent

the extremes in form of these beryls. The crvstal, from which

fig. 3 was drawn, was at first mistaken for quartz. It wa.^ptitc

small, clear, had both ends terminated and with only a slight

tint of green apparent. A crystal of tins tvpe but of more

interest was collected by Mr. Stephenson" from this same

locality. It was terminated almost wholly by the planes 3-|

and 4-f. Fig. 2 is the most common form at the locality

formerly known as the "Warren farm."' They have been

found there loose in the soil, of a light chrome green color,

having prisms of six and twelve sides, and with pol

•: the prismatic faces have a characteristic feature of

'
I horizontally a- if havine been -ejatched with a
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very coarse file. As yet they have not been found of sufficient

depth of color and transparency for use as gems, but are quite

unsurpassed by any beryls heretofore found in the United

States. Those occurring in the soil have weathered out of cavi-

ties in the rock where they were formed. They were never

imbedded, as some late work at the locality has well proven.

^^^

Heretofore the only dependence for them has been the soil ; now
a narrow vein bearing them has been found by the writer and
a shaft twenty-four feet deep has been sunk on it. It was the

beautiful color of these beryls that prompted the work that

so unexpectedly yielded the new variety of spodumene." Then;
are good indications of yet finding here the true beryl emerald,
and it is with this end in view, coupled with the mining of

the new spodumene emerald, that the writer is now at work in

this State.

Platinum.—A diligent search for traces of this metal for

live months in t! - auriferous regions of the Southern States in

the interest of Mr. T. A. Edison resulted in finding nu (races

of its existence. The live reported localities in this State (N. C.)
were carefully examined without success.

To the generous publieitv that the late Professor Humphreys
and Mr. .1. Adlai Stephenson have given to their mineral
researches in North Carolina, and to the sight of some of the
many beautiful specimens they have sent north, tin; writer owes
iii" impel lino- motive of his going to thai State and the knowl-
edge which ha- enabled him to succeed it: his explorations.
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Art. IV.— Varialic

[Communist

<

leers, U. S. A.]

The U. S. Lake Survey possesses a steel normal meter des-

ignated as (R 1876), and a meter designated as (M. T. 1876),

composed of a bar of steel and one of zinc so arranged as to

form a metallic thermometer. Both were made by Repsold.

It has also a base-measuring apparatus by Repsold of which
the essential pruts are tubes of cast iron four meters long: t"ac-li

containing in its interior a steel and a zinc bar arranged to

form a metallic thermometer. Irregularities in the results of

isons of two bars in the same tube, which were very

functions of the temperature changes, led to an exam-
of the question whether a zinc bar has always the same

length at a given temperature. The results seem to show con-

clusively that it has not. I have not met elsewhere with com-
parison.- establishing such a change; if they have been made,
these comparisons may give additional data. Mr. E. S. Wheeler,
who made the larger part of the comparisons, first called my
attention to the indications of a set shown by the ordinary

As to the accuracy of the comparisons it may be said that

they were made with an apparatus constructed by Repsold, in a

com na ring-room lined on all sides with saw-dust ; that this lin-

ing reduces the diurnal temperature fluctuation to 0°'8 F.; that

the changes in the external mean daily temperature rarely pro-

duce a change in the comparing-box exceeding 2°'5 F. per day;

that but two visits were made to the com paring-room in a day:

that the probable error in the result of one visit and compari-

son of two steel bars one meter long is about l"'9 (microns),

and that, artificial heat is not used. Temperatures were deter-

mined by thermometers whose probable errors do not exceed
o-05 P., one lying on each meter.

In the experiments with the zine bar of (M. T. 1876), this

meter was alternately heated and cooled, and after each heating

vered by the ex-
"

r about 3°

omparing-
room at a temperature of about 36° F. to another room, and

kept at a temperature between 70° F. and 80° F. for twenty
hours or more, then it was replaced in the comparing-box,
where it cooled slowly to the temperature of the comparing-

perinients, its temperature varying in that time or

P. In heating (M. T. 1876) it was taken from the



ward. (M. T. 1876) was cooled from the temperature of the

comparing-room to about —3° F. by being placed for about

twenty hours in a tin case surrounded by a mixture of snow
and salt. Then it was placed in the comparing-box, allowed to

the temperature of the comparing-room, and compari-

sons were made as before with (R. 1876). Temperatures of

greatest cooling and heating were taken with maximum and
minimum thermometers.

From comparisons at both high and low temperatures, the

relative lengths and expansions of (R. 1876), (M. T. 1876) steel

bar, and (M. T. 1876) zinc bar, are approximately known. They

are, (R. 1876) = steel bar of (M. T. 1876)+45/v7-0^39 (<-32°)

;

zinc bar of (M. T. 1876)= steel bar of

(M. T. 1876)+267'"-5+l(f15 (<-82),

in which expressions I is the tern] i ei1 degrees.

The residual errors have been computed with these values.

As the temperature-range was small during the comparisons

given in the table, slight errors in expansion values will have
little influence on the variations in the residuals.

In the following tables, the first column gives the date of

comparison; the second and third give the temperatures of

mercurial thermometers lying on the two meters ; the fourth

gives the residual errors of the comparisons of (R. 1876) and
steel bar of (M. T. 1876) in the sense computed minus observed ;

and the fifth gives the residual errors of the comparisons of

(R. 1876) and the zinc bar of (M. T. 1876). The section of

these bars is 13mm by 27mm . In computing residuals the tem-
perature of (M. T. 1876) is taken as the temperature of both
meters.

From the residuals, considering only those comparisons
forty-eight hours or more after the heating or cooling had
ended, it is seen that the zinc bar of (M. T. 1876), when it is

heated for twenty hours or more to a temperature of 70° F.

and then is allowed to cool to its original temperature, 36° F.,

has a certain length ; that if it is then cooled for twenty hours
to a temperature of —3° F., and afterwards is allowed to return

gradually to its original temperature of 36° F., it will have a

certain other length; and that these lengths at the same
temperature tnav differ l>v fifteen microns. Both (R. 1876)
and the bars of (M. T. 1876) were freely exposed to the air

inside the comparing-box. If any large portion of the appa-
rent change in length of the zinc bar of (M. T. 1876) was due
to temperature errors, the residuals of the steel bars should
show it at least in part.
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",//>/, s r/ioh<'/ < la'tes, temperatures and residua fs of t-on>]>arist.ms <>/

(K, 1H76) 'and (M. T. 1H7(!) mtith after periods of heating and
cooling of (M. T. 1876.) Preliminary reduction.

1. (M. T.^876)
)°F.

7 to Feb. 14. 10.50 A.M. and kept at temperatures

«££- ,K£,
Tempera-

M.T. ;•;.

minus (R. 1816)- minus (M. T. 1816),

(M. T. 1S7«),, —(M. T. 1876),,

observed. observed.

Feb. 16, 9.14 a. m.

« \i 9.*35a'. m'.

« 20J10'.38 am!

||
36-21

36-21

:s«-4l

3661

i
ill

and kept at temperatures between —1° and —6° F.

":l°M.i Si IS
; :,]

ti
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(M. T. 1876)8 denotes the steel bar of (M. T. 187(5) ami
(M. T. 1876) z , the zinc bar // is the symbol for micron or

Ith of a millimeter.

The tubes of the Kepsold base-apparatus have already been

spoken of. A similar experiment was tried with these tubes.

The zinc bars of tube No. 1 and of tube No. 2. as well as

their steel bars, were first compared with each other at about
41° F.; then tube 1 was heated for twenty-four hours to a

temperature between 70° and 80°, and after the heating the

two zinc and the two steel bars were again compared. The
relative lengths and expansions of the two steel and of the two
zinc bars are given approximately by

S'1= S'
2 + 1518^-8 - oN)6£,

Z',=Z',+ 21oNi - 0^44*,

where t is the temperature of the comparison in Fahrenheit
degrees. The lengths designated by S'„ S'„ Z'„ Z'„ arc each

very nearly four meters, but are not the lengths used in base
measurement. The former are in the neutral axes of the

bars and have been used to avoid any question of lateral

flexure. Temperatures were observed with three well deter-

mined thermometers in the interior of each tube.

In the following table it is assumed that the observed mer-
curial temperatures are the true temperatures of the bars. The
absolute expansions of the haVs are known, and with them the

observed difference of length of the two bars is reduced to

what it would have been if the two bars under comparison had

had the same temperature. This is called the observed differ-

ence of length of the two bars. Subtracting it from the differ-

ence of lengths of the two bars at that temperature as com-
puted from the equations given above, the residuals result

When positive, they indicate that the observed difference

of length of the two bars wa- algebraically too small.

The first column gives the date of the comparison; the
second and third, the mercurial temperatures of tube 1 and
tube 2; the fourth, the residuals of the steel bars or S',— S't

'omputed, minus S', — S', observed ; the fifth, the residuals for

the y.h\o bars or Z'. — 'A'., computed, minus //, — Z'.
t
observed.
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Preliminary Reduction.

D.*. u. ,,
S',-S' a Z',-Z' 2

residuals.

ISM! P H-

39-82 F. -1-0 -2-3

17* 9.27 A :«: 41-90 £'!! -S3
-2-5

" 19*, 2 12 h M

" 20^ 8".35p."m!
" 21, 10.23 A. M.
" 21, 8.17 P. M.

||
22, 9.12 A.M.

" 23,' 9.'i8a'm!

44-25

44-02

43-51

43 33

45° 12

43-52

43-50

43-3*2

43-12

is

-35 3

-28-8

the residuals shows that the mean

residual of S',— S'
a
before heating was —

5

/X-

8, and allowing

forty-eight hours to cool, that the mean residual from 9h 39 ni

a. iff., March 20, to 9h 18m a. m., March 23, was 0^0, differing

5^8 from the previous value, a quantity too small, in view
of the very large residuals befon ate a change
in S',—

S'
s. But the mean residual of Z',— Z'

3
before heating

was —3^1, and after heating, between March 20, a. m. and

March 23, was - 32^2, a change of 29^.

7r.

the

bar about 29" This e a change

s change of 30°, or about half

the change found for the "zinc bar of the meter (M. T. 1876) for

a temperature change from —3° to +75°.

Sufficient data have not yet been obtained to determine the

time required for a zinc bar to lose this probably temporary
change of length. In the case of glass thermometers it is

known that sub-permanent changes of form lasting for many
weeks occur on heating them.

The question at once occurs, whether bars of other metals

may have sensibly differing lengths at the same temperature.
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nals discovered by the

t 1870, in the middle Eocene of Wyoming, and named
Dinocerata, has now been investigated, and all the more impor-
tant characters of the skeleton carefully determined. In this

peculiar group of Ungulates, there are three wel

genera: Dinoceras Marsh, the type genus, Tinnerrus Marsh, ami

um Leidy. These will be fully described by the writer

in an illustrated monograph now nearly ready for publication.

This memoir will be based upon the remains of more than one
hundred and fifty distinct individuals of this order, now
deposited in the Museum of Yale College.

The type species of the Dinocerata is Dinoceras mirabile

Marsh, and especial pains have been taken to work out the

osteology of this animal, as a key to the structure of the group.
Almost every bone in the skeleton is now known by various speci-

mens, and this affords ample material for a restoration which
will represent very nearly the osseous framework of the animal
when alive. Such a restoration has been attempted for the

memoir in preparation, and in the present article a much
reduced figure of this is given (Plate II), which shows the

general proportions of the type species.

Among the points of special interest suggested by the

n of Dinoceras here presented are the following :

(1.) The absence of a proboscis. There is no evidence in the
skull of the existence of such an organ, and the proportions of the
neck and fore limbs certainly rendered its presence unnecessary.

(2.) The "horn-cores" of the skull An examination of a large

number of these, from individuals of various ages, indicates
that the posterior pair, on the parietals, were sheathed with
thickened integument, which may have developed into true
horn, as in the Pronghorn (Aniilocapra Americana). The sur-

face of the osseous protuberances is very similar in both cases.

The pair of elevations on the mi tally rugose,
and bear evidence of a similar covering. The small'tube'relcs

on the nasals are usually smoother, and were probably without
horn-like sheathing. The three pairs of elevations are present
in both sexes, hut are proportionally smaller in the females.

(3.) The canine tusks, also, are common to both sexes, but
those of the males only are large and powerful.

(4.) The dependant processes of the lowerjaw correspond in size

with the canine tusks, and are evidently adapted for their pro-
tection. In the females, these processes are but -I -iith •]< veloped.

(5.) The sternum is composed of flat horizontal segments.
not compressed and vertical, as in Perissodactyls.
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The material now available for a restoration of Tinocemt

grande Marsh, is sufficient to show that this animal was similar

in general proportions to Dinoceras mirabile, but of much
larger size. The few specimens that can at present be

referred to Uintatherium leave many points in its structure

undecided. The type specimen of this genus is from a lower

horizon than that of cither Dinocerns or Twowu-as ; and the

evidence now at hand seems to indicate that Uintatherium is

the oldest and most generalized form of the Dinocerata. One
specimen in the Yale Museum from near the original locality.

and agreeing, so far as the comparison can be made, with the

type, has four lower premolars. This character will serve to

Hum from Dinoceras, to which it has various

points of resemblance. Tinoceras is from a horizon higher than

Dinoceras, and is much the most specialized genus of the group.

Yale College, New Haven, June 14th, 1881.

The so-called " kerosene shale" does not differ very widely 1

cannel coal and torbanite. Like cannel coal, it usually appeal

occur with ordinary coal in the form of lenticular deposit s. i

cannel coal also, when of good quality it burns readily witl

and liquid hydro-carbons distils over.

',',

resinous "to.

When struck it emits a dull wooden sound. The powder is 1

brown to gray; the streak shining.

Professor Silliman proposed the name of }VvIfo>t<j<-»i<jit> foi

mineral; but this has not come into general use, neither is i

A .•'* /
,

:

' •

'

•

..:.'
.

"
Analyses afforded:— !, 2, :{*, From Joadja Creek, color hi

A specimen from the Hartley seam, where most free fro

oral matter, having sp.gr. I
•05*2, afforded: Moisture and

hydro-carbons s2'24, tixed carbon 1 -0 7. ash 12-79= 100. 1
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Art. VII.

—

Meteorological Researches, Part II. Cyclones, Torna-

does and Waterspouts; by Wm. Ferrel.*

[Abstract, piibli.-ho.l l»v |i.>rmisMon of ('armi.k 1'. Pattkkson. Superintendent

of the United idetic Survey.]

If all parts of the atmosphere had the same temperature and
the same hygrotnetric state it would remain in a state of static

equilibrium. The principal circumstance which disturbs this

equilibrium is the difference of temperature between the equa-

torial and polar regions. This gives rise to an interchanging

motion of the air, toward the equator below and from it above,

and if it were not for the effect of the earth's rotation on its axis

this interchanging motion would be at all places in the direc-

tion of the meridian, and would be continually accelerated in

its initial motions, until the friction arising from these motions
would exactly equal the force producing them, after which the

motions of any one place would be constant, but of course differ-

ent at different places. The now well-known effect of the

earth's rotation is to give rise to a deflecting force to the right

of the direction of the moving body in the northern hemisphere
and the contrary in the southern, whatever may be the direc-

tion of motion. Hence the air in moving above toward the

poles, is deflected toward the east and in moving toward the

equator below, toward the west, so that the tendency is for the

air to assume an eastward motion in the middle and higher lati-

tudes, and a westward motion nearer the equator. These latter

motions combined with the interchanging motions between the

equatorial and polar regions give rise to what are called the

general motions of the atmosphere, depending upon the differ-

ence of temperature between these regions and independent of

local disturbances of temperature.

The amount of eastward motion depends upon the amount of

frictioi , and must be such that the friction at the earth's sur-

face is equal to the force causing this component of motion,
and the same with regard to the westward motions. According
to well established principles of mechanics, there cannot arise

any force from the effect of the earth's rotation, which by means
of friction would tend to either increase or decrease the earth's

rotation, and hence the eastward and westward components of
motion must be so adjusted that the sum of all the moments of
force acting upon the earth through friction and tending to
affect its rotation, must be equal 0, and hence, as there are
eastward components of motion in the higher latitude, there
must necessarily be westward ones nearer the equator. The
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eastward motions in the higher latitudes increase with increase

of altitude, but nearer the equator the westward motions

decrease with increase of altitude and at a certain altitude van-

ish and become eastward motions.

The deflecting force depending upon the earth's rotation is

such that if the air on the parallel of 45° has a velocity of 54

miles per hour, it gives rise to a gradient of pressure, increasing

to the right of the direction of motions in the northern hemi-

sphere, and the contrary in the southern, of 0"1 inch of mercury

in the distance of one degree of a great circle of the earth.

This force, and consequently the gradient, is as the velocity and

the sine of the latitude, and hence it is a maximum at the pole

and decreases toward and vanishes at the equator. The east-

ward motion, therefore, in the middle and higher latitudes gives

rise to a gradient of pressure increasing toward the equator, and

the westward motion between the tropics and the equator to a

gradient of pressure increasing in a direction from the equator,

and hence there must be a belt of higher pressure all around

the globe, having its maximum at the latitude of 30° or 35°,

where the dividing line is between the eastward and westward

motions. The pressure diminishes from this maximum toward

the poles, so that the pressure at the poles, especially the south

pole, is less than at the equator. As the southern hemisphere

is mostly covered by the ocean, on which the friction is much

less than on land, the eastward velocities in the middle and

lower latitudes of this hemisphere in their normal state, amount

to almost a gale entirely around the globe, and these give rise

to a very steep gradient there, and a great barometric depres-

sion at the south pole.

The regularity of the general motions of the atmosphere and

of the gradients depending upon them, is very much interfered

with by irregularities in the distribution of the earth's tempera-

ture arising from ocean currents, and from irregularities <">t

the earth's surface, comprising both sea and land with its moun-

tain ranges. This part of the subject was treated in Part I, of

these researches, but some knowledge of the principles contained

in this part of the subject and of the results is necessary to

understand the theory of cyclones, tornadoes, etc.

Cyclones.—Cyclones arise from more local disturbances of

temperature. On account of the want of homogeneity of the

earth's surtare and of the h\•grometrie state of the atmosphere.

the amount of heat received and radiated bv the earth's surface

and the atmosphere, is very different in" different localities.

Where more heat is received than radiated, the temperature

must continue to rise until the loss of heat by radiation '

other means exactly equals the amount received,- and hen'''

there cannot be uniformity of temperature even on the same
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latitudes, and there must be a great many local irregularities in

the distribution of temperature independent of the great general

disturbance of the equality of temperature between the equato-
rial and polar regions. These must give rise to corresponding
motions of the atmosphere which are superadded to those of the

general motions. If in the unequal distribution of temperature
it should happen, as it must frequently, that there is a some-
what circular area with higher temperature in the interior and
with temperature gradients increasing somewhat regularly on
all sides from the center outward, we should have, at least

approximately, the initial condition of a cyclone. There would
be a motion of the air from all sides toward the central part of

the warmer and more rare air in the interior, a very slow rising

up of the air in this part and a flowing out of the air above;
that is, there would be an interchanging motion between the

colder and warmer parts of the air, just as in the case of the

general motions of the atmosphere there is between the

equatorial and polar regions, except that in the one case the
flow is toward the central part below and from it above, while
in the other it is the reverse. Any limited portion of the earth's

surface of not very great extent, may be regarded as a plane,

and this by virtue of the earth's rotation, has a gyratory motion
around its center, equal to that of the earth's rotation multiplied
into the sine of the latitude of this center. Hence, as in the
case of the general motions of the earth, this interchanging
motion between the central and exterior part of the warmer
and more rarified air, must give rise to gyrations around the

center from right to left in the northern hemisphere, with gyra-
tions the contrary way in the exterior part, and these gyrations
in contrary directions must give rise to gradients of pressure

increasing in the central part from the center outward, but in

the external part to a gradient of pressure increasing from the
outward limit of the gyrations toward the center, so that there

must be a belt of high pressure with its maximum where the
interior gyrations in proceeding from the center, vanish and
change signs. These exterior g.\ rations and the gradients aris-

ing from them are generally small in comparison with those of
the interior, and they are generally so interfered with by
numerous irregularities, that they are not readily shown by
observation, but to deny that they exist, would be to deny the
truth of a fundamental and well established principle in

The increased pressure under the belt of high barometer
ig the central part of the cyclone causes a modifica-

tion of the flow of air toward the center very near the surface,

for the air is forced out from beneath in both directions, the
flow toward the outward border very near the surface counter-
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acts and reverses the flow toward the center arising from the

primary and initial cause of disturbance, while the part pressed

out on the interior side toward the center, combines with this

flow toward the center and increases it. For the same reason

in the general motions of the atmosphere the flow of air below

from the polar to the equatorial regions is reversed very near

the surface, and the gentle southwest winds of the middle lati-

The preceding condition, found in the unequal distribution

of temperature, must be regarded simply as a primary cause

of disturbance, giving rise merely to the initial cyclonic dis-

turbances ; for without other <x ig upon the

hygrometric state of the atmosphere, and upon the rate of de-

crease of temperature with increase of altitude in the atmo-

sphere generally in which the cyclone exists, we could have no

cyclone of long continuance or of much violence. With a dry

ere the air in the ascending current of the interior

would cool about one degree centigrade for each 100 meters of

ascent, so that the air at a very moderate elevation would be-

come colder and more dense than that of the strata of the sur-

rounding atmosphere at the same altitude. The pressure

then of the air at the surface in the interior would become
equal to or greater than that of the air generally, unless the

rate of decrease of temperature with increase of altitude in

the latter were greater than 1° C. for 100 meters, which it

never is except in some rare cases and very near the earth's

surface only. When this would take place the initial cyclonic

disturbances arising from this primary cause of disturbance

would cease.

If the air is nearly saturated with aqueous vapor, after

ascending to only a moderate elevation its tension and tempe-

rature are so much diminished that the vapor is condensed

into cloud and rain and the heat given out in the condensation

of the vapor as the air ascends prevents the rapid cooling

which takes place in dry air and the rate of cooling with increase

of altitude is reduced, in ordinary temperatures and eleva-

tions, to less than half of what it is in dry air. If in this case

the rate of decrease of temperature with increase of altitude

in the surrounding atmosphere generally is less than that in an

ascending current of saturated air, then the temperature of the

air in the ascending current, at all altitudes, must be less than

that of the air generally, and hence the column of .

air is lighter than the surrounding air, and the ascending cur-

rent is kept up as long as it is supplied with air nearly satu-

rated. If, however, after a time, this current comes to be

supplied with dryer air, then it has to ascend to a much greater

elevation before condensation of the vapor takes place, and as
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it cools at the rate of 1° C. for each 100 meters before it

reaches that elevation, it may be cooled down lower than the

surrounding air before reaching the elevation where condensa-

tion commences, so that if, in this case, we should have the

conditions of a continuing cyclone at all, the power of the

cyclone would at least be very weak.

Where the state of the atmosphere is such, whether dry or

saturated with moisture, that the rate of decrease of tempera-

ture with increase of altitude is greater than in an ascending

current, it is said to be in a state of unstable equilibrium, since

if from any slight predisposing cause such ascending current

is once set in metion it must continue until this state is

changed, either by the action of what we have called the pri-

mary causes of disturbance of temperature or from the invert-

ing action of the currents set in motion. But an atmosphere
in this state over a large area would not furnish the conditions

for a large cyclone, but there would be simply a bursting up
of the lower strata through the upper ones at various places,

giving rise to numerous local showers, and often to tornadoes

and hailstorms. In order to have the complete conditions of a

large cyclone it would be necessary to have a central region of

warmer and more rarefied air to set in motion ascending cur-

rents over a considerable area, and with this there might be
ble cyclonic disturbance if the atmosphere were not

quite in the state of unstable equilibrium, but without this

latter condition also we could not have a long continued cy-

clone. It is seen then that the moisture of the air is a very
important element, since without this we cannot have the state

ol unstable equilibrium unless the rate of decrease of tempe-
rature with increase of elevation in the atmosphere generally
is greater than 1° C. for each 100 meters, but where the air is

saturated this omdition takes place with a rate of decrease less

than half as great, a rate of decrease which is often found in

the atmosphere. The more nearly the air is saturated with
vapor, and the greater the decrease of temperature of the air

generally with the increase of elevation, the greater is the
power of the cyclone. But without these there may be con-
siderable cyclonic disturbance kept up for some time, arising

from the primary causes of disturbance, even where the air is

BO dry that there is very little condensation of vapor into
cloud and rain. Professor Loomis has shown that there is

sometimes a considerable barometric depression for several
days with little or no rain, but in such cases there are only
small gradients with no violent winds, and the depression only
becomes considerable from the gradients extending over a large

area. At the equator where there is no gyration of the area of
rarefaction around its center in virtue of the earth's rotation
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around its axis there cannot be any gyratory motion, but the

interchanging motion between the central and external part

is entirely radial. Cyclones are therefore never observed on or

very near the equator.

If there were no friction between the air and the earth's sur-

face, all the conditions of a cyclone could be satisfied by
circular gyrations without any radial motions, except in the

initial state before the radial motions are brought to rest by
means of the friction between the different strata. In this

case the linear velocity of the gyrations would be very great

near the center. The greater the amount of friction between
the air and the earth's surface the less is the velocity of these

gyrations, and the greater the inclination of the direction

of motion at the earth's surface from the direction of the

tangent toward the center. This is shown by the mat
expression of this inclination deduced from the solution of the

equations expressing the conditions of a cyclone, and this same
expression shows that near the center of a cyclone the gyra-

tions at the surface are more nearly circular than at greater

distances from it, and that, all other circumstances remaining
the same, the nearer the equator the greater the inclination, bo

that at the equator it becomes 90°, and the motion, as already

stated, is radial. In the exterior, or anticvclonal part, where

the gyrations are reversed, this inclination at the earth's surface

is outward from the tangent. At all altitudes some distance

above the earth's surface the friction is small and the gyrations

are more nearly circular, but a little inclined toward the center

in the lower part where the interchanging motion is toward

the center, but outward from the center above, where this

motion is from the center.

If any central area for some reason could be kept colder

than the surrounding parts, with a gradient of temperature

increasing somewhat regularly from the center outward, we
should have the condition of a cyclone with a cold center.

M'his condition is furnished in some measure by an island in a

northern sea in winter, on which the temperature is less than

on the surrounding ocean. In such a case the interchanging

motions below and above would be reversed, but the gyrations

would be in the same direction around the center in the

interior part as in the ease of an ordinary cyclone, and the

contrary in the exterior part. The general motions of the

v on each hemisphere of the globe, with the cold

poles as their centers, are simply two examples of cyclones

of this sort. The gyrations here, in the northern hemisphere,

are around the pole from right to left, as in an ordinary

cyclone, and the contrary in the southern hemisphere, while at

a certain distance from the center, or pole, these gyrations
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vanish and change signs, then giving rise to the anticyclonal

part of the system, as in an ordinary cyclonic system.

A local cyclone oF this sort, with much violence or long con-

tinuance, cannot take place. For if there was a central colder
area which would give rise to the initial motions of such
a cyclone, the air in its descent in the interior would become
1° C. warmer for each one hundred meters of descent, and
hence the colder initial temperature of the central part would
soon be so increased as to equal that of the atmosphere generally

surrounding, when the condition giving rise to initial motion
would be destroyed and all motion cease. In such a case

there would be no advantage in a moist atmosphere, since if it

were even saturated as soon as descent in the interior would
commence, it would become unsaturated. Hence we never
have any violent cyclones of this sort, and nothing more than
initial disturbances which continue generally only a short time.

Fixed Cyclones.—Where the primary cause of temperature
disturbance is fixed to one spot on the earth and kept up con-

tinuously, it gives rise to a fixed cyclone. Such an example is

furnished by a warm island surrounded by a colder sea. This,

unless it were very near the equator, would give rise to consid-

erable cyclonic disturbance, and, if the island were of consider-

able extent, to an observable barometric depression. A very
remarkable example of such a cyclone exists in the northern
part of the Atlantic ocean. Here, on account of the Gulf
Stream and the general interchange of waters between the

equatorial and polar regions, which tend to equalize the tem-
peratures, there is a considerable area of warmer temperature,
especially in the winter season, than that of the sorrounding
parts, with its center near Iceland. This gives rise to a fixed
cyclone with its interior gyrations around this center and fixed
area of low barometer extending over the greater part of the
northern part of the Atlantic ocean. These gyrations on the
southern side of this cyclone, combining with those of the
general motions of the atmosphere, cause the strong west winds
and steep gradients in the middle latitudes of this ocean in the
winter. The belt of high pressure of this cyclone is thrown
somewhat, on the south side, upon that due to the general
motions of the atmosphere at the parallel of about 30° or 35°,

and causes the area of high pressure in this ocean at these lati-

In the summer season the temperature gradients nearly
disappear, and there is very little' cyclonic disturbance over
this region or barometric depression in the vicinity of Iceland.
Very similar conditions exist in the northern part of the
Pacific ocean, but the cyclonic disturbances and the decrease of

barometric pressure are" not so great.
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Progressive motions of Cyclones.—Ordinary cyclones, at least

soon after their first formation, become independent of local

circumstances connected with the earth's surface. The primary

temperature disturbance is not sufficiently great and
|

enough to hold the cyclone to the spot where it originates, and

it is carried forward by the prevailing general movements

tained by the heat arising from the condensation of the vapor

in the interior ascending currents supplied with moist air from

the earth's surface by means of the horizontal currents flowing

in from all sides toward the center. The direction of progres-

sive motion, therefore, is somewhat in the direction of the

general motions of the atmosphere in all parts of the earth.

Hence cyclones originating near the equator, where there is a

westward component of motion, are carried westward, but those

ig in the middle latitudes, where the general motion

of the atmosphere is eastward, are carried toward the east

There is also a tendency of cyclones to move toward the poles

where there are no general currents to carry them forward.

Cyclones, therefore, which originate in the Atlantic near the

equator are first carried westward and northward toward the

West India islands, and Florida, until they arrive at the par-

allel of about 30°, where there is no east or west component

of motion, and where, consequently, they move in the direc-

tion of the meridian until they arrive at the middle and

higher latitudes, where the general eastward current carries

them in that direction, with an inclination still toward the pole.

This seems to be the general tendency of cyclones originating

everywhere near the equator, but they seem' to make their way

through toward the pole with greatest facility on the west sides

of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, because there the general

motions of the air are deflected around somewhat toward the

pole, and aid the cyclones in their progress and carry along a

supply of moist air from the equatorial regions for their sup-

port. As the power of the cyclone is mostly in the upper

cloud region of the atmosphere where the vapor is condensed

mostly, the progressive motions of the cyclones depend rather

upon the general motions of the atmosphere at considerable

altitudes than upon those near the earth's surface. Hence

within the tropics, where the westward motion is small above,

the progressive velocity of the cyclone is small, and it is so at

the vertex of the parabolic path where the motion is toward

the pole, but after arriving at tl - where the

upper general motion of the atmosphere has considerable velo-

city, the progressive motion of the cyclone is much accelerated,

especially its eastward component.
It must not be supposed, however, that the progressive mo-

tion of cyclones depends entirely upon that of the air in which
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the cyclone exists. It depends also very much upon the direc-

tion in which the greatest humidity of the air lies. The pro-

gressive motion of the cyclone is generally greater than that of

the air, even in the upper regions, and consists rather in the

continual formation of new cyclones a little in advance of the

old ones, the latter gradually subsiding, and this new formation
is mostly likely to occur in the direction of greatest moisture.

Barometer.—These arise from the intersecting

and overlapping of the circular belts of high barometer of dif-

ferent cyclones both fixed and progressive. In consequence of

the gradients arising from the general motions of the atmo-
sphere combined with those of the fixed cyclones and all the
other irregularities, the gradients and isobars become very
irregular. When to these are added the irregularities of pro-

gressive cyclones following and impinging upon one another,

this irregularity becomes still much greater, so that it must
frequently happen that there are areas in which the barometer
stands higher than at any of the surrounding places, just as on
a rough sea where numerous broad waves interfere and cross

one another, the surface of the sea has elevations and depres-

sions, not in the form of waves and troughs, but rather of ele-

vated and depressed areas approximating more nearly to a
circular form. The isobars of these areas are generally some-
what irregular, but still as they enclose an area, and the winds,
according to a well-established law, must blow with a certain

not very great inclination to these isobars, the motion of the
air is somewhat around these areas in a direction contrary to

that of the interior part of an ordinary cyclone. These areas,

however, do not form systems of winds complete in themselves,
but simply arise from the interference of cyclones, and are

therefore not properly called a nti -cyclones.

Tornadoes.—These are simply very small cyclones, extend-
ing over so small an area that the effect of the earth's rotation

has no sensible influence, and the gyrations arise, not from the

gyration of this small area around its center in consequence of

the earth's rotation, but from a disturbed state of the atmo-
sphere in which the tornado occurs which renders it impossible
for the air to flow from all sides toward a center without run-
ning into gyrations around that center. This may be illus-

trated by means of a basin of water with a hole through the

bottom in the center through which the water is allowed
to run out. If the water is entirely at rest when the flow

commences, there will be only a radial and very gentle motion
of the water from all sides toward the center, without any
gyratory motion, but if it has the least gyratory motion in its

initial stale, even entirely imperceptible, it will run into very
rapid gyrations before reaching the center.
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The effect of friction in tornadoes is much less than in cy-

clones. A cyclone of considerable extent may be regarded as

a disk, with a diameter many times greater than its depth or

thickness, and hence the gyrations are very much ret

friction on the earth's surface : hut a tornado is rather a pillar

of gyrating air with a very small base in comparison with its

altitude, and hence the retardation of the gyrations by friction

on the earth's surface in this case is comparatively very small.

The gyration of the air, therefore, except near the earth's sur-

face, is very nearly in accordance with the principle of the

preservation of areas, and hence the lineal gyratory velocity is

very nearly inversely as the distance from the center, and con-

sequently must become very great near the center.

In cyclones the barometric gradient and depression of the

barometer in the central part are due both to the deflecting

3 rig from the earth's rotation and the centrifugal force

of the gyrations, to the former mostly at a considerable dis-

tance from the center, but to the latter mostly near the center.

In a tornado the diminution of pressure and tension in the

center arises almost entirely from the centrifugal force, that de-

pending upon the earth's rotation being nearly insensible.

On account of the rapidity of the gyrations near the center

this diminution of pressure in;iv be very great there, while at

a very short distance from the center it is imperceptible.

Tornadoes occur when, from any cause, the air is in the

state of unstable equilibrium already referred to. This may
be near the earth's surface, but is most usually up in the region

of the clouds, where the air is saturated with moisture, and
where consequently this state occurs most frequently, since it

then requires a rate of diminution of temperature with increase

of altitude usually less than half as great as in the case of dry

air. When the atmosphere is in this state the air of the lower
strata, from any slight disturbance, bursts up through the

upper strata at some point, and the higher it ascends the greater

is the difference between its temperature and density and those

of the surrounding strata at the same elevation, and hence the

greater the tendency to rush up at that point. But, as in the

case of the basin of water, if the initial state of the air were
that of quiescence, there would be only a radial flow of air

from all sides toward that point without any gyratory motion or

diminution of tension at the center, and with very little violence

of morion. The velocity of the ascending current in this case

would not be very great since the column of ascei

would soon spread out laterally, and become too great In
order to have, therefore, all the conditions of a tornado, it is

have, besides the state of unstable equilibrium,
other conditions which, as in the case of the water in the
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basin, give rise to gyrations around the central point toward
which the air from all sides flows. When these gyrations com-
mence above, as they usually do. since the air there is most
frequently in the state of unstable equilibrium, they gradu-

ally extend downward for the gyrations cause a great diminu-
tion of tension and of density, and the air consequently in the

center rushes up with great velocity and that below of the still

unagitated strata is drawn in to supply its place, which like-

wise runs into gyrations around the center, so that the gyra-

tions in a very short time extend down to the earth's surface.

The whole column of gyrating air is like a tall flue containing

very rarefied air, the centrifugal force of the gyrations acting

as a barrier to prevent the inflow of air from all sides into the

interior, and if the gyrations at the earth's surface were as rapid

as those above, it would be similar to such a flue with all the

draught cut off'. But very near the earth's surface these gyra-

tions, and consequently the centrifugal force, are very much
diminished on account of the friction at the surface, and this

allows the air to rush in quite near the surface to supply the

draught of the interior asi-endin-r current. While, therefore,

the gyrations above, on account of the little friction are almost
exactly circular, allowing little air to reach the central part, the

motion of the air, near the surface, is more nearly radial, or at

least very much inclined inward from the direction of the tan-

gent. It is the same somewhat in the case of large cyclones.

Very near the earth's surface the radial component of motion
is much greater than it is at a moderate elevation above, and
the inclination from the tangent toward the center may be
very great, while a little above the surface the gyrations are

nearly circular. It is readily seen that this must be the case since

the force which overcomes the friction of the gyratory motion
depends, in both cyclones and tornadoes, upon the radial com-
ponent of motion, and hence the greater the friction to be
overcome the greater must be this radial component, and where
there is little friction this radial component is very small and
the gyrations nearly circular.

Where the air near the earth's surface is nearly saturated

with moisture it has to ascend to only a very moderate altitude,

at the outer border of the tornado, to have its tension and
temperature so reduced that the vapor is condensed into cloud,
and nearer the center, where the tension is diminished by the
centrifugal force of the gyrations, the stratum in which conden-
sation and cloud-formation commences is brought down to the
earth at a considerable distance from the center. In such a
case a considerable area of the earth's surface in the central

part of the tornado is covered with dense cloud and enveloped
in darkness. The indrawing, gyratory and ascensional currents
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are so strong as to draw in and carry up very heavy bodies and
throw them out above, to a great distance. Sometimes the

ascending current is so strong as to keep a heavy body sus-

pended in the air for a long time until the tornado has pro-

gressed many miles, when, after the violence of the tornado

begins to abate, the body falls to the earth. Unless the strength

of the ascending current is sufficient to carry the body up to an

altitude where the air tends outward from the center, the grad-

ually indrawing currents below that altitude keep the body
near the center and it cannot fall to the earth until the ascend-

ing velocity of the current which has carried it up, is dimin-

Waterspouts.—These are simply special cases of tornadoes, as

tornadoes are of cyclones. Where the air at the earth's surface

in a tornado is not nearly saturated with moisture, it has to

ascend to a much greater elevation on the outward border of

the tornado before cloud formation takes place, and also the

nearly horizontal inflowing and gyratory currents below have

to approach very near the center before cloud is formed,

and the nearer the earth's surface, the nearer this approach must

be. Hence, the base of the cloud assumes a funnel-shape

above, with a long tapering stem reaching down to the earth or

sea. A waterspout, therefore, is simply the cloud brought down
to the earth's iiirju.o /><, /!>• ni/tid ///////> ry /notions near the center

of a tornado. This may be explained by means of a deep vessel,

instead of a shallow basin, of water with a hole in the center of

the bottom. If the water is allowed to run out, and it has only

an almost perceptible initial gyratory motion, it finally runs

into very rapid gyrations around the center, and the surface of

the water and each of the strata of equal pressure under the

surface, assume a funnel shape at the top and extend down to

the 1 m atom, even within the hole, in the form of a long, tapering

tube. It is the same in tin- case of the air in a tornado. The
fact that the air of the lower strata runs upward through the

upper strata, instead of downward through the bottom, does not

alter the case, for the gyrations, upon which the lowering of the

strata of equal tension and temperature depend, are produced
just the same in both cases. The stratum of the air, then, of

which the tension and temperatuiv are such as to CQndaose the

moisture of the air, assuming this shape, of course the base of

the cloud assumes the same. If the dew-point of the air at the

earth's surface is 10° C. below the temperature of the air,

then air at the outer limit has to ascend about 1,000 meters

before cloud-formation takes place, and this determines the

height of the spout The distance from the center at the base,

at which condensation and cloud -formation takes place, depends
upon the rapidity of the gyrations, ami this upon the amountof
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initial gyration and of friction. In a tall, slender column of

gyrating air the friction is small, and the gyratory velocity may
be assumed to be very nearly inversely as the distance from the

center, except very near the center, where the gyratory velocity

becomes almost infinitely great. Without any friction the

waterspout would always be brought down to the earth, it

might be in the form of a mere thread, however small the ini-

tial gyrations, but in nature, where friction, at least near the

center, must diminish considerably the velocity of the gyrations,

this is not the case. The diameter of the base of the water-

spout depends upon the gyratory velocity, and where this on
account of friction near the center, is not sufficient to bring the

spout down to the surface of the earth, it is seen merely as a

funnel-shaped cloud.

Small waterspouts which are seen upon the sea or small
lakes in perfectly clear and calm weather, arise from a state of

unstable equilibrium of the clear but nearly saturated air near
the surface of the water. The principle of their formation is

the same, but a greater rate of decrease of temperature with
increase of altitude is required, than when their first formation
commences up in the region of the clouds.

Cloud-bursts.—We have seen how a heavy body may be sus-

tained and kept up in the air near the center of a tornado for a

long time. In the same manner a large accumulation of rain

is sustained, and prevented from being dispersed by the inflow-
ing currents so long as the rain is not carried up where the air

flows out from the center. Calculation shows that the amount
of rain condensed from nearly saturated currents of air with
such velocities as must exist in the central parts of tornadoes
is enormous. The water cannot fall in drops on account of the
strength of the current. It therefore accumulates in the body
of the cloud, and especially at points where the ascending
current is least, until the weight of water becomes so _

it is poured down through the air in streams. Where these
streams strike the earth's surface they excavate great holes in

the earth, often several yards deep, and if this occurs on a
mountain side, great ravines may be produced. That these
holes in the earth and ravines are caused by a stream of water,
and not by a very heavy rain, is evident from the fact that the
sides of these holes are often cut down almost perpendicularly,
while leaves and other light substances, where these holes occur
on mountain sides, remain undisturbed near the border on the
upper side. The ascending current keeps rain-drops from fall-

ing, so that no water falls except in the down-pouring streams.

Cloud-bursts are most apt to occur on mountain sides. The
tornado, heavily loaded with accumulated rain-water, on ap-

proaching a mountain side is very much interfered with by it.
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The draught of the ascending current, as we have seen, is

mostly near the earth's surface. When the base of the gyrat-

ing column of air strikes the mountain side, this draught is

somewhat cut off, and the whole system somewhat broken up,

and the power of the tornado destroyed. Hence the whole

accumulation of water is sometimes poured down, almost at

once, on the side of the mountain, tearing up rocks and trees,

and causing a great ravine.

Hailstorms.—As in tornadoes, there is a stratum of air

brought down to the earth by the centrifugal force of the gyra-

tions, where the condensation of vapor into cloud and rain first

takes place, and which assumes the figure of the water-spout, so

very much higher up there is one brought down, it may be

entirely to the earth, where the tension is so small and the

temperature so low as to freeze the vapor into snow and the

rain-drops into hail, even in the summer season. The altitude

of this stratum, where it is not brought down to a lower level

by the gyrations, depends upon the excess of the temperature

of the air at the earth's surface above the freezing point.

Drops of rain carried by the ascending current above this

stratum, or where it is brought down to or near the earth,

within it, are frozen into hail. These may be carried outward
above where the ascending currents are so weak that they

can fall to the earth, and as they may fall very slowly and

may have been cooled down considerably below the freezing

point, they may continue to increase in size all the way down
by freezing the water which adheres to their sides in falling,

for the ascending cu

small drops and misi

Sometimes much of the hail in thus falling is drawn in

toward the center by the inflowing currents from all sides

below, until there is a great accumulation of hail in the center

of the tornado, just as of rain in the case of a cloud-burst. If

from any cause, then, the strength of these currents should

become suddenly weakened, or the whole system broken up,

all this hail would .fall rapidly to the earth, and hence the

almost incredible amounts of hail which are said to fall some-

times in a very short space of time.

A considerable amount of rain may he earned some distance

up into the snow region before it has time to freeze. By the

mixture of rain and snow, small balls of very moist snow are

formed, which, being carried out where the strength of the

ascending current permits them to fall slowly, they continue to

grow until they become heavily coated with solid ice, and
finally reach the earth. It is in this way that the large hail-

stones with a snowy kernel within are formed. But these in

falling are sometimes carried by the indrawing current below
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into the central part of the tornado, where the ascending

currents are strong enough to carry them up again into the

region of soft snow mixed with rain, where they receive

another coat of soft snow, less compact than the coat of ice,

after which they are thrown out again above where they fall

gently down and receive another coat of solid ice. This may
be repeated a number of times, the hail-stone moving in a sort

of oval orbit, upward in the central part, outward above, and
down at a distance from the cei: ogth of the

ascending current is such as to allow it to fall, and then toward
the center again, to commence another similar revolution.

While in the upper snow region it receives a coat of snow,
and while in the region of cloud and rain, a coat of solid

ice. Hence it is no unusual thing to find large hail-stones

composed of a number of coatings like an onion, these coat-

ings consisting of alternate layers of frozen soft snow and

Sand-spouts.-—These occur mostly on dry, sandy deserts,

where the surface becomes very much heated, and the rate of

decrease of temperature with increase of altitude is such that the

unsaturated and almost entirely dry air is in the state of unsta-

ble equilibrium. The sand-spout originates just as any small

tornado, or as small waterspouts upon lakes in fair weather, but
the air is so dry that there is no condensation of vapor, unless

it is at a very great altitude, but the indrawing and ascending
currents carry with them a great quantity of dust and other
light substances, which assume the form of a pillar extending
high up into the air. As occurs in all tornadoes and water-

spouts, the air flows in from all sides below to supply the
draught of the ascending current, mostly near the earth's sur-

face, but also in,some degree up to a considerable altitude, and
these inflowing currents drive the dust which is raised on all

sides, in toward the central part, and thus the dusty part of
the air assumes the figure of a column.
As the particles of a r, the centri-

fugal force of the gyrations tends to drive the particles from
the center, but this is counteracted bv the resistance of the
mdrawing currents, which is a function of the size of the parti-

cle and the strength of their currents, since it is nearly as the
square of the product of the velocity of the current into the
diameter of the particle. Hence, particles of sand of dill'ereut

sizes arrange themselves at difleivnt distances from the center,

ile the resist-

of the inflowing current is nearly as the square of the
leter. If, however, the particle were very large, it might
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be kept at so great a distance from the center, that the ascend-

ing current there would not be able to keep it up, so that if

there were no limit to the sizes of the particles, yet there would
still be a limit to the dimensions of the pillar of sand, which
would be determined by the ascending velocity of the air at

different distances from the center.

Water-spouts and Sand-spouts are hollow.—Near the center of

the gyrations the centrifugal force is so great th-at the small par-

ticles of condensed vapor in waterspouts, and of fine sand parti-

cles in sandspouts, cannot exist there, or at least they are corn-

rare, so that these spouts have the appearance of

being hollow. M. Boue, in the year 1850, observed three

water-spouts at the same time on Lake Janina, from the top of

a high mountain. The weather was entirely clear, without
clouds or wind, but very oppressive and hot. The spouts

seemed to rise up from the lake, and he could look down into

the top of them and see that they were hollow in the middle.
(Bulletin Soc. Geologic. ue de France, v. viii, p. 274.)
Of a whirlwind observed at Schell City, Mo., in the summer

of 1879, Professor Nipher says :
" There were no surface winds

strong enough to bear dust along the surface of the ground, but

the dust carried up in the vortex was collected only at the

vortex of the whirl. The dust column was about two hundred
feet high and perhaps about thirty or forty feet in diameter at

the top. The direction of rotation was the same as of storms of

the northern hemisphere. Leaving the road the whirl passed
out on the prairie, immediately filling the air with hay, which
was carried up in somewhat wider spirals, the diameter of the

cone thus filled with h;
'

at top. It was then i

hollow. Standing nearly under it, the bottom of the dust
column appeared like an annulus of dust surrounding a circular

area of perfectly clear air. The area grew larger as the dust
was raised higher, being about fifteen or twenty feet wide when
it was last observed." (Nature, Sept. 11th, 1879.)
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Art. YIII. — Magnet'- in Davis Strait, in

August and September , 1880, on Luunl tin: S/eams/rip Gulnare ;

by O. T. Sherman.

The Steamship Gulnare was provided with a Lamont mag-
netometer, made by Fauth & Co., and a Kew dipping needle,

made by Cassella. Before the starting of Hm- expedition, both

instruments were set up in the private observatory of Mr. C. A.
Schott, in Washington, and the observers had the great bene-
fit of his advice. The methods of observation, the forms of

record and reduction are recorded, in part, in Appendix No.
16, Coast Survey Eeport, 1875, in part in the "Admiralty
Manual of Scientific Inquiry." Frequently, however, it was
found desirable to have recourse to the sextant to obtain the

The first observations we record were taken at St. John,
N. F., part at the private observatory of Mr. .John Delanev. part

on the hill forming the harbor. A local publication contain-

ing information "derived from the most authentic sources,"

gives the variation for 1880, as 32° 30' West. The authority

is not known. Commander Robinson, It. X., observed in 1878
a value 31° 30'. The variation chart, for 1880, published by
the British Admiralty, shows the line of 31 running through the

harbor. Our own value is 30° 40'. It is derived from five

observations, four of which are absolutely independent. The
extreme values diller anion- themselves by 6''1 when reduced
to the mean of 24 hours. This discrepancy I am at a loss to

explain. No data are known which would refer it to local

attraction. The horizontal force observed was 3*3373, the dip
74° 45'-4.

Lively, Disco Island, Greenland, formed our second station.

This place had formerly been visited by Sontag in Sept., 1861,

who found the dip 81° 51' and the horizontal force 1762, but
who records no declination. It was again visited by the Alert
and Discovery in 1875; the record then made the 'declination

67° 12'-8-68 d
45', dip 81° 56'-81° 43'"7 and horizontal force

1-770-1 -805. Total force, 12-514-12-578. The remark is added
tliat the observations showed evidence of considerable local at-

traction. Our record is one of disturbance only. On August
Hth, the declination observed by the magnetometer varied

from N. 46° 9'-7 W., at llh 13m a. m., to N. 49° 15'-3 W., at 4h

32 ,n
p. M . On August 18th, at the same spot, but with an

azimuth compass the declination varied from N. 67° 54'1 W.,
at 7 a. m., to N. 68° 52'4 W. at 3 p. m. Our needle was
consequently deflected over twenty degrees by the magnetic
storm of August 11th. On several"successive days also, it was
Am Jour. Sol—Third Series, Vol. XXII, No. 127.-Jult, 1881.
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our custom, as the ship swung with the tide, to observe the

errors of the ship's compass by reference to a fixed and distant

mark. As yet, however, we have been unable to derive from

them a senes of values, which makes the ship's constants

at all comparable with the same values derived elsewhere;

whether from local attraction or magnetic storm, those who
can refer to continued observation must determine. On August
12th, the magnetometer gave a horizontal force of 1-9042. On
Augustllth. in the same position as tin- declination of the 11th

and 18th. 1-7559. On September 1st, at a station almost mid-

way, 1-8842. These values correspond in magnitude to the

distances from one of the many gneiss knobs. Feeling uncer-

tain, therefore, as to the extent to which the observation- might

be affected by local attraction, more especially as observations

from stations in the Waigat corresponded but poorly with those

at Disco, we determined, on our return, to endeavor to dis-

cover some place which might be free from local influence.

Taking the dipping needle, we made observations from the top

of the hills to the sea coast. Placing these on the chart they

are found to increase in value on either side of a knoll of trap

rich in magnetite, on which tin- dip was 8<r 4S'. Half way up
the hill it became 81° 6', on the top of the hill, 81° 23'.

Speaking generally, the line 81° 50' runs from a point half

way between Wildfire and Englishman's Bays, along the inner

shore of the island forming the harbor. The line of 82°

runs through the middle of the western part of the island and on
the sea shore on the eastern. The line of 82° 6' on the western

sea shore. All lines form a loop in the direction of Crown
Prince islands. We found no spot free from local influence. A
stone was brought to me while here, which both Prof. Steen-

strup and myself recognized at once as " Ovifak meteoric

iron." It was said to have been found in Wildfire bay. From
what we now know, however, it seems more likely to have been
brought by the natives from Ovifak. They keep a number of

these stones on hand for purposes of trade.

At Rittenbonk. hit. f>!> 44', long. 51° 2' W., we found on
August 23d, 1880, the dip to be 81° 53'-9, the total force

11 021 M. and the variation N. 70° 2''9 W., at llh 80m local time.

The Alert gives for this station a declination of 69° S'S at

0-40 i». :u\ The station is granitic and there may be local

attraction.

At Sakkak, lat. 70° 1' K, long. 51° 55' W., we found on
August 24th, the dip to be 81° 59'-6, variation N. 70° 47''3, at

12h 15m local time; and on August Mist, the horizontal force

1-7904. This station is also probably affected by local attrac-
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At Kidlaset, lat. 70° 10', long. 53° 0', August 25th, 1880,

we observed a dip 82° ll'-8, and total force 12-5435. These
are probably not affected by local influence.

The Gulnare was a wooden ship with iron frame. She had
seen many years' service in the waters of New Foundland, but
during the winter before the expedition sailed, had been almost

entirely rebuilt. She was swung at Hampton Koads, on June
23d, 1880. The observations discussed by the method of least

squares give the value of the ship's force to head, —1-84.03, to

starboard, -07845. Three days after, the salt which the en-

gineer had allowed to collect in "the. boiler reached a thickness

of several inches and the fire boxes collapsed. These were re-

placed at St. Johns and for ten days and nights the iron in that

part of the ship was again subjected to hammering. The ship

was again swung at St. Johns. The value of the ship's

force reduced, after Evans, by the least squares are force to

head, -1-916, to starboard, -0-2599, to nadir, -04081. On
August 30th, the values were, force to head, -1-46299, to star-

board, —0-83918 On Octobei 5th. the values b.'ciiiie to head,

-0-9971, to starboard, -14525, to nadir, -03907. A change
I should be loath to accept were it not thrust upon me by the

facts of navigation. The swing of October oth was necessita-

ted by the discrepancy between the observed and calculated

courses. It was our custom at sunrise or sunset to observe the

angle between the sun's limb and the line of the ship's keel,

noting at the same time the ship's heel and course by the dis-

turbed compass. These observations served at the time to cor-

rect our course. Several of these have been again employed to

give us the declinations at the place of observation. The ship's

forces for the date were obtained by simple interpolation from
the values above given. These connected with the soft iron

coefficients give us readily the values of the semi-circular varia-

tion. These, finally, we have placed in the exact expression

. AC±dW~C*+A a+B3

m * = A*+W
which is readily deduced from Evans' well known formula.

A, B and C are here easily calculated functions of the semi-

circular and quadrantal coeflicients. and the ship's apparent
azimuth. The sign + being taken, when the compass rending

is from N. 0° E., to N. 180° E., the sign - for the remaining
readings. The values obtained in this way are as follows :

August 5, 1880, 62° 30' 51° 45' 8 23 N. 57°42'W.
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Mallet.

In the original description* of the mineral in question from

the allanite locality in Amherst Co., Va., very little could be

said about the crystalline form, as but a few imperfect faces

had been met with. I have recently obtained some additional

specimens, most of them irregularly shaped nodules imbedded
in allanite, but fortunately among them one nearly complete

detached crystal, broken into two parts indeed, but these lining

accurately together, so that the form can be easily made out.

This little specimen is a tetragonal octahedron, l
-5 centime-

ter long, weighing T627 grm. No faces are visible save those

of the octahedron (1) and faint indications at one or two places

of an extemely narrow plane replacing its terminal edges. The
surfaces are too dull to allow a reflecting goniometer to be used,

but an application goniometer gives the angles

1 a1 (adjacent pyn
l k l (baflal)=127° 0'

These measurements show a close relation to fergusonite,

or which

O^ 1= 115° 46'

i pyramidal 1 =

(basal)=128'= 128° 28'

The relation in form between fergusonite and tapiolite and
xenotime on the one hand, and scheelite, stolzite and wulfen-

ite on the other has been pointed out by Rammelsberg.f
The angles for sipylite and for fergusonite are connected
with those of xenotime if a of the two Winer be taken =2ft of

the latter, and this,:}; as well as Eammelsberg's analysis of

fergusonite, supports the view expressed in my former paper

that sipylite is an ortho-niobate—R"
3
M v

g 9
—containing basic

hydrogen.
The sipylite crystal shows distinct cleavage parallel to 1. It

is fully identified with the mineral ori-inal'lv examined bv its

general physical characters. The S p.' gr. =4*883 at 16° C. J

formerly found, 4*887 at 12°-5, and 4*892 at 17° -5.
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Art. X.— Observak

affinities with <.

In the Chemung group of New York, and in the Waverly
beds of Ohio and elsewhere, there occurs a group of fossil

bodies which have been described under the name I)irf//oph;it-<>,i
%

but the nature of which J think has not been proper) v under-

stood. In the 16th Report on the State Cabinet of "Natural
History of New York, page 84, in the remarks preceding the

generic description. \\w\ are referred to the vegetable kingdom
with the opinion expressed, " that they are Algee of a peculiar

form and mode of growth." A reference which I think their

If one examine the figures of the various species described.

given on Plates 3 to 5A of the above cited work, it will be
seen that these bodies are more or less elongated tubes, straight

or curved, cylindrical or angular, nodose or annulated ; and
that they have been composed of a thin film or pellicle of net-

work, made up of longitudinal and horizontal threads which
cross each other at right angles, thereby cutting the surface of

the fossil into rectangular spaces; often with liner threads

between the coarser ones. When the specimens, which are

casts or impressions in sandstone, are carefully examined, it is

found that these threads are not interwoven with each other
like basket work, or like the libers of cloth, nor do they unite

with each other as do vegetable substances; but one set

appears to pass on the outside, and the other on the inside of
the body. The threads composing the net-work vary in

id are in regular sets in both directions, while the
entire- thickness of the film or substance of the body has been

fh -oik- nee | 1! n_ tin- .-pact' bet i thei \<\ and the in itnx

'. and lirmm-s of texture.

In examining the structure of Ewplectella it is found to b<

<-ot
n posed of longitudinal and liori mta bauds similar to those

above dcM-ribed. with the additional feature of sets of fiber!



angles of the quadrangular meshes

formed by the two principal sets of .fibers, and give to them
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passing in each direction obliquely across or between the longi-

tudinal and horizontal sets, but not interwoven with them

;

so that the longitudinal series forms external ribs extending

the length of the sponge, and the horizontal series inside ribs

or bands, and they appear as if cemented to each other at their

crossings. The oblique threads, besides strengthening
x1~~

wo pi-incipa

tne appearance of circular openings,

much more complicated than in D^lyu/Jiy/on. The addition of

oblique fibers in Euplectella is the most noticeable difference

between the two forms ; but if placed horizontally and longi-

tudinally
:

between the primary sets they would produce pre-

cisely the structure seen in Dictyophyton.

As yet we have no positive ' evidence of the nature of the

substance which composed the fibers in Dictyophyton. The
only cases known, so far as I am aware, of the preservation of

the substance of the fossil is that mentioned above, where the

space between the matrix and the cast is occupied by a ferrugi-

nous body, a material which so .often replaces siliceous organ-

isms in a fossil state, and specimens of D. Newberryi from Rich-

field, Ohio, on which there occur slight patches of a carbonaceous

substance, but not sufficient to warrant the conclusion that it

- formed a part of the structure, even in the opinion of the

to have

3 they are associated with

numerous fragments of terrestrial plants. I am therefore led

to the opinion, from their firmness of texture as evinced by the

strong markings left in the rock, and the almost perfect reten-

tion of their original form, that they were of a siliceous nature.

Still, in this opinion I may be mistaken, and it must be left

for future discovery to determine ; but that they were of the

nature of sponges and not of plants I feel very confident.

The form given, by Professor Vanuxem in the Geological

Report of the Third' District of the New York Survey, and

also figured in the 16th Report above cited, I think would
also better conform to this idea than to that of a vegetable

origin, although its hroad flattened bands may be something

The name ffydnoeeras was originally applied by T. A. Conrad
to designate a species of this "genus (.lour. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Philad., vol. viii, 1st series, p. 267), but was discarded on

account of its objectionable signification, though if the view

here suggested prove correct the later appellation is almost as

objectionable.
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At the eastern bound anty, Kansas, we find

the high lands to vary from 950 to 1050 feet above the sea, the

valleys being 875 to 910. In the Neosho Valley the elevation

at Neosho Falls is about 1000 feet. Up to this place and a
little farther we pass over a gently sloping countrv. It then
rises more rapidly, being 1150 feet on higher land. West of

the Verdigris the counl Uy and is more rugged.
In Osage County coal is profitably mined, which, according

to Prof. Mudge belongs to the Lower Coal-measures. The
Lower Coal-measures pass southwardly along the Neosho
Valley which seems to occupy a trough in these measures, but
eastwardly, including Miami County, the northern half of An-
derson and the county northwardly, only the upper series are

exposed, connecting with similar measures in Missouri.

West of the Verdigris River the Upper Coal-measures also

extend but soon disappear beneath the " Permian." The main
productive Coal-measures of Southeast Kansas lie south of

Miami County. Passing from Paola southwestwardly to Green-
wood County, we find only a thin coal-seam occasionally mined
but with no profitable result. Near the line of Greenwood and
Woodson Counties a seam of less than a foot thickness is some-
times mined. This is the most western exposure of coal

belonging to the Carboniferous formation. In the western part

of Woodson and in Greenwood County the lowest exposed
rock is 50 feet of coarse sandstone which I have referred to the

Lower Coal-measures, hut only a i<"\v fragmentary remains of

plants were found in it. Above this are thin limestone beds
full of Fusulixa cylindrica and nearly 200 feet more of sand-
stone, with other limestone beds above, containing well known
Carboniferous fossils, inelinlim: /<V////,/,/ >->/h',i<Ir>rti and Chcetetes.

The step now is more rapid to the " Permian."
Entering the State near the line of Cowley and Chautauqua

counties, we find ourselves upon a long dividing ridge extend-
ing and well defined for seventy miles northwardly.

This ridge is much higher than the country either east or
west of it, and is known in southern Kansas as the " Flint Hills,"

on account of numerous fragments of flint lying strewn over the

surface. It includes the Permian rocks of Kansas and might
appropriately be termed the " Permian Mountains." Its elevation

above the sea is 1560 feet near Greenfield, in northeast part of
Cowley County 1600 feet ; and the highest point near the corner
of Greenwood, Elk and \\ irler ; U> i

1 1700 feet. This is the
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of Elk.
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lighest ground east of Arkansas and Walnut Valley.

abrupt, the ridge presenting

rugged walls of limestone separated by shaly slopes, and the

hills descend 350 feet in four miles or 390 feet in six miles, and
in some places the descent is still more abrupt. From the main
ridge sharp spurs extend oft' from six to ten miles eastwardly.

From the peculiar rough character of the eastern face of this

ridge good wagon passes are often distant as much as ten miles.

The approaches to this ridge from Fall River Valley is by a

succession of terraces or plateaus of upper Carboniferous rocks.

At Twin Falls we are on a lower terrace elevated about 1000

feet above the sea. The second terrace is reached six miles
" stwardly at 1160 to 1180 feet. This terrace occupies

.rea of the eastern part of Greenwood Countv with most
The elevation of the next terrace is about 1300 feet

above the sea and it reaches to the foot hills of the Permian and

the slopes above blend with the Permian. This will include

altogether about 500 feet of Upper Coal-measure rocks in this

part of Kansas which lie below the Permo-carboniferous. These
beds are mainly shaly sandstones with occasional limestone

beds, and as far as observed contain one coal bed of seven inches

with two beds of bituminous shale, and one other coal seam of

five inches thickness appears just beneath the Permian. The
Permian or Permo-carboniferous of the " Flint Hills " include a

total of about 500 feet thickness. The following section I have
condensed from several taken within twenty miles.

1. Sixty-two feet including chert layers with thin beds of

shaly drab-colored limestone ; the highest rocks seen in " Flint

ridges," observed Bryozoa with AlJnjris whtilUa, Productus

costatus and Hcmipronites crenistria.

2. Ninety feet mostly thin limestone layers chiefly disinte-

grating on exposure.

3. Seven feet bed of porous chert resting on limestone.

Pinna peracuta found everywhere. A Phillipsia was also ob-

tained.

4. Eighty-five feet chiefly drab shales with some thin layers

of limestone and red shale near lower part. Fossils are very

abundant and can be picked up in a finely preserved state, and
include Fislulipora {?), Productus Nebrascensis, P. semireticulatus,

Mnhfln .4ri(iticosf, / /,i. (ihonrUs </ ,-<imi',
'/, ,-<>, Terebratula bovidens,

Aihijri*. *vhi;r,in, Y-,U;.i ^<!,<-;hilu , S'-hlzodus AW/Vy/*. Mijaliva

peratlenuata. lb uiipr<>„:u -, ,-,•< ni-frni. J ,'„•,dnpmut A n>> n'rami, and
oiler known Upper Carboniferous fossils.

5. Five feet of bluish drab and sometimes buff limestone
h'» i n.i>: ,•<>(,'.•< Ha"-,,;, NtjnluKt /> niltrmnOti. Arinilnprr-

ten occidentalis. [This bed is easily recognized wherever seen.]
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*ith

very good for building purposes.

8. Twenty-eight feet limestone abou
drica ; the middle layers contain blu(

showing the structure very finely.

9. Twenty-eight feet of sandstone.

10. Four feet gray limestone containing Productus semiretio

ulatus, AUarisma granosa, .1. subcuneaia, Pinna peracuta, Nau-
/i'/us rapox, etc.

The last bed I regard as the base of the Permian.
• Other fossils obtained at the several localities include Alio-

rmim suheb'ians, A. Topd-uensis, Macrodon — , Nautilus orcuh-n,-

m///\. Miirrliiaonia —. Although these fossils seem at home in

the Permian, I have obtained them also, with scarcely an
exception, from known Upper Coal-measure rocks of Missouri;

in fact most of them have been obtained from the rocks of

Kansas City.

The limestones of the Permian have been extensively quarried
in Kansas from the southern to the northern part of the State,

and many tons sent off to the market. Some of the rock
quarried is too s6ft for valuable structures, but many very
excellent quarries have been opened.

From levels taken on corresponding beds wide apart, we find

there is a regular dip westwardly of not less than 25 feet per
mile. Assuming this to be correct we may be safe in saying
that there are 1500 feet total thickness of Permian bed's in

southern Kansas. In the counties of Butler, Cowley, Elk and
Greenwood, it is the newest rock below the Quaternary. No
other rocks of later formation than the Permian are found
here. The Permian of Kansas rests conformably on the

Coal-measures and there is no decided line of separation between
the two. Certain strata can be grouped together as can certain

other strata of other formations.

The only marked difference is this : Passing a certain horizon

in the ascending series, we find the rocks to be all oi a drab,

buff or cream color and the limestones more impure and break-
ing with a rough fracture, and when vertically jointed the angle

more nearly approaches a right angle, whereas the Coal
limestones are generally more acutely jointed and the blocks
are regular rhomboids.
The group of the Permian Mountains forms an in

study ; the strata are easily traced and the scenery afforded is

The above is an abstract of a more detailed paper.



M W. Hilgard—Later Tertiary of the Gulf of Mea

In view of the late publication of the Coast Survey chart

of soundings in the Gulf of Mexico, and of the observations

of Dr. Eugene A. Smith on the Geological Formations of Florida

(this Journal, April, 1881), I desire to summarize briefly the

facts upon which my hypothesis of a temporary and partial

isolation of the Gulf from the Atlantic Ocean during the later

portion of the Tertiary period, is based. I shall add thereto

some additional facts that have since been brought to my
knowledge, concerning the more remote portions of the group

of deposits to which, from its most accessible and representa-

tive exposure at the town of Grand Gulf, on the Mississippi

Eiver, I have given the name of " Grand Gulf Group."
So far as known at present, the " Vicksburg" group of ma-

rine marls and limestones, containing only extinct forms of

life and therefore according to usage accounted " Eocene,"

closes abruptly the Tertiary series of marine fossiliferous de-

posits, on the entire mainland border of the Gulf of Mexico,

from Florida to the Eio Grande. In the portions lying near

the main axis of the Mississippi trough, the uppermost strata

of the Vicksliurj rocks show. I>v the constant intercalation of

laminated clays and lignite l>eds and seams with the marine

deposits, that the sea was shallowing more and more ; and the

highest portions are everywhere in the State of Mississippi

characterized by a great prevalence of gypsum seams, and are

often strongly impregnated with magnesiau salts, as well as

with common and Glauber's salts. ""The same is true of the

lower portions especially, of the overlying Grand Gulf rocks
;

so that throughout the region occupied by the latter, few well-

waters obtained within them are fit for daily use, and many
are strongly mineral.

At their lines of contact, the Vicksburg and Grand Gull'

clavs, pass in- upvrard into more sar dy> materials: tli ev are not

ile the Vicksburg
1 long exposures t south* : >rd .hoot

o-andGnlfsome thro e to ti\re degrees, the r•osit: )f the G

hori/oi t;il

subsid.'tici

on the

caS^emt'di
i]

; I 'm.'ti

; faults or

te steeply,

m the hill-in almost tnydiie'etion. They, h< er. li c Imdi .

tops betw een thei towns of Vickst and Grand Gulf, and
disappi nr at the water's ed-e near 3 Loi ine, under

the gravel beds of the Stratified Drift.
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The latter is found directly capping, almost everywhere, the
claystones and sandstones that characterize the highest part of
the Grand Gulf group. Clearly, the G-rand Gulf rocks alone
represent, on the northern border of the Gulf, the entire time
and space intervening between the Vicksburg epoch of the
Eocene, and the Stratified Drift. Their total thickness does not
exceed, if indeed it reaches, 250 feet. In the absence of deep
borings on the Grand Gulf territory, this can be best observed
on the northern edge of the formation, where it .forms high
ridges, from which there is an abrupt descent, northward, into

the level prairie country of the Vicksburg territory.

From these rocky hills, which form sharp ridges diagonally
across the States of Mississippi and Louisiana, and a portion
of Texas, and which present even in small profiles an indefi-

nite variety of more or less laminated claystones, clay-sand-

stones, or "sometimes siliceous sandstones, there is a gradual
descent southward, and a gradual increase of clayeyness and
decrease of hardness, until, in the seaward portions of the for-

mation, we find chiefly stiff, blue or green, and more or less

massy clays. In these, at a certain level, there occurs a stra-

tum copiously traversed by calcareous seams ; and smaller
ones occur at higher levels. In one such outcrop, on Pearl
River, I found the only vestige of a zoogene fossil thus far

seen in the entire formation; it is recognized by Professor

Marsh as a fragment of a turtle shell. Apart from this, my
most patient search, in hundreds of localities, has faded to pro-

duce any definite fossil form ; even the leaves associated with
the lignite seams being so ill preserved as to be unrecognizable.
While in Mississippi and Louisiana the calcareous facies is

altogether exceptional and local, a few square miles of black
prairie (Anacoco Prairie) in western Louisiana being its only
striking manifestation east of the Sabine, it seems to become
almost predominant in middle and southern Texas. The black
calcareous prairies of that portion of Texas lie in bands sensibly

parallel to the coast, each band differing somewhat in character
from the rest, on account of its soils being more or less directly
derive! from the mat* : ng formations. These
are successive! v, counting Iron, tin; const landward: the Port
Hudson (ChamplainY Grand Gulf, Vicksburg, Jackson (Ter-
tiary), and finally the Upper Cretaceous beds. This state of
facts, my knowledge of which was until lately based only on
scattered data gathered here and there, has received detailed

ition from the observations made bv Dr. R. H. Lough-
1879, on a reconnoissance of the State made in con-

wit h the agricultural investigations of the Census,

thus placed beyond doubt that the Grand Grulf rocks

belt, from the Perdido River on the western
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line of Florida (where according to Dr. Smith the Vicksburg

rocks reach the coast) to the Rio Grande ; attaining a width of a

little over a hundred miles in the axis of the Mississippi

trough, southward of Vicksburg, and thence narrowin

to an average width of forty miles in Texas, and crossing the

Bio Grande with an approximate width of L50 miles. What
becomes of it beyond the latter line, is a matter of conjecture.

Of the sweep of about 900 miles thus outlined as the known
extent of this "formation, about 400 may be considered as hav-

ing been examined sufficiently in detail to prove the absence

of marine fossils from the formation ; the portion so examined
embracing, moreover, its widest part and fully two-thirds of

the area of outcrop.

I have heretofore (this Journal, Dec, 1871) remarked that

such absolute dearth of fossils in a formation whose materials

are so well adapted to their preservation, staggers belief; and

that I interpret the calcareous seams and concretions, found in

some portions of the formation, as derived from the long-con-

tinued maceration of an apparently copious fauna ; as is

exemplified in the Quaternary beds of Cote Blanche on the

Louisiana roast, and notoriously in the limestones of the coral

But even upon this basis two points confront us in the dis-

cussion of the relations of the formation to the sea : the great

rarity of the calcareous feature in tin; main body of the forma-

tion • and the utterly " unmarine" character of the materials

generally, in the constant recurrence of the lignito-gypseous

The first objection disappears, as just stated, in the south

Texan portion of the area. Curiously enough, precisely the

m happens in the case of the (^uat.ernarv strata of the

Texan coast, whose direct connection with the ' Port Hudson"
strata of Mississippi and Louisiana is indisputable. Specimens

collected by Dr. Loughridge on the coast at Port Lavaca, and

according to him fairly representative of the general facies of

the shore in that region, show that the subordinate feature oi

the fresh-water limestone ledges seen on the Louisiana coast,

has here become quite prevalent. But here. also, fossils are

verv scarce at least, for he was unable to lind a single recog-

nizable form at anv of the outcrop, examined liv' him. It
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any definite data to show the geological features of the region

beyond the Eio Grande, I call attention to the fact that the

edge of the Mexican plateau approaches the coast most closely

to landward of Vera Cruz. At that place, the castle of San
Juan De Ulloa stands on a rock which, from specimens brought
home by soldiers from the Mexican war, I then understood to

be a freshwater limestone, full of helices, or shells resembling
them. If there be any more definite data extant on this point,

I should be glad to have them pointed out. It seems almost
incredible that so obvious a feature of a seaport so frequently

visited by Americans should not have been better observed,
even accidentally.

The geology of Yucatan is involved in equal obscurity.

The casual statements made as to the nature of the rocks by
travelers, are too indefinite to afford any clue upon which con-

clusions might safely be based.

As to Cuba and the rest of the Antilles, we do know that

their shores a it lined with marine iossiliferons Tertiaries, much
disturbed by the upheavals that have occurred. We even
have descriptions, and quite a long list 6f names, of fossils

found in these formations. But on the one hand, the English
observers have taken the futile pains of comparing these beds
with European Tertiaries only; while Mr. (rabb, true to the
time-1 .red idea of i na k ing as many distinct species as pos-
sible, has in his descriptions of the Tertiaries of Santo Domingo
given us the impression of the creation of a new fauna spe-

cially for that island, with scarcely an attempt to identify the
variations of forms then- found, with those a I read v known from
the other Tertiaries of the Gulf border. Moreover, the ten-

dency of most observers to pass lightly over the unconform-
able, difficult deposits of the Quaternary, in which no glory
can be gained by describing and naming new species, has left

us with but a faint idea even as to the presence or absence of
such beds on the Antilles. I shall therefore not attempt the
unpromising task of a discussion ami compar
known of their gei

"

" nd of the United {

ology, with the known facts on the ma

How are the latter to be reconciled with the now well-ascer-
tained great depth of the Yucatan Channel, and the at least
not inconsiderable depth of the Straits of Florida? It seems
scarcely possible to assume that both of these have been
formed de novo at the end of the Tertiary period; nor even
that the depth of the Yucatan Channel could have been so

materially less since the Eocene time, as to allow of the
freshening of " Sigsbee Deep" by the influx, whether of the
regular drainage of the Continent, or of the contents of the
receding great lakes of the plains. But the matter assumes
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a different aspect when viewed by tin

our knowledge of the conf _
and of the oscillations of level to which at least its northern

shore, and especially the central portion of the Mississippi

Valley, have been subject in Tertiary and Quaternary times.

I cannot but express my regret that the latter portion of

these data should thus far rest almost alone upon my personal

observations and conclusions. It seems to me that as the only

ocean basin not separated from the central part of the North

American Continent by areas of disturbance and mountain-

making, the Gulf of Mexico deserves first and chief attention,

as the reference plane from which the oscillations of that cen-

tral portion must be measured ; while its shores are the nilo-

meters upon which those movements can alone be found

recorded. It would seem as though the reading and exact

understanding of that record should have been the first thing

to be done in attempting to unravel the Tertiary and Quaternary

history of the country lying between the Alleghenies and the

Kocky Mountains
;
just as the measurement of a base line is

the first in a geodetic survey. The stratified drift of the Soutl

alone renders intelligible the succession of events that mus
have occurred at the North ; it is only on the shores pf the

Gulf, that the question whether the Glacial epoch of the interio

was one of elevation or of depression, together with the met

sure of these, can 1»< finally determined. I have vainly sough

for assistance in this wide and important field, until quit

lately, when the explorations of Smith and Loughridge, unde

the auspices of the United States Census, have furnished irn

portant additional data.

The state of the evidence regarding these oscillations ma;

be thus summarized : A comparaM^ d ut id rnovemen

of the bottom of the Mississippi trough during early Tertiary

time, is conclusively shown by the rapid decrease of the depth

of the Mississippi embayment, which from its head near Cairo

to about the mouth of the Arkansas, is filled with lignitiferous

clays with only here and there a small marine estuarian

deposit; except that in the State of Arkansas, a residuary

basin of the old (Cretaceous) trough retained deep-sea features

until the beginning of the "Jackson" epoch. The latter, with

its abundant marine fauna, headed by the great Zeuglodon,

was evidently deposited on a comparatively steep slope forming

the southern edge of the plateau that existed in the upper por-

tion of the embayment; yet it also consists, in the main, of

clayey mato ixedwith ligni to-gypseous beds.

The 'succeeding " Vicksburg" stage is more of a deep-sea

character, and its inconsiderable thickness in Mississippi and

Louisiana speaks of a short duration of the epoch, at the end

of which the ligni to-gypseous feature again appears.
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About that time, as E. A. Smith's late observations show,

the Peninsula of Florida emerged from the water, apparently

in the prolongation of the upheaval which traverses the State

of Georgia from Atlanta to its southeast corner, forming the

great " divide" between the rivers flowing directly to the

Atlantic, and those tributary to the Gulf. This axis of up-

heaval, I am informed by Dr. Loughridge, is marked by
numerous and very long trap dykes, running parallel to it in

,
the metamorphic region of the State. As Dr. Smith has ob-

served, there is a distinct ridge or "back-bone" of Florida,

formed of the Orbitoides limestone, that does not lose itself

eiitiroh until the Kverglades are reached. On the Florida shore,

tli.' Vicksburg rock is mostly covered to a greater or less depth
by the Quaternary coralline rock, though outcropping at

Tampa and a few other points.

Subsequent to this upheaval, the Miocene and Pliocene beds
were deposited on the Atlantic side of the peninsula, as they
were on the rest of the Atlantic coast. Meanwhile, what
happened on the Gulf side?

As we have seen, the Grand Gulf beds were being deposited
during that time, or a part thereof, in the axis of the Mississippi

trough, and all around the Texas shore to the Eio Grande, and
doubtless beyond. Toward the east, these beds "run out" on
or about the Perdido River, on the line between Alabama and
Florida.

A glance at the map of the Gulf soundings will show that

this places the western line of the outcrop of the Vicksburg
rocks exactly in the prolongation of the edge of the great
submarine border plateau outlined by the " 100-fatbom line,"

from which there is such a sudden descent, all around the Gulf,

It may be premature to infer from this coincidence, that if

the Gulf shores should be elevated to the extent of 600 feet all

around, we should find it lined with a wall of "Vicksburg"
limestones. But however that may be, the existence of this

great shelf furnishes, as it seems to me, an explanation of the
"Grand Gulf" rocks on the mainland.

I take it for granted that the oscillations in the axis of the
Mississippi Valley are proven to have been greater than on
either side of the same; in other words, that it is, and has
been, an axis of weakness and disturbance. As to the extent
of its vertical movements in later Tertiary and Quaternary
times, I have elsewhere shown that it cannot have been less

than 900 feet between the time at which the great drift floods
carried the northern pebbles to the Gulf shore, and that at

which the lcess of the Mississippi Valley was deposited. For
we find the drift pebbles at a depth of 450 feet btlow the
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waters of the Gulf, in the deep wells of Calcasieu ; and the

loess lies at a similar height above the sea-level, not many miles

above the head of the Mississippi Delta.

The inference is irresistible, that the upward movement of

the Tertiary period continued up to the end of the Glacial

epoch, whose gravel could not be carried far beyond the shores

of the Gulf. It is clear, also, that even a minimum elevation

of 450 feet, so far proven, would convert the Gulf border, to

the edge of the 100-fathom line, into a region of shallows,

whose waters would be kept perceptibly freshened by the con- *

tinental drainage, especially in fix- axis of the V

Valley, even in the present condition of the straits of Yucatan
and Florida. If, however, we suppose the bottom of the

latter to have participated in the elevation to a greater or less

extent, sensibly lessening the oceanic circulation, the freshening

of the border waters may readily be supposed to have been

such as to render ^ery precarious the existence of either a

marine or fresh-water fauna; thus accounting for the re-

markable dearth of fossil forms in the Grand Gulf strata. An
occasional cessation of the movement, or other local cause,

might for a time allow of the existence of limited areas of

abundant life, such as are indicated by the subordinate calcare

(jus basins with, presumably, a macerated fauna. That these

indications should increase as we approach the Yucatan chan-

nel, that is, along the ancient coast of Texas, is tobeexpected

;

and it may be fairly presumed, that, farther to the south, near

Vera Cruz and beyond, we shall hereafter find the purely

marine equivalents of the Grand Gulf rocks. That these rocks

should have an exceptional eharaeier. that of coarse sandstones.

near the axis of oscillation, is intelligible enough. It appears.

however, that the sandstone character, which in Mississippi

disappears about half way across the State, continues in Texas

as far south as Indianola, and probably even to the Kio Grande,

where, as previously mentioned, the formation seems to widen

out even more than is the case in Mississippi. It would thus

appear tbat Texas .ore than Alabama, in

pi Valley.

It should not be forgotten that in the latter, we find the

(baud Gulf rocks, still capped by drift beds, at elevations of

at least 500 feet above the Gulf. "During the highest elevation

of the Glacial epoch, therefore, they must have risen to over

900 feet above the sea, and in the reverse movement, of the

i epoch, they were again covered by the loess and

surface loams, to be re-elevated during the "Terrace" period o\

erosion, by which the present channel of the Mississippi River

was formed.

The map of soundings exhibits very strikingly the analogy
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of the relation of the two peninsulas of Florida and Yucatan
to the Gulf Stream on the one hand, and the basin of the Gulf
on the other. The eastern shores of both fall off steeply into

deep water, while the gulfward shores are bordered by the
shelf, 100 to 130 miles in width, which breaks off into deep
water at the 100-fathom line. It would thus seem a priori

probable, that both peninsulas were elevated at the same time
and to a somewhat similar extent as regards their lowlands

;

and if so, this event cannot but have exerted a considerable
influence in diminishing the volume of the Gulf Stream pass-

ing inside of Cuba, and in great.lv restraining the peripheric

Gulf current. Such events could not havefailed to exert some
influence upon the climate of the regions concerned, as well as

upon the nature of the Gulf-border deposits.

Cannot something be done toward a prompt solution of this

interesting problem in American Geology, upon which depend
so many other mooted questions of first importance ? A single

season's yachting excursion along the shores of Mexico would,
under the hands of a well-posted observer, be amply sufficient

to settle all the main points. Even a few specimens of rockmam points, jjjven a Tew specimens
points might go far toward the el

u

sploration should be made, not with i

the discovery and naming of new fossil s, but with that of

working from the base-line of the well -observed facts and
regions toward those yet to be observed, imil of unifying that

ch of necessity must have been evolved as a unit. That
rder to accomplish this end, the weary catalogue of spuri-

species that now encumber our lists of Tertiary shells,

>t be thoroughly revised from the present biological point

new, is unfortunately true. Nowhere would a richer field

ard the labors of the faithful worker. The time for this

certainly come—but where is the man?

During the summer of 1875, a number of specimens of iron

ores from the Blue Ridge range in Rockbridge County, Va.,

were brought to my office for examination. One of these at

once arrested my attention by its peculiar structure, color and
luster. It had been taken from the mine in which it occurs
partly in the form of irregular uoduh-s, and partly as incrusta-

tions on the surface of an underlying bed of limonite. When
broken open, the newly exposed surface showed a radiated,

coarsely fibrous structure, with a rather dull silky luster, and a

dark greenish brown (almost black) color. Where the surfaces

Am. Jouk. Sci.-Third Sebies, Vol. XXII, No. 127.-July, 1881.
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of the incrustations and nodules had been long exposed to the

weather, the fibrous crystals had become changed i~
"- 1

yellowish brown, so as to resemble in general appearance

fibrous limonrte—the original structure being preserved.

The unaltered part of the mineral reduced to fine powder
was of a light yellowish green color. When heated in a closed

tube, it gave off water freely ; and small fragmeuts, heated to

redness for a short time, assumed a bright reddish chestnut-

brown color when cold. Before the blowpipe, it fused readily

to black magnetic beads. With the borax bead the reactions

of iron were well marked, with some indications of manga-

nese. The mineral dissolved readily in hot hydrochloric acid.

Tests applied to the solution indicated the presence of ferric

oxide in abundance, and ferrous oxide in smaller quantities
;

while reactions of phosphoric acid were very decided.

A subsequent analysis of a choice specimen gave the follow-

ing results: Specific gravity, 3'382 ; hardness, about 4:

Phosphoric acid (as pentoxide) . 3T7G1
Ferrous oxide.. 6*144

Ferric oxide 50-845

Some samples more recently tested left but a trace of silica

when dissolved in hydrochloric acid, while others gave less lime

and magnesia, and more alumina than the foregoing analysis

indicates. Still, there is no reason to doubt that the great

body of the mineral mass is "dufrenite," which hitherto seems

rarely to have given identical results in the hands of any two

analysts.

Geological position.—On visiting the locality where the du-

frenite is found, it was aseertaincd to be about ten (10) miles

east of Lexington, Va., near the crest of what is locally known
as - South Mountain "—one of the many primordial broken

ridges that skirt the northwestern base of the main Blue Ridge.

It is in the ferriferous bed of shales and shalv sandstones that

here constitutes the upper member of the primordial or Pots-

dam group. Its position will he lead ilv understood by refer-

ence to a profile section of the Blue Ridge and Great Valley,

published in this Journal for Julv, bS79. vol. xviii, page 19.

That section cuts the range only a" few miles to the
of Irish Creek, while the bed of dufrenite is a little to the

northeast of the same stream. But if the stratum on the sec-

tion marked b/ be conceived to extend nearly to the top of
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that marked 1/ its upper limit would very well indicate the

geological locality of the mineral deposit. The strata here,

however, have a much more moderate dip than at the point cut

A rude shaft or pit was found to have been sunk through
the beds of dufrenite into a mass of underlying limonite to a

depth of ten or twelve feet. The irregular bed of dufrenite,

made up of irregular nodular masses, having from one to eight

inches of diameter, and incrustations of like varying thickness,

lies near the surface of the ground, and has an average depth

of ten or twelve inches, as far as could be determined in the

presence of a considerable caving in of the old shaft.

This mineral had been thrown aside in mining as being of

doubtful character, in the eyes of those who were e

for iron ores, and several tons had been accumulated near the

mouth of the opening; but since I first called attention to its

true character, and although the locality is difficult of access,

the whole of what was thrown out by the miners has been car-

ried away and sent to different public institutions and to deal-

This is, perhaps, the most extensive deposit of this mineral

yet discovered in the United States.

Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va., May, 1881.

Art. XIV.— Turquois of New Mexico; by B. Silliman.*

The existence of turquois, a comparatively rare gem, in

X w Mexico, is a fact long known. The chief locality is at

Mt. Chalchuitl, in Los Cerillos, about twenty-two miles'soutb-

west of the ancient town of Santa Fe, the capital of that terri-

tory. We are indebted to Professor Wm. P. Blake for our
cle published

in the American Journal of Sciencef in 1857.

It was subsequently visited by Dr. Newberry who mentioned
it in one of his reports, and also by others. I have lately had
ati opportunity of examining this very interesting locality, since

it lias been laid open in the old workings and thus rendered
accessible to observation by the recent explorations of Mr. D.

C.Ilyde.

Trie Cerillos Mountains have recently come into notice from
the partial, and as yet superficial, exploration of very numer-
ous mineral veins which are found to intersect them, and which

H'he
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Barry chiefly argentiferous galena, with some gray copper rich

in silver, giving promise of mines of value when opened in

depth. I have elsewhere spoken more particularly of these

veins and of the rocks that contain them. These roi-ks are all

eruptive rocks of the family of the augite trachytes, the kind

which, the world over, carries the richest and most permanent
ores of silver, with some gold. In the center of this district,

which is not more than about six miles by four in extent,

rises the dome of Mt. Chalchuitl (whose name the old Mexi-

cans gave to the turquois, its much valued mineral), the

summit of which is about 7.Odd feet above tide, and is there-

fore almost exactly on a level with the Plaza of Santa Fe,

across the valley of the river of that name, to the northeast.

•In the other direction this mountain has its drainage into the

valley of the Galisteo, which forms the southern bouudary ol

the Cerillos district. The age of eruption of these volcanic

rocks is probably Tertiary. The rocks which form Mt. Chal-

chuitl are at once distinguished from those of the surround-

ing and associated ranges of the Cerillos by their white color

and decomposed appearance, closely resembling tuft" and kaolin.

and giving evidence to the observer familiar with such phe-

nomena of extensive and profound alteration: due, probably.

tb the escape through them, at this point, of heated vapor

of water and perhaps of ether vapors or gases, bv the action

of which the original crystalline structure of the mass has been

completely decomposed or metamorphosed, with the production

of new chemical compounds. Among these the turquois is the

most conspicuous and important. In this yellowish-white and

oifueeous rock the turquois is found in thin veinlets

and little balls or concretion- called "nuggets," covered with

as seen on a cross fracture, of the less valued varieties of this

gem, but occasionally afford fine sky-blue stones of higher

value for ornamental purposes. Blue-green stains are seen in

every direction among these decomposed rocks, but the tur-

quois in masses of any commercial value is extremely rare.

and many tons of the rod; may be broken without finding a

single stone which a jeweler, or virtuoso would value as a

gem.
The observer is deeply impressed on inspection' this locality

with the enormous amount of labor which in ancient times has

been expended here. The waste or debris excavated in the

former workings covers an area, which the local surveyor

acres. On the slopes" and sides of the great piles of rubbish

are growing large cedars and pines, the age of which—judging
from their size and slowness of growth in this very dry region
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reckoned by centuries. It is well known that in

) section of the mountain suddenly fell in from the

? of the mass by the Indian miners, killing a com
mber, and that this accident was the immediate

I uprising of the Pueblos and the expulsion of the

!

' ..:

jk/^Mk
t;;:,,::;;;"

•-£ M

The aceompimvum vertical sc-tion of the muun:
east to west will give a good idea of the old workings, and of
the shafts and ruined.- projected and partly carried out by Mr.
Hyde. The irregular openings, named by Mr. Hyde "wonder
caves" and the "mystery," are the work of the old miners, and
the whole hillside from the t lag-staff to the " mystery " was
worked out by them also. It was this sharp slope of the
mountain which fell. In these chambers, which have some
extent of ramification, were found abundantly the fragments
<»f their ancient pottery, with a few cut-re vessels, some of them

familar in tin M< \ < m i-m , \ Woeiated with these were
numerous stone hammer.-, some to bo held in the hand and others
swung as sledges, fashioned with wedge-shaped edges and a
groove for a handle. A hammer weighing over twenty pounds
was found while I was at the Cerillos, to which the wvth was
still attached, with its oak handle—the same scrub oak which
is found growing abundantly on the hillsides—now quite well
perserved after at least two centuries of entombment in this

perfectly dry rock.
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d'Oro and other Oerilloa hills' With these rude took and
without iron and steel, using fire in place of explosives, these

patient old workers managed to break down and remove the

incredible masses of these tufaceous rocks which form the

mounds already described.

That cons ea of the turquois were obtained
ran hun 11y be questioned. We know that the ancient Mexicans
attached great value to this ornamental stone, as the Indians
do to this day. The familiar tale of the gift of large and costly

turquois by Montezuma to Cortez for the Spanish crown, as

narrated l>y Claviyero in his history of Mexico, is evidence of

this high estimation. It is not known that any other locality

in America has furnished turquois in any quantity—the only
other place thus far reported outside of Los Cerillos being that

near Columbus District in Nevada, discovered by Mr. J. E.

Clayton ; and this is not yet worked.
The origin of the turquois of Los Cerillos in view of late

observations is not doubtful. Chemically it is a hydrous
aluminum phosphate. Its blue color is due to a variable

quantity of copper oxide derived from associated rocks. I find

that the Cerillos turquois contains 3 -81 percent of this metal.

Neglecting this constituent, the formula for turquois requires:

Phosphoric acid 32-6, alumina 47-0, water 20o= 100'?.

Evidently the decomposition of the feldspar of the trachyte

furnishes the alumina, while the apatite, or phosphate of lime,

which the microscope detects in thin sections of the Cerillos

rock, furnished the phosphoric acid. A little copper ore is

diffused as a constituent of the veins of this region, and hence

the color which that metal imparts.

The inspection of thin sections of the turquois by the micro-

scope, with a high power, detects that the seemingly homogene-
ous mass of this compact and non-crystalline mineral consists

of very minute scales, nearly colorless, having an a

polarization, and showing a few particles of iron oxide.

The rocks in which the turquois occurs are seen, by the aid

of the microscope and polarized light, in thin sections, to be
plainly only the ruins, as it were, of crystalline trachytes; they

uents of feldspar crystals, decomposed in part into a

white kaolii Lag and glassy grains,

and quartz with large fluidal enclosures, looking like a second-

ary product There is considerable diversity in aspect, but

they may all be classed as trachyte-tufts arid are doubtless

merely the result of decomposition, as already indicated, of the

crystalline rocks of the district along the line of volcanic fis-

sures. In fact there are, in a northerly direction, other places,
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one of them at Bonanza City, probably two or three miles

distant, where the same evidence of decomposition is found,
and in the rocks at this place I found also the turquois in

forms not to be distinguished from those of the old mine. Mr.
Eyde has shown me lately in New York a large number of the
Cerillos turquois polished, one of huge size ; and among them
a few of good color and worthy of consideration as gems, some
of them an inch in length and quite thick, but they are not of
faultless beauty.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistey and Physics.

1. On Free Fluorine in Fluor Spar.—-The cause of the peculiar

odor possessed by the dark violet fluor spar of Wolsendorf has
been much discussed. Schafhautl ascribed it to the presence of
calcium hypochlorite. Schrottcr to ozone, Schonbein to antozone,

dissociation of some foreign fluoride present in minute quantity.

The ozone theory was given up by Schrottcr when he found that
the odor was not destroyed by a heat of :U()°. Moreover, he
showed an alteration in this odor when the mineral was ground
with potassium hydrate solution, and proved that an odor resem-
bling that of sulphur chloride was produced when it was rubbed
in a mortar with sulphur. Chlorine was separated 'from sodium
chloride by it and iodine from potassium iodide. To test
his fluorine hypothesis, Loew ground a kilogram of Wolsen-
dorf Hi ior spar with water containing ammonia, using small
portions at a time, the filtrate and wash-waters from the earlier

being used with the later quantities. The last filtrate was
mixed with -odium carbonate, evaporated, the residue treated
in a platinum capsule with sulphuric acid, and, covered with
a watch glass, kept at 40° to .50° for a long time. On exam-

2. On Arsenobenzene.—Azo-benzeue < II \ = \ ( II., bas long
been known, and phosphobenzeue (

'

,1 1 j'^PC.II has recently
been discovered. The corresponding compound oi arsenic, arseno-
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benzene C
g
H

fi

As=AsC
a
H

B
has now been obtained by MiCHABWS

and Schultze. For this purpose phenyl-arsenous oxide C
6
H

5
AsO

was acted upon in alcoholic -olntion b\ reducim; a -i.'t)ts, prefera-

bly phosphorous acid. No change takes place in the cold but on

heating nearly to boiling tin 1 reaction takes place and the mass

soli .lilies in crystals. On filtering, washing with hot alcohol and

drying in a vacuum over sulphuric acid, the arsenobenzene is ob-

tained pure, in the form of pale yellow needles, difficultly soluble in

alcohol, insoluble in water and ether. Chloroform, carbon disul-

phido, and benzene dissolve it easily, but the solution resinities

readily. Beautiful crystals are obtained on cooling from solution

in hot xylene. Chlorine unites with it directly to form phenyl-

arsenous chloride. It fuses at 196° to a yellow liquid, and decom-

poses above this, evolving triphenylarsine and metallic arsenic

Plienvl arsenou- iodide when reduced gives arseno-iodo-benzene

C
6
H

5
IAs-AsI< 11. Naphthalene acts similarly, an arsenonapb-

thalene C
in
H_As=AsC 11 being produced by the reduction of

naphthvl-arsenoiis oxide by phosphorous acid.—Ber. Berl. Ch<»<-

Ges. xiv, 912, Apr., 1881. g. f. b.

3. On the Transformation of Dextrose into Dextrin. — Some

years ago, Mcsrci.i s<diservcd that when dextrose was dissolved in

concentrated sulphuric acid, a new body was obtained which was

probably a dextrin. The recent experiments of Gautier, have led

Museulus in conjunction with Mkykk, to re-examine this subject.

Twenty grams of pure dextrose was melted in a calcium-chloride

bath; "after cooling thirty grains of concentrated sulphuric acid

was added in four or five successive portions, the whole bring

stirred with a thermometer, the temperature being allowed to rise

to 60° and the mixture to become brown. Eight hundred parts

of absolute alcohol were then added, the solution filtered and

allowed to stand for eight days. The abundant precipitate was

collected on a filter and washed, lirM with cold and then with

boiling absolute alcohol till all traces of acid were removed. It

was then dried. In this way there were obtained ten grams-
half the dextrose used—of a "perfectly white amorphous powder.

hygroscopic but not d< 'liquescent. It"contains alcohol not remov-

able by drying OYer sulphuric acid for months or by a heat oi

100°. By solution in w ater and distillation 9-3 percent of alcohol

was obtained. Heated to 110, the alcohol evaporates and the

remaining powder is cxtremeh deliquescent. On analysis it gave

numbers agreeing with the formula C,Jl. .<>,,. Hence the first

powder was a combination of this with a molecule of alcohol,

nhicod l.v water the formula be-

comes C,II
s
O u .H a

O or (C,H
10
O

s) s
. This hydrated body pos-

sesses all the physical, chemical and organoleptic properties of a

dextrin. It is amorphous, yellowish, very soluble in water, of a
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Hal sweetish taste, is not colored by iodine, is precipitated by
alcohol from its aqueous solution, reduces only ver\ feebly be tiling's

test, rotates to the right the plane of polarized light [«]=+131 to

4-134°, does not ferment with yeast, is not saccharified by dias-

tase, is converted into dextrose by prolonged boiling with dilute

sulphuric acid, and has the diffusibility of a dextrin, being nearest

to the ^-dextrin of Musculus.— BuU. Snr. (,'h., II, xxxv, 368, Apr.,

4. OnPentiitlihut'ir . \chl.— Lkuks lias satisfactorily established

the existence of pentat hionie acid. Continuous currents of hydro-
gen snlphide and stilpliiirons oxide gases were passed, according

to Wackenroders method, into distilled water, the former in

alight excess, for seven hours, the mass heated on a water bath,

filtered from sulphur and analyzed. Three separate methods
gave in 10 c.c. 0-23, 0-227 and 0226 of sulphur. On titrition, 1

e.c. neutralized ()-(H4o7 gram K.O, equal to 0012 gram potas-

sium ; thus giving 2 : 4-5» for the ratio of \\ : S, and suggesting the

presence of an acid having more sulphur than the tetrathimiate.

Having noticed that a partly neutralized solution decomposed
only very slightly. Lewes added to a solution prepared as above,
a weak solution of barium hydrate, sufficient to neutralize only
half of it. On filtering after standing twenty-four hours, a clear

acid. After IS days a crop of tine needle-shaped crystals was

In a few days a second crop of crystals was obtained consisting

of thin square plates mixed with'a few oblong rectangular crys-

tals, which gave on analysis numbers bet ween't hose of'tetra- arid

pentathionate, probably a double salt, A third crop of very
small oblong rectai

analysis numbers aj_

salt is soluble in cold water and if not too concentrated the solu-

tion may be boiled. The reactions of the solution are given. By
the same process, three potassium salts of pent athionic acid were
obtained

; one in semi-opake, probably rhombic crystals K
3
S

6 6

(H/>) ; another in small and apparently monoclinic crystals,

having one molecule of water of crystallization; and a third in

very small, short prisms, which is the anhydrous pentathionate
K

2
S(). These salts may be easilv prepared as ihey are much
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only twenty five :uv useful in maintaining the light. Thus it is

dillicult to produce two or a greater number of arcs in the same
continuous current, since it is necessary to overcome the inverse
electromotive force of each light. This fact is an objection to the

use of batteries, continuous current machines, secondary batteries

like those of Plante or of Faure. The conditions, however, are

\ cr\ dillerent with the use of alternate current dynamo-electric ma-

inverse eleetn'mo'r i v, 'fore' ii": , minimum."
1

The dinlreuce of tenf-

perature of the carbon points del ermines the strength of the
inverse elect romotive force, and when this difference of tempera-
ture tends to disappear as it does when alternate currents are
employe,], the inverse electromotive force is very much dimin-
ished.— <-<>,//

t >t
:

< s lit iiflitx. No. is. May 2, 1881. j. t.

8. Stellar [>/,n(o</r<i
t
>/n/. In a letter addressed to AI. A. Cornu,

H. Draper relates that he has succeeded in photographing, after

an exposure of one hundred and forty minutes, the stars in the
nebula of Orion, which can be represented in size by the numbers
14-1, 14-2, 14-7, according to the scale of Poyson. " Photograph v

has thus secured images of stars nearly at the limit of visibility

in a telescope of nine inches aperture. It seems, therefore, not

Comptes Mendus, No. 16,

er may he followed after

I <>f f:/rrtri<'if;/.~y\. F.uiie has modified the second-
>f Plante by coating the lead plates with a covering
The sheets of lead are separately covered with

of felt be-

then placed in a vessel of Mtlplr

?11 tllii- cell the minium on
on the other is oxidised
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east Leaving. Of these the southwestern is represented by Van-
couver ainfthe Queen Charlotte Islands, and may be referred to

as the Vancouver Range ; while the next, to the northeast, is the

Coast or Cascade l{an<_ro, a licit of mountainous country about 100

miles in width. This is succeeded by the interior plateau »f

British Columbia, relatively a depressed area, but with a height

of 3000 to 3500 feet. To the" northeast of this is the Golden Range,
and beyond tins the Rocky Mountains proper, forming the western

margin of the great plains of the interior of the continent.

Tertiary rocks, which arc probably of Miocene age, are found

both on the coast and over the interior plateau. They con-

sist on the coast of marine beds, generally littoral in character,

which arc capped, in the Queen Charlotte Islands, by volcanic

rocks. The interior plateau has been a freshwater lake, in or on

the margin of which, clays and sandstones, with occasional lig-

nites, have been laid down. These are covered with very exten-

sive \olcanic accumulation-., h.^aitn

Cretaceous rocks from the age of the Upper and Lower Chalk
to the Upper Xeocomian. and represent in-' the Chico and Shasta

groups of California, occur on Vancouver and the Queen Charlotte

Islands. Beds equivalent to the Chico group yield the bitumin-

ous coals ,.f Xanaimo, while anthracite occurs' in the somewhat
older beds of the Quern Charlotte Islands. Within the Coast

of great thickness, both on the coast and inland, and include

The pre-Cretacrnus beds bad been much disturbed and altered

age include great i

esembling those parts of th(

he Queen Charlotte Islands i

n extensive calcareous argil

j characterised by its fossils

The Coast Uanoe is supix

ike those of Vancouver Islan
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The Rocky Mountain Range consists of limestones with quartz-

itcs and shaly beds, dolomites and red sandstones. The latter

have hecn ohserved near the 49tli parallel, and are supposed to be
Triassie in age. The limestones are, for the most part, Carbon-
iferous and Devonian, and no fossils have vel hecn discovered
indicating a greater age than the last-name, 1 period. On the 49th
parallel, however, the series is supposed to extend down to the

Cambrian, and compares closely with the sections of the region
east of the Wahsatch, on the '40th parallel, given by Clarence

on the 49th parallel.

The oldest land is that of the Golden Range, and the

Carboniferous deposits laid down east and west of this barrier

differ widely in character. The Carboniferous closed wit/, ,1 .//.<-

turtiiinr, which shut the sea out from a great area east of the
Cold Kange, in which the red gypsiferous and saline beds of

plateau is probably homologous with
i 40th parallel Miocene. In the Pliocene

lave stood higher above the sea-level

:g this rime the fiords of the .oast were
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iHe then shows that on the Passaic River, southwest of Patterson,

the waters of the flooded river were spread into a lake 30 by 6

or 8 miles in its diameter^ and 200 feet deep, owing to the confining

ridgea of trap on the cast and south. One of the most remark-
able l.o-.vlder deposits in the southern extremity of the State is in

Cape May County about Dennisville, especially between Dennis
Creek and Cumberland County. The bowlders have worn hut

not rounded edges, and have not been observed to have glacial

markings. The largest, in North Dennisville, measured 14 feet

another is 7 feet in diameter. It i> suggested that they may
have come on floating ice down the Delaware when the waters
stood 60 feet above their present level.

At Paterson a well has been sunk 2100 feet in the Red Sand-

stone (Triassie), proving thus that the thickness of the rock ex-

ceeds this amount. It obtained water at 1120 and 2050 feet ; and

tended to within 30 feet of the

about half as much common
more of chlorides of potassium,

<>/ I
1

,,, nstjlrm, /,/.—The
md the Governor has ap

O the State Geological
or J. P. Lesley. " Thi:

45,000, besides the
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tor in Geology, in Harvard I "niversify ; 196 pp., large 4to, with P

25 plates. Boston, L881. (James It. Osgund & Co.)—The plan of

the series of which tliis volume is the first is to j)resent illustra-

\'olc;iiiocs, Kartlupiakes, etc., as far as possible from photographs,
and accompanying text giving "a connected idea of the more
essential facts ami theories that belong to each subject." The vol-

ume which has been issued, on < daciers. is exceedingly well adapted

acteristic of glaciers, with a decree of perfection scarcely exceeded

by the photograph, and on a scale of magnitude, owing to the large

4to size, that exhibits all details in perfection. Among them are

the (dacier des Uossous, de Talefre from the Jardin, the Aletsch in

several views, du (leant, and others, in the Alps, with some from
the Himalaya, Norway, etc. Besides these, several plates are

devoted to other Glacial phenomena, and some to those of the

Glacial era, especially the American. The subjects are happily

chosen for instructiveness, and the beauty of the plates is remark-
able. The text gives an excellent general review of the subject

r ,'h
,
as .lone by Van den 1

j The'
st

,hhV; Xnr,md Old Evidence BeU
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8. Geological Survey of Alabama : Report of progress for

1879 and 1880 ; by Eugene A. Smith, Ph.D., State Geologist;

158 pp., 8vo.—This i

coal-measures of the

a geological map of the region.

9. The Fehih* ami tin ir associated rocks north of Boston; by

J. S. Dillbr. Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology

at Harvard College, vol. vii, (Geological Series, vol. i, pp. H>5 t<>

180, 8vo).—Prof. Diller treats of the physical and other char-

acters of the felsitic rocks, including I'elsites and conglomerates,

of Med ford. Maiden. Melrose, Wakefield, SaugUS and Lynn, in

Eastern Massachusetts, and of some of the adjoining rocks. He
arrives at the conclusion thai the felsitea are eruptive rocks.

He gives for the order of age for the rocks referred to as erup-

tive : granite, felsvte. diorvte, and diabase and melaphyre.

10. Memoir* .W /,..< /'/,Z„mm:m .< <l\
I It! ration ms Depots super-

ficiels par YinfItration ,f< s ,a».< 1fi;l,,ri>/i/< .
ihoiiis ,la„ s i,<n-

ra/,ports ar,c la iihJogif sf ratigrapf,i,pt,-, par KuXF.si'Van V>i-:n

and the distinction has seemed to lie of special importance by man

sections, that the red beds :nv tie' -rav beds turned red by oxids

tion through intiltering waters. Itis s"ections represent downwar
prolongations of the red into the -ray, and layers of gravel of th

gray beds contii ;j,.iii interruption <

disturbance. In other cases gray beds are overlaid by yello 1

beds or grav clavs b\ yellow ela\ deposit-: and as before, tli
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•brained. If now the

solution, those whose
tion will tloat .-111.1 all

ss in :i suitable vessel

des mineraux microscopi< lues
;"

S- '''."''.' in.

France, ii, U, 1881). This method has been exhaustively studied
by Goldschmidt, and the results given in his memoir show how
iiuieh ,-an be accomplished in this way that was impossible by
any of the earlier methods of mechanical separation ; at the same
time he (mils attention to the conditions upon which success de-
pends and to the various opportunities of error. The maximum
density obtained bv him was .I-J96 but varying somewhat with the
'••nip' rat ure. By tile use of the solution Goldschmidt shows that
with ilue rare the specific gravity of a pure mineral in fragments
can be obtained with an error of only 2 or 3 units in the fourth
i'l-'K'c of decimal-. He determines in this way the specific gravity
of a large series of specimens of different kinds of feldspar and
'/eludes that the method gives a sure means of separating the

Obtained by him in a in

proposed to use this so

(for D) and he has investigated the variat
for solutions of different strengths.—Jahr

12. Deer horns impregnated with tin o>

'Ascribes, in the Transactions of the Rov;

^ned or reproduced in oxide of tin" and even contain in plures
N »d»I«- erystnls of this oxide. They are reported as having been
formerly common and as having been sold as block tin to
,fl " Muellers. These specimens have not been analyzed ; but a

fragment, belonging to the Cornwall < b-.. logical So'ciety, which
appears to be part of the horn of a Cervus elaphus (the red
deer) afforded him on analysis 2-60 per cent, of stannic oxide,
and 1-66 of iron sulphide ; and, although the amount of these

introduced ingredient- is -mall, they were found, on microscopic
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXII, No. W7.—July, 1881.
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) be distributed in the interior of each cell through
the mass. Mr. Collins supposes that the tin was introduced by
means of the fluoride.

13. Microlitefrom Amelia County, Virginia.—The rare Bpecies

microlite, hitherto known only in minute crystals from Chester-

field, Mass., Branehville, Ct., and (Jto, Sweden, has been recently

found by Prof. W. M. Fontaine in Amelia County, Va., and is

described by Prof. F. P. Dunnington. It occurs in isolated octa-

hedral crystals from -^ to f inches in diameter and in larger crys-

talline masses, one of which weighed eight povtxl*. The ph\ sieal

characters are: H.= 6 or a little less; G.= 5'656; luster glistening

resinous ; color, wax yellow to brown ; streak, pale ochreous yel-

low; sub-translucent; fracture conchoidal; very brittle. An analy-

sis gave :—
Ta2 5 Cb 2 5 W0 3 Sn0 2 CaO MgO BeO U2 3 Y 2 3

This shows the mineral to be essentially a calcium pyrotanta-

late. The formula deduced is—
-j
W^1&$\ + CbOF,.

—Amer. Chem. Journal, iii, 130, May, 1881.

14. Mya arenaria.—A paper in the American Naturalist for

May last, by R. E. C. Stearns, reports that this mollusk, the "long

clam " of eastern waters, has recently become the " leading clam

in tin- markets of San 1'Yaneisco and Oakland, although unknown
on the coast until the discovery of a few specimens on the eastern

side of Francisco bay in 1874. How introduced is yet an unan-

swered question.

15.

report

Hypentelium, Myxostema, etc., have been found by Mr.
Forbes, of Illinois, to have the intestines packed with tests of

Difflugia and Arcella, indicating that they feed on Rhizopods.

In a slide containing material from the intestines of the young

Mullet (M>/.r»st,„nit ;,,<!, ,„!, y,/,/,,/,/,,, ) from Mackinaw Creek,

prepared h\ Mr. Forbes Dr. Leidy di>tinguMied JUjfht.jni .//«/<"-

!,<>.«> and I), (inintiiuttn ; and in another of the food of hW//>>/~'";

succetta he found Dijtfngi,i <,!,>}>,//„.<,/. />. lobostoma, I>. ;'///''

form.!*, Arrelta »nly<iri#, .1. ,/;.«.;,;,/..*. besides another peculiar

nndeseribed form.—JProc. Acad. Nat. Set. Phila., Jan. 4, 1881.

III. Astronomy.

of the Planets.—The



shows that this

would be sensibly less than" that resulting from the hypothesis of

primitive fluidity. The application of the formulae to the planets
whose times of rotation ami mean density are most similar to the
earth give the following results :

—

For the planet Mercury, if we admit 86700" for its time of rota-

tion, -075 for the ratio of its mass to that of the earth, and %378
for the ratio of its diameter to the earth's mean diameter, we

find Q= -jTzr.r. 5 and if the planet were homogeneous.

With the same law of density as in the earth, on the fluid theory,

_ 1
e ~413'

and on the theory of abrasion,

These three results show that for Mercury no sensible compres-
ly to be observed.

For Venus, if we adopt the values of the mass M, time of rota-

ion T, and diameter a, generally admittt 1 i an ely

M = tt^tttt, T= 23 h 2

1

rn 22 s
,

and by the hypothesis of abn

The first of these values approaches closely to the compression

recently observe. 1 by Colonel Tennant—namely, e= —-. So

far, therefore, the figure of Venus is more consistent with the
theory of fluidity than with the theory of superficial abrasion.

Since I communicated my not i Mars to the Academy, I

have become acquainted with the new determination of the planet's
ma>- obtained from the mot ions of it s satellites. The astronomers
of the Washington Observatory have devoted especial attention
to the satellites of this planet. Professor Asaph Hall has pub-
lished results* which lead to the conclusion that the mass of Mars

is probably about • .

With this value, and the values of other elements remaining

* Washington Astronomical Observations, sxii, Appendix.
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the same as in my previous note, Q becomes or— nearly.

The compression on the fluid theory becomes —-— or — . On

the theory of abrasion the compression is
#>

. The first is much

nearer to the observed compression — than the last.

It thus appears that, for the earth and the planets nearest to it,

and whose mean density an 1 genera! appearance make is probable

that their materials resemble those of the earth in physical and
mechanical properties, the compressions .Iduced from the theory
of fluidity agree much better with observation than the compres-

sions deduced from the theory of superficial abrasion.

—

Phil. Mag.,
April, 1881.

2. Observations of the Transit of Venus, Dec. 8-9, 1874.

Part I. Washington : Government Printing Office. 1880. Edi-

ted by Simon Xewcomk.—This is the first of four proposed parts

in which the Observations made and reduced under the direction

of the Commission created by < 'ongress are to be published. The
remaining parts will give the observations in detail, the discussion

of the longitudes of the stations and the measures of the photo-

graphs with their reduction and discussion. The present part

gives the general account of the operations and the reduction

and results of the observations, and logically might have been the

last instead of the first part.

The most important chapters are the third and fourth. The
discussion of photographic in-t rmuciits and measurements, and

the formation of the observation equations fill the third chapter.

There were oxer 200 photographs winch could be measured, fur-

nishing over too observation equations for determining the most
probable corrections to the tabular place of the planet and the

assumed solar parallax.

The discussion of the errors and discrepancies among the pho-

tographic results, and the determination of a value of the solar

parallax are not given, as the Am r unisch, < b-ell-chaft has

discouraged the publication of separate results for the solar par-

allax until the whole of the observations of all parties can be com-

bined in a single discussion. The remark is made, however, that

the probable error of the photographic measurements far exceeds
what was originally estimated.

The fourth chapter gives a treatment of the contact observa-

tions, of winch twenty-five were secured. These, also, are reduced
to the form of observation equations, very like those from the

photographs.
The lessons which these results furnish with reference to the

observations oftlie transit in Issj are not "developed, but it seems

probable that the photographic methods must be improved, or else

not made our principal reliance in the coming transit, h. a. x.

3. Observations of Double Stars nunle at th< U. >'. Xni'<tl

Obtervatory ; by Asaph Hall.—Professor Hall has given in
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this memoir the results of his observations on double stars with
the twenty-six inch equatorial of the Xaval^Observatory, made
during the five years, 1875-9, together with a few measures made
in 1863, with the 9.6 equatorial.

A group of observations is first given on selected stars, made
in concert with Mr. Struve and Baron i >< mbowski, for the pur-

A series of measures upon two triple stars and upon the trape-

zium of Orion, <_rive further means of estimating the accuracv of

Professor Hall's measures with the great equatorial. The main
part of the memoir is devoted to the measures of other double
stars. The total number of observations is 1,614 on over 400
different stars. When we consider that one good observation of

a double star is worth scores of those of moderate or doubtful
value, we appreciate more highly the value of such a series of

observations by such an observer. h. a. n.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Historical Sketch of the Boston Society of Natural History,

Society of Natur

held. 'When the



. Agassiz, was a

mind for his excelfencies by future generations of laborers in

science. The Boston Society of Natural History owes much to

the author of this volume for the fait hi ul and judicious manner
in which it lias been prepared.

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science

opens at Cincinnati on the 17th of August. Professor George J.

Biusit. of Xew Haven, Conn., is President of the meeting; Pro-

fessor A. M. Mayki: of Noboken, X. J., Vice-President of Section

A.; F. W. Putnam, of Cambridge, Mass., Permanent Secretary,

and C. V. Rit.KY, of Washington, I). (.'., (General Secretary. The

Chairman of the Subsection of Chemistry is W. R. Nichols, of

Poston, Mass.; of Microscopy, A. B. Hebvey, of Taunton, Mass.:

of Anthropology, Caim:i<k Mau.kkv, of Washington, D. C; of

Entomology, .1. C M«o:i:iv. of Pall inn. m. Md.—The headquarters

of the Association in the city will be at Music flail; there will

be found the offices of the Permanent Secretary and Local Com-
mittee, as well as the rooms for the sessions* and the book for

registering the names of members on their arrival.

3. On the so-rcUf/ < 'osm/ml Duxt.—Dr. Las.mi.x has investi-

gated th*' subject of the mineral dust which at different times has

been collected at various points on the earth's surface and for

A portion o! tl, ..ri ina Material fi m ll ii t< n i <»t «'>.< >»> '" l '

named by NordcnskioM rri/ormn'tr, was examined microscopically

and was found to be not even approximately homogeneous. On
the contrary, the dust was made up «>f particles of quartz, mica,

orthodase and triclinic feldspars, magnetite, garnet, cpidofe ami

hornblende, and. with these, brown or brownish-green particle- el

organic nature probably microscopic alga'. Dr. Lasaulx concludes.

from the absence of augite and chrysolite, that the dust cotdd not

have come from a volcano, but that it was derived from the

gm-isM.i.l rocks on the coast of (ireenland ; that there is no reason

to think of a cosmical origin for it. and t he presence of quartz and
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In August, 1880, I directed attention to the fact that thin

disks or dhiphragms of various materials become sonorous when
fxpnscd to tin 1 action of an intermittent beam of sunlight, and
1 stated my belief that the sounds were due to molecular dis-

turbances produced in the substance composing the diaphragm.*
Shortly afterwards Lord Raleigh undertook a mathematical

i
i came to the conclusion that the

audible effects were caused by the bending of the plates under
uuwpi.-il heating. f This explanation has recently been called

• i by Mr. Preece,^: who has expressed theopinion thai

may be produced in the disks by the action
of the intermittent beam, such vibrations are not the cause of
the sonorous effects observed. According to him, the aerial

disturbances that produce the sound arise spontaneously in the
air itself by sudden expansion due to heat communicated from
the diaphragm

—

every increase of heat giving rise to afresh
pulse of air. Mr. Preece was led to discard the theoretical

on of Lord Raleigh on account of the failure of experi-
ments undertaken to test the theory.
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He was thus forced—by

phenomenon observed, and, as a consequence, he adopted the

ingenious hypothesis alluded to above. But the experiments

which had proved unsuccessful in the hands of Mr, Preece were

perfectly successful when repeated in America under better

is of experiment, and the supposed necessity for

another hypothesis at once vanished. I have shown, in a recenl

paper read before the National Academy of Science," that audi-

ble sounds result from the expansion and contraction of the

material exposed to the beam ; and that a real to-and-fro vibra-

tion of the diaphragm occurs capable of producing sonorous

effects. It has occurred to me that Mr. Preece's failure to detect

with a delicate microphone the sonorous vibrations that were

so easily observed in our experim Lained upon

upposition that he had employed the ordinary form of

,00,° microphone shown in fig." 1, and that the vibrating

area was confined to the central portion

]j f
,
of the disk. Under such circumstances

1—
Ijj

^. 1 ^ LJ it might easily happen that both the

supports (A. B.') of the microphone might

touch portions of the diaphragm which

were practically at rest. It would of

er any such localization of the vibration

as that supposed really occurred, and I

have great pleasure in showing to you

to-night the apparatus by means of

which this point has been investigated.
C,<haphragn,

(See fig. 2.)

The instrument is a modification of the form of microphone

devised in 1827 by the late Sir Charles Wheat-tone, and it con-

sists essentially of" a stiff wire (A), one end of which is rigidly

attached to the center of a metallic diaphragm (B). In Wheat-

stone's original arrangement the diaphragm was placed directly

against the ear, and the free extremity of the wire was rested

against some sounding body- like a' watch. In the present

arrangement the diaphragm is clamped at the circumference

like a telephom diaphra-m.and tie sounds are conveyed to the

ear through a rubber hearing tube (c). The wire passes

ndle (D) and is exposed only at the

_
,
— jt (A) was rested against the center <>t

. diaphragm upon which wa mittent beam of
*
iar musical tone was pere< ved 1>\ applying tin

ring tube (C). The surface of the'diaphragm was

ty. Win
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om-

en explored with the point of the microphone,
?re obtained in all parts of the illuminated area

rresponding area on the other side of the diaphj

le of this area on both sides of the diaphragm the sounc

came weaker and weaker, until at a certain distance from tl

nter they could no longer be perceived.

; i.l.so uiKiblWe
detect any audible effects

when the point of the

microphone was rested

against the support to

which the diaphragm was
attached. The negative

nits rl.i-

rope by Mr. Preece may
therefore be reconciled

with the positive results

obtained in America by
Mr. Tainter and myself.

A still more curious de-

monstration of localiza-

tion of vibration occurred
in the case of a large me-

mittent beam of sunlight
was focussed upon a brass

weight (1 kilogram), and
the surface of the weight
Was then explored With & perforata handle. Figure reduced «„<-„:,„

the microphone shown in fig. 2. A feeble but distinct sound
was heard upon touching the surface within the illumin-

ated area and for a short distance outside, but not in other

In this experiment, as in the case of the tl

lute contacl between the point of the microphone and the sur-

laee explored was necessary in order to obtain audible effects.

Now I do not mean to deny that sound waves may be origin-

ated in the manner suggested by Mr. Preece, but I think thai

">ur experiments have demonstrated that the kind of action
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Art. XVI— On a method of obtaining

In the July number of this Journal for 1880, I gave a short

locoxmt of certai

vhich far better

t of certain changes in the Sprengel-pump by mean;
far better vacuua could be obtained than had been pre-

sly possible. For example, the highest vacuum at that

time known had been reached by Mr. Crooks, and was about

n 6 o*o <nro wnile with my arrangement vacuua of ^-froh-mni
were easily reached. In a notice that appeared in "Nature"
for August, 1880, p. 875. it was stated that my improvements
were not new, but had already been made in England four

years previously. I have been unable to obtain a printed ac-

count of the English improvements, and am willing to assume
that they are identical with my own ; but, on the other hand, as

for four years no particular result seems to have followed their

introduction in England, I am reluctantly forced to the conclu-

sion that their inventor and his customers, for that period of

time, have remained quite in ignorance of the proper mode of

utilizing them. Since then I have pushed the matter still far-

ther, and have succeeded in obtaining with my apparatus

vacuua as high as s-ro-whi-BT^ without rinding that the limit of

its action had been reached. The pump is simple in construc-

tion, inexpensive and, as I have proved by a large number of

experiments, certain in action and easy of use : stopcocks and

grease are dispensed with, and when the presence of a stopcock
is really desirable its place is supplied by a movable column of

mercury.

Reservoir.—An ordinan iiiwrti-d hell-glass with a diameter

of 100mm and a total height of 205mm forms the reservoir ; its

mouth is closed by a well-fitting cork through which passes the

glass tube that forms one termination of the pump. The cork

around tube and up to the edge of the former is painted

with a flexible cement. The tube projects 40mm into the mer-

cury and passes through a little watch-glass-shaped piece of

sheet-iron, W, figure 1, which prevents the small air bubbles

that creep upward along the tube open end ;

the little cup is firmly cemented in its place. The flow of the

mercury is regulated by the steel rod and cylinder CR, figure 1
The bottom of the steel cylinder is filled out with a circular

piece of pure india-rubber, properly cemented ; this soon fits

itself to the use required and answers admirably. The pres-

sure of the cylinder on the end of the tube is regulated by ttt«

lever S. figure 1 : litis is attached to a circular' board which
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Ih.-st. in.i- i directly vertic

a center ; the

cylinder is however so small, thai practically the experimenter

does not become aware of this theoretical defect, so that the

been in use for a few days accurately controls the flow of the

mercury. The glass cylinder is held in position, but not sup-

ported, by two wooden adjustable clamps a a, figure 2. The
weight of the cylinder and mercury is supported by a shelf, S,

figure 2, on which rests the cork of the cylinder : in this way
ail danger of a vcrv disagreeable accident' is avoided.

of the tube Uarhe 1 to this b lib is .V HO U) ans a mattei
indifference; lingly figure 3 is drawing of
the tube sho lid"be =o bent tha t a h, ne drawn fr
the proper le vei of the mercur - in th 3 bulb pa? ses through
point n, u-he •e the . rop, ..f m. >reak off. The lengtl
the tube EC be Lr,(»»"». that of the tube ED 45miir

;

bore of this tube i.. about the ame as that of t ic fall-tube.
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Fall-tube and bends.—The bore of the fall-tube in the pump
now used by me is l-78mm ; its length above the bends (('. figure

2) is 310ram
; below the bends the length is 815mm . The benda

constitute a fluid valve that prevents the air from returning into

the pump; beside this, (lie play of the mercury in them greatly

facilitates the passage of the air downward. The top of the

mercury column representing the existing barometric pressure

should be about 25mm below the bends when the pump is in

i easily regulated by an adjustable shelf, which
""'1

the bends with mercury when a meas-

_• when the pump is at rest/ On the shelf

i a tube, 160mm high and 20mm in diameter, into which the end

of the fall-tube dips; its side has a circular perforation into

which fits a small cork with a little tube bent at right angles.

With the hard end of a file and a few drops of turpentine the

perforation can be easily made and shaped in a few minutes.

By revolving the little bent tube through 180° the flow of the

mercury can be temporarily suspended when it is desirable to

change the vessel that catches it.

Gauge.—¥or the purpose of measuring the vacua I have

used an arrangement similar to McLeod's gauge, rig. 4 ;
it has,

however, some peculiarities. The tube destined to contain the

compressed air has a diameter of l-35mm , as ascertained by a

compound microscope; it is not fused at its upper extremity,

but closed by a fine glass rod that fits into it as accurately as

may be, the end of the rod being ground flat and true. This

Wis introduced into the tube, and while the latter is eentty

heated a very small portion of the cement described below is

allowed to enter by capillary attraction, but not to extend be-

yond the end of the rod, the operation being watched by a lens.

The rod is used for the purpose of obtaining the cninpri •.-><< 1

air in the form of a cylinder and also to allow cleansing of die

tube when necessary! The capacity of the gauge-sphere was

by filling it with mercury : its external diameter was

sixty millimeters : for measuring very high vacua this is some-

what small and makes the probable errors rather large :
1

would advise the use of a gauge-sphere of about twice as great

capacity. The tube CB, figure 4, has the same bore as the

measuring tube in order to avoid corrections for capillarity.

The tube of the gauge CD is not connected with an india-rub-

ber tube, as is usual, but dips into mercury contained m ^

cylinder 340mm high, 58mm in diameter, which can be raise'l

and lowered at pleasure. This is best accomplished by the use

of a set of boxes of various thicknesses, made for the purpose

and supplemented by several sheets of cardboard and even of

writing-paper. These have been found to answer well and

enable the experimenter to graduate with a nicety the pressure
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to which the gas is exposed during measurement. P>\ employ-
ing a cylinder filled with mercury instead of the usual caoutch-
ouc tubing small bubbles of air are prevented from entering

the gauge along with the mercury. An adjustable brace or

support is used which prevents accident to the cylinder when
die pump is inclined for the purpose of pumping out the

vacuum-bulb. The maximum pressure that can be employed
in the gauge used by me is 100ram .

All the tubing of the pump is supported at a distance of

about 55mm from the wood-work ; this is effected by the use
of simple adjustable dole clamps; the lat-

ter have proved a great convenience. The object is to gain
the ability to heat with a Bunsen burner all parts of the pump
without burning the wood-work. Where glass and wood nec-

essarily come in contact the wood is protected by metal or

simply painted with a saturated solution of alum. * The glass

portions of the pump I have contrived to anneal completely
f'.v the simple means mentioned below. If the glass is not an-

nealed it is certain to crack when subjected to heat, thus caus-

ing vexation and loss of time. The mercury was purified by
the same method that was used by W. Siemens (Pogg. Anna-
len, vol. ex, p. 20), that is, by a little strong sulphuric acid to

which a few drops of nitric acid had been added; it was dried
by pouring it repeatedly from one hot dry vessel to another,
by liltering it while quite warm, the drying being completed
finally by the action of the pump itself! All the measure-
ments were made b\ a line catlietometer which was constructed

4, p.for me by William Grunow ;

23. ft was provided with a v,

a focal length of 2<)0mm , and ;

see this Journal, dan.

ell -corrected object -g hi ;

is used by me gave a

. to7~

^s lun

magi
ing power oi

four per cei

f 16 diameters.

Hon.—The necessa

iade by melting

it of gutta perchf

n cold should be

Burgundy
l. It is il

so hard a.

oris are effected <

pitch with thret

idispensable that

; completely to r<

the i'<hir< are touched with a frairn
•

i,d foi

parent joint that can from time to time be examined with i

lens for the colors of thin plates, which always precede a leak
Joints of this kind have been in use by me for two months a

a time without showing a trace of leakage, and the evidenc
gathered in another series of unfinished experiments goes t

show that no appreciable amount of vapor is furnished by th
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resinous compound, which, I may add, is never used until it

has been repeatedly melted. As drying- material I prefer

canstic potash that has been in fusion just before its introdue-

e melting point :

ually fused in the drying tube tlie latter almost invaria-

racks. The pump in the first instance is to be inclined

angle of about 10 degrees, the tube of the gauge being

ted by a semicircular piece of thick paste-board fitted

wo corks into the top of the cylinder. This seemingly

awkward proceeding has in no case been attended with the

slightest accident, and owing to the presence of the four level-

ing-screws the pump when righted returns, as shown by the

telescope of the cathetometer, almost exactly to its original

place. In the inclined position the exhaustion of the vacuum-
bulb is accomplished along with that of the rest of the pump.
The exhaustion of the vacuum-bulb when once effected can be

preserved to a great extent for use in future work, merely by

allowing mercury from the reservoir to flow in a rapii

at the time that air is allowed to reenter the pump. During
the

nd fro a Bunsen burner,
freed from those portions of air and moisture that are not too

fcteched After a time the vacuum bulb ceases to de-

liver bubbles of air ; it and the attached tube are now to be

heated with a moving Bunsen-burner, when it will be found

to furnish for 15 or 20 minutes a large quantity of bubbles
mainly of vapor of water. After their production ceases the

pump is righted and the exhaustion carried farther. In spite

of a couple of careful experiments with the cathetometer 1

have not succeeded in measuring the vacuum in the vacuum-
bulb, but judge from indications, that is about as high as that

obtained in an ordinary Geissler pump. Meanwhile the vari-

ous parts of the pump can be heated with a moving Bunsen-
burner to detach air and moisture, the cement being protected

by wet lamp-wicking. In one experiment I measured the

amount of air that was detached from the walls of the pump
bv heating them for 10 minutes somewhat above 100° C, unci

h-und that it was T
-
7n^^R)

-¥ of the air originally present. I

have also noticed that a still larger amount of air is detached
discharges. This coincides with an observation oi

K. Bessel-ilagen in his interesting article on a new form ol

Topler'a mercury-pump (Annalen der Physik und ('hemic.

1881, vol. xii). Even when potash is used a small amount of

moisture always collects in the bends of the fall-tube : this is

readily removed by a Bunsen-burner
; the tension of the vapor

') increased, it [.asses far down the full-tube in large



bubblesand iscondenscd. Without thi> precaution 1 have found
it impossible to obtnin a vacuum higher than 2S ooVgrnn in

point of tact the bends should always be heated when a high

exhaustion is undertaken even if the pump has been standing

well exhausted for a week ; the heat should of course never be
applied at a late stage of the exhaustion. Conversely, I have
often by the aid of heat completely and quickly removed quite

huve .juantities of the vapor of water that had" been purposely
introduced. The exhaustion of the vacuum-bull.) is of course

somewhat injured by the act of using the pump and also by
standing for several days, so that it has been usual with me
before undertaking a high exhaustion to incline the pump and
tvexhaust for 20 minutes : 1 have however obtained very high
vacua without using this precaution.

During the process of exhaustion not more than one half of

the mercury in the reservoir is allowed to run out, otherwise

when it is i
: way into

the vacuum-bulb. In order to secure its quiet entrance it is

poured into a silk bag provided with several holes. When the

reservoir is first filled its walls for a day or two appear to

furnish air that enters the vacuum-bulb; this action, however,
soon sinks to a minimum and then the leakage remains quite

constant for months together.

Measurement of the vacuum.—The cylinder into which the

dips is first elevated by a box sufficiently thick

merely to close the gauge, afterwards boxes are placed under it

sufficient to elevate the mercury to the base of the measuring
tube; when the mercury has reached this point, thin boards
and eard-boards arc added till a suitable pressure is obtained.

i of the enclosed cylinder of air is then measured
itl the cathetometer, also the height of the mercurial " menis-

cus," and the difference of the heights of the mercurial columns
in A and B, figure 4. To obtain a second measure an assistant

removes some of the boxes and the cylinder is lowered by hand
three or four centimeters and then replaced in its original posi-

tion. In measuring really high vacua, it is well to begin
with this process of lowering and raising the cylinder, and to

repeat it live or six times before taking readings. It seems as

though the mercury in the tube H supplies to the glass a coat

certain thai ordinarily the reading- of I> become regular, only
alter the mercury has been allowed to play up and down the

tube a number of times. This applies particularly l«> vacua as

I'iiili us
fiU „ ^ ,„ and to pressures of five millimeters and

under. It is advantageous in making measurements to employ
large pressures and small volumes; the correct working of the
gauge can from time to time be tested by varying the relations



that the temperature of the roon

siblc, and that the temperatur
: should be at least nearly the

ticed tint the measure] nonts are independent of

;ht of the 1 eadings are

uslv, ihe nA^ult will' 11(1 t he sensibly affected by

change of the baromet er. Almost a,11 the read-

n at a tem perature of ;ibout 20° C, and in the

f the work corrections for temperatiire may be

considered a superfluoi

Gauge correction.—It is necessary to apply to the results thus

obtained a correction which becomes very important when
high vacua are measured. It was found in an early stage of

the experiments that the mercury in the act of entering the

hausted gauge, gave out h variably a certain amount
of air which oi course was measured , Inn- with the residuum
that properly belonged there; hence to obtain the true vacuum
it is necessary to subtract the volume of this air from nc. By
a series of experiments I ascertained that the amount of air

introduced by the meivurv in the acts of entering and leaving
the gait'je was sensibly constant for six <>f these single operations

(or for three of these double opmationM. -Alien they followed

a- follows: the vacuum is lirM m. -inured :i s described above,

then bv withdrawing all the boxes except the lowest, the mer-

cury is allowed to fall so as nearly to empty the gauge: it is then

• to iiil the gauge, and rhesc' operations'' are repeated
:..:.: o

.

,

. , . ,-;..,.....:
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•ea second time measured. Assuming the pressure to remain
mstant, or that the volumes are reduced to the same pressure.

»=the original volume;

V'=volume of air introduced by the first entry of the mercitry

;

V= corrected volume ; then

V' = V'~'°

It will be noticed that it is assumed in this formula that the

mie amount of air is introduced into the gauge in the acts of

itry and exit ; in the act of entering in point of fact more fresh

ercury is exposed to the action of the vacuum than in the act

tit. which might possibly make the true gauge-correction rather

rger than that given by the formula. It has been found that

hen the pump is in constant use the gauge-correction gradually

iminishes from day to day : in other words, the air is gradually

limped out of the gauge-mercury. Thus on December 21st, the

riount of air entering with the mercury corresponded to an

TeTOu Ja"- 15th -

_ * nnn Jan. 23d.

232 828 800
----Feb- 1&th-.

mmm Mwdmh.

That tins diminution is not due to the air being gradually
'ithdrawn from the walls ..f the gauge or from the gauge-tube, is

liown by the fact that during its progress the pump was

xposed to the atmosphere without affecting the nature or
xtent of the change that was going on. I also made one

which proves that the s-
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allowed to stand unused for twenty days.

Rate of the pumps work—It is quite important to know the

rate of the pump at different degrees of exhaustion, for the pur-

pose of enabling the experimenter to produce a definite exhaus-

tion with faeilitv: also if its maximum rate is known and the

minimum rate of leakage, it becomes possible to calculate the

highest vacuum attainable with the instrument. Examples
ire given in the tables below: the total capacity was about

The irregular variations in the rates are due to the mode i

yhich the flow of the mercury was in each case regulated.
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Leakage.—We come now to one of the most important ele-

ments in the production of high vacua. After the air is de-

tached from the walls of the pump the leakage becomes and
remains nearly constant. I give below a table of leakages, i.h.'

pump being in <
j a''!i ease in a coin lit ion -nimble for t-lio produe-

l8-£ hoars -000853
'27 hours . -001565

26| hours -000791

20 hours -000842

19 hours -000951

19 hours .
-001857

7 days . -001700

7 days. -001574

Average _-0(>12i'><>

I endeavored to locate this leakage, ami proved that one-

quarter of it is due to air that enters the gauge from the top of

its column of mercury, thus:

Farther on some evidence will be given that rend.

ble that the leakage of the pump when in action is

mes as great as the total leakage in a state of rest.

The gauge, when arranged for measurement of £

qe, really constitutes a 'barometer, and a calculat

.at the leakage would amount to 2-877 cubic milli
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Reliability of results ; highest vacuum.

The following are samples of the results obtained. In one

case sixteen readings were taken in groups of four with the

8 533 454

9 017 272

6 8 503 182

Mean
1

4 853 449

Caleulating the probable
the above four results it is

quantity involved.

A higher vacuum measu

error of the

red in the

j mean with reference to

be 2-28 percent of the

same way gave the fol

201 207 200

The mean is
178 HI 984 '

with a frob»ble errar "f 5 '42
'"
er

cent of the quantity involved. I give now an extreme case;

only five single readings were taken ; these corresponded to the

following exhaustions

:

379 219 500

371 057 265



odified form of Sprengel-pump.

per cent of the quantity

have obtains! exhaustions of
3 , 3 1 l± Ooo and

innnmnnnr- 0f course in these cases a gauge-correction was
applied : tlif hr-hest vacuum that I have ever obtained irre-

spective of a gauge-correction was
l 5u aU igo- In these

cases and in general, polasli was employed as the drying ma-
terial : I have found it, practical, however, to attain vacua as

high as TnrTnArinns" ™ tne tota^ absence of all such substances.

The vapor of water which collects in bends must be removed
from time to time with a Bunsen- burner while the pump is in

action.

It is evident that the final condition of the pump is reached
when as much air leaks in per unit of time as can be removed in

the same interval. The total average leakage per ten minutes
in the pump used by me, when at rest, was '000211 cubic mil-

limeters at press. 760mm. Let us assume that the leakage when
the pump is in action is four times as great as when at rest

;

then in each ten minutes -000844 cubic millimeters press.

760mm would enter; this corresponds in the pump used by me
to an exhaustion -of ia4 ooo ow I

if the rate of th e pump is

such as to remove one-half of the air present in ten minutes,
then the highest attainable exhaustion would be 74a o ft 006 .

In the same way it may be shown that if six minutes are re-

quired for the removal of half the air the highest vacuum
would be 413 l 6 5 g nearly, and rates even higher than this

have been observed in my experiments. An arrangement of
the vacuum-bulb whereby the entering drops of mercury
would be exposed to the vacuum in an isolated condition for a
somewhat longer time would doubtless enable the experi-
menter to obtain considerably higher vacua than those above
given.

Exhaustions obtained, wWi a
t
>la\n Sprt/>

:
/e/-/>"mp.—I made a

series of experiments with a plain Sprengel-pump without
stopcocks, and arranged, as far as possible, like the instrument
just described. The leakage per hour was as follows :

2 days .

.

2 days

Using the same reasoni
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. I ever obtai

infer that the leakage

during action is considerably greater than four limes that ot

the pump at rest. The general run of the experiments tends

to show that the leakage of a plain Sprengel-pump, without

stopcocks or grease, is, when in action, about 80 times as great

as in the form used by me.
Note on annealing glass tubes.—It is quite necessary to anneal

all those parts of the pump that are to be exposed to heat,

otherwise they soon crack. I found by enclosing the

heavy iron tubes and exposing it for five hours to

ture somewhat above that of melting zinc, and then allowing

an hour or two for the cooling process, that the strong polari-

zation figure which it displays in a polariscope was completely

removed, and hence the glass annealed. A common gas-com-

bustion furnace was used, the bends, etc., being suitably en-

closed in heavy metal and heated over a common ten-fold l>ut>-

sen-burner, thus far no accident has happened to the aime:ilcil

ulass. even when cold drops of mercury struck in rapid suc-

cession on portions heated considerably above 100° C.

I wish, in conclusion, to express my thanks to my assistant,

Dr. Ihlseng, for the labor he has expended in making the lar-y
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Origin or the Rocks of the "Cortlandt Series."

In the account of the massive Cortlandt rocks* I have
shown that, although Archa3an-like in the presence of the hy-

perstheue-rock, noryte, in the abundance of hornblende and
angite, and the occurrence of corundum-bearing magnetite beds,

a large part of them afford evidence of conformability to the
associated schists and linn-stone strata, of the country, as if one
with them in metamorphic origin ; and that if any were truly

eruptive these were in part more recent than the limestone,

since they cut through it at Verplanck Point. They hence;

present nothing against the chronological conclusion which
has been reached.

These rocks, however, are so limited in distribution, and so

peculiar in composition—being often chrysolitic, always having
soda-lime feldspar predominant, and containing little or no
quart/,—that it becomes an interesting question, Whence their

abrupt interpolation among the schists and limestones of the

That the lithological facts maybe in mind preparatory to

the following discussion 1 here re-mention the prominent kinds
of rocks.

1. SodiHjrnhih : granite-like, consisting chiefly of oligoclase

and l.iotito, with little quart/, and often containing some horn-

blende; varying from coarse to tine in grain, and very light-col-

ored to black—the black very micaceous and fine-grained.
_'. Oioryte, Quartz-dioryte : chiefly oligoclase and hornblende,

with tnorc or less ltiotite. and a little quartz; varying from very
coarse and granite-like to fine-grained.

3. Noryte: chiefly the feldspar, andesite—or, more probably,
its equivalent, 1 of labradorite and 2 of obligoclase—and hyper-
sthciie. with more or less augite and biotite ; usually dark gray or

ivddisl. In-own in color, and rather finely granular; the hyper-
Mhcne often in small crystals seldom exceeding a sixth of an'inch

4. AuyUi-noryU : like the noryte in i as) net and constitution,
but containing angite in place of the by

o. [Fonihhu'h/h : coarsely crystalline; chiefly black horn-
blende in small or large cleavable indiv

6. Pyroxenyte : rather coarsely cryst alline ;
chiefly angite, but

e chrysolitic noryte.

* This Journal, for September last, III,

• Jour. Sci.-Thibd Sebies, Vol. XXII, No. 128.-
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Other constituents of these rocks are frequently apatite (which

is often in unusual proportions), aiul moiv or loss magnetite, pyr-

rhotito ami pvrito the pvrite most.lv confined to tlio soda-gran-

ite and dioryte). In the many slices (over 60) which I have

microscopically examined, I have found no glassy or unindividal-

ized material/and no appearances of a fluidal character, except

that of broken crystals or crystalline grains.

To the description of the noryte before given I here add the

results of a careful chemical analv.-is made in the laboratory of

1 Scientific School of Yale College (under Professor O.
""

) by Mr. M. D. Munn of that Scho(
1 ~

i the northern half of >Iontro-e Point, c

3 Fe0 3 FeO MnO MgO CaO Na2 Ka H^O

44 0-85 151 0-39 5-05 749 403 2"00 [058]=9:

To the eye it appeared to contain about as much hypersthene

as augite, the crystals of the former being distinguished by a

brighter and somewhat bronze-like luster on a cleavage surface,

ami a less black color; and this proportion was continued, as far as

could be done, by a microscopic examination of a thin slice.

; was present also a little black mica, and some magnetite.

The results of the analysis may conespond, if 1*50 of the potash

replaces pari of the soda, to about < il per cent of andesite. 33 of

hisilicntes, ."> of hiotito and 1 of map;netite. But part of the pot-

ash may be present in orthoclase, a

recognized, a mixture of labradorbo mid oligoclase. The analysis

the dioryte of the region, but with t

hypt the a 1 t a e \ e t

the rock approaches closely

hi. important difference, that

in place of hornblende and

the feldspar portion "is more largeh

raduates into the other; and
the hypersthene. which is the charac
has the same cleavage angle as augit

teristic mineral of the former,

e, and the same constituents,

magnesia and iron protoxide, the a ugite affording besides only

lime. Hence the name «v</;t<>->torift< '«>'• the rock 'is appropriate.

and alBOOfa part of what has been i

the name melaplbyre.

The evidence already presented with regard to the Cort-

laudt v^r\^ sustains tlio conclusion, as I believe, that to a

large extent at least they are of metamorphic origin ;
but that

in the metamorphic process the original beds were rendered

(through the heated moisture concerned in the metamorphism),
more or less plastic or mobile, so that they thus lost all, or the

most of, their original bedding, and that, as a consequence,

they formed in some places intrusive dikes or veins intersect-

ing other rocks having all the characteristics of eruptive rocks.
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But if "to a large extent'' metamorphic, that is, altered sed-

imentary bods, Why were there, in that narrow corner of

Westchester County, covering but twenty-five square miles,

beds so "unlike ordiu i\ sediments in consisting of the mate-

rials of soda-lime feldspars, hornblende, pyroxene, and chryso-

lite, when, close around and throughout the county to its east-

ern and southern limits, only ingredients occurred for making
common mien schists and gneisses with subordinate layers of

hornblende schist?

Before proceeding to this topic I will first mention the facts

as to the special geographical position of the area covered by
the Cortlandt rocks": and. secondly, briefly review the evi-

dence as to their metamorphic origin. We shall then be pre-

pared to enquire into the source or sources of the material.

1. Geographical Position of the Area.

The small region of Cortlandt rocks is situated in the vicin-

ity of the Hudson, near where this river leaves its channel
through the Arclucan Highlands. This relation to the posi-

tion of the Archaean and the river channel is shown on the

Following map (p. 106). Upon it, the Arclucan area is the

black portion 'lotted with small vs. crossing the Hudson, from
southwest to northeast, between Moodna and Fishkill on the

north and Peekskill on the south: and the Cortlandt rocks

occupv the area east of the Archaean, south and southeast of

Peekskill on the east of the Hudson, and on Stony Point (ST)
on the west side of this river. Near Peekskill the Cortlandt

ii the Archaean by belts of limestone (hori-

zontally lined on tin - \ dromiea
schist and mica schist, in all one to three miles in width : and
that of Stony Point has, between it and the Archaean, a contin-

uation of the same rocks (the limestone area on the map being,
as elsewhere, horizon tally line. i. -. which are

5 a vertical lining with white
and dotted bands). The portion of the map north of the Ar-
ckean and ca. lias been alreadv
explained as Lower Silurian : (1) limestone, (2) slates or schists

(vertically lined), and (3) quartzyte (dotted), the limestone
and schist in places fossiliferous : 'and as part of the "Teat for .

ized Lower Silurian rocks of New Jersey and the States
:> the southwest.
The larger map of western Cortlandt from Peekskill to Cru-

er's (comprising the Verplanck peninsula) and also Stony
*oint is reproduced <

''

f the several local it
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more distinctly before the reader, and especially the relations

of Stony Point to Montrose Point and other places on the east

side of the Hudson.
The eastern outline of the Archaean makes a large angle at

the crossing of the Hudson (the course on the west being north-

east, and that on the east, east-northeast), so that the form was,

thus far at least, favorable for the existence there of a broad

bay in the Lower Silurian sea. The river-channel through the

f parts of New York and New Jer-

Stony Point, on the west side of

Verplanck

Highlands had not yet been made, as is indicated by the con-

tinuity of the Lower Silurian beds on the north of the High-

land area across from Fishkill, and that of the same on the

south across from Peekskill. The Lower Silurian ocean ex-

tended over the Cortlandt area, and here were spread out the

sand-beds and muds that now constitute the quartzyte and

slates of the Potsdam or Primordial (Cambrian) period 'and the

material of the limestone formation. North of the Archaean,

in the Fishkill, Newburgh and Poughkeepsie regions, fossils

found in the limestones tist have demonstrated

that the beds there are beyond question Lower Silurian ;
and
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the like. conformable association of quartzjte, slate and semi-
crystalline limestone in the Peekskill region, together with their

unconformability to the Archaean, and their relation to New
Jersey limestones have been adduced, in my former paper, as
proof of a like Lower Silurian age for the Peekskill beds.
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A freshwater stream must have emptied into this Cortlandt

bay near the present channel of the Hudson ;
for the general sur-

face of the Highland area and the course of tin- existing stn urns

over its surface have a pitch southward ; but the length of this

young Hudson Eiver could hardly have equalled ten miles
;

for these old lands, as the Lower Silurian in its valleys prove,

stood at a lower level than now. This little stream was the

chief one that gave aid to the ocean's waters in the work of dis-

tributing Arcl'uean detritus over the Cortlandt area. Nothing

could have come down the valleys called Canopus Hollow and

Peekskill Hollow ; for these were for several miles arms of the

sea m which limestone beds were accumulating. The cut

the Highlands now occupied by the Hudson was prob-

! n in a fracture during the making of the Green Moun-
tains at the close of the Lower Silurian.

2. Metamorphic origin of the Rocks.

The following are the principal points in the evidence sus-

he view that the rocks are, to a large extent, meta-
:-

(1.) The mica schist or micaceous gneiss in several places

graduates into the soda-granite along the plane of contact,

though always rather abruptly.

(2.) The soda-granite near 'its junction with the schist, ami

sometimes remote from it, contains, at short intervals, distinct

layers of I ons conformable to the bedding

(8.) The mica schist at Cruger's in some parts contains beds

iist largely of staurolite, fibrolite, and magnetite (all

infusible species), with abundant scales of silvery mica, a min-

eral that fuses with great difficulty
; and the layers of schist

which are i ist north, have a similar consti-

tution ; as if they ow. the I isiou which the

rest experienced because of their consisting chiefly of- these re-

fractory materials.

(4.) The norvte and chrvsolite rocks contain, occasionally,

similar included conformable beds of schist ; and some of these

are beds of magnetite and corundum, with librolite, that is, are

beds of emery : and the uoryte is sometimes crossed
:

layers and has occasional 'planes of beddine' parallel to the

bedding of the limestone near bv.

(5.) Since ascending lavas have the motion of a fluid, deter-

mined partly as to direction of movement by the friction along

the sides, a layer of schist 50 or 100 feet' long falling into it

would not remade entire, and aable to the

histose rock; and much less could a series of such
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layers retain such parallelism. Facts like these are not con-

sistent with the theory of an eruptive origin. Moreover the

schists are so firm rocl fcion of layers by such
means would be impossible.

I add one nddit mal fact itli regard to these large inclu-

sions. In the browni itic pyroxenyte which
occurs along the south side of Montrose Point, there is a
layer of impure, mosUj 'tme#tone, eighty feet

long (and probably much longer, as this is only the length of

the exposure), and twelve to eighteen inches wide. It contains

some gray-green tremolite or actinolite in the outer portion,

and much disseminated pyrite, and owing to the latter is

deeply rusted.

It is almost an impossibility that at imbed of limestone 80
feet long could by any means have got into the erupted rock

;

and quite impossible that, if in, it should have held together,

and retained from one end to the other. even approximately, a

uniform strike and dip (N. 12° E., 70° W.).

(6.) At Verplanck Point, when' what look like veins or

dikes of pyroxenyte occur in the limestone, they are for the

most part conformable to the limestone; as if they might be
altered beds; and the more northern of these pseudo-veins
consist of mica schist; further, these pseudo-veins of the Point
are represented half a mile northeast in the line of strike by
beds of mica schist or hornblendic schist. Such facts appear
to show that the most of the " veins'' are beds, metamorphosed
into different mineral materials according to their varying con-

sults of the original passage of one rock into the other along
the plane of junction and subsequent metamorphic conditions.

In order to appreciate rightly the bearing of the facts on
this question as to metamorphism. the mind should be disa-

bused of the common notion that a massive rock, whether feld-

spathic, hornblendic t

As heat and moistur
pressure, into hard ma boat the b
of fusion, so also it may convert granitic sand-beds into a gran-
it'- or granite-like rock, as has happened north of IVekskilk
Again, the .sum- means, even when the heat is far below that
required for fusion, may destroy molecular cohesion, and, as
numerous example- show, may convert, by the recr\ -'

attending metamorphism, well-bedded strata of hornblendic,
augitic or I'eld.-pathic material into a massive rock, often umlis-
tniguisli .lo even urn roscopi, ally from an eruptive rock. One
example in proof is given in mv paper in the June number of
this Journal (p. -±2>V)

: and others in papers on the LleMerber-:
rocks of Bernardston, Mass., and Vernon, Vt* The layer of

* This Journal, III, vi, X>,U, l,s7:i and xiv, 379, 1877.
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mostly uncrystalline limestone 80 feet long and a foot or more
wide in the chrysolitic rock of Montrose Point indicates a tem-

perature of metamorphism much below that of fusion.

3. Source of the material of the original beds.

The characteristics of the beds to be accounted for are : (1)

the predominance of the magnesian minerals, hornblende, au-

gite, hypersthene, biotite, chrysolite; (2) the abundance of

soda-lime feldspars ; and (3) the small proportion of free

quartz.

The three supposable sources of such characteristics are

—

(1) Detritus from the Archaean Highlands.

(2) Igneous eruptions, affording volcanic or igneous debris,

in addition to ejected liquid rock, and along with more or less

Archaean detritus.

(3) Detritus from the Highlands, supplemented by ingre-

dients from the ocean.

The rocks of the Archaean region of the Highlands are

largely hornblendic—the gneiss being often a hornblendic

gneiss and varying, in many places, to syenyte-gneiss, true

syenyte, and hornblende schist ; and the mica, whether horn-

blende is also present or not, is mostly or wholly the black

kind, biotite, which, while containing nearly as much pot-

ash as muscovite, is characterized by a large percentage of

L magnesium. Occasionally augitic rocks are present,

especially in the vicinity of beds of iron ore. Auj
>und on Anthony's Nose, which is one ofhornblendic rocks aboun

tne nign summits of tl to the north of Cort-

landt, and they occur less prominently near West Point.

Magnesian as well as ferriferous sediments might therefore

have come from such a source ; and the frequent occurrence of

lo schist in regions of the ordinary metamorphic rocks

of Westchester County shows that their formation is nothing ex-

ceptional. A feeble proportion of free quartz, as in the Cortlandt

rocks, is not an uncommon fact. It characterizes muds or

days which have lost their quartz for making sand-beds in

the separating process of wave-action or water-movement, and

it is exemplified in much hydromica schist, which often con-

sists of hydrous mica alone, with little, if any, free quartz.

Again, the soda-lime feldspar, oligodaso, occurs in the granite

and gneiss of the Highlands, and, in fact, is common in these

erever found, though in general subordinately to or-

thoclase ; the Cortlandt rocks are peculiar only in the much
larger proportion of soda-lime feldspars. In the Archasan of

the Adirondacks, labradorite rocks, closely like the noryte and
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augite-noryte of Cortlandt in mineral constitution, cover wide
,1 ihe -1:11110 kinds mux have formerly existed in the

Highlands north of the Cortlandt region, although they have

not yet been discovered there; and tbis is somewhat probable,

since a drift specimen has been found in central New Jersey,

according to Dr. T. Stony Hunt, and it is not likely that it

came from the distant Adirondacks.
Further: chrysolite, although common in igneous rocks, is

also common as a metamorphic product, and occurs even in

chloritic and mica schist and other rocks, as should be ex-

pected from its composition and easyjproduction by heat.

Doubts with regard to Archa-an detritus as the only source

of these Cortlandt rocks come from the very abrupt transitions

which exist between the hornblendic or augitic rocks and the

ordinary mica schists and gneiss, so strongly exemplified in the

Verplanck region ; in the almost exclusive occurrence over so

large an area of soda-lime feldspar rocks, when they are not

found in a similar way over any other part of Westchester
County, the material of whose rocks, the limestones excepted,

must have come from the Highlands ; the existence of no sim-

ilar group of rocks in the great central valley of the New Jer-

sey Highlands (that of Greenwood Lake on the map, page 106),

or on their western border, where sedimentary beds of High-
land origin were extensively formed. The eastern border of

the Archaean in New Jersey is under Triassic beds, so that

scarcely anything is known of the Lower Silurian strata directly

southwest of Stony Point.

2. Igneous ejections along with more or less Archaean detritus.

In favor of igneous ejections as a chief source, there are the

following facts.

The larger part of the rocks are much like igneous rocks.

They resemble them (1) in mineral constitution
; (2) in their

soda-lime feldspars; (3) in the abundance of hornblende or

augite
; and (4) in the feeble proportion of quartz. The noryte,

though contai dug iy|<ei -tin no. .(Vei - no ol>j< ction to the view.
ire of the rocks of some parts of the region

is a frequent volcanic characteristic.

But while such resemblances to the igneous rocks exist, it is

a striking fact (1) that nowhere in the region are the rocks col-

umnar like those of the Palisades and many regions of augitic

igneous rooks; (2) that no vents or~dikes have been Jound to

places of their ejection; (3) that sometimes mix-
tures of two or three kinds occur—as hornblendyte, pyroxen-
vte and augite-noryte—which were not combinations made by

v irregularities of constitution in

a single large mass of rock ; and occasionally the noryte and
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ehrvsolitic"honiblendvte

or two thick ; and (4) th<

thus easily explained.

These objections appea

f the Cortlandt Series.

canic debris or cinders (lapilli,

badly called "volcanic ashes"),

derived from submarine or sub-

aerial vents. For, in that case,

(1) the kinds of material might

be the same that constitutes erup-

tive rocks; (2) mixtures of the

extremest kind observed might

have been made ; and (3) the most

^W/|S abrupt transitions from cinder-

made hods to those of ordinary

/:k .
\

L.'-'--
,
'-' ;/ - /

'

l ' J
'_

...
'

j^wgisas

•s of shading from one to the other; more-

e character and contracted limits of the area

be fullv explained. Such beds of volcanic

debris. fterward unde ri.l.b. i simu taneously
with tin i of Westchi ty strata.

would be lik( der th< and iW.t-

area pre ented bv the r >cks described and < i the pro-

heat had not reached ns of the

beds permeated with heated c miL 1,1 liav e become
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plastic and have been injected into fissures so as to produce
dik< ill \ i- md mi-:!i retail internal marks of their former
mobility in broken crystals, if not in other evidences of

flowing.

As to the ccufrrti <>f eruption, it is to be noted that the occur-
rence of chrysolitic rocks on both sides of the Hudson—along
the shores of Stony Point on the west and of Montrose Point on
the east— will , nyt.e adjoin n» and next beyond, the soda-
gi'anite. niav 1m..' an indieation that one of them was i

what is now- the river channel oil' the Verplanck shores. (See
map, p. 107).

Since my former account of Stony Point was published I

further examination of the region with reference

1 other points. The chief facts as to the distribution

re given in the preceding map.* The
; and south sides of the Point join' of the i

over the southwestern side; and the strike and dip show that

there is here one stratum in a synclinal fold. Overlying the
schist occurs the soda-granite in two areas; and next comes
the rln-ysolitic rucks. The chrysolitic rocks thus occupy ap-

on of the synclinal,f
The soda-granite is mostly of the coarsely crystalline, light-

eoiorcd kind, looking like ordinary granite, but. in the vicinity

of the schist, in some parts, a fine-grained variety, gray to black
in color, occurs; and the fine va itersects the

coarse, or the reverse, as if in veins. In one case, near the

tl Muu i [n-iitut. II u 1-tt.i \ \ .lluii.b mad. it the request of

I he Tompkins Cove limestone
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southern entrance to the grounds a dike (or vein) two feet wide,

of the black micaceous variety, intersects the mica schist cutting

obliquely across its bedding.

The direct contact of the granite and chrysolitic rocks is no

where in sight. But where the granite ends near the chrysolitic

rocks it stands in a aei wiving approximately

the same strike and dip as the schists to the southeast. The
position of the chrysolitic rocks suggests an igneous origin.

With regard to the time of the ejections, supposing these a

fact, the evidence stands as follows :

The hornblendic and augitic materials occur in conformable

beds in the limestone of Verplanck point, looking like dikes

or veins because now nearly vertical, as has been explained
;

and hence this material must have been supplied when the

limestone was forming ; and the limestone is part of the same

stratum, as has been shown, with that of Canopus Hollow,

Tompkins Cove and Cruger's Station. Moreover, the dip of

the beds seem to indicate that these rocks overlie the lime-

stone of the region. Hence the eruptions were in progress

while the limestone was forming, and continued on for a

period after it.

It may be objected to this view of an igneous source that

the chrysolitic pyroxenyte and hornblendyte are very unlike

ordinary igneous chrysolitic rocks, the chrysolite never being

in glassy grains ; that, chrysolitic pyroxenyte, though a known
kind, is not in all cases igneous ; and that chrysolitic horn-

blendyte like that here met with (having hornblende cleav-

age faces measuring sometimes two inches each way) is

still less like an igneous product. So, also, soda-granite

is a very unusual form of eruptive rock, and likewise

dioryte with crystals of hornblende sometimes eight or

nine inches long, like that near Cruger's. But these diffi-

culties, and others like them, lose much of their force in view

of the fact that the beds may contain more or less ordinary

detritus, as well as volcanic <! \ the other

fact that they have undergone mctamorphism since their depo-

sition, and in some cases have thereby suffered partial or com-

plete fusion.

Again, it may be urged in objection that we have no defi-

nite evidence as to the former existence of such a vent in the

channel of the Hudson, or of any other in the region. Tb»
objection may hereafter be strengthened, or, on the other hand,

weakened, by finding that among the dikes of igneous rocks

which intersect the Archaean in various places, some, or none,

consist of rocks similar to those of Cortlandt.
Professor Cook, in his Geological Report of 1868, at page

144, has described a labradorite rock, resembling somewhat the
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Cortlandt noryte or augite-noryte, as occurring forty miles west
of the Hudson on the east slope of the Kittatinny Mountains,
not far west of Libertyville and Deckertown (between c and d
on the map, Plate IX, in this Journal for last November) ; and
he speaks of it as constituting a dike a fourth of a mile wide
and several miles long, coming in between the Hudson River
slate and the overlying Oneida Conglomerate, and conforming
to them in strike. In a recent letter to the writer he observes
that the question as to whether eruptive or not he does not
consider as settled, the debris of the region having prevented

slates are stated to be
modified, as if from the influence of the mass, for 3,000 feet to

the eastward—a distance so great that the effects can hardly be
all due to contact. The further study of that region may throw
light on the Cortlandt rocks.

(3.) ARCH.EAN LET!

The chief stony materials which the ocean's waters have to

contribute are : (1) the calcareous—calcium carbonate mainly
through the secretions (shells, corals, etc.) of its living species,

and calcium chloride; (2) the magnesian, from the in

chloride and sulphate; and (3) the soda, through the sodium
chloride or common salt.

The calcareous and magnesian materials of the oceanic
waters have been of immense importance in rock-making. The
limestones of the world Erom the former. Be-
sides this, few muds or argillaceous sand beds have been made
since the first Ehizopods appeared that have not contained
moreor less disseminated calcareous material : ami this material,
in the course of the metamorphism of those beds, has been often
employed in producing some of the new combinations constitut-
ing metamorphic rocks. So, also, the ocean has been the chief
source of the magnesia used for making dolomite, or magnesian
limestone, and for other purposes. In the case of the limestone
of Westchester County, which is dolomitic, the magnesia was
taken from the sea-water, according to the most generally ac-

cepted view, while the process of consolidation was going on
in great marshes of concentrated saline waters.

Further, when the magnesian limestones thus made were
afterward rendered metamorphic, part of the magnesia and
lime (or magnesium and calcium) was in many cases made
into silicates, such as tremolite, white pyroxene, and other
species; or, when iron has also been present, into other related
silicates of light or dark green tints, as hornblende, actinolite,

green pyroxene; and also into other magnesian minerals
through other impurities of the limestone.
Thus the magnesia of the ocean's waters has beyond doubt
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supplemented that of detritus in determining tlic constitution

of metamorphie rocks, and has led (.'specially to the production

of dillerent varieties of hornblende and pyroxene, the darker

kinds resulting when the all-pervading ingredient, iron, was

present.

Further, the ocean has been one of the sources of soda in

rock-making. The contributions of this nature to sedimentary

deposits, are, as is well known, common and extensive. Beds

of rock salt, sometimes of great thickness, occur in formations of

various ages, from the Silurian to the present time ; and mag-

nesian salts, derived, directly or indirectly, from the same sea-

waters that afforded the lock salt, are also frequently present.

Moreover, brines from deep borings are common. It is not

necessary here to give details. I mention two American

cases only, one relating to the Lower Silurian formation, and

the other pertaining to the vicinity of the region under dis-

The boring at the St. Louis Insane Asylum, reported upon

by Mr. G. 0. Broadhead, State Geologist of Missouri/" which

penetrated through Carboniferous and Lower Silurian strata

into the Archaean, reached a depth of 3,843£ feet. "Salt

water" was obtained in the Lower Silurian (Maenesian lime-

stone) at a depth of 1,220 feet and below. At 2,256 feet, the

water contained 3 per cent of salt
;
at 2,1*57 feet. 4$ per cent;

at 3,293 feet, 2 per cent: and below 3,545 feet, 7 to 8 per cent.

Prof. G. H. Cook, State Geologist of New .Jersey, states in

his Eeport for tin- year Is.so, that'froni a boring in the Triassic

sandstone at Patterson in that State (which is in the same geo-

graphical region with the Cortlandt area, it Iving to the east of

the Arclnean Highlands) the water obtained at 2,050 feet af-

forded, per gallon, 408*46 grains of sodium chloride with

109-44 of magnesium chloride and 278*32 of calcium chloride

—which shows the presence of about half the proportion of

salt contained in sea-water, and of a much larger proportion of

magnesium and calcium chlorides than sea water contains ;

and Prof. Cook adds: "the questions summstod by rinding the

salt water must remain tor the present unanswered, thoue'h the

fact that the rock-salt of Kurope is found in rocks of the same
age as this raises the question whether it may not also be

found here."

Rocks containing salt in beds or brines have undoubtedly
undergone metamorphisui. and under conditions as to superin-

cumbent formations which permitted of no escape of the so-

dium, and which therefore would have forced it into chemical

combination with the other materials present. And if it h;>*

entered into any minerals the feldspars must be among them,

Report on 1 1 .- < .._ 1- < .
' \[ ~ . ,n r 1ST 1 s7 1, Svo. p. 32. 1874.
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since these are the commonest of anhydrous sodium sili-

cates. Science looks to the ocean for the boric acid of some
minerals and the chlorine and iodine of certain silver ores and
some volcanic products: and hence referring to it as a source of

the more stable bases with which these were combined is not

unreasonable.

In Savoy, as has long been known, the crystalline magne-
sian limestone or dolomite of the Trias contains the soda-feld-

spar, albite, in disseminated, crystals. The magnesia of the

limestone must have come from evaporated sea-water as above
explained; and the soda of the feldspar which, in the meta-

morphic process that crystallized the dolomite, went to make
albite may have had the same source. •

Messrs. F. Fouque and Michel Levy have recently made*
d oligoclase and labradorite by heating a mixture of

silica, alumina (each of these in the states obtained by precipi-

tation), sodium carbonate and calcium carbonate in the re-

quired proportions, and keeping it in prolonged fusion. They
have thus proved that the sodium of a sodium carbonate
will, at a high temperature, enter into combination and make
feldspars. The sodium of sodium chloride (common salt)

would in all probability yield the same result : as is indicated

by the use of common salt in putting a glazing on porcelain
(while it is at a high heat) the chlorine escaping and yielding
the sodium to make a silicate, or the glaze. The possibility

of producing soda-lime feldspar in the metamorphism of a

saliferous sedimentary stratum has therefore been put beyond
question by actual experiment. Metamorphic heat would be
as effectual ; and, with the aid of moisture, probably at a lower
temperature than that employed by Fouque.

Crystalline rocks made largely of soda-lime feldspars,

—

some of which are diorite, noryte, and the labradorite rocks
called gabbro—covering many large regions, are in some cases

unquestionably of metamorphic origin; and if detritus from pre-

rocks were not a sufficient source for the soda of the
f< Idspars and the magnesia of the hornblende or augite, and a
volcanic or igneous source is not indicated by surrounding
conditions, there must have been at hand some other large and
abundant source ; and the universal ocean is of just the kind
needed. Near New Haven, Connecticut, achloritic hvdmmica
schist contains, along a certain horizon, interrupted beds or
lenticular masses of limestone—parts of which are more or less

changed to serpentine and verd-anthpie marble: and below the

horizon, the schist, for iekness, con-
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dioryteand then back again to slate, in the most irregular way.

The idea of an eruptive origin is utterly out of the question
;

and that of a " volcanic-ash " origin for the material has nothing

to sustain it, since not even one small dike of igneous rock or any

other evidence of igneous eruption older than Triassic has yet

been found within a circuit of fifty miles; and what there

are of veins in the older rocks are made of granitic or Biliceous

material. Since these isolated portions of i.

are parts of a stratum lying directly beneath the limestone

horizon, which stratum would be likely to be more or less cal-

careous through an organic source, the lime of the* labradorite

in this rock may be only the calcareous portion of the original

sediments; and what additional soda was needed may have

come from the permeating brine water. This example may
illustrate the mode of origin of other metamorphic labradorite

and oligoclase rocks.

The hypothesis that the massive Cortlandt rocks were made

by the above-explained method—that is from " ordinary detri-

tus supplemented by materials from the ocean"—is therefore

not wholly improbable. It is still less so when some details

connected with it are considered.

The position of the area—in the angle between the New Jer-

sey and Putnam County Highlands, the site of a Lower Silu-

rian bay— was favorable for the occurrence of the requii

conditions. The limestone (dolomite) shows, by its i

that during the long era in which it was accumulating from

the organic secretions of the waters, evaporating brine-mak-

iled, or alternated with open seas, over the

shallow bay. The beds of fine mica schist, one to ten feet

thick, which occur intercalated in the limestone, northeast of

Verplanck Point, show that the sea-marshes in some parts be-

came covered at intervals with mud-deposits containing (as the

black mica proves, and also the hornblende and angil

in some of the schist) iron oxide and magnesia. And. finally,

the occurrence just southwest, at Verplanck Point, in the

same limestone, of conformable intercalations of noryte, pyrox-

enyte and hornblendyte—the massive Cortlandt rocks contain

tug little of the black mica—and, by the side of these, some

true mica schist beds, accords with the view that in this part

of the area the depositions of common and magnesian salts

from the marsh were at some horizons of the detritus more

abundant than to the northeast. The nearly total absence of

free silica may have its explanation also in these conditions.

since the bases contributed by the sea-water, the soda, magne-

sia and lime, together with the iron from outside sources, would

have needed it to make the silicates. If these are the right

explanations for the facts at Verplauck Point, the principle is
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all in the Cortlandt and Stony Point are

i the kinds and the thicknesses of tl

rocks, and their intercalations. Whether true or not, it mm
after the survey of the facts, be admitted to be nothing again

it that the rocks are massive crystalline rocks; that amoi
them are hornblendic and augitic kinds containing soda-lin

feldspars, and that some of them are chrysolitic.

Having presented the claims of the three hypotheses, I lea^

the subject without expressing a personal opinion.

made, will appear in a following number of this Journal.

ART. XX.- <)„ a ,, w M.-bwie /,-,,„. ,,/ nuknmm locality, in the

Smithsonian Museum; by CHARLES UPHAM Shepard.

Having received a fragment from a meteoric iron, of un-
known locality, belonging to the Museum of the Smithsonian

i, I have made an examination of it with the follow-

The mass was oval in form, with three or four prominent
knobs. Its weight was probably about six pounds. The frag-

ment for examination was separated with considerable facility,

requiring only a few smart blows of the hammer; and re-

vealed a crystalline structure. The surfaces developed were
partially covered by an exceedingly thin, micaceous layer of

x-hreibcrsitc. After polishing, the fragment had a somewhat
whiter color than artificial iron. When etched, it showed a

homogeneous, finely crystalline texture, and became still v. biter
in color. When viewed at fixed angles of reflexion, the sur-
face glimmered simultaneously, after the- manner of sunstone

. thus rendering it probable that the crystallization

of the general mass was that of a single individual.
It is obscurely banded, in some portions, with bars about

sVtl > of an inch in thickness. But the most remarkable
feature ,,f the etched surface is its thickly dotted or punctate
character : the dots which are very bright, instead of being-

salient points, are slightly concave! On the whole, therefore,

known. Thoeomposith.n.M.- determined by ('.
I . Shepard. .1 r.,'is



The undulatory theory of light assumes the existence of a

medium called the ether, whose vibrations produce the phe-

nomena of heat and light, and which is supposed to (ill all

space. According to Fresnel, the ether, which is enclosed in

optical media, partakes of the motion of these media, to an ex-

tent depending on their indices of refraction. For air. this

motion would be but a small fraction of that of the air itself

and will be neglected.

Assuming then that the ether is at rest, the earth moving
through it, the time required for light to pass from one point

to another on the earth's surface, would depend on the di roe-

Let V be the velocity of light.

v = the speed of the earth with respect to the ether.

D = the distance between the two points.

d = the distance through which the earth moves, while

light travels from one point to the other.

d
x
= the distance earth moves, while light passes in the

Suppose the direction of the line joining the two point- to

coincide with the direction of earth's' motion, and let T = time

required for light to pass from the one point to the other, and

T, — time required for it to pass in the opposite direction.

(l=DT^ and 4=DT-

In a letter, published m •Xature" shortlv after his da
Clerk Maxwell pointed out that T-T, could be calculated

measuring the velocity of light i>v means of the eclipse;

urp.-e
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' hi'li have thus far been obtained. In the same letter it was
ilso stated that the reason why such measurements could not
oe made at the earth's surface was that we have thus far no
nethod for measuring the velocity of light which does not
nvolve the necessity of returning the light over its path,
,v hereby it would lose nearly as much as was gained in going.

The difference depending on the square of the ratio of the

;wo velocities, according to Maxwell, is far too small to

The following is intended to show that, with a wave-length
)f yellow light as a standard, the quantity—if it exists—is
easily measurable.

Using the same notation as before we have T=— and

pied the:V+v

irning T+T =2D—^-
3
. If, however, 1

I in a direction at right angles to tin

dd be entirely unaffected and the time o

would be, therefore, '2®=2T . The diff

esT +T.and 2T is

or nearly 2T,,—. In the time r the light would travel a dist-

ance Vr=2VT,£=2D^.

That is, the actual distance the light travels in the first case

is greater than in the second, by the quantity 2D—.

Considering only the velocity of the earth in its orbit, the

rati° ?
=
iok"o

^Proximately, and £=_-JL_. If D =

1200 millimeters, or in wave-lengths of yellow light, 2 000 000,

then in terms of the same unit, 2D^,= ~.

If, therefore, an apparatus is so constructed as to permit two
pencils of light, which have traveled over paths al rigbl angle
to each other, to interfere, the pencil which has traveled in the

direction of the earth's motion, will in reality travel — of a

wavedength farther than it would have done, were the earth at

rest. The other pencil being at right angles to the motion
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apparatus as above described was C(

t and Hsensch of Berlin. It was placed <

Physical Institute, Berlin. The firs

<ihle.

velve o'clock, and then only at intervals. When the mirrors

ore moved out to the ends 'of the arms, the fringes were only

It thus appeared that the experiments could not be per-

mned in Berlin, and the apparatus was accordingly removed

ihe instrument that the stamping of the pavement. ;

meters from the observatory, made the fringes

If this was the case with the instrument constructed w
view to avoid sensitiveness, what may we not expect from
made as sensitive as possible!

At this time of the- year, early in April, the earth's nit

in its orbit coincides roughly in longitude with the estim

direction of the motion' of ' the solar sv.-tem- namelv. to'

the constellation Hercules. The direction of this motic

inclined at an angle of about -f-26° to the plane of the equ
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plane or the equator.

In this case, if the apparatus be so placed that the arms
point north and east at noon, the arm pointing east would,

coincide with the resultant motion, and the other would be at

right angles. Therefore, if at this time the apparatus be
rotated 90°, the displacement of the fringes should he twice

— or 0'16 of the distance between the fringes.

If, on the other hand, the proper motion of the sun is small

compared to the earth's motion, the displacement should be T\
of -08 or 0-048. Taking the mean of these two numbers as the

most probable, we may say that the displacement to be looked
for is not far from one-tenth the distance between the fringes.

The principal difficulty which was to be feared in making
these experiments, was that arising from changes of tempera-
ture of the two arms of the instrument. These being of brass

whose coefficient of expansion is 0-<)<H)019 and having a length
of about 1000 mm. or 1 700 000 wave-lengths, if one arm should
have a temperature only one one hundredth of a degree higher
than the other, the fringes would thereby experience a dis-

placement three times as great as that which would result from
the rotation. On the other hand, since the changes of tem-
perature are independent of the direction of the arms, if these

changes were not too great their effect could be eliminated.
It was found, however, that the displacement on account of

bending of the arms during rotation was so considerable that
the instrument had to be returned to the maker, with instruc-

tions to make it revolve as easily as possible. It will be seen
from the tables, that notwithstanding this precaution a large
displacement was observed in one particular direction. That
this was due entirely to the support was proved bv turninir

the latter through 90°. when the direction in which the dis-

placement appeared was also changed 90°.

On account of the sensitiveness of the instrument to vibra-
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others the springing of the tin lantern by heating) tin

would suddenly change their position, in which case t

of observations was rejected and a new series begun.

In making the adjustment before the third series of

tions, the direction in which die fringes moved, on mo
-iass i>!ate h, was reversed, so that the disphicrm.-n

•take

At the end of each series the

the axis was carefully adjusted I

the foot-screws and a spirit level.

n.
|™|

, |m a law. w. |nw. Remarks

,;,,;
"

,^; ^-^
|

^

East.

fi
;

i|I

?6-i

Excess.

Is'!! '>t-!
!>'•m .
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The heading of the columns in the table gives the direction

toward which the telescope pointed.

The footing of the erroneous column is marked .//, and in the

calculations the mean of the two adjacent footings is sub-

stituted.

The numbers in the columns are the positions of the center

of the dark fringe in twelfths of the distance between the

fringes.

In the first two series, when the footings of the columns N.
and S. exceed those of columns E. and W., the excess is called

positive. The excess of the footings of N.E., S.W., over

those of N.W., S.E., are also called positive. In the third

and fourth series this is reversed.

The numbers marked " excess" are the sums of ten observa-

tions. Dividing therefore by 10, to obtain the mean, and also

by i2 (since the numbers are twelfths of the distance between
the fringes), we find for

]'h meut due to the simple change in direction, and the latter

The numbers are simply outstanding errors of experiment.
It is, in fact, to be seen from the footings of the columns, that
the numbers increase (or decrease) with more or less regularity
from left to right.

This gradual change, which should not in the least n licet the
periodic variation [or which we are searching, would of itself

two columns faille , to the left muM l>«- h>s (,„ _

the sum of those farther to the right.

This view is ample ......linm/d by the fact that where the ex-

Himmate th^'li'idu'.frhm _< 'a' 1m ,^p t'amihi. ' nulh'.'

error. This is most readily aecmplis'hed as follows:

Adding . .-',,! .[„ lour se.ies, the third
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It may not be out of place to add an extract from an article

published in 1 < Philosoph i! M gaxi no by Stokes in 1846.
" All these results would '(.Now immediately from the theory

of aberration which I proposed in the July number of this

magazine; nor have I been able to obtain any result admitting

of being compared with experiment, which would be different

according to which theory we adopted. This affords a curious

instance of two totally different theories running parallel to

cadi other in the explanation of phenomena. I do not sup-

pose that many would be disposed to maintain Fresnel's theory,

when it is shown that it may be dispensed with, inasmuch as

we would not be disposed to believe, without good evidence,

that the ether moved quite freely through the solid mass of the

earth. Still it would have been satisfactory, it" it had been
possible to have put the two theories to the test of some
decisive experiment."

thank Mr. A. Gra-

means for carrying out this

work, and Professor Vogel, the Director of the .\ -/<< >/,////>7-

'

's Observatorium, for his courtesy in placing the re-

5 of his laboratory at my disposal.

Ix the Philosophic L800, vol. xc. p. 67.

Sir William Herschel says: " In the year 1776, when I had
erected a telescope of 20 feet focal length, of the Newtonian
construction, one of its effects by trial was that when toward

int of darkness, the natural eye could not pen-
ace, the telescope possessed that power suffi-

bv the dial of a distant church steeple, what
.[withstanding Jim n;tk<-<] eve could Ho lougvr

is at the Washl

ion' was' the 'tow!



Line. In the follow, the part A B, (10 feet

iii-h). is spoken of as "the spire;" B C, (9 feet), as "the base

.1' tin- spire:" the next section, (13 feet high), as •• the cupola

or "the dome," and the remaining portion, as "the tower.
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"the spire Estill 'plaK'seen. "In "the' lVinch, the whole of

the spire, ribs, (bun ami many details well seen.— ///..

12. The tower disappears to' the naked eve. In the finder

ami telescope evervtbino- still seen.—(S.

top of the cupola is still plain. No one lo

telescope would miss it.-////, and (i.

I7m . 15-inch: the spire on top of the cupola

22'". Finder: the

t,,l roand fro.—////, and ft

!7
,u

. 15-inch: same.—////. and fi.

t3m . 15-inch: the cupola and tow«

before. The horizon is clearer. '

ing them when the telescope is m

H ... Same.— ///,.' a, id fi.

'

"'.-
Ti 'n'.rVie - 't-la'natinlll'V'tl'

the ordinary Night-glass, nor of the similar effe
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Art. XXIII.— On the

field. With a note, by

Since writing the article on Dielipphyton published in the

last number of this Journal I have obtained additional evi-

dence of their spoimoid character. About, the middle of May,
u hjle discussing their nature with Principal Dawson, of Mon-
treal, we examined some allied forms from the Keokuk bods at

ta, which lately came into the possession

of the American Museum of Natural History, ami found one

which retain.'! the substance of the organism. Under a hand-

glass of moderate power it is seen to have been composed of

threads of various sixes, now replaced by pyrite.

With the means then at our command it was impossible to

fully determine* whether they had heen bundles of vegetable

libers or sponge-like spicules : but Dr. Dawson kindly offered

to examine them more critically if I would forward a specimen

to him at Montreal. This was done, and his note on their na-

ture is appended below. The specimen used probably belongs

to the genus Uphantaenia Vanuxcm. and is a fragment about

88 and seems to have been a part of a circu-

lar- or discoid frond of 8 or 10 inches diameter. It differs from

lensis of New York in many features.

The broad, radiating bands are more distant, with a narrow,

thread-like band between; while all the circular bands have

been narrow or thread-like. The spaces between the bands
and threads are rectangular and covered by a thin film which

is alternately elevated or depressed in the adjoining spaces, as

if the bands had been elastic like rubber and had contracted,

2 up the intermediate spaces. A- further description

and illustration of the form I shall defer to a future occasion.

but shall here designate the species as Up/ant taenia Daasoni.

The broad bands are composed of very fine thread-like spicule-,

and the narrow ones of much stronger ones, while the thin film

occupying the intermediate spaces is composed of still smaller

spicules apparently arranged in radiating manner. The char-

acter and nature of these threads and spicules are well set, forth

in Dr. Dawson's notes below, and the spongoid features and

relations to Euplectella indicated.

Note by Dr. J. W. Dawson on the. Structure of a specimen of

(
r
f,Itantan,ia, from the Collection of the American Museum <>J

Natural History, New York City.

T<o the naked eye the fossil presents rectangular m
: matter on a gray finely atvnaeons matrix.' The s pan

the :network are of an overage size of 6mm in length an .14
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in breadth. The longitudinal hands are about 3mm broad, the

transverse bands much narrower. Some ol the rectangular in-

terspaces are of the color of the matrix ; others wholly or par-

tially stained with dark matter. The meshes are nearly black,

but in a bright light show a fibrous texture and metallic lus-

ter due to pyrite.

Viewed as opaque objects under the microscope, the reticu-

lating bands are seen to be fascicles of slender cylindrical rods

or spicules, varying much in diameter; some of the largest

being in the narrow transverse bands. The spicules may, in a

cases, be seen to be tapering very gently

usually seem quite cylindrical and smooth. In their present

state they appear as solid shining rods of pyrite. The largest

spicules are about T
i
5 of an inch in diameter; the smaller

scarcely one-fourth of that size. The spicules of the transverse

i88 those of the longitudinal ones without any organic

connection. Among the long spicules of the bands can be seen

multitudes of very min icules confu-
sed! dispos d. and '

,
- abon id ilso in tin dark-colored areoles.

On the whole the structures are not identical with those of

any plant known to me, and rather resemble those of siliceous

sponges of the genus Eupkdella.

The most puzzling fact in connection with this view is the

mineral condition of the spicules now wholly replaced by
pyrite. Carbonaceous structures are often replaced in this way
and so are also calcareous shells, especially when they contain

much corneous matter, but such changes are not usual with

siliceous organisms. If the spicules were original^ siliceous,

either they must have had large internal cavities which have
been filled with pyrite, or the on > have been

•..-
rcplnci'd by matter of a. ferruginous color; and in a bundle of

ablv of a sponge allied to Ht/alonarm from the

Upper Llandeilo of Scotland, I find the substance of the spicules

entiivlv uone and the spacer fonnei'I v occupied by them empty.
It should L ! ('Vinoid stems and fronds of
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Art. XXIV.— Note on Photograph* of the Spectrum of the Comet

of June, 1831 ; by Professor Henry Draper, M.D.

The appearance of a large comet has alforded an opportunity

of adding to our knowledge of these Indies by applying to it a

new means of research. Owing t<> the recent progress in pho-

tography, it was to be hoped that photographs of the comet

and even of its spectrum might lie obtained and peculiarities

invisible to the eye detected. For such experiments my
LUSe for many years its resource-

had been directed to the more delicate branches of celestial

photography and spectroscopy, such as photography of stellar

spectra and of the nebulas. More than a hundred photographs

of spectra of stars have been«taken, and in the nebula of Orion

details equal in faintness to stars of the 14-7 magnitude have

been photographed.

It was obvious that if the comet could be photographed by

less than an hour's exposure, there would be a chance of ob-

taining a photograph of the spectrum of the coma, especially

as it was probable that its ultra-violet region consisted of but

few lines. In examining my photographs of the spectrum of

the voltaic arc, a strong band or group of lines was found

above H, and on the hypothesis that the incandescent vapor of

a carbon compound exists in comets this band might be photo-

• eir Bpectram.

Accordingly, at the lirst attempt, a photograph of the nucleus

and part of the envelopes was obtained in seventeen minutes

on the night of June 24th, through breaks in the clouds. On
succeeding occasions, when an exposure of 162 minutes was

"* impressed itself to an extent of nearly ten

the sensitive plate and object glass to secure a ph

which would show the continuous spectrum of the nucleus

and the banded spectrum of the coma. After an exposure of

eighty-three minutes, a strong picture of the spectrum of the

nucleus, coma and part of the tail was obtained, but the banded

spectrum was overpowered by the continuous spectrum.

I then applied the two-prism spectroscope used for Stella*

spectrum photography, anticipating that although the diminu-

tion of light would be serious after passing through the slftj

two prisms and two object glasses, yet the advantage of being

able to have a juxtaposed comparison spectrum would make

the attempt desirable, and moreover, the continuous spectrum

being more weakened than the banded bv the increased disper-
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Three photographs of the comet's spectrum have been taken

with this arrangement with exposures of 180 minutes, 196
minutes an<l 22* minutes, and with a comparison spectrum on
each. The continuous spectrum of the nucleus was plainly

seen while the photography was in progress. It will take

some time to reduce and discuss these photographs and pre-

pare the auxiliary photographs which will be necessary for

their interpretation. For the present it will suffice to say tha-

the most striking feature is a heavy band above II which is

divisible into lines, and in addition two faint bands, one be-

tween G and h and another between /* And II. I was very
careful to stop these exposures before dawn, fearing that the

spectrum of daylight might become superposed on the cometary
spectrum.

It would seem that fcj ngthen the hypoth-
esis of the presence of carbon in comets : but a series of com-
parisons will be necessary, and it is not improbable that a part

of the spectrum may be due to other elements.

While the Comet was brightest the weather at Princeton
was very tantalizing. From June 25 to July 3, the comet was
seen amd observed on every night except June 30, and on none
of them, except July 2, more than an hour at a time, the work
being invariably interrupted by clouds or fog.

For the spectroscopic observations I have used both the one-
prism instrument, by the Clarks, which belongs with the Equa-
torial, and the solar spectroscope by Grubb—the latter with
dispersive powers van -on, bom two to six
dense glass prisms. The telescope was the 9£ inch Equatorial.
The following are the principal facts made out so far :

(1.) The spectrum of the nucleus was found to be for the
most part simplv continuous : hut on several oeeasions, espe-
cially June 25, July 1, and July 12, it showed distinct bands,
'•oineiding with those of the spectrum of the coma. When

• the spectrum could easily be followed from the neigh-
borhood of B to a point well above G ; and in the lower por-
tion it showed color strongly.

(2.) The spectrum of one of the jets which issue from the
nucleus was isolated on June 29th and found to be continuous.
I think this was usually the case with the jets, but it is seldom
possible to separate the spectrum of a jet 'from that of the nu-
cleus sufficiently to be perfectly sure.
Am. Jocr. Scr.—Third Skrtes, Vol. XXII, No. 12S.-A. -oust, 1881.
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(3.) The spectrum of the tail appears to be a continuous spec-

trum overlaid by a banded spectrum, the same as that of the

coma. The bands in the spectrum of the tail were followed to

a distance of about 20' from the head, on June 29 and July 1.

The continuous spectrum ceased to be visible before the bands

were entirely lost sight of, using a slit wide enough to unite

the l)s into one band.

(4.) The spectrum of t

The Fraunhofer lines could not be seen either in the spectra of

the nucleus or of the coma.
While the comet was brightest, the bands, especially the up-

per and lower ones, were very ill-defined, so much so as to in-

terfere with satisfactory measurements of position. After July

1 the definition became better.

(5.) The coma spectrum was very carefully compared with

the spectrum of the Bunsen burner flame, with the spectra of

Geissler tubes containing CO, C0
2
and ether vapor, and also

with the spark spectrum of magnesium and air. The wave
length of the less refrangible edges of each of the three bands

was carefully determined by micrometer measures, on June 29,

and on July 1, 2, 3, 6 and 12.

All the comparisons concur in showing a close, and so far as

tin- dispersive power employed could decide, an exact agreement

between the spectrum of the comet and that of the Bunsen
flame. On the other hand the discordance between the oomet-

spectrum and the spectra of the Geissler tubes was striking.

The lower of the three comet bands was the only one which

was even approximately coincident with any band of the tube

spectrum.

(6.) The measurements on the evenings named give the fol-

lowing numbers for the wave-lengths of the bands, viz :

Lower edge of lower band, A = 5629* ±4-0

Lower edge of apper band, ' A = 4V40- ± 2-9

The lower band was much the most difficult to deal with.

The maximum of brightness seems to be, not at the edge of the

band, but a little way up. and this perhaps may explain tlj«'

fad thai I obtained 5564 in the rase of 1 lart wiii's comet (while

Von Konkoly obtained 5610—a much better result). Dr.

Watts (Nature, vol. xx, page 28) gives 5634 '7, 5166-3 ana

4739-8 as the wave-lengths for the corresponding bauds in the

spectrum of the Bunsen flame.
,

(7.) The middle baud, on June 29, July 1, 2, and 3. showed
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\ one just at the lower edge of

listances of about 30 Angstrom
units—coinciding appa - which are seen in

the Bunsen flame spectrum, though I did not succeed in meas-
uring them.

It is hardly necessary to say that the evidence as to the

identity of the flame and comet spectra is almost overwhelming :

the pn'iiimr ill-defined appearance of the cometary bands at the

> of the comet's greatest brightness is, however, somethii

which I have not yet succeeded in imitating with the Ihune

spectrum. The comet spectrum on July 25th certainly pre-

sented a general appearance quite different from that of the

later observations, as regards the definition of the bands.

Perhaps I may be allowed to record here a fact which baa

nothing re, do with the comet, but was observed while adjust-

ing the spectroscopes upon the sun in preparation for evening

work. I fin -in spectroscope shows the bright

lines in the upper portion of the chromosphere spectrum, above
ft, better than any other instrument I have yet tried. I have
hitherto always found it rather difficult to exhibit the two H's

lines to a person unused to the spectroscope, but with

this instrument they are perfectly obvious—even obtrusive.

The only (and indispensable) precaution needed is to put the

slil accurately in the focal plane of the telescope for these

special rays.

Princeton, July 14.

[Communicated by authority of Rear Admiral John Rodgers, U. S. N.,

Superintendent.]

On the evening of June 28th, I examined the comet for

polarisation by means of a double image prism applied to the

naked rye, and at first 1 fancied that when the two images were
placed in the axis of the tail the one situated farthest forward

was the fainter, but a careful examination by three dilU -rent

observers rendered this doubtful. Recourse was then had to a

three-inch telescope armed with an eye-piece magnifying 'M •"»

diameters, and the image of the comet given by it was exam
ined, first with the double image prism, and subsequent!;, w ith

a Savarl
|

ei ol these instruments showed
any polarization. Mr. Huggins thinks he has detected the
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Fraunhofer lines in the continuous spectrum of the nucleus,

and if this really is the case its light must be at least partly de-

rived from the sun. and should sh /ation. As
just stated, I failed to discern any with the double image prism ;

but that is not a very delicate test, although, owing to the small

size of the nucleus, it is almost the only one practicable. I'n

der the magnifying power used the coma filled the field of

view with bright light, and yet exhibited not a trace of polari-

zation when tried by that most delicate of all tests, the Savarl

polariscope ; thus apparently confirming the testimony of the

spectroscope that the coma is self-luminous.

On the evenings of June 28th, and July 1st and 2d, I exam-
ined the spectrum of the comet with a spectroscope having a

single sixty-degree prism through which a beam of light 0'82

of an inch in diameter is passed. The wave-lengths of the

bands in the comet's spectrum were determined by t

the interval between them and the D line given by the flame of

a spirit lamp with a salted wick held before the object glass of

the telescope to which the spectroscope was attached ; the

measurement being effected by a micrometer which showed a

bright point in the field of view. Owing to the unfavorable

position of the comet, the only telescope upon which the spec-

troscope could be used was my three inch of 43*6 inches focus,

which is mounted upon a portable tripod stand, but is destitute

of clamp and tangent screws.

Notwithstanding the brightness of the comet, it gave a spec-

trum very ill-defined, and difficult to measure. The spectrum

of the nucleus seemed to be continuous, and its approximate

extent was from D to Gr. I did not detect any Fraunhoier

lines in it, but possibly they may exist and yet have been

obliterated by the rather wide opening of the slit, winch was

0-0125 of an inch. With a narrower slit it was difficult to

keep the comet in the field of the spectroscope. The coma
gave a spectrum consisting of three bright bands, so ill-defined

that no precise measures of the wave-lengths of their edges

could be made, but the wave-lengths of their brightest parts

were respectively, 549-3, 512-4 and 467-2. This seems to be

the ordinary comet spectrum. The measurement of the wave-

length of the middle band is tolerably accurate, but the

measurements of the other two are liable to considerable uncer-

tainty, owing to the faintness of the bands. I estimated their

relative brightness to be 5, 30 and 1. On July 1st a slight

haziness of the atmosphere sufficed to render the third band in-

visible. At a short distance from the head of the comet this

band always faded out, and the spectrum of the tail seemed t.o

consist of the first and second bands only—that is 549*3 and
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On June 28th the comet's nucleus was about as bright as a

an extent of at least twelve degrees. On July 1st the comet
was perceptibly fainter, and its tail was only about eight, de-

:. but perhaps this was partly owing to the moon, five

and a half days old, being above the horizon. < >n duly 2d the

atmosphere was very clear and the seeing good, but the visibil-

ity of the comet was much diminished by the brightness of the

moon, then near its first quarter. I estimated the length of the

tail to be about the same as on the preceding evening, but Mr.

Rock thought he could trace it for rather more than twenty

degrees.

Since the 10th inst., Professor Hall has examined the comet
with the twenty-six inch refractor, and Proles.-or Eastman has

neither of these gentlemen have been able to see any indica-

tions of a division of the nucleus.

The comet was observed at its lower culmination, with the

tran.it circle, on June 26, 27, 28, 29 and Julv 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10,

11. For the convenience of those who may 'desire to compute

From a Cambridge observ
iugton observations of Jun
Frisby has computed the folk

of the eoi
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Art. XXVIL— Observations on the Comet 1881 b; by Lewis

News of tin; sudden appearance of a great comet in the

northern sky first reached me through the local newspapers on

June 23 ; but that night was cloudy. On the evening of June

24, the comet was occasionally seen for a few moments at a

time, through intervals in clouds, but never with sufficient

clearness to admit of satisfactory examinations as to its physical

appearance. One mici 300 between the cornet

and DM 50° 1225 was secured with tdie thirteen-inch refractor.

The comet was plainly visible to unassisted vision in a clear

sky at sixteen hours mean time, and then appeared as bright

as Capella

ison by that instrument. At
i usually been hidden by clouds

mvenient ; so that I can report

n the first three positions red need to 1881-0 and coi

parallax and aberration by means of values of J
miliary orbit, I derived the following parabolic clem

T = 1881, June 16-1358. Washington M. T.

Middle phiee. C-O. J/ eos p, +4". J,9, -7". We also have

with the same elements: Julv 8. <!-(). M cos ;9,
+30".

4?, -75". The elements therefore are not likely to be found

i error.

The similarity of the elements of this comet with those de-

duced by various computers for the comet of 1807, has already

been much discussed in the newspapers. The diM'ereiiee < y|

about three degrees in the position of the nodes, and espeeiallv

the great difference in the respective values of q (which
amounts

to -087) seems larger than can well be ascribed to errors of

computation, or possil rbance,
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It seems to me more likely that these two comets may. have
formed parts of the same body in distant ages, and that these

parts may have separated as Biela's comet did. The two parts

would need to have bn1 ancea from
the sun in order eventually to reach the amount of s<

which now exists between the pel of the 1807
and 1881 comets. A great number of similar, though generally

less striking resemblances among cometic orbits have been
noted, in cases where absolute identity between the two comets
considered seems impossible. These cases increase the demand
for a general explanation, such as I have suggested above.

The resemblances seem to be too close and too frequent to be
considered the result of chance; and the above hypothesis

seems to have some support in reason and experience. If the
• comet of 1881 proves to have a periodic time between one and
two thousand years the plausibility of this hypothesis will be
very much strengthened.

I have been too much pressed with other duties to give close or

systematic attention U i »f the comet
The nights of June 26, June 28, July 1, 8 and 13 were unusu-
ally favorable for such studies here. The atmosphere was un-

usually transparent on .June 20 and 1 then traced the tail for a

distance of nearly forty degrees from the nucleus. On that

night there were two branches. The longer and brighter

branch was perfectly straight. The other curved, with its

concavity l aaceiision. On the next clear

night (.June jJS) the straight branch was of about the same
the curved one, and was a thin and scarcely percep-

tible streak. On July 1, the two branches seem to have
merged into one, presenting a shorter and broad fan-like ap-

pendage, perfectly straight and strongly marked on the preced-
ing side, concave and nebulous on the following.

On all occasions the nucleus under a power of 250 has
seemed to be quite distinctly defined and star-like in appear-
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ART. XXVIII—The I'obn-hdw,, vf Lhjht from Comet b, 1881;
by Arthur W. Wright.

POLABISCOPIC observations of the comet were made on the

evenings of June 25 and 26, which gave faint indications of the

existence of polarization, but with the instruments then used it

was not possible to ascertain satisfactorily either its character or

amount. The state of the sky was not very favorable for ob-

servation until the evening of June 29, when a method of

observation was found which made it possible to determine the

. which was at once seen to be considerable, with

fcive ease and a good degree of precision.

The instrument employed was the polarimeter constructs i for

observation of the solar corona in the eclipse of July 29, 1878,

ami described in the volume containing the reports upon this

eclipse issued from the XL S. Naval Observatory.* A slight

modification was made by substituting a Savart plate for the

selenite, it being attached to the Nicol's prism in the eve-piece.

This gave a rather narrow field which was nearly filled by the

image of the comet, an arrangement very favorable for detec-

tion of the bands caused by polarization. The aperture of the

telescope to which the polarimeter is attached is three inches.

The plane of polarization of the light was found to have such

a direction as to pass through the sun's place. This was deter-

mined both by the disposition of the bands seen in the polari-

meter, and also independently by means of a double-image
prism placed before the ordinary eye-piece of the telescope

when this was attached to the instrument. The two images of

the comet as the prism was rotated were easily seen to have

different intensities in certain positions corresponding to polari-

zation in a plane situated as above described. As seen with

this instrument the fainter of the images appeared considerably

shorter than the other as if the light coming from toward the

extremity of the tail were more strongly polarized than that

from points near the nucleus. But this was possibly an

illusion depending upon the fact that when the very faint light

was diminished b\ the polarizing effect it became too feeble for

perception, and this lessened t lie extent of the visible area.

When examined with the polarimeter the light appeared to be

.-lightly less strongly polarized as the instrument was directed

to points more remote from the head of the comet, as would be

the case if the proportion depended simph upon the angle of

incidence of the light, which decreased with the distance from

* Reports on the Total Solar Kclipses of July 29, 1878, and January 11, 1880,
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the nucleus. The second and third of the observations of July

1, in the list below, were made upon regions removed several

degrees from the nucleus, but though the amount of polarization
- !e-s. and tend- to confirm the above conclusion,

the difference is hardly greater than would be accounted for by
the errors of observation. Determinations of polarization at

great distances from the nucleus were not possible, the light

being too feeble.

In the use of the polanmeter, the latter was fitted so that a

card could be attached to the slide moving the glass plates.

The positions were prieked upon this with a needle point, and
were read off by means of the graduated circle after the obser-

vations were finished. The latter were made in sets of ten, the

plates being moved to the point of neutralization, or disappear-

ance of the bands, first from below, then from above, alternately,

until five had been made from each direction. The points upon
the card thus fell into two groups separated by an interval

which was greatei or less according to the degree of polariza-

tion. The mean of the angles for each set of five being taken,

the percentage of polarized light corresponding to each was
determined from a curve constructed for the instrument. Two
values were thus obtained the .mean of which was the amount
of polarization for the point observed. Each card was eapable
of containing two sets of points, and could be removed or re-

placed by another without the aid of a light, a necessary pre-

caution in observations of such delicacy, as the proper sensi-

tiveness of the eye cou sion from

The results of the observation are given in the following
table. The date and local mean time for the series of each
evening are given in column I. In column II are given the
results derived from the sets of determinations arranged in their
order as made, each result, as explained above, being obtained
by ten measurements. The numbers express the proportion of
polarized light to the total light reckoned as one hundred parts.

The m< ans of tie- percentages of the sets in column II for each
evening are given in column III. Column IV .

approximate angles of incidence of the light derived from the
sun, referred to the nucleus or points very near it. It is

obtained from the ephemcris of lYters.- combined with that of
Oppcnheim given in the Dun Heht Circular No. 24. The

-tended at the comet by the earth's radius vector at
the dates of the ephemcris were obtained bv a simple graphic
process. With these a curve was constructed from winch the
angles for the dates of the diil'ei re derived.
These divided by two are the angles of incidence.
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The observation of Jul}* 2 was made under rather unfavo

atmospheric conditions, and the sky was somewhat lurni

from auroral action. The amount of polarization four

undoubtedly less than the true value. The others were i

when the sky was very clear, and during those of July 21

22 it was exceptionally fine. The time of the observa
precluded the possibility of any influence from twilight o

light of the moon.
On comparing the percentage of light polarized and

angles of incidence it is seen that they decrease together,

definite maximum was made out, but the existence of one
or beyond 60° is perhaps indicated by the fact that polariz;

was less easily observed on the evenings previous to Jan
and by the m< in the percentages on this

the two succeeding evenings. At first sight the large per

ages obtained in the > appeared to ind

reflection from a gaseous substance, but the numbers f<

later, and especially the relation of all the values to the ai

of incidence, render an inference as to the character of

reflecting material more difficult. It is not improbable
the constitution and physical condition of the matter eompi
the tail were variable, and this circumstance would intra

changes in the proportion of polarized light, in additic

those produced bv the alteration j n the angle of the refli

rays. The fact of polarization shows that a 'large part, pro!

the greater part, of the light coming from the tail is refh

Yale College, July 25, 1881.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On Ozoncasacauseofthe Luminosity ofPhosphorus.—Vari-
ous writers, especially Joubert, have called attention tollirn.n-

•. .
. ,

•
.

•
:

.', '
:

:' ..:.',:. ',

the effect of ,,/o„e upon the luminosity ..I phosphor,^ in the p.vs

oxygen at a temperature of l.Y ami umler atmospheric pressure.

phosphoric i- not luiuiuoii» iii tlie-lark. ('happuis mnv finds that

phosphorus whhVdet. srminea the phosphorescence, hut the com-
ihe entire space occupied by the oxygen at

as, the solid becoming so only after' all the
sapor has hecn burned
in- air. the other pur

containing iodide of p,

of phospl,,,,,^ ,V;1 s ,,1 ini-cd into each -as. in contact with the
... ti^. , he phosphorus became luminous and the

In the second neither phenomena appeared.

-mains luminous. Ihn-r the author regards th'e product!
he luminosity of phosphorus in oxygen, as one of the most
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ad; iting hodhs.— /y//V . Jlfty., June, 1881,
i

of ratft«fco» of low r<fr«,<<i'th;r,hj f/»•»/»/.

Al and < 'ol.M.cl

\\

n^ ngibil

hm Ihrte

showed that

< through eh,

i'in"

anything I'm- the scattering of tin- light. It is concluded

rays of low refrangibilit y."-P//,7. .)/")///., Juno, 1881, p. 46G.

Conservation of Electricity —M. G. Lippmann continues

japer on this subject—ee Coutrt,« It, ,,</»*, May 2, 1881—
maintains that the principle of the conservation of elec-

ty stands in the same relation to electricity that CarnotV
jiple stands to heat.— (Jomptes Rendus, p. 1149, No. 20, May

Unitii,,, »f Zc,.—A. Wullner repeats the experiments of

lelley and 'concludes that so loi.o- as* the bull, of the ther-

eter is wholly surrounded with ice the thermometer indicates

emperaturc above — :*° C. The thermometer with its bulb

Bed in ice was placed in an air-tight test tube, which was
•ged by a connecting tube ot glass ending; in a larger reccp-

; the air contained in this could be raised or lowered in
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II. <it Mf>

K a i: i, I'kti'kuskn. Published in Norwegian, al Tromsd, in

issn, and translate*] into German by Dr. R. Lehmann, Zeitsch. f.

carried on an extended scries of observations of the system of
terraces in northern Norway. Tlie region examined extends from
north to south about 50 English miles and an equal distance from
''.-i-t to west, embracing the fiords and sounds in tlve neighbor-
hood ( ,f Tromso (hit. 70° N".). A portion (about one-fourth) of the

terraces of loose material, sand, gravel and so on, and sec H v
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coast near Tromso, and figs. 2, 3, 4 gii

nts (see also tig-. 1), which may lairly

;ure 2 is from ttandvik, whore ;uv throe

* $9 \ Vi

3>
first place, that tin

nlcrinr, althouuh the hiu'hesl levels arc found

;hc fiords. The mnolushm of I'.ravais (1.S42)

not horizontal !,ut rather rise in level toward

-M. I»ai .:».):»: has ma
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the granite, some angular, others more or less rounde
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accompanied by two maps of t lie region.

4. Laccoliths {or Laccolites) in Japan.—Mr. G. H. Kinalian

has described Laccolith-like intrusions of eruptive rocks in Coun-
ties Wexford and Wicklow, Erelimd. They occur in highly

disturbed Cambro-Silurian strata of different kinds, and the latter

are baked or altered for some distance about them'.— Gaol. M<«j.<

March, 1881.

5. Iron Ore of Iron Mine Hill, Cumberland, Rhode Island.

—Mr. M. E. Wadsworth describes this u titaniferous iron ore"—
a titaniferous magnetite—as containing in its ground-mass large

crystals of a triclinic feldspar along with chrysolite in grains, and
mentions its resembling the Taberg iron ore rock of Sweden.
Part of the chrysolite is changed to serpentine. An analysis of

the ore by Prof.' R. H.Thurston obtained '.<» per cent of titanium.

The rock nearest to their nv-l.ed is mica schist - some hun-

dred feet away/' Mr. Wadsworth supposes the iron ore to be of

eruptive origin. (Mus. Comp. Zool., vol. vii ( Ge.»L Series, vol. I).

ce to note that a chrysolitic magnetite



(holoyy a,al Mil).-minify.

thai th< map- will -ixe the areas worked out and undeveloped, the

Mniitiih u,a ,.<Mti..n.„| tlit !»..!-. tin- imount of coal, and the

8. Land-phi * h, t}» I/;,/,//, sV//, /-/„ r,f \,„//, ITafe*.—Dr.
IIknkv Hi. ks describes ([V..,.. <u,,l. Soc., .May 25, 1881), remains

! ' .,,'..-... ^.
;

,.'.

frit's lUu'V.'-'u
,',','.' hVN.otl.'wal'.T Th. ,.'". 'i.it.i;

were, according 1o Mr. Hopkinson, partly Middle and partly Ppper
-, >, .in. being Llandovorx specie-,, here .lying out, and

others, Wi'idock species, f i is t appearing here.

9. Vertehrato of tin Puinlnn Formation of 7hjras, by E. D.
Copk—No. :v> of Prof. Cope's I

>

ale..ut< -logical bulletin contains

(i. r/ifi History ofS/>h';f>-i'l>"',X l»y Prof. Ilenrv S. Williams,
I).—Prof. Williams's paper o„ Spirifer la-vis, an abstract of
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of the systems to which they wore referred ; tor example, garnet,

vesuvianite, fluorite, apophyllite, zirkon, apatite, heryl, tourma-

line, and so on. Mallard suggested, in explanation of' eases like

those named, the hypothesis that such crystals were to be con-

sidered as twins or compound crystals so' made up as to have a

pseudo-symmetry corresponding to a higher grade than thai be-

lon<_.ino' to the indi\ i'!u,:i~ ;
'.•!,.-

talline system^ from each other, and in many eases as to which
system a <_>ivon species really belongs, cannot he said to be de-

cided at the present time. It is certainly possible to exaggerate
the w

' optical anomalies" and to attribute to them a morphological
dgnilicanee when they are in fact due simply to accidental causes,

such as the internal 'tension produced at ' the time the crystal

was formed. For example, the species boracite, long held as a

typical hemihedral form in the isometric system, although with

an anomalous optical character variously explained, has by Mal-

lard and others been referred to the orthorhombic system. Re-
cently, however. Klein (Jahrb. Min., 1881, 239) has shown by the

effect upon the optical character produced by heating sections of

the crystals that the peculiarities are probably due to internal

tension simply, and thai there is nothing which really conflicts
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'' Mallard.

vertices at thV
''"..!.

'r. ''Tin 'V.i. nd I,,,!!,"

Further than this, he found it possible to separate the dodceahe-

drons mechanically into these forty-eight individuals, each one

of which is trulv l>i:i\ial ; tiie fracture-surfaces are smooth and
make angles of 60° with the rhombic faces when the plane of

separation obtained is parallel to the side of the rhomb, and of im°

when if is parallel to one of the diagonals. The former frae tares

are obtained more readily than the second, and it is concluded
from this that the union of tlie four crystals which form together

the same rhombic face is more intimate than that of the twelve
comphx rhombohedral pyramids among themselves. That this

is the true explanation of these facts may perhaps be questioned.

13. Brief notice* of some reeenthf <l, *<•,>!,<, I mineral*.—Cmai.-

. omkxitk.' A new species described by M. DesCloizeau \ , from
I lie Cerro de Cacheuta, south-east of Mendoza, Argentine Repub-
lic. It occurs in transparent crystals, and in thin crystalline

green -lass the lemnNcates have the form of circular rings with

a black cross, while with a blue glass they heroine elongated
ellipses, normal to the plane oi polarization o| the microscope, and
with the hyperbolas separated about 10", at 45 with this plane.

The composition of the new mineral has not Keen full y deter-

mined, owing to lack of material, but preliminary trials by M.

18-00, Cu 27-66, Ag 11-74=99-40.



found in minute dark greenish blue tabular crvstals, belonging to

the orthorhombic system. They have tlie base <) \>r<>a<l, ami

show, also, the prism (f^I= fis +2'), the pyramid I
(
O

\
1

\ -imilar results. According to preliminan trials by

M. Danmur, the mineral is a hydrous basic sulphate of copper and
zinc—Bulletin So>: Mht. Frunre, iv, 89, 1881.

luster. II. =0-5; G. =4*1. It consists mostly of lime and anti-
' mony, with iron and tract- of other elements ; "related to romeite.

Found by Lhotsky on the Sclmeebei- in the Tyrol, associated

with anhydrite (or -vpsum), chalcopvrite and magnetite; par-

tially described h\ I'rc/.ina. \'yh. '>,,<>!. /,', /,•/,*,, nst„lt. |SH<>,

impure tale, The solubl
s-2.'{, FeO 3-16, MnO 0'3

P
9
O

b
4-71, SiO

a
1-02 =100

oiis substance the new m
certainly no name was eve
'"I Matfo.zine, iv, 189, 188

from Fahlun, Sweden, described hy II. Sjogren, peculiar in con-

Alps, described by D'Achk



Ag 0-04, Zn tr. - 100.

I)i moktiek.tk. Found sparingly iii small crystalline -rains in

the gneiss of Beaunan, valley of the Azeron, south-east of l.ymis,

m, with |..t1im,.- the •oi.-.|,«^r ,.m [Al
s] 4

Si.O
Ih

;r, is not entirely established. M. Bertram
ptical characters similar to those o

14. On the mineral Lhnrsonite from 'Ivm-any.—The rare species

awsonite, described by Dr. Harrington in 1874 as occurring

[•aringly near Montreal, nae been found by M. Chaper at Piau
"astagnaio in Tuscany and has been investigated by M. Friedel.

t is found in thin plates radiated and formed of tine fibers in a

nartzose rock impregnated with dolomite. An analysis gave :

'Q, 29-59, Al
s
O, 35-89, Na

2
() 19'13, H

2
12-00, MgO 1 •:?••>, Cat)

•42. This corresponds closely with the results of Harrington

ut the material in hand secms'to have been purer. This analysis

grees closely with the formula N:it [
Al„]C

2
O

n + 2H 20, which may
e written 8(Na,CO

t)
+(Al,C

g
O„) 4- 2i 1 1.

[Al" |< ). ).— lhdl Sac. Min.

5. Vanadium inimrrafs from Cordoha
y

! rm ,,ti
'm> llejnddir.-

Tie

Cordnba ha- been described bv Hrackebusch (has Kspech
lerales de la HepnUica Argentina, 1K79). Crystals of de

lisky (Tier. Ak. Berlin, .Inly and October, 1HS0). He shov

t rtie vanadinite has the same hemihedral characters as ap;

, the crystals being highly modified and -bowing the plane

/, i-2, 1, 2-2, and 3-|. Rammelsberg (ZS. G. ties., \.\\ii, Tot

.<;'. = •>•(»*«»: VO 2J-7-4-, I'bO .-,.;- is. ZnO Uir.n. MnO 1-1

il < ) 2-34, CI 0-24. "This corresponds to the formula K
4
V

2
0„ (

.ma ir^nt i!;!!;

<

n

,

r
i)
nsi,i,,!,

i

tV.ldiv^.i," and' in"i,™he!
S ^^
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standpoint. In this volume In- has brought togethe

plete list of memoirs previously published. The sub
geographically, the tin-mining districts of Bohemia

a liistory of the tab-mining, and lure much valuable information

has been brought together.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Murine Alf/m of New En<ih,,«l <n,J <n/;„<>ent coast; by W.
G. Faulow, M.D. (Reprinted from Report of U. S. Fish Com-
mission for 1879.) Washington, 18.81. 8vo, pp. 210, tab. xv —

vvee'u of our c.'.Im T.a"' heeu Vh."' \
'

''
' // / /- I

,„,,•/,',„„/ of Dr.

Harvev, published by the Smithsonian Institution in three quarto

volumes trom 185-2 to 1*58. This work took in the seaweeds of

Aganlh, l.c Jolis, Kustatinki, etc., render The work a valual

textd>ook for the study of marine Alga' wherever the Engli

is read.

The old classification of Alga- «> into the three sub-classes

Mdauo*^ ,;,„,.. /;'...</.„,.,,„„., .., /.'/,„„/,„ and i'hhm^ti-mt
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le*h. An ample explanation of this system is given in the twenty-

bur pages of introduction, where one may look in vain for a

eeognitiou of the conjoining of Algse and Fungi in chlorophyllose

; wv's - IJotnuv

or High Schools and Colleges." It is certainly pleasant to the

indent of Alga- to he relieve,! from having lo consider the objects

>f his study not a distinct , 1 ,- ,„ ,i„ii|, of ch.sses, but only ehlo-

/„„'/„/„.
'',',r /,/ ,./„/,;, ,-;/;,',/„.

//v/c/7/.s and A'.'A'l-/,
'';";»,('

n-'li.c d t.i'funns „/ A''. subf>Lr« 'and

hth/slpho,,;,, forn.nsn to P. ,/,v,„A//,/. Ilarvev knew certainly of

10 Coralline on the New Kngland coast. Hut Corullhta <$,'i„aU*

ive species of Sir/,,r„«;„ and two ,,| l},thnth<n t >,iion. There are
wo or three ad. led species of F,«;,x, and 7\ notlosu* is excluded
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Algfe will before long publish a similar rej.orl on the seaweeds of

the Pacific Coast, ami then a comprehensive work on all North
American Marine Aluie. I), c. EATON.

2. Das System tier Mv'>,*,>, i*,„, K H<f>hl : /.<; it, hiih't..—

The conclusion of the first part of " Ha'ckel's System der Aledu-

sen/' devoted to the Acraspedaa, Steganophthalnue, or the Dis-

Though some of the orders adopted by Hseckel differ but
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>erly the few I was fortunate enough to capture. F<;

[.•eckeTs monograph has well shown, a great part of t

;„:/ tl><. Smumr/nf 1880 by tfu Steamer Blake. Report on the

!

Vi ki in II. i.l vo viii. pp .-,__> „. \|,o, Report on tin Sela-



5. Arrangement of the Perissodort*//, .-. „-!t

Struct,,,; ,'/ the /not ,/ To.rmlon, by E. D. C(

of the American Philosophical Society, April IS

IV. Astronomy.

1. Photoffrnplur SprrtriDn >'/ ('<>n„t 188 1, />; by Wsi, ITlJC.OINS.

— < )n Fridav night (June 2 4th), I obtained with one I r's exposure

;i photograph on a g. -l:ii "mi- pinto of the more refrangible part of

ill.- spectrum (,fllH°c(>inct wine!) is now visible. This photograph
shows a pair of briglit lines a little wa\ beyond If in the ultra

violet region, which appear to belong to the spectrum of carbon

(in some fort 11 ) which 1 observed in the visible region of the

spectra of telescopic comets in l Stir, ami l stis. There is also in

the photograph a continuous spectrum in which the Fraunhofer
lines ran be seen. These show that this part of the comet's light

was reflected solar light.

This photographic evidence supports the results I obtained in

1868, showing that comets shine partly by reflected solar light,

and partly by their own light, the spectrum of which indicates

the presence in the comet of carbon, possibly in con

._,, n — Com, ><i,,'<-<iti<r)i from the Author; also Xntiirv,

June 30.

2. Notice of the Comet; by Charles E. Hi kton.— At about
lib. Ora. G.M.T. on June 29, a transit of the "following" nuclear

jet of the ur.at comet over a star of 8m. was observed by .Mr. X.

E. Green, of 39 Circus Road, St. John's Wood, and by ine, with
a I-J.l-inch ivllecfor belonging to Mr. Creeu. definition was very

good and tranquil. As the star became involved in the jet it

gradually increased in size, and, when seen through the brightest

part of the jet traversed, resembled an ill-defined planet ar\ disk

about :{" in diameter. At this moment the comet seemed to have
two nuclei similar in aspect and brightness.

The effect of ihe eomctan matter on the -tar's image resembled
that ot ground glass, not that of fog; the image of the star, being-

dilated into a patch of nearly uniform brightness, instead of pre-

senting a sharp central point with a surrounding halo. Cirro-

stratus, passing into rain-clou. 1. produces On the appearance ..!'

the sun an effect the counterpart of that produced by the come-
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.iol.al.lv

£S$Zr>iz::^:^::^
<pect totally

» on the Co,net; by W. II. M. Chi USTIE, made

ids with tlu- IV.11..

The identity of the comet-bands with ilmsc in tin

of carbon appears to be clearly established. I.ni h

comet-band is slightly shifted "toward the bine.

ment of the green band, if real, would indicate i

+ 7^tr I 4 miles per second, whereas the comet was ad
from the earth at the rate of about twentymih
Such a displacement might, of course, be explained

h a single prism of flint No measur
vnd in the violet, which was only se

ppeared to be sensibly coincident witl
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fficcrs assigned to duty as the expeditionary force

Henry Ray, of the 8th Infantry, Act in- Signal Off

mander of the Expedition ; G. S. Oldmixon, U. " *

urgeon : Sergea

U. S. A., Nat
, U. S. A., and

Ol.MT

I Observer.

xeteorological and tidal observations will be made at exact
' Washington civil time—the longitude of the Washington
tory bring 5' 1 8'" 12 s '09 west of Greenwich ; and the regu-

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithso-
Ittstltutlm,, /<»• tin year 1819. 632 pp. 8vo. Washington,

'.—The Smithsonian Institution is ably fulfilling its purposes
>r Professor Band, in the various wavs established during the

inistration of Profit >r Iha.ry. Thi-" I£.-,...n giv.-s an account

explorations, making collections and sustaining the National
cum, carrying forward the objects of the Fish Commission,

on the present fundamental principles of Physics
E. H. Von Baumhauer, Permanent SecretaVv o

''>. Endowment of the Anu.rh-iiu 1'henei<-td Si

is now on foot, and vigorously pushed, to seem

Mim proposal t>> i rai^d i<" lift
,.,'.,' lhon''md',

published in the Philadelphia In. purer, July
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e, Smith's Collection of Mi*

Vchille Delesse.—The death of IX-h-^so is .

of iln- May number of this Journal. Dele:
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Art. XXIX.—Benjamin Peirce.*

Benjamin Pkiroe was born in Salem, Mass., on the 4th day
of April. 1809, and he died at Cambridge, on the 6th day of

In his early years he had the good fortune to come under the

influence of Doctor Nathaniel Bowditcb. It is said that their

fbst :i(."|uaintance was made while Dr. Bowditch's son Ingersoll

and young Peirce were schoolmates. Ingersoll showed his

comrade a solution which his father had prepared of a problem
that the boys had been at work upon. Some error, real or con-
ceived, was pointed out in the work, which was reported by
Ingersoll to his father. "Bring me that boy who corrects my

Hon to an acquaintance, the im-

portance of which in Professor Peirce's own estimation is told
in the dedication, more than thirty years later, of his " Analytic
Mechanics " " to the cherished and revered memory of my
Master in Science, Nathaniel How-ditch, the father of American

Peirce entered Harvard College in 1825. As Doctor Bow-
'hfch was now in Boston, having removed from Salem in 1823,
;""! was preparing the first volume of his translation of La-
plaer's •' Mecaniipie <..V-h-ste" for the press, it followed almost as
a matter of course that the college student was more influenced

Lies by him than by the college course. Doctor Bow-
st volume was completed and the second entered for

ings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston.

Am.Joob.Soi.—THiiti.SeuiKs, V-.r,. XXII, \... |-J'.».-Sei-tbmbbb, 1881.
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copyright in 1829, the year of Peirce's graduation, and the

proof-sheets were regularly read by him.

After graduation, two years were spent by Professor Peirce

in teaching at Northampton. In 1831 he was appointed Tutor

in Harvard College, and in 1833 was made Professor of Mathe-

matics and Natural Philosophy.

The earlier years of his professorship were fruitful as to pub-

lication, principally in a series of text-books for use in college.

The first that appeared were treatises on " Plane and Spherical

Trigonometry " in 1835 and 1836, which were published in a

more complete form, with a "Spherical Astronomy," in 1840.

Next came a " Treatise on Sound," in 1836, which was based

upon Herschel's work in the "Encyclopedia Metropolitan;)."

but with very important changes. The bibliography of the

subject in the Introduction is of permanent value. This was

followed, in 1837, by his "Plane and Solid Geometry," and by

a " Treatise on Algebra."

A work on "Curves, Functions and Forces" was begun in

1841 by the publication of a volume on " Analytical Geometry
and Differential Calculus." A second volume, on the "Calcu-

lus of Imaginaries, Kesidual Calculus, and Integral Calculus,"

appeared in 1846. As the word "forces" in the title shows,

he intended to complete this work by a third volume on the

"Calculus of Variations, and on Analytical Mechanics, with its

Applications," but in this form it was never done.

Instead of this, however, and so to be mentioned in this

place, though not properly a text-book, there appeared in 1855

the " Analytic Mechanics " in a quarto form, a work that more

adequately expresses Professor Peirce's peculiar power than any

other of his productions, with perhaps one exception.

In all of these books he departed not a little from the beaten

path. In geometry the idea of direction was made the basis of

the theory of parallels. Infinites and infinitesimals are intro-

duced, along with the axiom, "Infinitely small quan T

be neglected." The demonstrations are given only in outline,

being in respect of fulness the entire opposite o Euclid. A
like brevity is characteristic of the other books, and in fact of

everything mathematical that Professor Peirce ever wrote. He

used a notation to which he gave much thought, by which his

formulas were more concise than they could easily be made

with the usual symbols. The Integral Calculus was at the

period of its appearance much in advance of similar works,

especially in the treatment of differential equations. It is an

excellent example of Professor Peirce's conci.-^ and logical style.

The "Analytic Mechanics " was rather a treatise than i

ook. In it Profess

and methods of the



» reduce them to i

analysis, and especially in the integration of the dii

equations of motion. Both of these features, as well as Jacobi'a

method of integration by his principle of the last multiplier,

were at the time new in English treatises.

The whole volume is marked by a directness of thought and
a brevity of expression which make it liillicult reading for those

who have been accustomed only to the usual forms of notation

and reasoning, and who do not read the book in course from
the beginning. Several of the chapters are made pi

interesting by the development of a large number of special

problems as particular cases of general theorems. In his later

irs the author often said he wanted to rewrite the " Analytic

B nd introduce quarternions iC
In 1842 Professor Peirce published, in connection with Pro-

fessor Lovering, four numbers of the ''Cambridge Miscellany,"
a quarterly journal devoted to mathematics, physics and as-

tronomy.

In the same year he assumed the care of the mathematical
part of the " American Almanac," ten volumes of which were
prepared by him. In one of these (1847) he published a list of
the known orbits of comets, arranged in convenient form, to

which he added to the usual cometic catalogue several approxi-
mate orbits computed by him for historic comets that had been
imperfectly observed.

In 1849 < i a Bureau for the publication of
the "American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac," under the

superintendence of Lieutenant (afterwards Admiral) Davis.
Professor Peirce was at once appointed Consulting Astronomer.
In this capacity he prepared and published, in 1853, his "Ta-
bles of the Moon," which have been used in making the " Ephe-
meris" up to the volume for the year 1883. In cooperation
with Lieutenant Davis, he designed the form and general plan
of' the Kpheineris. and he decided upon all the coefficients to be
used. He commenced a revision of the theory of the planets.

''specially tic four outer ones; hut this seems not to have been
carried to serviceable results, if we except certain separate com-
1,1,1 ations lo this Academy. He retained the position of Con-
sulting Astronomer until 1867. The high place which the
" American Ephemeris" has ever held among like publications
owes much to the character given to it by Professor Peirce in

these its earliest years.
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When, in 1846, Galle discovered the planet Neptune in the

place pointed out to him by Leverrier, Professor Peirce took

the liveliest interest in the admirable researches of Leverrier

and Adams. He entered with zest into all the questions which
were thus raised. What is the orbit of the new planet? What
its mass ? How much do they differ from the assigned orbits

and masses? Does the new planet explain all the irregularities

of Uranus? Did the data lead necessarily to the assigned

place, and to it alone ?

The results of his investigations were at various times given

to this Academy, but more especially on the 4th of April, 1848.

He then gave the perturbations of longitude and radius vector

of Uranus by Neptune, and announced that Neptune and either

of the two hypothetical planets of Leverrier and Adams would

equally explain the observations of Uranus, within reasonable

Leverrier had proposed to himself to solve the following prob-

lem :—From the observed irregularities of the planet Uranus to

compute the elements of the orbit of an assumed exterior planet

that has causal these irregularities. He ought perhaps to have

limited himself to the other problem, to which he gave so cor-

rect an answer, Where among the stars astronomers must look

in order to see the disturbing body. The elements of the orbit

could be had from observations when once the planet was seen.

He found for the unknown planet an orbit and a mass by pro-

cesses that will always command the admiration of men ;
and

the place in that orbit, as is well known, was less than one de-

gree, as seen from the earth, from the actual place where Galle

found Neptune.
Yet Professor Peirce declared that Leverrier's geomet

and Neptune were not the same bodies. He praised without

question the work of Leverrier and of Adams, asserting for them

their right to all the praise and ,'<!, it which the world had given

them. But Leverrier had distinctly stated that the planet

which disturbed Uranus could not be at a less mean distance

from the sun than 35; that is, that no planet that was within

this distance could cause the observed irregularities of the mo-

tion of Uranus. Neptune, however, is at a distance of only 30,

and does account for the perturbations of Uranus.
In this and in other communications Professor Peirce claimed

that the perturbations changed their character at the points

where the mean motions had the ratios 2 : 5 and 1 : 2, and that

the reasonings of Leverrier were thereby vitiated. Not a lit***

controversy has come from these papers of Professor Peirce;

and we cannot say that the last word in regard to the question

has even yet been spoken. As is not unusual in like discis-

sions, there is probably a portion of truth and a portion of erroi



with either party. Leverrier and Adams each, as Professor

Peirce has himself shown, by his own laborious researches, did

point out correctly a place where a planet should be looked for,

and assigned paths wh en traveling

lor more than one hundred and twenty years previously, and
have caused the observed irregularities. Yet the elements of

that planet's orbit and its mass and those of Neptune differ

widely enough to justify the assertion that for the latter tliey

On the other hand, astronomers will not probably agree with

Professor Peirce in regarding the change of character of the per-

turbations when the mean motions of the new planet, and of

Uranus pass through the exact ratios 2 : 5 and 1 : 2 as of vital

imj >it nee. In th< sua! inn of development these fractions

do indeed make certain terms infinite. That belongs, however,
to the form of the development, not to the perturbations. In
solving the question, " Where is the disturbing body ?" the

solution need not have involved these forms; and it has not

been shown that they entered into the work of either Leverrier
or Adams in such a way as to vitiate it.

That the problem was really indeterminate has been steadily

held by Professor Peirce. In January, 1878, lie read to this

Academy a paper, which has not been published, and the con-

clusions of which, therefore, will not compel the assent of as-

tronomers until some one else shall have gone over the same
questions. He showed a chart of the plane of the ecliptic with

the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, and having those parts of
the plane shaded within any part of which a planet of arbitrary

mass might have been -'.tinted in September. 1846. and yet
have caused, in the preceding years, the observed irregularities

in the motions of Uranus, within reasonable limits of error.

With a circular orbit, a large fraction (more than one half) of

tic, as seen from the earth, contained some of the
shaded portions. If an eccentri* one-tenth
be allowed, the region was greatly enlarged. While, therefore,

the solutions of Leverrier and Adams gave a place and a path
that explained the disturbances, the problem in its nature was
not, he claimed, one having a single answer, or even a finite

number of answers.
In 1852, Professor Bache, then Superintendent of the United

States Coast Survey, induced Professor Peirce to take up the
subject of the longitude determinations in the Survey. As a
result, there appeared in the successive volumes of the " Coast
Survey Eeports," communications irom him upon the several
questions that arise in the treatment of that subject. The most
noteworthy referred to the determination of our longitude from
Greenwich, since local differences were determined by the tele-
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graphic method. The whole subject of errors of observations,

the law of facility of error which is assumed in the method of

least squares, its limits and defects, and the habits of observers,

were carefully examined. The method of occultations was de-

cided to admit of greater accuracy than any other that was then

available, and the occultations of the Pleiades to furnish the

most convenient means of its application. Formula' and tables

were prepared, old observations collected, and new ones made
to apply this method. The question of our longitude is now,

thanks to the ocean telegraph, one of history ; but the ques-

tions of errors in observing, which Professor Peirce so thor-

between this en-
rith the Coast Survey and the appearance, in July,

1852, in Gould's u Astronomical Journal," of an article by Pro-

fessor Peirce, entitled, " Criterion for the Rejection of Doubtful

Observations." His object was to solve this problem: There
being given certain observations, of which the greater part is to

led as normal, and subject to the ordinary law of error

adopted in the method of least squares, while a smaller un-

known portion is abnormal, and subject to some obscure source

of error, to ascertain the most probable hypothesis as to the

partition of the observations into normal and abnormal. Tins

method or rule given for deciding whether an observation had

better be left out of account has received the name, "Pence's

Criterion." and must be regarded as one of his best contribu-

tions to science. Tables for use in applying it were soon after-

ward published by Dr. Gould.
The " Criterion" has been criticised by Professor (now Sir G.

B.) Airy as defective in its foundation and illusory in its re-

sults ; and he was even of opinion that no rule for the exclu-

sion of an observation can be obtained by any process founded

purely upon a consideration of the discordance of those obser-

vations. This position of the Astronomer Royal must be re-

garded as entirely untenable; for no observer hesitates to call a

widely discordant observation ;( mistake, and to reject it (when

lie can find no other reason for so doing), simply because oi

that discordance. What the mind thus instinctively does, there

must be basis at least tor a rule for doing. Professor Airy's

objections were answered by Professor Winlock at the time of

their appearance. The '« Criterion" has been used considerably

in this country, though not, perhaps, in Europe. The uniform

testimony of our computers is, we believe, that it has given ex-

cellent discrimination, and that it does not come into conflict

with proper judgment based upon experience. This shows the

good working of it in actual practice.

That the "Criterion" has not come into use in Kuropc m")'
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in some degree have been due to the excessive brevity of the

argument by which Professor Peirce established the equations

to be used. Perhaps no one has read that argument for the

first time without finding difficulty in understanding some parts

of the reasoning. A want of confidence may thus have easily

resulted. Professor Chauvenet has given us a simpler rule for

use in rejecting a single divergent observation; but it is only
an approximate solution, since one important element is left

out of account. Computers need some such rule to guide them,
and it would seem almost certain that "Peirce's Criterion," or
possibly some modified form of it, will in time secure general

In any case, it will ever stand as the first, and as
!

problem of probability. At present it is the only solution we
believe that claims to be complete.

After the death of Professor Bache, Professor Peirce was, in

,
made Superintendent of the United States Coast Survey,

1
''

i duties of that office for the next seven

i appointment he made a tour of inspection

among the parties at work in the field. Notwithstanding his

previous intimate relations with the survey as adviser to Profes-

sor Bache, he was very much surprised and delighted with the

practical skill which many of the officers had acquired. "I
recognize at mice/' he said, "the masters of the profession."

Unfortunately, he recognized also the awkward and inefficient,

and the pr.- h even the admirable executive
abilities o!' his predecessor had not been able to eliminate, gave
him great concern. Yet he determined to hold to the broad-
est line of policy, and introduce no rigid discipline that might
damp the ardor and spontaneity of the faithful.

(l The lame
and the lazy are always provided for," says the adage; and in

the public service they are found, practically, to have the most
friends from without, because needing them most. In a scien-

tific service like the Coast Survey, which, unlike many of the

departments of the civ 3 absolute criteria from
which to judge the merits of an officer, the task of discrimina-

tion, if undertaken by a superintendent well versed in the math-
einaties and physics underlying the manoeuvres of the surveyor,
would seem to be as easy as it is just. But it was a saying of

Professor Bache, that " it would be easy enough to crush directly

die men who betrayed the good repute of the service if it was
not for uncles, aunt.-, ami cousins, who proposed, in their turn,

It was after his return from one of his earliest tours of in-

spection that Professor Peirce. in conversation with one of the

Qts, said he proposed to give, at least at the outset,

greater freedom of action to the officers of the corps, that each
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might indicate the full scope of his powers and receive promo-
tion, or give place to another art-online as the results of his

work might determine. " The office," he said, " can add noth-

ing to my reputation unless I can give it greater (lignitj by

raising the standard of the service. I mean to bring the best

men to the front and secure publicity to their merits, that they

may feel directly responsible to the community and do their ut-

most for its approbation. To become the leader of a e.orps of

distinguished men is the best thing I can do for the country, for

the men themselves, and for my own reputation." This was
the policy which he initiated in the Coast Survey, and its wis-

dom was demonstrated at once. A very large proportion of

the officers appreciated his motives, caught the enthusiasm o\

his genius, and found a new delight in serving a master who
coveted nothing, but with rare simplicity lent his own strength

to secure to them the full rewards of their labors.

The most important work started by Professor Peirce, and
much advanced under his direction, was the actual extension of

geodetic work into the interior of the country by continuing the

great diagonal arc from the vicinity of Washington to the

southward and westward along the Blue Eidge, eventually to

reach the Gulf of Mexico near Mobile. He also planned the

important work, now in active progress, for measuring the are

of the parallel of thirty-nine degrees, to join the Atlantic and

Pacific systems of triangulation, and for determining geograph-

ical positions in States having geological or topographical sur-

veys in progress.

He conferred a very important benefit on public interests by
so enlarging the scope of the Survey as practically to extend

geodetic work into the interior States.

As soon after the war as vessels and officers could be had, he

renewed operations for deep-sea soundings and dredgings, and

he gave earnest support and aid to all scientific work in any
way' related to the Survey.
While Superintendent he also took personal charge of the

American expedition to Sicily, to observe the eclipse of the sun

in December, 1870.
By virtue of his office he was a member of the Transit of

Venus Commission, and by his suggestions and active effort he

greatly aided that undertaking. Two parties from the Coast

Survey were sent out by him,—one to Nagasaki, and the other

to Chatham Island, to lake part in the work.
The "Quaternion Analysis." of Hamilton seemed to Professor

Peirce to promise a very fruitful future. "
f wish 1 was young

again," he said, -that I. might get such power in using itasonly

a young man ran get.'' lie took -real pains to interest his stu-

dents in it, and in his later years "formed a class for its earnest
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practical study, with good results. His own thought was
turned especially to the logie that underlies all similar systems,

and to the limits and the extensions of fundamental processes

At the first session of the National Academy of Sciences, in

l.s<il, he read a paper on the elements of the mathematical the-

ory of quality. Between 1866 and 1870 various papers were
read to that Academy, or to this Academy, on "Linear Alge-
bra,'' ''Algebras," ''Limitations and Conditions of Associated

Linear Algebras," "Quadruple Linear Associative Algebra,"

etc. These papers were not printed in form as read, but instead

in 1870-71 appeared his " Linear Associative Algebra."

His own feeling about this contribution to science is ex-

pressed in the salutatory to his friends: "This work has been
the pleasantest mathematical effort of my life. In no other

have I seemed to myself to have received so full a reward for

my mental labor in the novelty and breadth of the results."

An analysis of this treatise was given by Doctor Spottis-

woode to the London Mathematical Society, which is character-

ized by Professor Peirce as

Such an analysis can only
special study of the laws of mathematical thought. To some
mathematicians, and other men of science, it may yet be a

question, if the time, has come for them to say with entire

certainty whether this work is to share the fate of Plato's

barren speculations about numbers, or to become the solid

basis of a wide extension of the laws of our thinking. Those
who have thought most on the course which contemporary

will probably agree that the new
ground thus broken can hardly fail to bring forth precious
fruit in the future by adding to the powers of mathematics as

an instrument.

In any ease, the Associative Algebra can never lose its value
as an important and most beautiful addition to Ideal Mathemat-
ics, and must ever remain a monument to the comprehensive
grasp of thouc zeniua of its author.

Professor Peirce defines mathematics as the science which
dr.iws necessary conclusions. Algebra is formal mathematics.
Addition is taken to express a mixture, or mere union of ele-

ments, independently of any mutual action which might arise if

they were to be mixed in reality. From this definition, the

rer of addition necessarily follows. Mul-
tiplication is no further defined than as an operation dis-

tributive with reference to addition ; but the only algebras
treated are those whose multiplication is associative. The
subjeet is further limited to linear algebras, that is, to such as

contain only a finite number of lineally independent expres-
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sions; so that every quantity considered may be put under the

ai + bj +ck + etc.

where i,j, k, are peculiar units, limited in number; while a, b.

<:. are scalars,—a term borrowed from the language of quaterni-

ons, but here used in a modified sense to include, not merely
tbe reals, but also the imaginaries, of ordinary algebra. A
variety of highly general theorems are given, extending to all

linear associative algebras. The author next introduces the

conception of a pure algebra, as contradistinguished from one
which is virtually equivalent to a combination of several.

Methods are developed for finding all such pure algebras of any
order. Finally, he obtains the complete series of multiplication

tables of these algebras up to the fifth order, together with the

most important class of the sixth order. They are in number
as follows :

Single Algebras 2

Double " . 3

Triple

::;,.

Professor Peirce never made any extended study of the possi-

ble applications of his algebras; he was far from thinking,

however, that their utility was dependent upon finding inter-

pretations for them; on the contrary, he showed that certain of

them could be advantageously employed, without any interpre-

tation, in the treatment of partial differential equations like

that of Laplace.

He read to this Academy in May, 1875, a memoir "On the

Uses and Transformation of Linear Algebra," which is. we be-

lieve, his only
j
ublished addition io the principal treatise. He

had also made some progress in the investigation of the laws of

Professor Peirce could not fail to be interested in all ques-

tions that concern the equilibrium, the history, and the devel-

opment of the solar system. At first he was loth to accept the

nebular hypothesis in any form. But the results of his studies

led him, at last, to defend its main propositions as the true laws

The rings of Saturn are of prime import in any explanation

of planetary development. The discovery by Professor Bond,

in 1850, of the dusky ring, and his announcement oi reasons

for believing that the rings were fluid, multiple, and variable in

number, led Professor Peirce to take up the mathematical the-

ory of the rings. He announced, as the result of his analysts,

that the rings could not be solid, that a fluid ring could not



tion were indicated in an article, published in " Gould's Astro-
nomical Journal" in 1851. At different times in the following

years some portions of his theoretical treatment of the problem
were published. The mathematical possibility of a large num-
ber of narrow solid rings was admitted. In "the " Memoirs of
the National Academy of Sciences" he published, in 1866, the

formulas for the potentials and attractions of a ring. This
problem has peculiar interest, from the mode of development of

the formulas.

The place of comets in the solar system was a subject of
his thought even earlier than the rings of Saturn. The dis-

cussions and the computation of orbits of various comets in the
years 1846-1849, were followed in the latter year by an argu-
ment that the comets must have always been parts of the solar

In 1859 he applied the theory of solar repulsion of the mat-
ter of the comets' tails to the observed form of the tail of
Donati's comet, and deduced the strength of the repulsive
forces that drove off the nebulous matter. The next year he
gave, in a letter to the Academy of Sciences, of Paris, twelve
remarkable and suggestive theses on the physical constitution

of comets.

In 1861 he made a communication to this Academy, suggest-
ing the meteors as a cause of the acceleration of the moon's mean
motion. The paper was not printed, and it does not appear
whether he referred to the direct impact of the meteors upon
the moon, or to the resistance due to the action of the moon in

turning the meteors out of their paths. Probably he included
both causes, since each has the effect, to a limited degree, of a

i odium.
In the last two years of his life he presented to this Academy

several communications upon the internal structure of the earth,

and the meteoric constitution of the universe. Especially in

October, 1879, he gave a series of eight propositions in Cos-
mica] Physics. At an informal seieiitific meeting at Harvard
University he stated five others, which have been since

printed in the Appendix to his "Lectures on Ideality in Sci-

ence." They were given rather as a basis for criticism and dis-

cussion than' as fully proved. They are founded upon the the-
ory of Mayer, which is advocated by Sir William Thomson, that

^olar lu-at. and in part planetary heat, are supplied by the collis-

ion of meteors with the sun and planets. Small portions of
matter in space cool and become invisible solid meteors. These,
by their impact with the sun, produce the violent commotions
of the sun's surface. A portion of the earth's heat comes from
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the sun, another portion directly from the impact of meteors
with the earth's atmosphere. The two portions, he afterwards

shows, are equal.

These views are developed more fully in his "Lectures," re-

cently published. The meteors, as Professor Peirce believed,

come from the outer portions of the condensing solar nebula.

In the course of development an outer shell was left, which fur-

nished the matter to be collected in small masses. The small-

est become meteors, the larger comets. Their numbers are

enormously great. Arranged according to perihelion distances,

the number of comets or meteors coming within a given distance

of the sun varies directly as the distance. The heat of Jupiter

and Saturn comes from the collisions with those planets. The
interior of the earth may be liquid throughout, and the limits set

to the lengths of the geologic ages may reasonably be greatly

Any attempt to outline the history of the solar system is

sure to lead, in the present state of knowledge, into serious

difficulties. Necessarily the problems that arise do not, in

many cases, admit of quantitative analysis. The number of

unknown elements that appear with every new hypothesis

is large; and the more we learn, the larger the number of

questions which we cannot answer. It will be but natural if

some of the theses of Professor Peirce shall be questioned, and
even he proved unsound; but scholars who shall be led into this

fascinating field of study will always find in them profound and
most suggestive views of creation. Some of these theses will

undoubtedly be found to be the true and previously unknown

Professor Peirce was always warmly interested in everything

that promoted science in this country. He was generous in his

estimate of merit, especially of merit in young men. He was

one of the founders of the National Academy of Sciences,

was an early President of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, was one of the most active mem-
bers of this Academy, and was a frequent recipient of academic
honors. American science mourns in his death the loss it

cannot express, but has a higher life for his having lived.
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The composition and method of occurrence of the beautiful

emerald-green spodumene from Alexander County, North Caro-
lina, was described by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith in a recent num-
ber of this Journal ;*—the variety w;is called l>\ him hiddenite

after Mr. W. E. Hidden. Dr. Smith's article included a few
notes by the writer in regard to the crystalline form of the

mineral. The material available for study at that time was
scanty and not suited for any accurate determinations of the
form. Since then Mr. Hidden has had the kindness to place
in my hands a considerable number of crystals, some of them
showing the terminations with tolerable distinctness.

The crystals have uniformly a prismatic form, and vary
from half an inch to two or three inches in length. They are

usually very slender, though sometimes attaining a thickness
of one-third to one-half an inch in the direction of the clino-

diagonal axis ; in the other transverse direction they are much
thinner. The crystals show a considerable variety in habit as

will be inferred from the annexed figures,f Figures 1 and 2

represent the same form but the position <>!' the axes is changed :

in fig. 1 the clinodia-oiial axis it is, as usual, inclined to the

front, while in fig. 2 and in the other figures this axis is in-

clined to the left side, and the orthodiagonal axis h projects to

the front. The following figures, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, are from sketches
I'.vMr. Hidden.
The prismatic planes are uniformly striated vertically, and

the crystals are not unfrequently rounded by the oscillatory



combination of the occurring planes in this zone

:

these planes, more especially those of the fundamental prism i,

parallel to the clinodiagonal axis but nearly square forms show-

ing only the prism / are occasionally observed. The terminal

planes, when they may be said to exist at all, for the crystals

are usually terminated very irregularly, are always rough, or

striated. The only one of the terminal plain's which is at all

constant in occurrence is the hemi-pyramid r (221). The

planes g (681), e (241), u (243), p (ill) form an oblique zone, as

shown in figures 1 and 2, and in the majority of the crystals

the presence of the same zone is manifest, although no distinct

planes are to be determined, the planes rounding uninterrupt-

edly into each other and continuing the front edge {I/I) over

the top of the crystals. This feature is shown in fig. 4 and

also in figs. 5, 6, 7 which represent twin crystals.

The twin crystals are common, probably more so than the

simple crystals. The plane a (100) is uniformly the twinning

plane and the twinning-axis is normal to it ; it is also the com-

position plane. The twin crvstals are usuallv nearly symmet-

rical in form (see figs. f>. <>, 7)," and the two halves are united in

a sharp well-defined line, as proved by an examination with the

polariscope. In the case of crvstals not terminated, or with

terminations too rough to show whether or not I hey are twins.

the composite character is proved by the little depressions on

the planes of the prism /. since thev arc inclined in the same

direction both in front and behind (figs. 5 to 9).

The observed planes are as follows:—
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Of the above planes b, •<?, q, z; g, e, w, e, x, y, are new to the

Unfortunately, the crystals, while uniformly perfectly trans-

parent, do not in any case allow of even tolerable measure-

ments, so that no more exact values of the fundamental angles

could be obtained than those measured by Professor J. D.

Dana with the hand goniometer on the large crystals from
Norwich, Mass. On this account these angles are accepted as

the basis of calculation, viz :

c~a 001.100= 69° 40'

/./ 110.ll0=93°

The corresponding values of the

c (vert.)= 0-565 b=0-890 a=iooo

Some of the more important angles (supplement angles

the occurring planes, calculated from the above axes, a

follows :

—

6(010)./ (110)= 43° 30' ft (010). « (243)= 40" 16'

" -* (32(0= 54 55
" *m (120)= 25 23

„ ,:•» i : s

« ,
}

> (in,. -75 :u
" .z (261)= 2(5 5 /(110).s (141,-17 4 1

" .5 (441)=41 48 r (221, :;i in

q (332)=44 22
" .ry 332)=49 57

u
P U,

1

.

1
' '" '

« A p (111=58 15

•• :
Kf^\ 2

i
x cj:;is .'.- n

As has been stated the measured angles are only rougl

sr to determine the se

planes. As far as needed fortius end, in eonjmicl.ioii wit

obvious zonal relations, fchev are as follows:—
/(JlO).s

(J41)=18°
I(U0)*.g (681)=10°

q (:lii2)= 45 u (243)= 62

p (111)=75
h (IU»).« (241) 27

x (i31)=32 x (231)=34-34
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The little depressions observed on the planes in the pris-

matic zone are an interesting feature of the crystals ; those

which occur on the planes /are the most marked. They ap-

pear on the cleavage as well as the natural planes, and often in

such numbers as to completely cover the whole surface. Their

outline is wedge-shaped and on the front planes (fig. 1) they

are inclined upward toward the edge 1/ /, and similarly down-
ward toward the edge behind in the simple crystals. The
form of these depressions is more exactly shown in fig. 10,

representing two in symmetrical position and much ,

enlarged The lower surface is formed by the plane g/^g
1, and the sides by the planes a, /?, y. Of these 1/ ^\|
planes y is apparently identical with </ (681), al- |n

<^jj
though, as indicated, it is irregular in its intersection W \4 T
with the prismatic plane being curved ; a is a plane WY

t (

r

jU
in the prismatic zone, with aa 2=5°, corresponding \\U^\
to the plane z'-f or (650) for which the required \

angle is 5° 13'. The third plane /3 is in the zone 10 -

I, g, r, p, etc., or that of the unit pyramids. The measured
angle of /3a/ is 4°— 4° 80' and this corresponds to the plane

T.l-16-1 (required Iirl6T aI=4°18'). The plane a is sometimes
rounded so as to give an oblique intersection with I. The
depressions on the plane b are also common though less con-

spicuous than those just named. They are rhomboidal in shape

and the outlines are respectively parallel to the prismatic edge,

and to the edge b/r.
An examination of a section in the polariscope showed that

the bisectrices lie in the plane of symmetry, and that the acute

bisectrix (positive) is inclined to' the front (fig. 1) edge of

///at an angle of 26°. These determinations agree exactly

with the results given by DesCl ogy, p. 351,

1862). A suitable section for measuring the optic axes has

not as yet been obtained, one which promised to be satisfactory

went to pieces in the hands of the lapidary owing to the highly

perfect cleavage parallel to the prism 7.

It is a matter of some mineralogical interest to note that this

variety of spodumene has already found a place among the

highly valued gems. The color of the finest crystals is a deep

emerald green, and when suitably cut the stones are very

beautiful: owing to the dichroism there is a peculiar fire to

then, which is wanting in the true emerald. The largest

stone cut thus far weigh- verv nearly 'i\ carats. Kxplorations

are now being carried on at the locality under the direction of

Mr. Hidden.
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Art. XXXI. -77c < :o„ of 8»il Amdy*-*

;

by E. W. Hilgard, Professor of Agriculture at the Uni-

versity of California.

The claim of soil analysis to practical utility has always

been rested on the general supposition that, "other ihiivjs heiuy

equal—produefiv /, ess is, <„ should he. sens/hi// proportional to the

amount of available plantfood ivithin reach of the roots, durimj the

-period of the plants development ;" prorbled, of course, that such

supply does not exceed the maximum of that which the plant

can utilize, when the surplus simply remains inert.

The above statement has been, either tacitly or expressly,

admitted as a maxim by those who have attempted to inter-

pret soil analyses at all; it being thoroughly in accordance

with the accumulated experience of agriculturists, and with
their cry for "enough manure" that has been so potent a factor

in the development of agricultural science, and of rational

re itself. Its acceptance is implied in the search for

the solvent that shall represent correctly the action of the plant

itself on the soil ingredients ; and I shall take it for granted in

tins discussion, while strongly emphasizing the proviso, espe-

cially with reference to physical conditions.

Methods ,f Soil invest'irptiion. -ft is u ii i \ *ts;i 1 1 y admitted that

the niti,,,,,!, analysis of soils a Ifbrds little or no clew to their

agricultural value; such agents as fluohydric acid and alkaline

earboiiat.es go by far deeper than the solvents, naturalh acting

in soils bearing vegetation, will go within the limits of time in

which we are interested.

j represent the agents i

the needs of vegetation. th:it conclusions as to the present

agricultural value of a given soil could be deduced therefrom.
It ia needless to recite the long list of such solvents, suggested
since soil analysis attracted attention. From fluohydric acid

to water charged with carbonic acid, the acid solvents bave all

signally failed to secure even an approximation to the result

desired, viz: a consistent agreement between the quantitative

delerniinjitious. <»r the pereentages of plant food, found in the

several soils, and the actual experience of those who cultivate

bility of parts of the soils' store of plant food,
'"

acid solvents of different stren^

iter and ending with boiling oi
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vitriol or fluohydric acid. I cannot wonder that this laborious

process, with solvents arbitrarily chosen, and without any
known relation to the solvent action exerted by roots, should

have found so little acceptance, and has on the contrary per-

haps rather served to confirm the common impression of the

uselessness of soil analysis ; especially when contrasted with
such a huge amount of work, ending after all in mere guesses.

I have vainly sought, in the recorded results of such investi-

gations, for any such ray of light on the functions of the sev-

eral soil ingredients, as would even remotely justify the labor

involved.

Causes offailure.—I think there have been two chief factors

that have contributed to bringing soil analysis into disrepute

in Europe ; one is, the fact that virgin soils are there practi-

cally non-existent, nearly all the soils analyzed having been at

sometime -
. and eoneurtvntly, to the use

of manures, thus veiling their ori tics, and ren-

dering extremely difficult, to say the least, the taking of any
sample of soil that shall correctly represent the whole of a

large field or district. The second is. the absence of syste-

matic investigation of the subject, since the time of the intro-

duction of the most essential improvements in the determina-

tion of some of the chiefly important mineral soil ingredients.

Advantages anil ne.nl nf Sail, inr,^njuiinn in tin: l'nlte>l Stall's.

—It is our special and exceptional privilege, that we are still

able to secure specimens of the soils of by far the greater por-

tion of the United States, that even the plow has never yet

touched, and where manure, outside of the flower and vegeta-

ble garden, is an unknown quantity. We can find on these

soils their original vegetation, which is so largely used by the

settler as a means of diagnosing the actual productiveness oJ

the land he proposes to clear, and of prognosing its durability.

The value of this method is so , nized as to

have given rise to the remark, by a distinguished member of

this body, that he "would rather trust an old farmer to tell

him about the value of a soil, than the best chemist alive."

Now, we may perhaps agree with Professor .Johnson in this

we find the old farmer on his native heath,

i exceptionally intelligent. But all farmers

are iiol om ; auu it is particularly the young ones that stand

in need of advice, when they "go west." Moreover, old

farmers will frequently disagree widely in their estimate of the

qualities and value of a soil; and then who shall decide?

And who shall tell the hundreds of thousands of settlers and

emigrants annually occupying new lands of whose quality, at

present, no one knows anything, what they may reasonably

expect of their soil, apart from the bare i

ngas v,

,s he is <
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ested parties ? How shall thev know, in tlie absence of the

old farmer, whether in establishing their homestead in a given
locality, thev do so for weal or woe, and in which direction

they are most likely to secure the highest returns and the

longest duration of 'fertility : and in which direction the first

effects of soil-exhaustion will make themselves felt, and how
they can best be countervailed?

If the agricultural chemist can do nothing to help the farmer
in these important questions, his practical utility will be lim-

ited indeed. And how is he ever to be able to render these

services, if he continues to ignore the chemical examination of

the soils, upon the strength of the " non possumus" pronounced
by some high priests ?

I cannot consider the testimonium paiqx-.rtatis, implied in the
remark above referred to, as well founded. If the old farmer
can train his judgment in this matter so as to make shrewd
2-nesses. the agricultural chemist ought to be able to do a great

deal better ; for he should know all that the farmer does, and
a great deal more besides: and, in addition, he should bring
to bear on the whole subject a well trained mind, accustomed
to accurate observation and logical reasoning; unlike the old

farmer who " knows" that " wheat turns into cheat" in unfavor-

<>|>|'osit,e another column of unintelligible names, acts simply
as ao analytical machine; and even to the best of such ma-
chines, Professor Johnson's remark will most truly apply. Their
''iiiuiehiiions are as enigmatical as those of the Delphic oracle,

and as little useful to the farmer as the most accurate ana-
Ivti.al formula for calculating the motion and friction- of water
in pipes would be to the hydraulic miner who stands at the
nozzle of the "monitor." Both the miner and the farmer
migbl be greatly benefited by the information conveyed, if

they eould only understand it.

Since, then, the figures of a soil analysis, no matter how
made, do not interpret themselves, by '

1 for practical purposes '(

-arv to speak. What remains of them at this time, may be
briefly summed up in the statement, that it is usual to judge a.

*oil by its absolute percentages of plant-food on the one hand,
and by such scanty information as we can elicit regarding their

*v, on the other. As to what constitutes "much" or
••little' or "a deficiency" of any one ingredient, doctors diil'er

as widely as in respect to the classification of soils. It has been
usual to take a notoriously very rich soil as a type, and com-
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pare others therewith ; but even a cursory comparison shows
that, in many cases, soils showing percentages of plant-food very
much inferior to those of the type are nevertheless in practice

found quite as productive ; and that even in cases where pre-

cisely the same solvents had been used in their extraction.

These facts are too well known to require exemplification : and
they led to the exclusive adoption, in the study of the part

played by the several soil ingredients, of the methods of culture

on artificial soils or in solutions of known composition.

The radical fault of these methods is that they necessarily

deal with plants placed under artificial conditions, and with

mediums of nutrition whose comparison with natural soils is at

best a lame one; necessarily so. until we shall know much
more than we do of the intimate condition and functions of the

soil as a whole, and of its ingredients, both severally and
jointly. And while the artificial cultures have given us some

> information as to the relative importance
of certain soil ingredients, it is still held by some of the highest

ities, that the only way to obtain practical !\

useful data as to the best method of soil improvement in any
particular case, is to go and try—first on the small, and then on

the large *,cale ; and when a particular kind of manure finally

fails of effect, to go and try again ; and so on.

Are we then really reduced to such empiricism as this—are

the permutations and combinations of nitrogenous, phosphate

and potash manures, all that agricultural chemistry can do for

the western farmer, when his "inexhaustible" soil begins to be

"tired?"

System of investigation adopted.—Unwilling to abide by this

lame solution of the problem, I have endeavored to solve it, or

at least to approach its solution, from a somewhat different side.

as suggested by the opportunities offered in the agricultural

surveys of the newer States. Taking for granted the sound-

ness of the old farmer's judgment of the productiveness of a

soil from its natural vegetation, I have sought to determine, by

close chemical and phy-ieal examination of the soils in their

natural condition, the causes that determine this natural selec-

tion on the part of certain species of trees and herbaceous

plants ; while at the same time observing closely the behavior

of such soils under cultivation, theii special adaptations, etc.

It goes without saying that this can be done most successfully

where, as in the Western and Southern States, virgin soils are

-til! obtainable, where manure is unknown, and where the sim-

ple' history of each field can easily be gathered from the lips of

the settler who first broke the sod.

It is evident that when used in this connection, and made

uniformly and systematically, with a definite problem in view,
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each soil analysis becomes an equation of condition ; and that

by the proper treatment of a large number of such, by a logical

process of elimination, the problem of the function and value

of each soil-ingredient or soil-condition can be approached
with a better prospect of a solution in accordance with natural.

conditions, than can be expected from cultures upon artificial

soils, or in solutions.

My first trials of the eilieacv of this method <>f investigation

were made upon the soils of the State of Mississippi, which,

fortunately, present extreme variations in character in almost

every direction, and upon every key, so to speak, of the soil

scale. But for this fact, I might, like many before me, have
abandoned in despair, the hope of j finite results.

Some of the conclusions reached in this work have been given
in previous papers (this Journal, Dec, 1872, and others). Since
then, the material has been considerably increased, and quite
lately, the investigations made under the auspices of the census
office, upon the soils of the cotton States, have greatly added
thereto, and given a wider scope to the comparisons. The de-

tailed record and discussion of the facts so gathered will form
part of the Census report on cotton culture, and in any case

would be far too voluminous for presentation here. I must
therefore confine myself to indicating, in general, some of the
main points involved.

Tin: taking <>/ rr/m • is, of Course, a mat-
ter of first importance, and sometimes of no little difficulty.

All those analyzed under my direction have been taken in

accordance with printed directions, with care in the selection

of proper localities, the discrimination between soil and sub-
soil, a record of depth, natural vegetation, behavior iu cultiva-

tion, etc. As heretofore stated, 1 find that with such care, it

is perfectly practicable to obtain samples representing, typi-

cal i v. soil areas of many thousands of square miles ; especially
.-o when the subsoils are taken as the more reliable indices.

Method of Analysis.—In the selection of the solvent far mqk-
g the soil-extract to be analyzed, I have been guided by the

•nsideration, that minerals not sensibly attacked by several

iys' hot digestion with strong hydrochloric acid, are not likely

nything of importance to agrimJtn

wo. If this assuinp
'

nption seems arbitrary, it at least

commends itself to common sense. The heavy draught made
upon the soil by the removal of crops cannot be sensibly
effected by the minute additions made to the available plant
food by the atmospheric or root action on such refractory min-
erals.

Regarding the <m?ti>j//> <•, arid to !„ used, and the time neces-

sary to seer ses, I have
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caused investigations to be made by Dr. R. H. in

(this Journal, -Jan., 1874, p 20), on a subsoil selected for its rep-

resentative position and derivation

—

a drift soil covering, prob-

ably, some 15,000 square miles in the uplands of Western Ten-
nessee and Mississippi, and perhaps as fully "generalized" in

its origin as can be obtained. The result of this investigation

was that hydrochloric acid of about the specific gravity of 1-115

seems to exert the maximum effect, and that the extraction is

practically complete after a water-bath digestion of five days.

These conditions of digestion have been substantially main-

tained in all the investigations made under my direction. An
excess of time of digestion results simply in higher percentages

of alumina. or what is equivalent, in a far-

ther decomposition of kaolinite particles.

The methi gv me are substantially those

given in the first Kentucky Report, volume I, by Dr. Robert
Peter, with such changes as the progress of analytical chemistry

suggested. All the reagents have been especially prepared,

ov purified, in the laboratory itself; porcelain beakers only have
been used in the digestions; and generally every possible pre-

caution has been taken to insure correctness in the determina-

tion of the minute percentages of the important ingredients.

Numerous repetitions have, in most cases, confirmed the cor-

rectness of the work.

Of other determinations, the one preceding all analytical

operations has been the determination of the " moisture-coeffi-

cient " of the '* fine-earth," by exposing a very thin layer of the

same to a fully saturated atmosphere for at least twelve hours,

at a sensibly constant temperature. As previously stated,!

have in these determinations come to results differing materia!

ly from those obtained by Knop, Schtibler, and others ; prob-

ably because of the more complete fulfillment of the conditions

of full saturation of air as well as soil. I find that for most

soils, the absorption-coefficient is practically constant at tem-

peratures between +7° and +25° C. : and contrary to the con-

clusions reached by Adolph Mayer.

atmosphere, has just been made in my laboratory and will shor

ly be published.

A determination of the total " volatile matte?* " of the soi

that is, its organic matter and combined water, by ignition, i

made on the portion of soil used for the determination of phot

phoric acid by means of molybdic acid. While this deterrain

ation is necessary to the " summing up " of the analytical state
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merit, it is not in itself very instructive, as it leaves the relative

amounts of the two substances altogether indefinite. A deter-

mination of the organic matter by combustion, or by extraction

with potash lye, - also unsatisfactory, because of the impossi-

bility of excluding from these determinations, a large amount
of comminuted, but altogether crude and unhumified, vegetable

matter : which becomes very obvious under the microscope, or

in the process of silt-analysis. I have therefore adopted for the

:•<•!! of active humus, the admirable method of Gran-
deau, by the aid of which at least a uniform minimum determin-

ation becomes possible.

I have not devised any method for the direct determination

of the water of hydration, although there are cases in which it

would be very desirable to have this item, for the determina-

tion of the condition of the alumina and ferric oxide.

I have in a few cases determined the amount of silica soluble

in boiling solution of sodic carbonate in the crude soil. But
this determination is often beset with almost insuperable me-
chanical difficulties, from the diffusion of the clay in the alka-

line liquid. It does not appear to promise results of sufficient

importance to justify such labor; the more, as by the method
of Grandeau, the actual available amount of silica can probably
be better determined. But I have found the determination of the
silica .iohihh: ,,i H,e alkaline carhonale?, in U>, " i,,*ohil>l<: rcshlne"

of the add extraction, of very great interest. Evidently, in so

far as it is derived from the decomposition of clay, " kaolinite,"

n should stand in a definite ratio to the alumina dissolved by
acid, and this is <>ftcu very strikingly the case. But sometimes
the soluble silica is so entirely out of proportion to (below) the

amount required to form kaolinite with the dissolved alumina,
as to prove that the latter is present in a different condition : the
only possible one in that case being that of hydrate. This
tact, doubtless, accounts for a great deal of the otherwise in-

comprehensible variations in the properties of soils and certain

clays, which I shall hereafter discuss. I should also mention
in this connection that I have strong evidence of the presence

tellkribie

1 have not yet been able to extend the mBthod of Grandeau
for humuis (extractions < aber of wuddv dii:

ferent, soi the churn
of its furnishing a defin of the ;, .la nt- food

in the soi 1, as definitely established. Butth ave found
nothing i>o contradict this probable

i
assumpti

mg to its i confirmation

;

and I hope to be able to coiitinue the
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investigation of its relation to the productiveness of soils, to a

definite conclusion. There can be no reasonable doubt that

what is extracted by Grandeau's ammonia water is at tin; com-

mand of the solvents employed by plants: the only question is.

to what extent plants can readily go beyond. This of course

requires extended culture experiments, on a great variety of

The determination of the phosphoric add and silica in the

residues from the ignition of Grandeau's extracts have already

furnished most important data- (•oncoming the cause of the pro-

ductiveness of some soils having comparatively a low percent-

age of phosphates.

As regards the determinations of >o7/y/e» and its compounds
in the virgin soils thus far analyzed, I have omitted them in part

from want of time and proper appliances for these delicate de-

terminations, and partly from a doubt of their usefulness. The

monia-compounds renders their determination at any given

time, of interest for that time only; and as the nitrogen per-

centage of the mould of natural soils adapted to agriculture is

not likely to vary much, the humus-percentage may probably

be taken as roughly proportional to the total nitrogen of the

soil. A full investigation of this subject is, of course, also

called for. On the other hand, I find that the fulfillment of the

conditions of nitrification in the soil, is in all cases a condition

of its thriftiness.

Lihr/inlntiun of the analytical results.—Having obtained, as

above outlined, the percentage composition of a soil, how are

we to interpret these percentages to the farmer? what are

" high
*'

and -'low " percentages of each ingredient important

to the plant, whether as food or through its physical properties'.'

The first question arising in this connection, is naturally.

whetlar all soils, having what experience proves to be high

percentages of plant-food when analyzed by the processes

above given, show a high degree of productiveness?
So far as my experience goes, this question can. tor virgin

soils, be unqualifiedly answered in the affirmative; />roridrd

otilv, that improper physical conditions do not interfere with

the welfare of the plant.

But it does not therefore follow, as was at first supposed,

that the converse is true, and that low percentages necessarily

indicate, low production. This will ho apparent from a simple

Suppose that we have a heavy alluvial soil of high percent-

ages, and producing a maximum crop in favorable seasons, vve

may dilute this soil with its own weight, or even more, of

coarse sand, thereby reducing the percentages to one hall, or
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less; and yet it will not only not produce a smaller crop, but

it is more"likely to produce the maximum crop every year, on

account of improved physical conditions. If we compare the

root system of the plants grown in the original, and in the di-

luted "soil, we will litid the roots in the hitter more fully dif-

fused, longer. :nid better developed ; not eoutined to the ereviees

of a hard clay, permeating the entire mass, and evidently hav-

particles, as was the «-
;
,J. in tin- undiluted soil.

How far may (his dilution he carried without drlrimenl?— r

V\\c

plant capable ol Mevel-

obviously make up by
greater spread, for a far greater dilution than one whose
oping ;i very large root-surface,

ndy" soils, vvhi e th. 1 tte, s.ieee. Is and is

. "rich, heavy " ones only
; although the ab-

plant-food taken from the soil may be the

so in their percentages of mineral plant-food, to the exten

In cases like these, which are not at all infrequent, the n

percentage of plant-food in the soil showing the low ligu

would lead to a most erroneous estimate of its agrieult

value. But when, in addition to these, we know the fact

in the one, the food-roots can exercise their functions to

depth of three or four feet, while in the richer soil with c

nary cultivation, they will rarely reach to a greater depth t

twelve or fifteen inches, the equal productiveness beeo
quite intelligible.

It is obvious, then, that without a knowledge of the res

,. The surface soil with its proe.-ssesof hun.ilication, nitri-

on, oxidation, carbonic acid solution, etc., in full progress,

. always be distinguished from the subsoil in which these

38868 are but feebly developed, and where the store of
t-food—in whir icr than the surface soil

comparatively inert. Hence the obvious importance of
mens correctly taken, and the necessity of intelligent and
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I have attempted to make allowance for the cases of dilu-

tion, as above noticed, by combining the results of the mechan-
ical with those of chemical analysis. In the investigation made
by Dr. Loughridge, of the several sediments obtained in the

mechanical analysis of the typical soil above referred to—see

this Journal, Jan. Is74 — it appeared that plant-food practically

ceased to be extracted from sediments exceeding ;"•""" hydraulic

value; and in re-calculating the percentages of soils of the same
genera! ikrivnh'oh, after throwing out the coarser sediments, we
often find very striking approximations to identity of percentage

composition, as well as of proportionately >nln- w. It is obvi-

ous, however, that this cannot be generally true ;
since inert

clay or impalpable silt must often come in as diluents. Never-

theless, I eo ; analysis of soils (carried out

by the method heretofore described by me, and not in accord-

ance with that of the German experiment stations), as an almost

indispensable aid in judging fully of the agricultural peculiari-

ties of soils, especially when these cannot be personally exam-

ined in the field.

The concentration of the available portion of the plant-food of

soils in their linest. portions is almost a maxim already, scarcely

needing the corroboration afforded by the investigation of Dr.

1,-imhridge above quoted. A "strong" soil is invariably one

containing within reach of the plant a la.-<- amount of impal-

pable matter, although the reverse is hv no means generally

deposits of streams as we descend, and the proverbial richness

of "delta" soils is exactly in point.

"//iJ7/t" and " low " percentages and tin ir inlee/>n tat ion. -} will

now state, as concisely as possible, some of the main points

consider as substantially proven by the comparisons of soil

analyses made upon the uniform plan outlined above. The

detailed record upon which these conclusions rest, would render

this paper far too long, but will be given in the Census

. fhrijlunssi}. c, present produc-

whelmimj It is „hvi, !us to", ,ce"
! ""

1 ,,',V!

,

,
1

' ,

,

,

,| , ,scs, when

the Hgufiieanceof the occurrence' of certain trees, esteemed by

understood "Almost all tin trees |," ,'om'u" ly selects s .guide

no te,m. hovo iua M,m I
- oil rent i m tVo.n that

usually given it. That is, I find that in order to manifest itsett
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unequivocally in the tree-growth, the lime-percentage should

not fall below 0100 in the lightest sandy soils ; in clay loams
not below a fourth of one per cent, 0*250 ; and in heavy clay

soils, not below 0'500, and may advantageously rise to one and
even two per cent. Beyond the latter figure, it seems in no case

to act more favorably than a less amount, unless it be mechani-
cally.

The effect produced by the presence of such, or greater per-

centages of lime in the soils seems to be a kind of '* aufschlies-

sung," an energizing or rendering aetivr of that which otherwise

would remain inactive. This becomes evident at once in the

smaller insoluble residues from the acid treatment, yielded by
such soils; there being then oftentimes a complete dissolution

of the alumina, a large part of w! us behind
in the shape of clay (kaolinite-particles). It would seem that

as regards the silicates, the carbonate of lime in soils performs
in a measure, the same functions as the caustic lime in Law-
rence Smith's method of silicate '' aufschliessung." We have

small percentages of -act so energetically.

potash from zeolitic compounds, by lime or lime salts.

From the evidence before me, I should specify as follows,

the advantages le-ultiue. from the presence of an adequate

s the high humus-p<
•s, in the Southern Si

:dium of this humus,
equate for profitable

id potash so small tin

tion, and therefore on the tillabilitv <»f the soil, as heretofu.

shown by Schloesing and bv mvsolf.

1 may add that m the great majority of soils (excepting tho;

subsoil than in the .-urfuee .,„!. This ,., doi.UleV the resu

of the easy solubility of calcic carbonate in the soil wate
which carries it downward and thus tends to deplete the su
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face soil. This fact is strikingly shown in the results of Lough-

ridge's investigation on the composition of the several sedi-

ments. (This Journal, January, 1874, p. 19).

The efficacy of lime in preventing "running-to-weed'' in

fresh soils, and in favoring the production of fruit, is conspicu-

ously shown in a number of cases.

This controlling influence of lime renders its determination,

alone, a matter of no small interest ; since its deficiency can very

generally he cheaply remedied, avoiding the use of more costly

fertilizers.

I have been unable to trace any connection of magnesia with

any of the important qualities of soils. Its percentage is usu-

ally larger than that of lime, frequently about double.

2. The phosphoric acid percentage is that which, in connec-

tion with that of lime, seems to govern most commonly the

productiveness of our virgin soils. In any of these, less than

five hundredths (005) must be regarded as a serious deficiency.

In sandy loam soils, one-tenth (0*100), when accompanied by a

fair supply of lime, secures fair productiveness for eight to

fifteen years ; with a deficiency of lime, twice that percentage

will only serve for a similar time. The maximum percentage

thus far found in an upland soil by my method of an

about a quarter of one per cent (0'-2oO), in the splendid table-

land soils of West Tennessee and Mississippi. In the best

bottom ("buckshot") soil of the Mississippi, three -tenths

(0-30). In that of a black prairie of Texas, 04o per cent, this

being the highest figure that has come under my observation.

How the lime compounds contained in the soil act in render-

ing the phosphates more available, I do not pretend to discuss

at present A number (far too limited as yet) of determinations

made according to Grandeau's method, appear to confirm the

inference that calcareous soils yield to this treatment a larger

relative percentage of available phosphoric acid, than those

deficient in lime.

3. The puta.<h-!«rvent<ujes of soils seem, in a large number of

cases, to vary with that of "clay :'"
that, is, in clay .-oils the\ are

usually high, in sandy soils low; and since subsoils are m all

ordinary cases more clavev than surface soils, their potash-per-

centage is almost invariably higher also. 1*3 per cent K
a
O i-j

-J percentage obtained by my method <<( extraction, and

that from the same soil that afforded the second highest phos-

phate percentage also, the " buckshot" of the Mississippi hot.totn.

noted for its high and uniform production of cotton. As the

same soil contains 1-4 per cent of lime, and is jet black with

humus, it may well serve as the type of a fertile soil.

The potash-percentage of heavy clay upland soil and cuo

loams ranges from about 0'8 to 0\r> per eent, lighter

0-45 to 0-30, sandy loams below <>•:-;. :ui d sandy soils of great
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depth may fall below 0-100 consistently with good productive-

ness and durability; the former depending upon the amounts
of lime and phosphoric acid with which it is associated. Virgin

soils falling below -060 in their potash-percentage seem, in all

oases that have come under my observation, to be deficient in

available potash, its application to such soils being followed by
an immediate great increase of production.

Since but few soils fall below this minimum, my general

inference has been that potash manures are not among the first

to be sought for after the soils have become " tired " by exhaus-

tive culture. The universal preference given to phosphatic and
nitrogenous fertilizers in the west and south, is in accord with

this inference. In the older portions of the United States,

"kainite" is becoming more important, while in the alkali

lands of California, soluble potash salts often impregnate the

soil water.

4. In all soils not specially impregnated with sea or other

salts, the amount <>f W</ extiaeted 1>\ the acid is considerably

below that of potash in the same soil, varying mostly from one-

eighth to one-third of the percentage of the latter. When much
more is found in such soils, a repetition of the determination

will usually show that the separation from magnesia was imper-

fectly made. I can trace no connection between the soda per-

centage and any important property of the soil, any more than
in the case of magnesia and manganese, albeit none of these is

ever absent from ordinary soils.

5. Sulphuric acid is found in very small quantities only, even
in highly fertile soils. From two to four hundredths of one per

cent (0-02 to 0*04), seems to be an adequate supply, but it fre-

quently rises to one-tenth (01) per cent, rarely higher.

ft. Chlorine I have as a rule left undetermined, on account of

its constant variability and universal presence in waters, and
acknowledged slight importance to useful vegetation.

7. Iron, in the shape of ferric h I, appears
to be an important soil ingredient on account of its physical,

and partly also its chemical properties. The universal prefer-

ence given to "red land-" by farmers, is sufficiently indicative

of the results of experience in this respect, and I have taken

pains to investigate its causes. The high absorptive power of

ferric hydrate for gases is probably first among the benefits it

confers. Red soils resist drought fetter than similar soils lack-

ing the ferric hydrate. And here I must again call attention

to the strange fallacy in Adolph Mayer's experiments on the
wilting of plants in drying soils, from which he deduces as

probable, the maxim that the hygroscopic coefficient of soils is

a matter of indifference to plants. His plants in pots were not
under the conditions in which field crops are when called upon
to resist drought, whether from drying winds, or hot sun.
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Here the continuous rise of moisture from the subsoil tends to

keep up the supply to the water roots, while at the same time

nutrition, as is well-known, continues almost unabated in air-

dry soils, so long as there is no injurious rise of temperature in

consequence of that dryness. But that is precisely the point

where a high moisture-coefficient comes into play, by prevent-

ing, in consequence of evaporation. ;i rise of temperature that,

under similar circumstances would prove fatal to the surface

roots of the crop in soils of low absorption power. In fact,

Mayer's conclusion is at variance with the ordinary experience

of centuries, repeated every day in the droughty regions of the

South and of the Pacific coast. It takes more than flower-pot

experiments to invalidate the universal designation of soils of

low hygroscopic power, as " droughty."

The moisture-coefficient depends in ordinary soils, upon one

or more of four substances, viz : (in the order of their efficacy),

humus, ferric hydrate, clay and lime. It varies in eultivat-

able soils from about 1*5 to 23 per cent at 15° C, and in a satu-

rated atmosphere. A pure clay rarely exceeds 12 per cent:

ferruginous clays show from 15 to 21 ; some calcareous clay

soils rise nearly as high, while peaty soils rise to 28 per cent

and even more, but the efficacy of the ferric hydrate depends

essentially upon a state of fine division. When merely intrust

ing the sand-grains, or aggregated into bog-ore grams, it exerts

little or no influence, although the analysis may show a high

percentage. Sometimes soils highly colore* 1 show but a small

iron percentage, while yet, on account of very tine diffusion,

the advantages referred to are realized.

From 1-5 to 40 are ordinary percentages of ferric oxide,

occurring even in soils but little tinted. Ordinary ferruginous

loams vary from 3*5 to 7*0, highh colored "red' lands" have

from 7 to 12 percent, and occasionally upward to 2" and more

Of course, a large amount of ferric hydrate facilitates the

tillage of heavy clay soils, and its color tends to the absorption

of heat. But'l incline strongly to the belief that the^benelits

of its presence are not confined to phvsical action. From the

fact that highly ferruginous soils rarelv have a high percentage

errie hydrate to ferrous sail.-, most commonly in the subs<

manifests itself promptly by the " blighting " of the crop. 1

inder natural conditions this can rarely occur, because a i

[uent recurrence of conditions favoring reduction will inevi

>ly result in a gradual bleaching of the soil, and an *<'c
;

unU
[J

i the subsoil in the form of' bog-ore or "black
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In bringing forward this lia-tv summary of the conclusions

either definitely justified or foreshadowed by my investigations

on the subject of soil composition, I do not, of course, look for

their acceptance until the record and proofs shall be forthcom-

ing,, as they soon will, in another publication. My present,

object is to call attention once more to the fundamental and

practical importance of the subject of soil examination by all

available means, and to protest against the contemptuous,

unreasoning putting aside of the whole matter of soil analysis,

that has hecome current in works on agricultural chemistry for

some time past. If the chemists of Europe are content to

declare themselves incompetent to accomplish anything more
than mere guesses by the analysis of their long cultivated and
manured soils : if the same should even be held as regards the

well-worn soils of JSfevv England, the objection cannot be sus-

tained as against the virgin soils of our newer States and Terri-

tories, or even as against any soils that have not been manured
as vet, these two elasses constituting, probably, four-tit'ths of

airthe cultivatable lands of the I'nited Stalls These soils

have been subjected only to natural, or to definitely ascertain-

able artilicial influences.' They are sensibly uniform over very
large areas, or at least, vary uniformly : they still possess, in

part at least, their original tree or other growth, as produced by

> one can he ma>re sensible than I mv self. of the small
mt of progress made in the matter of it i recognition
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Art. XXXIL—Wner«for,ical Not,*; by B. Silliman.

1. Vanadinite and other Vanadates, Wulfenite, Crocoite,
Vaitquelinite, etc., from Arizona.

I here record the discovery of two important and very in-

teresting mineral localities, or districts, in the Territory of Ari-

zona, from one of which I have obtained vanadinite of remark-

able beauty of color and perfection of crystalline form, associa-

ted with almost equally beautiful wulfenite of an orange-red

color ; and from the other, four, perhaps more than four species

containing vanadium. The last named district has also fur-

rocoite and vauquelinite never found before, I believe,

in North America.
I am greatly indebted to my faithful and intelligent corres-

pondent, Mr. "George A. Treadwell, of Vulture, Arizona, for

sending me, for some years past, a great number of minerals

and ores collected by him in that Territory, among which are

those now to be described. I mention also, with pleasure, the

aid afforded me by Mr. Edward Farley, of Wickenburg, owner

of several interesting veins, and Dr. Jones, of Phoenix. Mr.

F. F. Thomas, lately in charge of Silverlead Furnaces, near

Silent, in Arizona, and Mr. .John McDougal, Superintendent of

mines, have also contributed important data in extending our

knowledge of that interesting Territory.

Vanadinite.—This hitherto rare species promises now to be

comparatively abundant. In the so-called "Silver District," in

Yuma County, Arizona, about fifty miles north of Fort Yuma.
is a large area traversed by veins of quart/, carrying ardent Her-

ons galena, with salts of lead, but no gold, and rather exten-

sively explored. The lead salts which I have seen from this

region are wulfenite, of remarkable beauty, vanadinite, and

massive anglesite with galenite. Vanadinite occurs in three

mines, near together, the "Hamburg,"' the " Princess" and the

•• Red Cloud." The crystals of vanadinite are extremely beau-

t.it'ul, alike for l.rillinnev of color, luster and perfection of lorin.

Only a single vanadate'a] .pears to occur in the Silver District;

but there may be an exception to this remark, since a greenish

yellow incrustation on one specimen may turn out to be volbor-

thite or one of the other amorphous vanadium minerals. AH
the veins of this district, occur, as 1 am informed by Mr. Thomas,

between a foot-wall of granite and a hanging-wall of porphyry,

specimens of which rocks I have in hand. The foot-wall ot

granite is somewhat irregular, but the porphj ritic I

is well defined. I have not yet made sections oft lie latter rock :

"

closely resembles the augite trach\ tes of Nevada and elsewhere,
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of silver ores the world over. All these

lodes abound in calcareous matter, but there are no limestone

beds in the vicinity ; and in the absence of any organic remains,

we are ignorant of the probable geological horizon.

"The Hamburg" mine has furnished the most numerous and,

on the whole, the best specimens of vanadinite. The crystals

vary in color from deep orange-red—deeper than potassium

bichromate, but not ruby—through lighter shades of orange-red

to reddish-yellow and brown. They aiv always highly lus-

trous. The size is small, the length being not over two milli-

meters and usually less than one ; and the diameter about half

the length to equal dimensions. The hexagonal prisms are

modiiied usually by one. sometimes by two planes on each term-

inal edge, and occasionally the angle- are replaced. These crys-

tals are implanted singly and in crusts on a dark chocolate-

colored siliceous gangue, with occasional obscure crystals of

cerussite, and rarely a dark-colored eleavable lime rock (impure
calcite).

The "Red Cloud'
7 mine furnishes vanadinite of a rich orange-

red or flame-color, associated with beautiful orange-red wulfe-
nite.. At the depth of 280 feet, measured on the^slope of the

vein, wulfenite takes the place of vanadinite almost to its ex-

clusion. The crystals of vanadinite at this mine are smaller
and grouped in more confused masses than at the Hamburg

At "the Princess'' nunc, the \ anadiniie occurs in slender crys-

tals of a brilliant red color almost identical with that of croco-
ite, implanted upon white calcite. The habit of the species is

unlike either of those before mentioned ; the crystals are at

least four diameters long and are very slightly modified.
They are not over half a millimeter in diameter, but are very
perfect in form, luster and color. They have, naturally enough,
been mistaken for chromate of lead.

The genesis of the vanadates of these mines is obscure. A
single small specimen only of the galena has reached me. It

forms the nucleus of a surrounding mass of amorphous angle-
site, upon the outer surface of which appear obscure crusts of
vanadinite. Analyses of a series of samples selected on the
spot, by a careful examination might reveal the origin of the

Vulture district, as I have called it, another and quite dis-

tinct district in Arizona, has furnished, at a number of places,

vanadinite with other rare species. This area embraces* the
country between the Hassayarnpa River on the west and
Agua Fria on the east, and extends in a north and south
direction from the well known Vulture Mine to Antelope
Mountains, Weaver district, on the road to Prescott. It is

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXII, No. ^.-September, 1881.
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partly in the lower portion of Yavapai County, and partly

in the northern portion of Maricopa County. Within tins

area are numerous veins of gold-bearing quartz carrying

lead and sometimes a little copper or perhaps both at the

same time. I have become familiar with the mineralogical

character of these veins through Mr. <i. A. T read well : and

Mr. KM wan I barley, owner of some of the mines which have

furnished the most interesting species of this area, has prepared

for me a sketch map on which the localities are laid down with

sufficient accuracy for identification by reference to the Gov-

ernment map.
Farley's ''Collateral Mine," about twenty miles w

Yulture, is perhaps the most interesting locality of v:

in this area. The vein is about four and a half feet wide,

and occurs in soft gray talcose rock. About one-half of

the thickness of the vein, on the hanging wall side, is

quartz stained green with chrysocolla, and chocolate-brown

with a ground-mass which I find carries vanadium, and

showing lemon -yellow stains resembling plumbic ochre, also

a vanadate. Any portion of these yellow and brown masses

(if pulverized, digested with dilute nitric acid, and the filtrate

treated with ether) gives a strong reaction for vauadio acid.

Unless led to test this gangue-stone for vanadium by the

occurrence of vanadinite in other parts of the vein, no

suspicion of its presence would be aroused. A seam of

very red ferric oxide with calcite follows next, and the red

oxide of iron reacts decidedly for vanadium, while the calcite

is penetrated with yellowish and white fibrous crystals of

vanadinite. Next, there is a seam, of about six inches, of very

soft material filled with abundant lemon-yellow aeieular crys-

tals of vanadinite in tufN and a--re-ated masses, the whole

quite friable, forming the center of the vein, which al-

io this zone masses of cerusite. The whole mass of this sofl

material reacts very strongly for vanadic acid. Then foll^'.

on the foot wall, about twenty inches of vein-matter composed

of quartz with calcite. The calcite is penetrated with acicmai

crystals of vanadinite arranged in threads and in -I

11 null ivit Id , _ 1 -.
, I itl I ti h. i

t

are often nearly white. The cle :iV ai/e fragment.- of raleite

earrving the vanadium crystals form specimens of rare heaut\.

Quartz, similar to that in the upper section of the vein, ij

found in this lower member, and this is also so,ne-

with copper silicates. In its open joints occur hexag
tals of vanadinite of a fine yellow color the} el«>sel\ esem

mimetite. but give no arsenical reaction, and I laded to o
'

•'
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a trace of arsenic from the included crystals in the calcite,

when tested by soda and potassium cyanide in the closed tube.

This quartz carries crystals ol vanadiuite'in habit very unlike

those which occur at thy Hamburg miny in the Yuma district:

they are long slender needles hardly a line in thickness, of a

delicate straw-yellow color, quite transparent. They are asso-

ciated with others of a rich orange-yellow color and not so

well defined. There arc also contused tufts of crystals of the

same species, not thicker than hairs, of a pure chrome-yellow
color, implanted in cavities in the red iron-stained gangue.

Deschizite (?)—A mineral which may prove to be descloizite,

occurs among the ores of the Collateral Mine winch have
reached me. It is found in blue-black and brown;
semi-transparent and very brilliant crusts, the individuals im-

perfectly developed ; hardness about 3—

3

-5 ; streak-yellow to

brownish-yellow. Alone in the closed tube it fuses and gives

off abundant water. It reacts very strongly for vanadium and
for lead, also for copper, manganese and zinc. Since this paper
was in hand I have received from Mr. Farley, under date of

June 25th, additional specimens of this mineral not only from
the "Collateral

7
' but also from the "Chromate" veins near the

former, on one of which are seen very well denned, but very
small tabular crystals, the study of which will probably show
them to be the species indicated. They resemble some of the

forms figured by Webskv from La Plata, province of Cordoba.*
We must await the arrival of more specimens before the study
of this interesting mineral can be completed.

Votborthitel?)—A single well characterized specimen pro-

. referred to this species came among the products of

the Collateral Mines. It exists in small botryoidal masses ad-

hering to the polished faces of deep red quartz crystals. The
streak is bright yellow. In thin scales the mineral is trans-

parent and of a clear olive-green. The luster is vitreous and
dull. No crystals were detected. Alone in the matrass it fuses

readily, adhering to the glass. It gives off no water and dis-

solves in dilute hydrochloric acid to a greenish solution from
which alcohol throws down the lead in tufts of plumbic chlo-

ride. On charcoal it fuses to a black shining bead which
alone gives off lead fumes and copper appears on crushing tie-

bead in the agate mortar. With soda it gives a globule of
lead enclosing one of copper. Zinc oxide stains the coal when
the assay is gently heated, ft may be that it will turn out to

be a new species.

An anhydrous cryptocrystalline mineral containing vanadi-
um occurs among the " Collateral " ores. It varies in color from
light yellow-brown to black-brown; gives the

* Monatabericht der Akn.l. v.u Berlin. July, isse, <
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Domeyko's rhileite, but it is not a clay-like mineral. It yields

readily a globule of
4
lead containing a nucleus of copper. No

arsenic was found, ft occurs also in the '• Chromate " vein.

Gold in coarse crystalline grains occurs in the quartz of the

"Collateral" vein.
'

The Phoenix Mine, one mile east of the mine last named,

furnishes specimens similar to those just described. The van-

adinite is light yellow and deep orange-yellow to reddish, in

large, well-formed crystals, which react for chlorine but not for

arsenic. The gangue is quartz which carries gold but no cal-

cite in the samples which have reached me.
Among the specimens sent to me by Mr. Farley on the 25th

of June, which I have just examined, 1 find crystals of van-

adinite in the gangue of both the "Collateral" and the "Chro-

mate'' veins, quite unlike those before described and very

closely resembling in habit, color and form, the brilliant red

crystals from the Hamburg mine in the Yuma Silver District.

The Montezuma lead mine, eleven miles east of Vulture and

southwest of Collateral, abounds in vanadinite which occurs m
drus}7 crusts of a rich deep yellow and brown color on masses

of cerussite. Observed with a lens these crusts are seen to be

well denned hexagonal prisms. It appears to be an abundant

source for the supply of vanadium.
At "the Frenchman's Mine," a gold-bearing vein, of about 18

inches thickness, consists of deeply iron-stained quartz, show-

ing amorphous yellow-green masses of a mineral very rich m
\ anadic acid, and reacting for lead, copper and chlorine. It is

also hydrous. It may perhaps be moltramite. There is a burl

colored amorphous substance with it also rich in vanadinite

Calcite occurs in the gangue.
There are other localities in this district in which vanadium

is found, but the foregoing will suffice.

Mimd.de occurs in considerable masses north of the Domingo
mine on Castle Creek in the extreme northwest of the Vulture

District, as here described. I have seen only a single mass ot

about 80 grams found by Mr. Farley. It was without gangue

or associated species, and quite amorohous. _ ,

From "BethesdaMine,"ii
lected in Apr
vanadinite in botryoidaf forms and sometimes nearly

It is there associated with wulfenite and cerussite. This
_

is the southerly extension of the "Mina del Tiro," worked

Mexicans of old.

It is interesting to note the wide area over which this spe

is now known to exist, compared to the single locality at /

pan, in Mexico, where Del Eio in 1803 first identified it.
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Utah ranges of mountains,* I called attention to the occurrence

of the molybdate of lead (wulfenite), as replacing the phosphate

(pyromorphite) among the salts of lead, the latter being rarely

if'ever found there. Subsequently the wulfenite of Tecom'a
and of Eureka, in Nevada, confirmed this generalization, and I

have since had very frequent occasion to notice the wide distribu-

tion of wulfenite in New Mexico and Arizona. We may now
add vanadic acid as having the same wide distribution.

Wulfenite crystals of rare beauty are found in the "Ked
Cloud" Mine, already mentioned as furnishing tin

The specimens sent "me are from a depth of about 300 feet.

They show very solid tabular crystals of large size, brilliant

luster, and rich orange-yellow to orange-red color. The color

at once suggests the presence of vanadic acid, like the well-

known specimens from Wheat.ley Mines as detected by Smith.
But I have not found a trace of vanadic acid in these Red
Cloud or other Arizona wulfenites From the " Melissa Mine "

in Silver District adjacent to the Eed Cloud, wulfenite is found
in octagonal prismatic forms, the basal plane being almost

wanting, in some specimens, giving them the appearance of

simple octahedrons. This interesting form I believe has not

been before observed in any American locality. The color of

the species at this locality is pure orange-red ; the gangue is

blown, almost black, ealeite. The " Hover" is another mine
of the same district which furnishes wulfenite nearly identical in

form with the Red Cloud specimens, but of a little lighter

orange-red color.

Crocoite-group—Three if not four of the species of this group
occur among the ores of the Vulture region, and especially in the

"Collateral" and "Chromate" veins. These two veins together
with the "Blue Jay" and the "Phoenix mine," form a group
of singular mineralogical interest, furnishing, among more com-
mon minerals, the spe .-hroite, vainpielinite,

vanadmite, volborthite (?), Deseloi/.ite (?), Chileite

(?), wullenite. Vn>ii/ii.n/>,filr occurs quite abundantly associated

with galenite and crocoite in a gold quartz gangue or vein
stone. The genesis of the chromate is very manifest. The
nucleus of unaltered galenite is surrounded with a bright pea-

green and apple-green areola of vauquelinite. sometimes semi-
transparent, and uncrystalliue. This green mass is succeeded
by crystalline and transparent crocoite of orange-red and cinna-

bar-red color giving the familiar scarlet and chrome vellow
streak. The crocoite as yet has not been found well crystallized.

Besides the associated species already named, occur cerusite, cold



without success.

It is an interesting question, whence came the chromic acid ?

Perhaps an analysis of the galenite may detect chromium in that

species. Smith has deserved a meteoric chromium sulphide, Dau-

breelite,* and there is no chemical reason why this species may
not coexist with galenite. In the paragenesis of the chroinates

in this district the change has evidently proceeded from without

inward, and the occurrence of specimens in which the whole of

ite is transformed is not unfrequent, as also the change

of the crocoite to the lemon-yellow phoenicochroite.

Small orange-yellow crystals occur in the vauquelinite of the

Vulture region, which may be the joassite ; but more study is

lired before they can be proved to be this mineral,

i conclusion I will add that before the study of these inter-

ring localities can be complete a personal visit must be made
oy a mineralogist to the mines, and sufficient material obtained

on the spot to allow of chemical analyses.

2. Thenardite from Rio Verde, Arizona Territory.

Some months since I received a lump of a saline mineral

marked "Salt," reported by my informant, Mr. Treadwell, of

Phoenix, to occur in abundance on the River Verde, in Ala tie,. pa

County. It proved, on examination, to be anhydrous sodium

sulphate or thenardite, a species which has hitherto been found

in very limited quantity. In an analysis in the Sheffield labora-

tory under the supervision of Prof. O. D. Allen, by Mr. Geo.

M. Dunham, its constitution was found to be as follows :

T

The mineral is therefore nearly pure Na„S0
4
. The insolub

matter out, the impurities are only 0*24 per cent of the mass.

The specific gravity of a fragment quite free from visib

impurity, taken in petroleum, I find to be 2'681. This miner:

distinctly crystals with imperfect faces, showing eminent clea
1

age in the direction of the basal plane of the prism and

hackly cleavage in the opposite direction. The "insoluble
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matter (=0 -38 per cent) in the mineral—chiefly clay, gives it a

prevailing shade of yellowish gray. Its' hardness is below, that

of calcite ; luster vitreous ; fracture conchoidal to hackly.

Occurring in an almost rainless country, it has suffered little

change, small portions only at surface being altered to a dry
white powder of exanthalose, Na,S0

4 , 2H20.

As this is, so far as known, the only locality of this species

where it exists in great abundance, I have taken steps to

secure all the information available respecting it. Mr. Thos.

F. Hopkins, of Vulture, Arizona, has forwarded to me the

following statement which I present in his own words, in a

letter dated—
"Vultuke Mine, A. T., June 18, 1881.

" Mr. Boyd, a resident of the Verde Valley during the past five

years, is quite familiar with the large thenardite deposit, and fur-

nishes the following details.

"The 'Salt Mine,' as it is popularly called, is situated about
two and one-half miles southwest of Fort Verde (the present post),

on the west side of the Verde River. S,u;iw Peak is distant right

"It occurs ,,n a 'bench' about fit'tv or sixtv feet ab„ve the

Verde h'iver. and itself forms one of a series of benches gradually
sloping toward the river. The deposit crops out boldly in the

face of the bank, and seems to extend along a distance ,,f lr,,m

ei<_dii hundred to one thousand feet. It occurs in a white ehalky-

lonkiii.,;- formation, and the surface opening is probably about ten

feet wide. From this opening immense masses have been carried

away during more than five years past, every rancher <>\' the dis-

trict taking off huge wagon "loads for the use of his stock, etc.

The deposit is solid, and is removed by blasting. It is not under
water at any time, for both its sloping situation and its ele\ati<m

above the river forbid such a condition.

"Ko systematic openings of the deposit have ever been made,
and hence its extent is not known. It is simply 'gouged out

'

according to the whim and convenience of each new comer; but
it seems practically inexhaustible.'"

I am informed by several persons who have seen this fchebar-

dite used for the salting of cattle—among them my friend Mr.
dames Douglass, ,U\, who was recently in that portion of

Arizona—that the animals resort to it very freely, licking it as

they are wont to do common salt, and with only good results.

thenardite has been found in Nevada and elsewhere in the
arid regions of the West Coast, but not before in sufficient

quantity to be of commercial importance.

G. vom Rath (Zeitsch. f. Kryst.,) has lately named Lake Bal-

schasch, in Central Asia, as a locality the flat shores of which
furnish thenardite in very considerable quantity.

New Haven. July 8, 1881.
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The mixing of two dry, finely-powdered salts, one or both

containing water of crystallization, is often attended by lique-

faction with decrease of temperature which in many instances is

very marked
; and sometimes there is also a decided change in

A transparent, homogeneous liquid is sometimes, though

rarely, obtained, but generally the liquid holds in suspension

an insoluble compound or an undissolved salt either in the

hydrous or anhydrous state ; and sometimes the consistency is

that of a stiff paste.

History.— It has long been known that freezing-mixtures

may be made by mixing some salt with ice or snow, and in

1875-6 Guthrie* determined the lowest attainable temperature

of quite a large number of such mixtures.

He found that the lowest temperature obtained with any

given salt was the same whatever 'its initial temperature: also

that within certain wide limits this was independent of the pro-

portions used.

The earliest allusion I find made to freezing-mixtures,

formed by the use of salts only, is in the ninth volumef of tins

Journal, where Ordwav, in 'a paper on Nitrates, mentions

experiments in which the mixture of ammonium 1

with hydrated iron nitrate and with hydrated aluminum nitrate

was followed bv a reduction of temperature from 58° to — ;">° !•

and from 51° to -10° respectively. Subsequently:}: he mixed

nitrate of iron with Glauber's salt and obtained a reduction of

32° Fahr.

Berthelot, in his recent work on Thermo-Chemistry, devotes

a brief space to the subject, and the Comptes Rendus, vol. xc,

pp. 1163, 1282, contains a communication from In-

attention to this wonderful phenomenon. He considers the

use of concentrated : ,<-ids with hydrated salts, also mixtures

nitrate and hydrated" si .dim!! -.'d'.'.'iv.- ' n
" ed

'

together in a

mortar, the loss of heat bin- about 20° C.
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loss of heat is sometimes, great, sometimes very slight, accord-

ing to the amount of liquefaction. Whether moistening will

take place or not must be decided in nearly every case by
actual trial, and in the preliminary experiments made with ref-

erence to this point I have mixed the substances in a wedg-

From a large number of trials the following conclusions have
been drawn :

1. As a rule it is necessary to liquefaction that one of the

solid substances used should be hydrated.

2. It is not necessary that each solid should be a salt.

Moistening sometimes follows the mixing of a salt with an

acid, a salt with a base, or a base with an acid.

Ex.—Calcium chloride (CaCl
2

. 6H
a
O) with tartaric acid {(\II.O,X

Sodium Mil i.l M iNa « > mil O) with potas. hydrate (KOH).
Potassium hydrate (KOH) with tartaric acid (C

4
H

6 B).

3. As when in the case of liquids, metathesis will take place

if a compound insoluble in the menstruum can be formed, so

with solids, if such a compound can result, metathesis is prob-

able with liquefaction.

4. If, by mixing two salts, an insoluble compound is pro-

duced, a mixture of two others like the new ones formed will

not, as a general thing, be attended by liquefaction.

5. When no insoluble compound is formed four bodies are

probably contained in the product, metathesis being partial;

for it is sometimes observed that liquefaction seems equally

hethcr the two original salts are mixed or the two
bodies formed by their interchange.

6. The rule among liquids in regard to weak and strong acids

and bases seems to prevail with solids also, their action tend-

ing to promote or impede liquefaction.

7. When, by the admixture of two salts, oxydation or reduc-

tion can take place. • \w of liquefaction.

" CuCl
« PbCI

\.1\M (

"

• - li<|iielactii

io change by

notable ;:;:"on

l0

io the ru

.nixed with

is derided i

w\ rr U'Sx u th.

Sir::;"':
binary tempcratures. < ; in add in- '- wnt|>1 '

;i i«
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Evidences of chemical change.—When salts capable of meta-

thesis are mixed, in addition to liquefaction, change of color,

formation of an insoluble compound, and escape of a gas are

proofs of chemical reaction.

An important difference sometimes noticed between mix-

tures of salts in the solid and the liquid form is the escape, in

the forn

id eludes observa-

Classification—Cases of liquefaction may be divided into

two classes; the first including those in which there is mutual

exchange of base or acid; the second, those in which there is

mi interchange.

The mixture of lead nitrate with sodium carbonate is an

example of the first class. There is metathesis, and we obtain

lead carbonate, sodium nitrate, and ten equivalents of free

Pb(N0
3) 2 + Na C0

3
. lOli -O

= PbCo, + 2NaN"0, + 10lI
2
O.

Ihjilrutj-U i>r<>(htr>.— When iron nitrate is mixed with calcium

chloride thirty-six equivalents of water in some form are ob-

Ilaving mixed equivalent weights, the product was dried on

the smootli surface of a plate of plaster of pans which absorbed

the moisture, and an analysis showed the two new salts ob-

tained to be hydra ted.

Therefore,

Fe,(NO,)„ . 18II
9 + 3[CaCl, . 6H,0]

= Fe
3
Cl

B
. i2H„0*+ 3[Ca(NO,)

B
. 4H,0] + 12ll

2
0.

This experiment was repeated with a mixture of Fe
3
(N0 3 ) 6

.

18H
a
O with NaCl ; also of Ca(N0

3)a . 4H,0 with MgS< >,. 7 1
id >,

and the first product was found to contain iron chloride, the

second nitrate of magnesium, both in the hydrated form.

At the more or less low temperature due to liquefaction.

there is naturalh ;i teudenev for salts to crystallize out from

the saturated solution.

The crystalline character is sometimes perceptible to the

senses, for the product often contains grains much coarser than

did the linelv-powdered salts first taken.

Effect 0/ 'temperature — Experiments show that sometimes

liquefaction takes place readily at a temperature somewhat

elevated, but not at all at a low temperature. A mortar and



lich had been warmed by hot water were occasionally

used, care bein- taken thai the heat should not be great enough
to cause either of the original salts to melt in their water of

crystallization.

'When two salts capable of metathesis are mixed, chemical

action apparently begins immediately at every point of con-

tact. But there is a limit to the fineness of division which
may be effected by mechanical means, and the substance con-

sists of minute grains coated on the outside with the new pro-

iluet. while reimiining unchanged at the interior.

When liquefaction ensues, the interchange is continued
either because by removing the particles of the product, new
surfaces are presented, or because the liquid, penetrating the

granules, separates them into their molecules.

If the suits taken furnish little or no water in excess of that

required to combine with the new ones formed, the process of

_v apparently soon ceases, unless sufficient heat is

supplied to prevent the constituents of the product from as-

suming the solid form.

Difficultly soluble salts.—When salts difficultly soluble are

used, moistening follows but slowly if at all. The molecules
of such substances are not easily separated with a limited sup-

ply of water, especially at a reduced temperature.

Liquefaction without clirmical reaction.—The second class

referred to above includes mixtures of salts of the same base,

or having the same acid; and although it, seems to be the

exception rather than the rule that there should be liquefac-

tion in such cases, yet this sometimes occurs.

Ex.— Fe
2
Cl

6
. 6H

2
with Fe,(NO,), . 1 8H

s
O liquefied.

Fe,CL.12H
9

"

FeCl
2
.4H

2
0*

FeS0
4
.7H

2
" Fe

2
Cl

B
.6H

2

NaCH/)
2
.6H

3
« PbC

2
H

2 2
. 3ll

2

" K
2
C

2
H

2
O

a

" ZnC,H
2 3

. 3H
2
()

Na,S0
4

. 10ILO " ZtiSO^TibO"
« Li

3
S0

4
.H

2

CaCl,.6H,0 " Fe
2
Cl„.12HO

" CuCl
2
.2H

2

Some interesting experiments with
showed that when it was used with an\
the combined water was liberated, evidently to satisfy

affinity of XaOH for water.

KOH was also used with various hydrated salts, ai
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every instance liquefaction ensued. Apparently the hydrated

salt was attacked for the sake of its water, and the first reac-

tion seems to be appropriation of water by KOH, which is

doubtless followed by metathesis in most cases.

Liquefaction in the examples given above, however, ean-

not be explained in this way. Neither is there metathesis,

and evidently double salts are not formed.
Having- mixed equivalent weights of ZnS0

4
.7H

a
O and

N"a„S(),. 1<iH,(>. the" composition of the resulting solid part

was found not to be that of a double sulphate, there being an

excess of Na,S0
4
.

Equivalent weights of CaCl, . 6H,0 and Ca(NO
s), . 4H9

were mixed, also of Fe
2
Cl

6
. 12H,0 and Fe

2
(N0

3) 6
. 18H,0, with

a view to analysis, but in each case the thin liquid disappeared

entirely into the plaster plate used for absorption, leaving only

a stain visible.

Theory.—These examples must be similar in nature to mix-

tures of salts with ice, which result in liquefaction, and solution

of the salts.

That the cold produced when ice and a salt are mixed is due

seen no attempt made to explain the cause of the liquefaction,

until Ordwavlast vear announced Ins theorv of the "diffusion

of solids," in an address- before the American Association for

the Advancement of Science.

We know that the molecules of a bodv are in a state of con-

stant oscillation, and that if a salt solution be placed in contact

with pure water, diffusion takes place until the molecules of

salt are equallv distributed throughout the mass.

So, too, when the solid is placed in water, solution follows,

or, in other words, diffusion. Now, when a salt and water,

both in the solid form are in contact, there is probably the

and salt mol< < ules < annot remain in tin solid form except at a

low temperature, and the rigiditvof the solid state is overcome,

because oscillations of the water and the salt molecules codpe-
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mixed, and in similar cases because the crystallizing point of

these two bodies together is lower than for each alone; just as

the free/any point of salt water is lower than that of fresh

water, and as the fusing point of an alloy is sometimes below
that of either of its constituents.

Calorimeter.— For further experiments in which the reduc-

tion of temperature might be measured with some degree of

accuracy, it was desirable to secure a closed space in which
radiation and convection should be reduced to a minimum,
and the heat of the surroundings should be constant. A calo-

rimeter was therefore constructed somewhat like thai used bv
Berthelot in some of his investigations.

It consists of a covered circular tank of fourteen-ounce

tinned copper, of about twelve gallons capacity, placed in a

much larger wooden case, the space between the walls of the

tank and case being filled with loose cotton.

The upper surface of the tank has four wells, each to receive
a cylindrical vessel of polished german silver resting on cork
supports and having an air space around and underwit. Each
of these ves <— beaker ..(' smaller diameter
(also on cork rests), is furnished with a closoly-litting cork

cover, perforated t<» admit a thermometer and a slender wooden
stirrer consisting of an upright rod with cross arms at bottom,

3 thermometers have e

pper part so that readi£:£*>*_y
rith th

C. car

e scale on
i be taken

j the bulb from the mi:

The tank is kept filled with water,* and this is frequently

a stirrer mo\ ed v. itb a crank. The stirrer revolves
horizontally in the bottom of the tank, and having two blades
like a propeller, it agitates the water thoroughly from bottom
to top, the moistened part being always immersed. Over the
whole is a closely-fitting wooden cover also perforated for the

thermometei •
-

The salts to be mixed, alter Ibclv pulveri/in- were placed
m serrate beakers within the calorimeter, and left for a time
to acquire a uniform temperature. The contents of one
beaker were then added to those of the other, the cover
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From the following observations it will be seen that the

amount of radiation and convection is so small that it may be

disregarded

:

Mixture of Mn(NO,)
a

. Ghlfi with Na
2
CO

a
. 10H

2
O. Tempera-

ture of water of calorimeter, 1
8° C.

rain. 19° C.

Six minutes were required to reach the lowest point and

during the next five minutes there was a gain of but 0'5 .

Stirring was stopped at the end of eleven minutes.

Lowest aUainah/r /cmpentt.iu-e.—In addition to Guthrie's dis-

coveries already mentioned, he found that when two salts

were used with ice the minimum temperature was unlike that

of either alone, each exercising an influence over the other.

Most of my experiments with the calorimeter were made for

the purpose of discovering whether or not the lowest attainable

temperature of a given salt when mixed with ice is the same if

that salt is produced in a freezing-mixture of two salts :
also it

it is independent of the initial temperature and the proportions

produced and a sulphate or carbonate, usually an insoluble

compound, which I thought could not influence the result.

The lowest attainable temperature of sodium nitrate with ice

is -17° C.

The following results were obtained with metals whose car-

Cu(N0
3) 2

. 6H
a
O " "

* All iiiMitri.-irllt ijll:intin \V:iS tilk.-li. f Liq
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With the nitrates of zim-. n migaue-M-. iron and chromium the

results were not so free from modifying influences as I had
anticipated, basic carbonates being formed not wholly insoluble

at low temperatures.

The interesting fact was thus revealed that ferric carbonate
or basic carbonate exists in the liquid form at a low temper-
ature, say -20° C. The color is a deep red, and as the mixture
irradually warms CO

a
is rapidly given off, causing the contents

of the beaker, which was not at first more than half filled, to

overflow and insoluble Fe2 3
to be deposited.

Mn(N0
3) 2
.6H

2
with Na

2
C0

3
. 10H

2
O 18° -14° 32°

- 2° -26° 24°

Zn(N"O
s ) 2

. 6H
2

" " 20° -16-7° 36-7°

minimum temperature is not independent of 1

iture; it was also found that the lowest poii

proportions taken :

>

3) r
.18H

2
" " 39° 32° - 4°

A1
2(NOJ . 18II

2
" " 37° 32° -2°

With the nitrates of magnesium and calcium the tendency
to metathesis is so slight that the liquefaction is not rapid

enough to produce any great degree of cold, and with an ini-

tinl temperature of—2° there is no liquefaction whatever.

The time allotted for the completion of my graduation the-

sis, of which this paper gives the substance, rendered it neces-
sary to suspend for the present the continuation of these experi-
ments. This work was undertaken at the suggestion of Pro-
fessor Ordway, to whom the subject has been one of interest for

soni,' years, but whom the pressure of other duties has prevented
I'rnm pursuing an investigation. He has, however, given con-
siderable thought to the matter, one of the results of which is

his theory of the "diffusion of solids.'' I lis predictions that

there may be liquefaction without chemical reaction, and that
the product obtained from the mixture of salts is sometimes
hydrated, were both continued by the results of my work. He
devised the calorimeter which was used, and I am indebted to

him also for valuable suggestions and advice.
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Aim. XXXIV. Onthi Spectrum of Arsenic ; by OLIVES W.
Huntington. With Plate IV. (Contribution from the

Physical Laboratory of Harvard College.)*

It bus been noticed, in the case of the spectrum of nitrogen

gas, that the spectrum obtained from an electric discharge of

low intensity through a. rarefied atmosphere differs from that

obtained when the" intensity of the discharge has been in-

creased by a Leyden jar. In the case of the low tension dis-

charge, the band's of the spectrum appear fluted on the more

!-• side; but upon the introduction of a Leyden jar

into the circuit the fluted appearance at once vanishes, and the

: iiands. This difference has

been ascribed to a' difference of condensation of the molecule.

Now as arsenic is allied to nitrogen, it was thought the same

difference might appear in the spectrum of arsenic, and we pro-

posed to make this a subject of investigation, For this pur-

pose, we first prepared two tubes,—one an ordinary (Jeisler t ube.

such as is used for showing the spectrum with rarefied gas
;
the

other as shown in tig. 1 of accompanying plate, for the spark

spectrum with Leyden jar. A small amount of pure metallic

arsenic was introduced into each tube, and they were then

i hydrogen. After

the final exhaustion, the tubes were heated, in ordeithe final exhaustion, the tubes were hea„-, -

them with the vapor of arsenic. But, upon passing the span<

through them, we could obtain no definite or satisfactory

result. The arsenic spectrum was feeble, the hydrogen

brilliant, and the fluted indefinite bands which accompany the

hydrogen spectrum wholly obscured the phenomenon.
.Fudging from the statements in Roseoe's spectrum analysis

that these fluted portions of the hydrogen spectrum were

accidental and due to impurities, we attempted to get rid of

them in order to bring out the arsenic spectrum. We, there-

fore, prepared several tubes with pure hydrogen. We arranged

tubes with two outlets, in order to pas's a continuous current

was prepared from pure zinc and sulphuric acid, and most care-

fullv dried. We w-.uld allow the <

'as to slow 1 v pass through

the apparatus for twenty-four hours, then exhaust, and after

exhaustion heat the tube as hot as practicable under tin'

circumstances, then pass dry hydrogen and repeat the process

several times. Notwithstanding inc.-' po cautions, we found,

after a great many trials with different tubes, that the fluted

* From the Proceedings of tin- Aruerinm v.-ademyof Arts ami Sciences ho-
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and more or less diffused spectrum always accompanied the

four principal hydrogen lines. It being then impossible to

eliminate the diffused spectrum, we next tried alloying the

platinum electrodes with arsenic, and experimented with these

in a rarefied atmosphere of hydrogen, both with continuous

discharge of Ruhmkorff coil, and with interrupted discharge

with Leyden jar. We now obtained very definite arsenic

bands, apparently the same in both eases: but the effect was
momentary, and gave no opportunity for measurement. The
spectrum while it lasted was very striking; hut, as soon as the

arsenic on the extreme point of the electrode passed off, the

chaiacten tic spectrum disappeared.

We were by this experience led to contrive the following

apparatus, by which we obtained the desired result, and the

same may be useful in experiments on the spectra of similar

volatile substances. A longitudinal section of the tube, one-

half of the original size, is shown in fig. 2 of plate. The
portions AA 7 and A" are of rather coarse thermometer tubing.

BB' is a tube left open at B, and drawn to a capillary point

at B'. The substance to be examined, after being reduced to

powder, is introduced through the opening at B until the

tube is about half full. Then one end of a platinum wire is

buried in the substance, and the other end is fused into the

tube at B, thus closing the opening. After the hydrogen has

been allowed to flow through the tube a sufficient length of

time, the opening at A is closed by a nipper-tap. and the tube is

exhausted at B". Now upon connecting B with the negative
electrode, and C with the positive electrode, of a small induc-

tion coil, we have the vapor of the substance in the tube B1V
carried in the current through the tube A' where the spectrum
may be observed.
One advantage of this particular form of tube is, that, in

order to compare the spectrum of the substance with that of

hydrogen, we have only to reverse the current, making C the

negative pole, and then all the lines except those of hydrogen
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purity of the material used,

above referred to cannot c

that no trace of the sodium line was seen. No account was

taken of the diffused spectrum, as it appeared only when the

battery was unusually strong.

king of the diffused spectrum of arsenic, we do not

e kind of diffused spectrum as mentioned above

with nitrogen. The diffused arsenic spectrum

appears to be composed of innumerable faint lines, wholly

independent of the other more brilliant characteristic arsenic

bands; and we use the term "diffused" only for convenience,

to express that the lines are very faint and too numerous to

measure. And we wish to call particular attention to the fact

already intimated, that the spectrum of arsenic as

with the 81 irs no resemblance to the fluted

spectrum of nitrogen, but consists of sharply defined isolated

bands, the more prominent of which, at least, are not altered

when the intensity of the discharge is increased by a Leyden jar.

The arsenic employed had been carefully purified by sublima-

tion, and preserved under distilled water. We used for

measuring the wave-lengths of the spectrum lines the spectro-

scope described by Professor J. P. Cooke.* In this instrument.

the train of prisms can be adjusted accurately to the angle of

minimum deviation, which was observed in each case. We
used five flint prisms of 45° angle each, and to reduce the

angular measurements to wave - lengths, we employed the

method described by W. M. Watt in his "Index of Spectra.

In the first place, we measured with care the angles of

minimum deviation of the most prominent Fraunhofer lines,

and verified and somewhat multiplied the data !>;

also the angles for characteristic lines of the hydrogen, lithium,

sodium, thalium and strontium spectra. These we c

with the wave-lengths of the same lines given by A
by ordinates and abscissas in the usual way, and the curve

drawn through the points so determined was so regular

and of so small curvature, that it was easy to interpolate

with minutes of arc to five tenth-metres of wave-length, as

usually expressed.

The instrument is capable of reading to five seconds of arc,

and with the full bank of ten prisms it would give the wave-

lengths to tenth-meters with perfect accuracy. Wil
feeble light of the arsenic spectrum, as we first

observed it, we did not . to use the full power

of the instrument. We therefore used live prisms, as stated,

and read to one minute of arc. We always began &
of observations by setting the cross-wire of the micrometer on
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the sodium line, after the telescope had be

angle of minimum deviation of this line

There was seldom any observed difference i

when, liv change of temperature, or otherw

Hi" rro^s wire thai tin i lam. ponth I

5833 - 5103
5813 " 5013

5653

The wave-lengths printed in heavy type denote the bant
which are most 'brilliant and give character to the spectrin]

The other lines are less constant and less distinct, and in son:

instances may lie due to accidental causes.

We were surprised to find among the bright lines, that tl

one which in the table is enclosed in brackets corresponds 1

the green thalium band, and upon examining the spectrum
appeared evident that thalium must be present in the arson

I N T E L L I < i K NCI



be doubted. The
:r and tin. Now

a result not unfrequently observed ; seeming as if there was :

be accomplished in order to determine the reaction. But thi

action becomes more prompt and more easy when an auxiliar;

agent is made to intervene oapal.h- of eoinl.ining, with evolut

of heat, with the substance at first formed; so that the tc

energy in action becomes
early times predisposing
placed in a flask and hy

greater. This is the action calk-1

affinity. If, for example, nu-iviiry

ith it, the walls of the flask will

e, with mercurous chloride. X
not act on mereurv at all, under" these



.id. lK-s|,«-ri.li.i is a white-, ,m1«,i'k-.s :m,I taslok^ ...:»>>,

-of tinv microscopic m-clh-s, insoluble in ether ami m

lltioToff oi d m somf
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of different intensity. It is found that the microphone, used in

this way, is far more sensitive than the ear to changes of tone-
that it ran be used with great effect to study resonance—the

reflexion of sound in different rooms, and the" influence of the

change of temperature upon the propagation of sound waves.

The author proposes to extend his investigations.

—

Annuhn <h

r

P/n/siL- and < 'hemu , Xo. 6, 1881, p. 222. J. T.

li. A'e/^/W ,,f tin liars <f MvtoUh' VmjnrH— Professors Livk-

ix<; and Dkwak have succeeded in reversing ten of the brighter

lines of iron, in the blue and violet, by passing an iron wire

through- one of the carbons between which the electric arc is

formed. When iron is put in a lime crucible through which the

voltaic arc is formed, and fragments of magnesium are dropped

in from time to time, most of the strong ultra violet lines ot iron

arc reversed. The magnesium appears to supply a highly reduc-

ing atmosphere, and to carry the iron vapor with it. It also

appeal's to produce a continuous spectrum in certain parts, and

against this the iron line-, are sometimes depicted on the photo-

graphic plates sharply reversed. Potassium ferrocyanide intro-

duced into the arc acts in a similar manner. iron wire led

through a perforated pole reverses certain lines (wave length

1WV1 to 'j + su) and spreads out the lines into broad absorption

bands. These effects are enhanced by leading into the crucible.

through the perforated upper carbon, a gentle si ream ol hydrogen

7. Change of State.—There are two types of change ol state
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consideration^ ot tin' isothermal* for ice water. The place of

this -'hot ice" would seem to be represented l>y the prolongation*

upward of the ice i>othennals beyond the horizontal line to where
they meet the line of no pressure. The critical point, which is

roughly fixed at 14°C, would then be above the limit to the tem-

perature of hot ice in a vacuum. " It is also pointed out that the
sealing wax type ot melting is prohaMy similar to the change of

ice into water below the lower, or above"the upper, critical points,

if these exist.'*—PhU. Mag., July, 1881, pp. 32-48. j. t.

II Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Geology of the Province of 3finas Geraes.—From two im-
portant memoir- published hy I Vol". Henrique Gorceix in the
Ai,i,nt«<ht Ewnht <h M!n«»<i< On,-o /Wto, noticed in our last,

we condense the following account of the geology of the central
part of the province of Minas Geraes, Brazil.

The greater part of 1 he central portion of the province of Minas

do Ks.pinhaco. This chain is formed principally of quartzose and
schistose rocks, to which arc joined granitic gneiss and even true

granites, mica schists, dikes and intercalated heds of diorite and
all deposits of anomalous rocks containing tourmalines,

disthene and other minerals.
The quartzose rocks are true quartzites consisting of irregular

grains of hyaline quart/, without cement. To the quartz in these

The inferior div

resence of small

green color. These quartzites are known by the nan
columites and are in the lower division o'haractoriz.

chistose or flaggy structure.

In the quartzites with the green substai

ecognized at Ouro Preto. the lower on,

-Inch near Our,. I'reto are inclined at a

the sou-

arsenical iron pyrites,

cases, as at Morro Velho, Pary, etc., quartz enters in

small proportions in the vein matter and the gold is

• --.m-tain quantity. When, on the coll-

ated in the vein i



I iii tin' rock in scales analogous to the scales of iron

oxide, these scales being sometimes joined together so as to form

large nuggets. The distribution of the gold' in the rock appears

t.» be irn _!;' lines have, like \ fin-,

a definite direction. The absence of sulphides which characterize

the gold hearing rocks interior to itabirit.es, is worthy of note.

The only substance which appears to mark the presence of gold

is a whit< ce1 - in the rock.

The schistose rocks are of very variable c'

a relatively small development of the scl

those superior to the itabirites characterize.;

uninance of the argillaceous character and <



•ri/.ed by thi' presence of isolated masses <

letermination of the geological age of these i

n that of tlie relative ages of the different o

liffictllt bv tile absence of fossils, ami by

ion of the beds by folding :m<l faulting.

s on the othe

The rocks above "described have been referred to the Tertiary

and Secondary ages; but there are good reasons for considering

them more ancient than the limestones of the Sfio Francisco in

which Prof. 0. A. Derby found fossil corals which indicate thai

conglomerate denominated <>a,i<t<< formed on the surface from the

fragments of the underlying rocks and which continues to form



of which only seven' or eight

vera I kilograms of topazes. In

no- to the same geok
its distribution' the
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at Sao Jofto da Chapada, near Diamantii
(1 is associated with a white clay analogous

occurs with veins of quartz containing spec

11 be seen, therefore, that the diamond and t<
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' the Volcanic Eruption on Ha

mi>i;.rtniu', it m:iy he interesting to note, that vvliiNt Kin-- Kala-

kaua is making the tour of the world, in order to bring more pen-

pie under his beneficent swav. tin ,_,-,,iHess Pele may be adding a

new appanau* i«, I Ih ,M;,j-u ^ .loniini..n-.

The latest reports from the eruption inform us that the -real

l:n , I! ,u 11, , i el n . bed u thin ! vo miles o! Nib,, ha.l then

niitb hank of the -real (

er floor, not far dNtani
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strained to speechlessness, says: "Is this all?" But sc

broad disk of the hike heaves and tiv.nhles. Now the i

floor cracks and a serrated lissnre, like the suture of a skill

from side to side; and <|uirl< darling streaks, sudden
of the crust, shoot across in all directions. These serrated

are, at first, rosy lines on the gray surface; then they are

ie now frettino- and marin- rim of tin

another of now wildly upleapin- fount

ir ruddy crests, and throw off gout

i molten earth, sounds a deeper, bellowing bass than an

ie sounding sea. Finally the heaved up crust broke

ueiits, is churned up and' dissolved in the boiling flooc

ng gulf is now indeed a vortev <>i indescribable glorie

tofiftyfo
flow almos
from Mills

the southeaste

r of the line aj

the lavas 1



m tin- coast, ami often like thunder.— Htura'ihi,, (in

]). II. Ilitrhcock, dated Ililo, June 30th, 1881.—

gulch force

ay afternoon we rode up to it before dark
lie st ream was entirely confined to the gulch and intensely active,

[t was than about half a mile from the flats spoken of.

The flow was on an average 75 feet wide and from 10 to -30

feet in depth, as it filled the gulch up level with its banks. The
sight was grand. The whole frontage was one mass of liquid

lava carrying on its surface huge cakes of partly cooled lava.

Soon after we reached it the flow reached a deep hole, some 10 or

15 feet in depth with perpendicular sides. The sight as it poured

>vcr that fall in two cascades was magnificent. The flow was

hen moving at the rate of about 75 feet an hour. About nud-

light we noticed a diminution in the activity of the gulch How

Hid soon saw a bright red glare above the'trec tops, and \>eiv

nv>entlv startled b v the burnin-r ,/,„ hursts and the crackling

ind falling of the lives somewherf above' us. The whole sky

gulch some quarter of a mile. And what a scene lav before us as

we ascended a slight elevation. The on-coming overflow had

swept over the banks of the narrow gulch and was flowing^ like

water into a dense grove of neneleau and guava tree-. There

acre, while the fires were running up their trunk- ai

the branches and leaves overhead'! the How was so rapid that
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advance will ivacli ns. Still we have hope.

It is now 8-J months since the outburst began near the summit
of the mountain. Puri:.<r this period it lias s'ent out avast stream

some 30 miles toward' 3h. una Ken; another of nearly equal

dimensions toward Kilauea. Between these streams others of

very liquid paiho<:Jo,< have divided and subdivided on the sides

the stream wh Ivanced four ...ile> from

enter the harbor. But as the body oi the fiery fusion is too

on "both side",'!' "buiblin-s.

It is amusina- to see the elublren and even older people gathered

at the lower end of the How and along its margin, all ea U er to

E. Hamlin, mil

Geology of Mt.
following.—

Material inter

drift, whatever .



SntnUjir I

-r.ivityOf 2-69 (without any consider:! 1.1. portion tint her settling)

the ielilspar portion -separated into two parts with -
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grains offered no peculiarities to conflict with the abov

This method of analysis, as Dr. Hawes is aware, has a source

of error in the fact that the grains of a fine-grained cryst ulliiu-

rock will not altogether, an. I perhaps not generally, be wholly free

from admixture, owing to the adhesion and interpenetration of the

associated minerals, and feldspars especially are likely to be thus
blended; hence, while the existence of at least two feldspars is

thus plainly proved, the analyses of the two parts can give only
. results, and -o they are regarded by the author.

There is another source of uncertain^ a^ regards the feldspars

of sueh a roek in the sirnilarin of specific gravit ; of some of the

half ot the varieties of Labradorite, and one-third of those of an-
desite. have the specific gravity 2 -09 or above; the rest, below
2-<Sft. The doubts that are thus introduced, chemical analysis can

Dr. Ila.ves continues as follows: "The analyses of the anor-
thite and augitc that I picked from West Rock may lie added,
and our knowledge of this diabase may be >aid to be quite com-
plete as regards the composition of the fresh rock. I will place
together the analyses of the rock and its other components. Pro-
iessor Genth's analyses, to w hich I ha\ e referred, is more complete
than any that I have made, since he determined the traces of
hthia. copper and sulphur. But his analysis was made on more

bi'ighr and clear, and also illustrates the commonest, variety of the

The following analyses are then cited from the article bv him

. XXII, No. 139.-
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Dr. Hawcs next -jives the result of a calculation by him of the

nineral constitution of the West Rock trap from the above ele-

nents, which is as follows:

Dr. Ilawes thus makes out that the feldspar of the Jersey City

;rap consists of lahn«l<>rit> and fvhUputlih- nutto-i'il h<trin<i th>

<if,<> <>f uiiJ,-*it> ; while that of West R>ek consists chiefly of

tnnrth'itr and <//^7<.

This extraordinary result for the West Rock trap and its

io wide divergence from that for the -Jersey City trap make it

mportnnl to consider carefully the details in the calculation. It

ity and West IJock trap-, in las former paper, gave them very

learlv the same chemical < stitution. We cite the analyses

Ogether for c j>aris..n, along with another -. from I In- same paper)

>f a trap from Wintergreen Lake, which adjoins West Rock.

Si02 A12 3 Fe 2 3 FeO MnO MgO

The anorthite is i



characteristics :ir<' rightly <_;-i vt-n ) remarks that it crystallized out
from the nia^s of thf rock because of its different composition;
as In- has since rightlv observed, it was lirst to crystallize because

The mass of the rock, containing none of the anorthite crystals,

was analyzed by him separately and his results are those of No.
3 in the last table; they show a very near identity with the West
Rock trap.

It appears, hence, that Dr. Hawes's recognition of anorthite as

a prominent ingredient of the West Rock trap was not warranted
by any observed tacts; that his announcement of albite as a

constituent lias as vet nothing to sustain it: and that the Mesozoie
trap of eastern North America still needs careful investigation.

5. New Devonian Plants.—Dr. Dawson read before the Geo-
logical Society of London, June -_':(d, l*s)u, a miner describing sev-

eral new North American Devonian plants, as follows : A small
Tree-fern, . Isfi ropttris Xor,'f><,r<i<>,ois!x. characterized by an axial

cylinder compoM-d of radiating vertical plates of -calurifonn tissue,

imbedded in parenchyma, and surrounded by an outer cylinder

penetrated with leaf-bundles with dumb-bell-shaped vascular bun-

dles, from the 1'pper Devonian of New York; a species of Equl-

wood. new in its characters, from the Devonian of New York,
named < \-U„l, ,,,-,/lon />/•/'/,, <ir,n,,, and having some analogies with
Pr<>t<>t<(.rit, s and with .\}>hijU.un> p,ii',uh,.rini, of Liiger; also sex-

re of the beds, and showing the harmony of

of the Devonian of New York, and also'the

of the .Middle and Upper Devonian was end-



Srlr-,, tip, In lelligence.

re, a loot or more in length an<

lary

nodern times, dedi

from the

a s,,,eies

I.-rii::

eated "in tin- paper to Mr. S.-lwyn; several Poplars, as Pn/n/Ius

Hazel, a chestmit-leave<l Oak apparently new, some ( oniferous

trees, as Seqvoio hhK/silorfii, an ally of the uiant trees of Cali-

fornia, Taxo'Jinm nrr'hlnituh, of XeVberry, and 7W.»v7'-* 0//-/Z-/

of Heer. The flora indicated is, on the whole, similar to that of

the Porcupine Creek m-oup of Dr. <>. M. Dawson's Report on the

41'ili Parallel, that of the Lignitic area of the Mackenzie River,

descrilxd hy II. era- Mi.„-,-i..-. that, of the Fort Union -roup of

Newberry, and of the Carbon group of Lesqnereuv,— formation-;

described in a fortheuinino' report of 1 he CeoloU ieal Survey, where

7. Nort/i Auxrh'an W<sozoir <n><! ('<<><<>:<>!< <r<olo<ji/ <"" 1

VaU-nntnlmiU, <>r '/» Mi'hhfil /fi.sfn,;, »f <»<> k,i»,rh <hj< oft/,,

TrUi**h;.h,ru**h^ Cr.tunnHs ,n„l Trrtiar;/ Formation* </ tin*

' in\ inn in!',! t"h. J-' na'l I the" in.-innal

Soeietv of Natural M,s.orv. )-Tliis vohune is the result of mueh

divisions is chr<>noh.<>Je;i

and subjects under the (

makes part of the Claeier theorv are likely to stand.

8. Species of Pterygotus from the Water -lime
Buffalo.—Mr. .1. PoiiLu.vn has described in the Bui
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Buffalo Society of Natural History, vol. iv, No. 1, 1881, the
niaxillipcd of l't< ryjntii.* llnf,,{,»,,, six. from the Waterdinie group
in-ar Buffalo, with illustrations, the length 6| inches and breadth

length ami having its surface finely granulose. The rock has
also afforded E>in/pt t -,'>ix r< ,i/i/>(-x, //. hirnxtrix^ /•/. rohuxtax and K
Ikfoty!. The author states that Ensures worjnoms of Grote
<fe Pitt is probably Hall's Euryptenis paxtulosux.

9. On *Ae ^ewM* AlvtoHks, An.pkxus <,„<! Zaphrnith, from.
tin <\trl>niuft-font System of Sv.ttbi,,,! ; by JAMES THOMSON,
F.G.S. Phil. Soc. of Glasgow, 1881.—This paper gives a review
<>f previous views as to the genus Alr<ol',t<x and its relations to
E<tr»s it*;* and ('li.tt,l,s. It is stated to differ from the last two in

having HsMi.arous generation, while F<irusites differs from Chcetetes

A Memoir upon Loxolophoth
v F. Osnoiix. Se.D., with a Sli-

er Beds in the Washakie Basi
54 pp., 4to, with 6 plates. Pri

if U'n itei length. ..1 th.-M of ,*. ,hih (whirl, is tin />,W
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he Aracece by Engler. This comprises four more Monoc
loiiuus orders, and one Dicotyledonous, namely the Cwurbit
The least important of the mouocotyledonous orders is tl

I so K. Indian), divided an mi, 1 1. roe genera! Andoneoftho:

.llu-'auail! i!r'i ,ia\ he ' e x,m
'

'ted t'n do

rood work for our science.

The three following small orders, Alis>iuti-t><r, Ihitontttrnt

Twwayiiw. are elaborated by M. Micheli of (Geneva, who

iree to ordinal rank, the

ew, viz: that the second group should go'with the Alismaceu

ouhl exclude as well li'oin the X<ihl,,i a> Ironfall these order



/,' 'm ,, 'in>! Z il< "j i.

ctiis ha nil y i xhiltits the characters. The order is <

ral others, find

rt hen, United States or Brit . It is

. expected that ccies oi

settled. Tina: a is lh

orrey's Tra descant ia anomala 7'/w,

{T.flexuosa,
T. Flondana of S. Watson i

, H. B. K. T. linearis, Heath . i>in Wrigh
"exas. Tradescuntiu him,, In, > «,f Tornv i

f Clarke, while! Torrey's var. i^et'iyb^/-"is Z,7„-/„,

//,/,//,/,/„, ahl;f monographed by Cogniaroj of Be
(•-thirds of the present volnm e.' 1: is mo re thai

pairs, and one separate.



of Feuillea are unilocular, although

had subsequently ascertained this in

the case of F. Ifoorei, figured in the i>otuni<

bilocellate. Indeed, Hooker had subsequently ascertained this i

ical Magazine
there generalize the observation. This

case, the older view must be preferred. And being preferred bv
Cogniaux, il would have been better to have adopted it practi-

cally as well as theoretically, and constructed the generie char-

acters accordingly, instead of on the old model of "Stamina :j,

anthera una luulornlarls, <<<(< >•<> ltll<><><larl.-<" more convenient

though it be.

The geographical distribution of a family at once so peculiar,

so wide-spread and so considerable in numbers and generic diver-

sity (79 genera and Coo specie^, migh' rai>«- interesting specula-

tions. It must be an ancient family; for the numerous genera,

as well as the species, are circumscribed in range, and only six or

seven are common to the Old and New World, except as 'diffused

We note one generic name to be changed, not because of the

somewhat bizarre fancy of Mr. C. B. Clarke in naming two genera

of the same order in honor of the same person, i, e., Warea and
K( li/ii, -la, but because the Cruciferous genus Warea, always of

•I validity, has held its place in all the books from

Lindley^ Vegetable Kingdom down to the new Genera Plan-

tarum inclusive. The latter work is followed in the reference of

Mrtjurrhlza to Jjhlaoct/stis, as proposed by Decaisne, although

firming our opinion that the genus is a thoroughly good one.

the nomenclature of our scanty North American
('n,>nrhltar<><,> ;u-c few. ('uc.urhlta ^ ,; N „ls is identitied with the

". frtidissima, II. B. K. We should say that thir ~~ J

the related perennial species are prov ided with fleshy roots,

with "rhlzouudo cmsto" <;,;,, 11, ,,„ of Schlechtendal hav
been identified with Tricer . Kichard, and the ge

rehabilitated, the Texan Su 'J.ilnn, of Gray and Eng< linann

comes the type of a new gen is dedicated to that cap
botanist, Maximowicz. N. Liialln nnrrl is therefore Ma.'-lnmu-a

Ll»dh> Inn //, Trlanosperma becomes at section of an older ge

Cayaponia of Mauso, and oi ir species is accordingly <
'.
H<ajkl

Cogn. Xaudin's Erhltajpep

and so tlie KlaUrrln,,, Cnnlf, /•/, /•;. (IV

ferred to the first section of the latter gvUU>. The West Iud
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leagues from Paris), although of comparatively recent foundation
by a single individual at his country place, is already an impor-
tant establishment, and in hard\ shrubs it is wholly unrivalled.

The shrubs are not only collected, but critic-ally studied. The
valuable catalogue published a few years ago gave evidence of
this. And now, in this more sumptuous work, critical, little-

known, or new species are admitabh Hour. d. Iull\ described, and
their history and synonymy discussed with ability. Two volumes
of 60 plates each are promised; three fascicles have already ap-
peared (the first in Isso, I he third early in the present summer),
each of six plates and a sheet of letter-press, in imperial quarto
form. The plates are engraved on copper from drawings by
Riocreux and by one or two other artists of hardly less excel-

lence; and all the main details of flower and fruit are given in

the analysis. The pomaceous or other fleshy fruits are colored.

Altogether this is a work of note and of the highest value, is

evidently a hdmr of love and of pure scientific devotion. It is

published by J. B. Baillicre at Paris, etc., at the price of ten

francs per part of six plates. Thus far im-t of the species illus-

trated are either North American or of North-eastern Asia, and
therefore of special interest to us. The American species are as

follows; J,.,,,,,.si,/ Americana, JJirfriUa scssilifolia, Xnttnlfn,

3. The British .V<,.«.«-F!,„;

lent work which we have air

plates 10-12, and illustrates

plates are admirable. One

,,; by R. Bbaithwaite, M.D., F.L.S.

,

i"iVM,j
,

Vp,'

,

n-.i yz,j,,s~' rL

4. A,///,-,;//;,..*, rt ir Struct

tht - Do'-triae of Descent"
A ,.,„,, .!:.,- of Practical fas

n /•:,,/^xofSchi,nper.
arc, C/iOin/cs a,,,l Li/, -fnstiir,,:.-< in?},

an Forms; beinu an A/,/,/icati,o, ,,f

tn tJ„ st,ah/ of tlnttcrflies, with an
tractions; l>v Sam. ya.'W. Sorm.Ki:.
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,
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Secretaries: Section A, Prof. II. T. Eddy, Cincinnati ; B, Pro
C. S. Hastings, Baltimore; C, Dr. A. Springer, Cincinnati; I

Dr. C. P. Dudley, Alt. .una, Pa. ; K, Ca]»t. K C Dutton, Wael
ington; F, Dr. C. S. Minot, Boston; G, R. Brown, Jr., Cincii

nati; H, Prof. Otis T. Masmn, Washing. m ; I, Dr. Franklin I

Um Gil , Lowville, N. Y.
Prof. W. B. Rogers was de< te.l the first Honorary Fellow <

the Association.

List of Papers accepted for lieadimj.

Wm. Harkness : olar parallax, with sp
(rial reference to the coming transit of Venus

;
On a simple method of measurii

';';"

HiRlit oftli,. boomerang; On a new method of applyi



12 #«**« v Lit•lli<i>'nc<

E.L.S

Hollet : Suggestions ft>r improvement in the

L. Waldo : A new t

It registi ring , lmn i »S£££mation of hail
;

'['. S'I'KKKY HINT
H. Cakmichael:

ni.-llts <>!' ili,. orbits of the st'Vfii cleclrical '

iotes ou cosmic physiology.

iomotor; A new ditlVrential rlicnuomcicr.

2. Chemistry.

;ucose and grape-sugar (amylose) ; Mixed or new process

.1. Lawrkxck Smith : Dotert.

amps ; Iron with anomalous chemical properties ; Hiddeni

aalysis; Rel
j rotatory p
sugar, with

; Regulator

C. Richarosok:

i

-„.„ l''r

importance of syi

: DU.romiodacrylic and

jvaporation balance ; The liqu<



Sf;sceH<n,em<x lukllhji'hrp.

f Lower Great Lakes

low does the bee extend - toti^n..-: Tin- Syrian bees; Carbolic

Mipfrestioiis of coup «.f (nit.'iiiDloiry
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. Sternberg : Contribution to the study of Bacterial c

m eiposed mucous surfaces in the alimentary canal of

The best method o

r, Jr. : On a convex

?he uncivilized mind in the presence of higher phases of civiliza-

ieroglypMcs; Stone

drift.

: The stone images and idols of the mound-builders ; Remark-

Dn the inhabitants ol oly called Chukchis

>N: Houses of the ancient inhabitants of the Mississippi V alloy ;

hunted by the Indians on the prairies of Illinois? Ih < ><t^>n><

the Southern Indians : Agriculture and agricultural implements

;:.'t;,i:!. ,.• •', \! --.--

A. Smith : Comparative differences in the Iroquois group of

ii,\l!i> of the Iroquois,

'n the ancient Japanese bronze bells ; On worked shells in New

tf : Interpretation of pictographs by the application of gesture-

w . i)E Haas! The mo,
ntiqu

.

mounds on the

F.

hum una f

. So Ohfierrer

a';' I'n'lrn'ss'o'f a'rvl

represented by a w<'>\-<\- tbr example: 16,718, by the

page 167, which is electrize; 349° 12', by the 12th ^
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:U!t, which is [,r<>j><>rt;o>uihl, nets ; April 1

4

d 10 h 48'" (=April
14 ,!

-4.-.,-i:u-45 day .if the year (or 1U.V45, on leap year)), by the
*-

-~*
1 1 j wiinl on |»;i^f ia4. which is o-W/, and so on. In a similar

words, one for the iaVht ascension and one for the north polar
distant., whirl, is 1o he preferred to declination, as the distinrtior.

"I plus and minus is thereby avoided. We refer to the article for

1 letaiko! \„ ,,!..,, lo diie! \r i- ,daph It ,11 tin requirement

s

'
:

Ve
.

... r .','

;. ,

'.;',:'.
:

TheelunMit^andephMnen-.tConut./d 1
ss f. computed at lio.fon,

e Exact Science*, Biographical and



:i description of the great alluvial plain «>) i he Mi--i-sippj, ami of

the agricultural regions of the State, too-other with analyses of

soils and a. discussion ,,f the same; separate agricultural descrip-

tions of the several parishes under the heads of the agricult ural

regions to which they belong; and, lastly, information as to agri-

cultural practice in the several parishes, ohtained as replies to a

series of questions under various headings; these replies afford

data for a comparison of the dill'erent part- of' the State, as

tillage; the draft used in breaking up ; the practice of subsoiling :

fall plowing or not; rotation of crops or not. and if so, the order.

and the results; kind- of fertilizers, and the results ; u-e made of

so on, follow,, 1 by other questions with reference to ginning.

baling and shipping; diseases, insect enemies ; labor and system

of farming; wages, etc. The report shows that the great subject

of cotton production could not be in better hands.
5. Third Brv*w I'rh^ A,;,*!,,,,,, of Turin, oj><:» t<> Srh-ntJM*

and Inventors of all Nations.—The value of the Hressa prize is

whatever nationality, not a member oi the Academy, who, .hiring

>< '. 1 tl ir .• - , I
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Art. XXXV.— On the Cause of the Arid Clinvik- of tht

Many questions arising in the study of western geology
involve the consideration of the arid climate of the region, and
I have frequently been led to inquire as to its cause. Arid
climates are usually attributed to the passage of prevailing

winds over high mountain chains. As they ascend the moun-
tains upon the windward sides they are cooled by the expan-
sion due to diminished barometric pressure, their capacity for

moisture is reduced and an abundant precipitation takes place.

Descending upon the leeward sides these changes are reversed
;

the air is heated, its capacity for moisture is increased, it

becomes dry, and having been depleted of moisture is supposed
to he incapable of yielding a copious -upply to regions beyond.
Th is. explanation is no doubt good for some localities. Peru
is a case in point and for that country it seems quite perfect.

It is believed by many that it also explains the and climate of

the western half of the United States, and that the Sierra
Nevada is the range which robs the winds of that region of
the moisture which otherwise would make its vast expanse
fertile. Reflection upon this case has led me to a different

conclusion.

It is unquestionable that the Sierra Nevada abstracts a
notable amount of moisture from the winds blowing from the
Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series*, Vol. XXII, No. 130,-October, 1881.
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Pacific. Mr. B. B. Reddiing, the Lane1 Agent of the Cen tral

Pacific Railroad, has kept for se ars excellent record sot'

the rail ' nia and Nevada, and

inform:3 me that along the mail i road from Sacramento to the

t pass of the Sierra, the; ainfall i the

indred feet of atude. At
hive: pitation ninety inc

It is rlot improbable thai this s cons,den

exceeded at numerous p< of the rai

It seeins clear therefore tl Kit tl le windsJ Which blow over the

Sierra are to some notable ex tenA depleted of m< listuiv and the

effect inust be to at least a,,r ;ivate th. - aridity ions

dng immediately i

made evident that this effect is relatively not great, ;

the elevated re-ion of the west would be on the wh
nearly as arid ash now is if the Sierra Nevada were oh

as a 'mountain range. Nor can the other and lowei

upon them are recvaporated in lo<o and the atmospl

mately sutlers no material loss of moisture.

When the winds blow constantly from a cool to a

re-ion thov heroine warm and therefore dry ; and if tV

no opportunity to take up more moisture on the wav
sage from a 'cool to a warm re-ion is a sutlieient

ti eh - " V.. '' <\ d- d

western quarters, uemg luo *«—-»

perhaps large cyclones occasionally

turn the weathercock toward an easterly quarter, but the

general drift of the great atmospheric ocean is ever from west

air drift comes fiom the Pacific and

quite saturated with moista!* The

quantity of moisture ra

re!u-l.;Vtln"!,,tl !i

,,

is\t

t

^n."
and the temperature of the air as it

nnedbN oceanic conditions.

From the Aleutian Isla nds a coastwise ocean-current moves

southward, having a bread tli of 500 miles or more, and extend-

th its south v

ake the climal
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effect on the more southerly shores is to make them cooler.

Stated in another manner the relation is such that the tempera-
tures of the land areas in the high latitudes are lower than those
of the ocean, while in the low latitudes they are higher. In
the high latitudes, therefore, the winds blowing from the

cooled by the Ian

by it. Hence the
}

are warmed by it. Hence the precipitation is copious i

former regions and meager in the latter. Between the two
belts where these opposite effects are pronounced is a region

where they shade into each other, and though this intermediate
region cannot be marked out by distinct boundaries it may
-ill be said to exist in latitudes lying within the valley of the

Columbia River.

The cause of an arid climate thus indicated may be regarded
as generally operative throughout the western mountain region

;

and it will no doubt appear upon full consideration to be much
more potent and widely extended in its action than any or

even all of the mountain ranges could be. It is, however,
greatly modified by the intervention of local causes, which

" mask or obscure it. The precipitation in different

portions of the region is highly irregular and several modify-
ing causes can be indicated which, though they do not nullify

i general one here set forth, frequently become much
more conspicuous in their effects. For instance, it is well-

known that the heaviest rainfall in the United States, except-
ing possibly upon some mountain topis, occurs upon the coast

of Oregon and Washington Territory. But as already indicated
this is the locality where we find the neutral axis, so to speak,
of the alleged causes favoring respectively" humidity and
aridity, and where their eil'ects arc at a minimum or even at

zero. Moreover, the westerly winds saturated with moisture
here strike the coastwise mountains, and are suddenly thrown
upward several thousand feet before they have had time to

feel the heating effect of the land which is here very slight; and
the precipitation is thus very copious. Descending to lower
levels inland they soon become dry and produce a sub-arid

The most frequent variants of climate are the great differ-

ences of altitude in dillcivnt portions of the west. The moun-
tain tops and summits of the plateaus arc ahvavs well watered,
and in anv given latitude the rainfall increases or diminishes at

a fairly definite rate with the altitude. But the variation of
i-aitiiafl with altitude is l»v no means a simple ratio. Between
+•'><><> and 6000 feet the difference in rainfall is not great;
hetween 8000 and 7500 feet it is verv considerable; between
7500 and 9000 it is still greater.

Moreov igb latitudes
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than in low latitudes. In passing from the southern to the

northern boundary, if we compare localities of equal altitudes

along any given meridian, we shall find the rainfall steadily

though perhaps not uniformly increasing. This is an obvious

consequence of the theory suggested.

Although no very great effects upon the general condition

of aridity are here attributed to the depletion of moisture by

i;_re of the winds over mountain ranges, it is still true,

no doubt, that highly important local effects are thereby pro-

duced. The rainfall' at the eastern base of the Sierra Nevada.

and for two hundred miles east of it is most probably reduced

very greatly by this cause. In the sink of the Humboldt
Eiver, the annual precipitation seldom reaches four inches, and

may average not more than three inches. But as we pass

eastward beyond the wake of this range, its effects become

gradually less; and long before the Wasatch is reached they

have become inconsiderable. Since the Sierra Nevada is the

longest, highest and widest of the individualized ranges of the

Rocky system, its local effect upon the humidity of the plains

and valleys lying immediately under its lee is greater than that

of any other. But the same kind of effect is preceptible in

some other ranges.

The discussion of the causes of local variations in climate

might be almost indefinitely extended. Nothing more is

designed here than to advert to one general cause of aridity

which prevails over the entire region, and which everywhere

persists, though it is often obscured, sometimes reversed and

sometimes reinforced by local causes.

Akt. XXXVI.— <h. .
Forms of Triloba

from the Primordial Rocks of Troy, V. ).. witft observations on

the genera Olenellus, Paradoucj

'

-<!us; by $.

Among the various species of Trilobites of the genus

Paradaddes (abstracting those forms of which we know the

thoracic structure but imperfectly or not at all), there may be

ape: One characterized by haying

the second, and rarely also the first, pleuron prolonged consider-

ably beyond the succeeding ones ; and the other by having all

of the anterior pleura, as we proceed backward, decreasing or

increasing in length, according to the species, in a regular man-

ner. As examples of the former we may instance F-
</'innsn.s from the Bohemian I'nmoniiai." and P. fienorlOi from

that of Newfoundland (and the majority of the Bohemian species
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might be included) ; and of the latter the most if not all of the

British species, all of the Swedish, and the American P. Harlahi,
Why two species, so closely allied as are the P. spinosus and
P. Harlani, should jet differ in the particulars mentioned, has
all along been looked upon as a mystery ; but there can be but
little doubt that all who have seriously contemplated the mat-
ter, have regarded these differences as possessing a deep and
peculiar significance.

• The five known species of the American genus Olenellus ad-
mit of a similar grouping, and, if we confine ourselves to the

adult forms alone, upon the ground of thoracic differences

equally pronounced with those obtaining in the genus Para-
doxides. Three of them, 0. Thompsoni, 0. Vermon tanus and 0.

Oilbu-li have the third, pleuron conspicuously prolonged beyond
the others ; while in 0. asaphoides it forms, with those preceding
and succeeding it, a regularly graduated series. The thorax of

the fifth species, 0. Rowelli, has not been observed. These dif-

ferences long since attracted the attention of paleontologists, and
led at least one authority to exclude the 0. asaphoides from the

genus altogether,—apparently overlooking the fact that a simi-

lar course of reasoning would compel us to break up the genus
Paradoxides* But the facts now in hand show that Ob u> I!us

asaphoides is, beyond a doubt, a genuine Olenellus. As I shall

have frequent occasion, in the course of this article, to refer to

both the long and short ribbed forms spoken of, I shall desig-

nate them, whether referring to Paradoxides or Olenellus, as

the macropleural and brachypleural types respectively. These

11 only those of the adult, oidatyd two diameters.

terms, however, as will be seen further on, are not intended

be expressive of sharply defined or clearly distinct groups i

sub-groups, but are here introduced merely for the sake of co

* Thirteenth Regents' Report on the N. Y. State Cabinet, p. 119.
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As the result of some recent researches in the Primordial

beds of Troy, N. Y., I have obtained two specimens which

afford a very satisfactory solution of the structural peculiarity

noted above in the case of Olenellus asaphoides ; besides offering

a probable explanation of the brachypleurism observed in Para-

doxidea. They tend, moreover, to prove that the macro pi eiir:d

species of that genus should be regarded as typical. Both are

young specimens of Olenellus asaphoides and unusually perfect.

Their leading characters may be stated as follows:

Fig. 1 represents the younger and by far more important

specimen, the place of which, in the embryonic series, is

probably about mid-way between the forms represented by
figures 2 and 3 of my former article (this Journal for April.

1877). There are either nine or ten body-segments, the last

three or four being somewhat indistinct. The third pleuron is

considerably larger and longer than the others, the points

extending backward well beyond the limits of the thorax. All

of the pleura have the characteristic groove of Olenellus. The
posterior margin of the head is sharplv geniculated at thesufcures,

throwing the genal spines notably "forward upon the cephalic

periphery, precisely as in Paradox id.fs spinnsus Boeck and P.

pmilln* Barrandc '(see figs. .", and 0). The intcrocnlar spines

are prominent, and, although slightly damaged, can be seen to

have reached nearly to the third body-segment. Moreover, these

spines and the trenal spine- arc still parallel with each other as

in earlier embryonic life. The irlnbella is marked by three

furrows besides the neck-furrow, all of which run entirely

across it as in the known preceding stages of development.
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The v

Fig. 2 represents the second and older specimen, the left-

band portion of which is partly restored in the drawing. The
place of this specimen in the developmental series removes it

a number of steps from the form just described, allying it

much more nearly to those forms in which the metamorphoses
are at an end. There are fourteen body-rings, and behind
these a minute, ruddy semi-circular plate (the pygidium),
which f believe : to have been the source t>f all the body-
segments. The third pleuron is still conspicm:>usly longer than
the others ; but e width, as comparec1 with that in fig.

1 its direction changed. How far

backward it extended it i* as both the right

and left hand pc.int-; are vranting; but the phjural furrows are
here relatively much sh 1, and this fact

strongly argues a corresponding abbreviatioii of the pleural

points. The he:id forms i•ather less than a sei

the posterior m; red slightly forward
mens, however, me size, and even smaller, the pos-

V transverse, and h<mce the curving
in the present ii evidently an indivi

The interoeular i still attached to

the fixed cheeks;. The -r, der. reach as far

backward as th third pi i with the inter-

ocular spines a 1very appn tciabie angle. The glabella is some-
what crushed, bi ,o be furrowed nearl V as in the adult.

I cannot say w iti, \ .rtai nty whether all of
;

the furrows in

advance of the ru ;ek-fuiro i the median line

or not. The scirfaee is .
just beyond the

eyes some obsci ?n can be detected. The length of

0-33 of aii inch, and the breadth at the genal
angles 24.

In fig. 3, whicth is an oiltline representatioi i of fig. 5 of my
former article, th

scries, the inten

e third ph

irhave'disapp^n
j others, a regular

3d, the head has

ing macropleural in ei

in the adult; and this breaks down the

dividing line between them. Now, according to a well-known
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canon in Natural History, 0. asaphoides must be regarded as

higher in grade than its macropleural congeners; and this

. being true, we are naturally led to inquire whether the brachy-

pleural forms under the genus Paradoxides are not also higher

in grade than their macropleural conveners. Unfortunately,iiers. uniortunaxeiy,

•equired to decide this question is wanting;
but there are certain known tacts having an important bearing

apon it. and to these I shall now refer.

Among the macropleural Paradoxides described by Barrande,

there are a number of species of which we lack either one or

other of the growth extremes ; some of them being known only

by adult examples, and others only by forms which appear to

be the ;young. I say appear to be, because, while I have myself

no doubt that P. pasHbis is a voung Trilobite, there is nothing

in the aspect of P. /„//V>/> except its small size and excessively

produced second pleura t.. mdi.'-at.- that it was not full grown.

In the case of P. spinosus and P. Bohemians, however, we know
both the young and mature forms ; and, as will be seen by

figure 4, P. spinosus, in the young state, was not only pro-

nouncedly, but even extravagantly, macropleural, the points ol

the second body-segment extending, like those of the third in

the young of 0. asaphoid,^, backward beyond the thorax; and

in the young of P. lhhemims this peculiarity is equally strik-

ing. But although this feature, in both of these species, was

well-nigh obliterate.! in the adult, yet in neither was the pro-

cess carried sufficiently far to render them brachypleural

species. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to see that such a

result might easily have been attained; and from what we now

know of the history of < ). asaphoides, coupled with the facts

just stated, there is strong presumptive evidence that the

brachypleural species of Paradoxides were macropleural in early
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life. It is earnestly to be hoped that the British and Swedish
savans will institute, at no distant day, new researches, with the

view of reaching a clear and final settlement of this important

question.

But by far the most interesting feature of the young speci-

men of Olenellus asaphoides first described yet remains to be

trip considered. I allude to the remarkable Paradox-
ides-Wke run of the outer portion of the posterior margin of the

head, shown at a a in figure 1. This feature, though varying
in the intensity of its expression in the several species, is, if we
exclude one or two species which are in other xespects abnor-
mal, constant in the genus Paradoxides, and appears to have
been especially emphasized in the forms of the macropleural
section; but it is shown in none of the other species of the

genus Olenellus, and even disappears altogether, as we have
seen, in 0. asaphoides. duriin;- embryonic life. After much
study of the subject, I am convinced that we have here the

exhibition of a character, afterwards lost, which in Paradoxides
may be regarded as fixed. It is true, that in 0. Gilberli* the

posterior margin is deeply emarginate in the vicinity of the

postero-lateral angles; and this feature, as shown by the figures

given in the Vermont Geological Reports, is sometimes present
in 0. Yenaoittfinus ; but the facial suture, in the former species,

does not cut the posterior margin at the point of genieulation
as in Paradoxides, but far within it; and this appears to hold
good for the youngest specimen which Dr. White figures. It is

evident, to my mind, that this character is not the same with
that under discussion occurring in the voung of 0. asaphoides

;

and I believe that no one, who will take the trouble to examine
the facts, will be likely to reach a different conclusion. The
discovery, however, of still younger specimens of 0. Gilberli is

greatly to be desired, as they would doubtless serve to throw
t upon the whole question.

Now, if the foregoing interpretations be correct, Olenellus

asaphoides must be regarded as higher in grade than any of the
normal species of Paradoxides ; and such I believe its history
and structure alike declare it to be. The following additional
facts and considerations appear to me to sustain this conclusion,
and tend to clear up a number of points hitherto obscure con-
nected willi the subject.

*ig. 1U represents the plan of structure of the head of i

Swedish Paradoxides, described by J. G. O. Linnarsson, it

of P. Kjerulfi.^ The thorax i

the examples figured is well preserved, but from the study of

* White, Rep. upon Geogr. and Geol. Explor. and Surv. west of the One Hun-
;; U. <,A. i figs. 3 a-c.

tOefversigtafYetenskiii-- i 1811, BTo. 6, Stockholm.
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;d with Primordial

Paradoxides; and

M. Linnarsson thus unqttestioningly describes it. It is only

when we come t© compare it with such forms as Olenellus

Fig. 9- Head (mi us the free cheeks) nd thora k of II,jdm,;pJinlws Saturnoides

Fig. '•

Paradoxides Ejandf Liniiarssou. IVoui i!i«.- Sued
11.—Hen of Iliidroo'jJiulus o'l-i e free cheeks restored in out-

lino), enl; rged 6 dia

wsaphm ies and 0. Gilberli and especi illy with the young of

the former, tha the real dillie lily ari ses. It differs from the

pair of

rms of lie genus
,.. „

(!) The possession of a

n the neck-furrow back-

entl y

:

1 rmlv 's '','pn'r'l;,

nriru'i
:

'( !>.-' LO, «a); (2) The appar

and (8) The marked

•olthe central po lions of the fixed cheeks (fig. 10, cc).

All of these characters, if we re-anl ihc spinous processes as

the structural homologate of the mterocular spines of Olenellus

asaphoides—see figs. 1 and 2, bb—(and whether so or otherwise,

I believe them to have been clearly functional lv such) occur

likewise in 0. asaphouhs; the first and third having here, how-

ever, only a transitory existence, while the second el

all the stages. <). us.ijdioidts further shows its close relation-

ship with the Swedish form in having all of its glabellar fur-

rows, in early embryonic life, extending entirely across, instead

of being interrupted, as in the more advanced and mature

forms, oil the median line. There can be scarcely a doubt that

the figure of /V rm/o.ridrs h'j, mlji above given represents a fulh

developed form, and that all of the characters which it exhibits

The above facts,

earlier, strongly argi

regarded as higher i

taken in

e that Ohui

grade thai

Utu

ction with those stated

asaphoides may be safely

known form of Paradox-

of them at least, O. 7 v ifi- l_> the •eiuial portions o!

or intoroeular spaees wore r.otal.b inflated in adult life.

the head-shield,

the fixed cheeks,
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ides whatsoever ; P. Kjerulfi being a normal species in so far as

concerns the contour of the posterior margin of the head, but
in other particulars one of the most widely divergent; and we
here touch, it seems to me, the real core of the matter. The
all-important question is, what is the precise nature of the rela-

tionship subsisting between these two species? We might,
indeed, rest content with the deductions already arrived at and
the inferences to which they lead ; among which latter may be
mentioned this: that if O. a.vi/i/midcs has the superior zoological

rank above accredited to it, it is probably a more recent form;
and this fact accords well with the collective testimony of the
other forms composing the local fauna (that of Troy, K. Y.,)

to which it belongs ; but are not the special relationships

pointed out, one and all, the mere incidents of some profounder,

icing relationship? That such they are I cannot well

doabt; and I am further compelled to add, that the study of

the facts herein presented has produced in my mind a strong
conviction that this relationship is probably deeper than an
ordinal, a family, or even a generic one—in short, that it is

genetic. And that this view of the case will ultimately pre-

vail, there is. in my opinion, every reason to believe.

The weight of the evidence in this case may perhaps be
better appreciated by a succinct restatement of it, and it

amounts to this: that four out of five of the fixed characters
of P. Kjerulfi above enumerated appear in the extreme
young of 0. amp/ioti/a only to disappear; and in addition
to this it loses during early life, as we have seen, its

iiism. Had we but" a single embryonic character

is species with Paradoxides the case would be
different, but we here have a whole congeries of such char-
acters, clearly and unmistakably shown, it is true that, in his

!; 't<-r writings <ls7i>>. M. Liiniarsson refers to P. Arr»0> us
/'"/•-/,/,.,„/, - ..( ,/,„, //„,, Krruiji: but in IS77. shortly after the

"H of my former article, we find him chair
title nt n „ „,,/,„;,/, s, as given h\ me. to PannUndes ("Ofon-

of 0. asaphoides,

e, except the seg-

has resulted from
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the evolution of some Paradoxides-Y\ke form, then the line of

descent probably extends backward through the macropleural

section of the genus Ohnellus to some such species as Para-
doxides Kjerulfi, or perhaps to some still more divergent form
of Paradoxides, with which we are as yet unacquainted.

Hydrocephalus is a still somewhat obscure genus occurring in

the Bohemian Primordial; but, as long since pointed out by
Barrande, one of the close allies of Paradoxides. It differs

from Paradoxides mainly in the course of its facial sutures, and

in the peculiar position of its genal spines; the former striking

the posterior margin, according to Barrande, in such a way as

to leave the latter attached to the fixed cheeks (see fig. 11, a a).

Barrande considers the head to have had the form shown in

the figure referred to, but the free cheeks have never been

observed. Hence a doubt may well exist as to whether what

he here calls the genal spines are truly such. M. Linnarsson

considers them the probable homologues of the spines of the

fixed cheeks of his Paradoxides ("0&W///.S-") Kj<rvlji, and the

interocular spines of Qlcnell.»s asaphoidc*. It is possible that

is the correct one, and, if so, the head, when perfect,

had much the form of that in fig. 6. At present,

I do not share this opinion, believing them to be

altogether peculiar. The discovery of a perfect specimen is

greatly to be desired. Anopolenus (Salter) is another of the

lea; and in the I*, expectans of Barrande

.,

etc., vol i, supplt, pi. 3, figs. 33-35, and pi. 14,

g. 35) we have a type so closely resembling it as to strongly

probably

fig. i
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suggest for them a genetic kinship (see Hicks, Quart. Jour.
Geol. Soc, vol. xxviii, pi. 7, figs. 1-11). Salter states that, in

the British Primordial, the genera Paradoxides, Anopolenus and
Olenus follow each other in regular order first Paradoxides,

then Anopolenus and lastly Olenus ; and in America we appear
to have a like succession— first Paradoxides, then Olenellvs, and
lastly the Glenoid types of the western States.

The remarkable inters ra observed
in the embryonic forms of Olenellus asaphoides, and the trans-

- there noted, appear to me to point to the Embryo as

the principal theatre of organic evolution in general ; and they
strongly suggest, to my mind, the operation of profounder laws
than any, hitherto assumed, as having effectively directed its

course. It seems well-nigh absurd to ascribe such effects to

natural selection, or the influence of environmental conditions,

such influences have, no doubt, to some extent, modi-
fied the total result. So far, however, as we are enabled to

judge, the conditions of existence in Primordial times were
remarkably uniform, and the "struggle for existence" was
probably less a struggle then than now. And if it be true that
the transformations wrought were mainly completed in embry-
onic life, and that, too, largely independent of external influ-

ences, it is no wonder that the great wealth of Silurian life still

lies before us practically a sealed book, for it is only in excep-
; uices that we may hope to be permitted to study the

embryology of animal forms long extinct.

In the preparation of this paper I have all along felt my own
unworthiness to deal in a befitting manner with the difficult

problems which its subject matter presents; while as concerns
the principal conclusion reached, or that touching the question
of genesis, I should prefer to be understood as expressing in it

rather my present convictions than my mature or final judg-
ments. Nevertheless, I believe it to have a veritable basis in
the known facts, and that its presentation is fully warranted by
them; but those better qualified to judge may decide differ-

ently, and thus the real truth of the matter, even if I have
missed it, will be likely, sooner or later, to come out. I have
thought it well to assume but little, and to proceed according
to the light of the evidence.
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Art. XXXVIL— Observations of Comet b, 1881, made at the

Washburn Observatory, I'nlvt rsitij of Wisronshi, Madison; by
Edward S. Holden.*

The following observations of the bright comet of 1881 have
been made at the Washburn Observatory, with the Clark

equatorial of 15'5 inches aperture, mostly with an eye-piece

magnifying 145 diameters, having a field of 25'

£

The accompanying engravings first appeared in Science of

July 23 and August 6, and have been kindly furnished by the

editor. In these (except in the case of the drawing of July 11),

the darker the shading the brighter the corresponding part of

the comet.

The Washburn Observatory is
h 49m 25 3*8 west of Washing-

ton. The times are, however. Chicmo m<>;ni times, or corre-

spond to a meridian 0" P" 1 l

s
-l east of our own. that is

h 42m
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M S. Holden— Observations of Co:

22 n> m. t.—Hazy and cloudy.
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Figure 11; July 17, 10h

Figure 12; July 18, 9h 30m-ll h Om m. t.—The nucleus is double
(it has not been previously),p= 2 75°, s— 1"-5, with a dark space
between the parts.

mil oat and tectum, it is t

noted that there is no doubt 'whatever as to the fact that

nucleus was double on July 18, July 19 and July 24. I

the other

). Stone at the Cincinnati Obsoi

t the Harvard College Observat<
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Art. XXXVIIL—On the thickness of the Ice-sheet at any
Latitude ; by W. J. McGee.*

First preliminary estimate.—It was shown in Part I of this

paper that the accumulation of glacier ice is dependent on pre-

. and in a general way it may be considered propor-

tional therewith. It may also be assumed that the precipita-

tion, and hence of course; the accumulation of ice, is propor-

tional to the vapor-tension. If then the thickness at any lati-

tude is known, that at all other latitudes can be readily com-

Professor Dana has shown f that the thickness of the Quater-

ternary ice-sheet over the Canadian highlands (about N. lat.

48° to 50°) must have been at least 12,000 feet. As this accu-

mulation took place under conditions less Favorable than those

considered in the present discussion, it may be assumed that

a thickness of three miles might obtain at lat. 40°. The thick-

ness at each latitude from 40° to the pole would accordingly be

as represented in table XVII. The data forming the basis of

the computation are derived from sources previously enumer-

ated.

Table XVII.

Greatest thickness of Ice-field from lat. 40° to the Pole.

Stroud preliminary esti'mate.—It would doubtless be more

isfactory to base estimate.'s upon the presents ccumulation ot

over polar regions, if the quantity were at al [ definitely kno

Tin- uncertainty regardin

especially in arctic regie>ns, that anv such estimate will se

only as a check on that id ready made,
It may be almost arbitirarity assumed that, i f the laud ice ex

ingon the zone bounded by the eightieth para!del were uniforr

distributed, it would forin a sheet fifty feet ii l thickness. N
is conveyed into art3tic regions to j

mit the accumulation of sufficient ice to form an effective c
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of the arctic condensing apparatus, enough moisture is not con-
gealed, but allowed to fall as rain and thus to melt a portion of

the ice, to reduce the accumulation which should take place by
fully two-thirds. Were it not for this the accumulation might
reach 150 feet on an average, and 300 feet near the margin.
The corresponding ma hen the ice extended
ten degrees farther from the pole would be about 400 feet.

These estimates enable us to institute a comparison with the
antarctic ice-sheet.

Only about one-seventh of the seventieth parallel of north
latitude is so free from land as to present no obstruction to the
carrying in of vapor from more southerly regions. In the south-
ern hemisphere, on the other hand, the whole parallel is prac-
tically open to the introduction of vapor from the adjacent tem-
perate zone. The accumulation here ought accordingly to

be seven times as great as in arctic regions, or l'.-^hO feet near

not be objected that these esti-

mates are too low, as they have purposely been made as large

as seems at all consistent with the present condition of polar
regions. It has already been shown that the present accu-
mulation in these regions is probably about as great as ever can
have existed.

Accepting the largest of these
greatest possible thickness of the ice-cap at lat. 70°, and com-
puting the thickness at other latitudes as in table XVII, the
respective values are found to be as follows :

—

The approximate correspondence between the 1

apparent

Final estimate.—It may be assumed that, in a hemisphere
with parallel isotherms and isobars, all vapor is precipitated
nearer the poles than where it is formed. Two factors (perhaps
unequal), tending to produce opposite results in the final com-
putation, will he 'disregarded. These factors are (I) the eleva-
tion of temperature outside the iee-lield illustrated by table VI,
a^d (2) the less frequent saturation of the atmosphere in frigid
( '|i"iates. As shown by the tables of Section II, when the ice-

i any latitude the vapor which had previously been
borne polar-ward would be precipitated near the margin of the

ly in the form of snow. The precipitation would
hence be greater than the normal, at the border of the ice, in

the ratio ofp :p+ — , where p denotes normal precipitation, o
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It is almost needless to reiterate the proposition al

monstrated, that vapor could not be borne far enoug
the margin of the ice to affect materially the abov

isiv a,-deranging the sequence of ph.

The suggestion that the property of flowing might enable

the ice to assume a uniform depth may be anticipated by men-

tioning that the polar slope above given is less than one -tenth

of that requisite, according to Hopkins's experiments, to pro-

duce the slightest motion.

Concomitant* <f the th<?»r>/.—
r

Yhe ice-rap theory seems to have

been framed chiefly to account for tin: equatorial motion .>f the

Quaternary glaciers. Now, to be consistent with itself, the

theory requires that the assumed thickness of the cap shall be

to form a slope down which ice will flowr by gravitation

alone. Hopkins found that ice barely moves on aslope of one

degree; and there is no evidence that'exi^ing glaciers move on

a less slope. To form such a slope from lat. 40° to the pole,

the polar thickness of the ice would have to be f>0 miles the

''twenty leagues" of Adhemar. If, with the same mean thiek-

!m ;,7f»,< MIX) •„]
; i„i|,'<

,',,,'
''tin ImU >i ic to V\ ltd

bein- as -1)2 to I. » to .Yi'.UMH >,0oi> cubic miles of water. But

taking the water-area of the ._,],, |, (
. ilt ]

l,\oi)iM)oo square miles.

•
•- -«-ieni.-c Mi.ntlilj
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the assumed ice-cap.

If the above estimate seems too large, let it be reduced by
seven-eighths, which will bring it well within the bounds pre-

scribed by more moderate advocates of the theory; but even
then it is too large to be admissible; for it would require one-
fifth of the water of the globe to form even the smaller ice-cap.

But diminishing the water of the globe one-fifth would diminish
the water-covered area by a considerably larger fraction; for

the sea bottom does not descend uniformly to the deeper abysses.
The slope is, usually, gentle for a considerable, distance from
the shore, and then steep and precipitous to the abyssal depths.

Reducing the water one-fifth would therefore reduce the area

covered by it one-third. Suppose now the ice-cap be around
the south pole : The diminution caused by the removal of so

much water, and the further diminution resulting from the dis-

placement of the earth's ((Miter of gravity, would drain nearly
all the water from the northern hemisphere. But the conse-

quent stoppage of marine circulation and of the formation of

would, as shown in Section I, so increase the

nual thermometrical range as to render the hem-
ispnere uninhabitable for existing organisms.

Relative mass of the two ice-caps.—Assuming the ice-field tab-

ulated above to be of uniform thickness for five degrees on each

:x:

side of the parallels given, and to extend to lat. 45°, its mean
depth would be l :*;>!; miles. Its mass would therefore be only

ti of the larger or little over \ of the smaller of the ice-caps

considered in the preceding paragraphs. It should be borne

Hon under more favorable conditions than would be likely to

obtain in nature. The consequent displacement of the earth's

center of gravity has accordingly not been computed.

Conclusion.—Tt seems quite safe to affirm that in any exten-
sive polar ice-field the thickness will decrease from near the

margin toward the pole, where the attenuation will b<

It may accordingly be concluded thata sufficient accumulation
of polar ice to displace seriously the earth's center of gravity
or influence the motion of middle-latitude glaciers, can never
have taken place in this hemisphere.



Sir John Lubbock's Address,

* * The connection of tbe British Association with the

City of York does not depend merely on the fact that our first

meeting was held here. It originated in a letter addressed by
Sir David Brewster to Professor Phillips, as Secretary to your
York Philosophical Society, by whom the idea was wart
up. The first meeting was held on September 26, 1831, the

chair being taken by Lord Milton, who delivered an address,

after which Mr. William Vernon Harcourt, Chairman of the

Committee of Management, submitted to the meeting a code of

rules which had been so maturely considered, and so wisely

framed, that they have remained substantially the same down
to the present day.

Of those who organized and took part in that first meeting,

few, alas, remain. Brewster and Phillips, Harcourt and Lord
Milton, Lyell and Murchison, all have passed away, but their

memories live among us. Some few, indeed, of those present

at our first meeting we rejoice to see here to-day, including

one of the five members constituting the original organizing

Committee, our venerable Vice-President. Archdeacon Creyke.

The constitution and objects of the Association were so ably

described by Mr. Spottiswoode, at Dublin, and are so well

known to you, that I will not dwell on them this evening.

The excellent President of the Royal Society, in the same

address, suggested that the past history of the Association

would form an appropriate theme for the present meeting.

The history of the Association, however, is really the history

of science, and I long shrunk from the attempt to give even a

panoramic survey of a subject so vast and so difficult ;
nor

should I have ventured to make any such attempt, but that I

knew I could rely on the assistance of friends in every depart-

ment of science.

Certainly, however, this is an opportunity on which it may
be well for us to consider what have been the principal scien-

tific results of the last half-century, dwelling especially on

those with which this Association is more directly concerned,

either as being the work of our own members, or as having

been made known at our meetings. I have, moreover, espe-

eiiilly taken those discoveries which the Royal Society ^
has

deemed worthy of a medal. It is of course impossible within

the limits of a single address to do more than allude to a few

of these, and that very briefly. In dealing with so large a

subject I first hoped that I might take our annual volumes as

a text-book. This, however, I at once found to be quite im-

possible. For instance, the first volume commences with a
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Report on Astronomy by Sir G. Airy ; I mav be pardoned, I

trust, for expressing mv i>h\-Mitvat tiuditm- thai the second was
one by my father, on the Tides, prepared, like the preceding, at

the request of the Council ; then comes one on Meteorology by
Forbes, Radiant Heat by Baden Powell, Optics by Brewster,

Mineralogy by Whewell, and so on. My best course will

therefore be to take our different Sections one by one, and
endeavor to bring before you a few of the principal results

which have been obtained
'

The Biological Seel is that with which I have been most
ated, and with which it is. perhaps, natural

that I should begin.

Fifty years ago it was the general opinion that animals and
plants came into existence just as we now see them. We took
pleasure in their beauty :' their adaptation to their habits and
mode of life it) many ease's could not be overlooked or misun-
derstood. Nevertheless, the book of Nature was like some
I'ielih illuminated missal, written in an unknown tongue; the

graceful forms of the letters, the beauty of the coloring, ex-

cited our wonder and admiration : but of the true meaning
little was known to us; indeed we scarcely realized that there
was any meaning to decipher. Now glimpses of the truth are

gradually revealing themselves; we perceive that there is a
reason—and in many cases we know what that reason is—for

every difference in form, in size and in color; for every bone
and every feather, almost for every hair. Moreover, each prob-
lem which is solved opens out vistas, as it were, of others per-

haps even more interesting. With this great change the name
of our illustrious countryman, Darwin, is intimately associated,

and the year lbf>!> will always be memorable in science as hav-
ing produced his great work on "The Origin of Species." In
the previous year he and Wallace had published short papers,
in which they clearly state the theory of natural selection, at

which they had simultaneously and "'independently arrived.

We cannot wonder that Darwin's views should have at first

excited great opposition. Nevertheless from the first they met
with powerful support, especially, in this country, from Hooker,
Huxley and Herbert Spencer. The theory is based on four

" 1. That no two animals or plants in nature are identical in

all respects.

"2. That the offspring tend to inherit the peculiarities of

their parents.

"3. That of those which come into existence, only a small

number reach maturity.
"4. That those, which are, on the whole, best adapted to

the circumstances in which they are placed, are most likely to
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Darwin commenced his work by discussing the causes and

extent of variability in animals, and the origin of domestic

varieties; he showed the impossibility of distinguishing be-

tween varieties and species, and pointed out the wide difVerenees

which man has produced in some cases—as, for instance, in our

domestic pigeons, all unquestionably descended from a com-

mon stock. He dwelt on the struggle for existence (which has

since become a household word), and which, inevitably result-

ing in the survival of the fittest, tends gradually to adapt any

race of animals to the conditions in which it occurs.

While thus, however, showing the great importance of natu-

ral selection, he attributed to it no exclusive influence, but

fully admitted that other causes—the use and disuse of organs,

sexual selection, etc.—had to be taken into consideration.

Passing on to the difficulties of his theory he accounted for the

absence of intermediate varieties between species, to a great

extent, by the imperfection of the geological record. Here,

however, I must observe that, as I have elsewhere remarked,

those who rely on the absence of links between different species

really argue in a vicious circle, because wherever such links do

exist they regard the whole chain as a single species. The
dog and jackal, for instance, are now regarded as two species,

but if a series of links were discovered between them they

would be united into one. Hence in this sense there never

can be links between any two species, because as soon as the

links are discovered the species are united. Every variable

species consists, in fact, of a number of closely connected links.

But if the geological record be imperfect, it is still very in-

structive. The further paleontology has progressed the more

it has tended to fill up the gaps between existing groups and

species, while the careful study of living forms has brought

into prominence the variations dependent on food, climate,

habitat, and other conditions, and shown that many species

long supposed to be absolutely distinct are so close! \ linked

together by intermediate forms that it is difficult to draw a

satisfactory line between them. Thus the European and

American bisons are connected by the Bison prisms of Prehis-

toric Europe; the grizzly bear and the brown bear, as Bask

has shown, are apparently the modern representatives of the

cave bear ; Flower has pointed out the palontological evidence

of gradual modification of animal forma in the Artiodactyles;

while among the Invertebrata, Carpenter and Williamson have

proved that it is almost impossible to divide the Eoraminifera

into well-marked species; and, lastly, anion- plants, there are

large genera, as, for instance, Rubus and Hieracium, with refer-

ence to the species of which no two botanists arc agreed.

The principles of classification point also in the same direc-
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tion, and are based more and more on the theory of descent.

Biologists endeavor to arrange animals on what is called the
11 natural system." No one now places whales among tish, bats

among birds, or shrews with mice, notwithstanding their ex-

ternal similarity ; and Darwin maintained that "community of

descent was the hidden bond which naturalists had been uncon-
sciously seeking." How else, indeed, can we explain the fact

that the framework of bones is so similar in the arm of a man,
the wing of a bat, the fore-leg of a horse, and the fin of a por-

poise—that the neck of a giraffe and that of an elephant con-

tain the same number of vertebras ?

Strong evidence is, moreover, afforded by embryology ; by
the presence of rudimentary organs and transient characters, as.

for instance, the existence in the calf of certain teeth which
never cut the gums, the shrivelled and useless wings of some
beetles, the presence of a series of arteries in the embryos of
the higher Yertebrata exactly similar to those which supply
the gills in fishes, even the spots on the young blackbird, the

stripes on the lion's cub; these, and innumerable other facts of
the same character, appear to be incompatible with the idea

that each species was specially and independently created
; and

to prove, on the contrary, that the embn onic stages of species

show us more or less clearly the structure of their ancestors.

Ihtrwin's views, however, are still much misunderstood. I

believe there are thousands who consider that according to his

theory a sheep might turn into a cow, or a zebra into a horse.

No one would more confidently withstand any such hypothesis,

his view being, of course, not that the one could be changed
into the other, but that both are descended from a common
ancestor.

No one, at any rate, will question the immense impulse
which Darwin has given to the study of natural history, the

number of new views he has opened up, and the additional in-

terest which he has aroused in, and contributed to, Biology.

When we were young we knew that the leopard had spots, the

tiger was striped, and the lion tawny : but why this was so it

did not occur to us to ask ; and if we had asked no one would
have answered. Now we see at a glance that the stripes of the

tiger have reference, to its life among jungle-grasses ; the lion is

sandy, like the desert; while the markings of the leopard re-

semble spots of sunshine glancing through the leaves. Again,

Wallace in his charming essays on natural selection has shown
how the same philosophy may be applied even to birds' nests
—how, for instance, open nests have led to the dull color of

hen birds; the only British exception bein-j the kingfisher,

which, as we know, nests in river-banks. Lower still, among
insects, Weismann has taught us that even the markings of
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while, in other cases,

is has made known to us the

The science of embryology may almost be said to have been
created in the last half-century. Fifty years ago it was a very

general opinion that animals which are unlike when mature,
were dissimilar from the beginning. It is to Von Baer, the

discoverer of the mammalian ovum, that we owe the great

: t ion that the development of the egg is in the main a

progress from the general to the special, that zoological affinity

is the expression of similarity of development, and that the

different great types of animal structure are the result of dif-

ferent modes of development—in fact, that embryology is the

key to the laws of animal development
Thus the young of existing species resemble in many cases

the mature forms which flourished in ancient times. Huxley

by Marsh's discovery of the Pliohippus, Protohippus, Miohip-

pus and Mesohippus, leading down from rlic Kohippus of the

early Tertiary strata. In the same wav Gaudry has called

attention to 'the fact that just as the individual stag gradually

acquires more and more complex antlers: having at first only

a singly prong, in the next year two points, in the following

three.' and so on ; so the genus, as a whole, in Middle Miocene

times, had two pronged horns: in the Upper Miocene, three:

and that it is not till the Upper Pliocene that we find any

species with the magnificent antlers of our modern deer. It

seems to be now generally admitted that birds have comedown
to us through the Dino-anrians. and, as Huxley has shown, the

profound break once supposed to exist between birds and rep-

tiles has been bridged over by the discovery of reptilian birds

and birddike reptiles; so that, in fact, bird's are modi tied rep-

tiles. Again, the remarkable genus Peripatus. so well studied

by Moseley, tends to connect the annulose and articulate types.

Again, the structural resemblances between Amphioxus and

the Ascidians had been pointed out by Goodsir; and Kowa-
levsky in 1866 showed that these were not mere analogies, but

indicated a real affinity. These observations, in the words of

Allen Thomson, " have" produced a change little short of revo-

lutionary in embryological and zoological views, leading as

they do to the support of the hypothesis that the Ascidian is

an earlier stage in the phylogenetic history of the mammal and

other vertebrates."

The larval forms which occur in so many groups, and of

winch the Insects afford us the most familiar examples, are, in

the words of Quatrefages, embryos, winch lead an independent
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life. In such cases as these external conditions act upon the
larva' as they do upon the mature form ; hence we have two
classes of changes, adaptational or adaptive, and developmental.
These and many other facts must be taken into consideration :

nevertheless naturalists are now generally agreed that embryo-
logical characters are of high value as guide- in da-
and it may, I think, be regarded as well-established that, just
as the contents and sequence of rocks teach us the past history
of the earth, so is the gradual development of the species indi-

cated b the structure of the embryo and its developmental

When the supporters of Darwin are told that his theory is

incredible, they may fairly ask why it is impossible that a
species in the course of hundreds of thousands of years should
have passerl Iiich occupy only a few days or
weeks in the life-history of each individual ?

The phenomena of yolk-segmentation, first observed by
iVevost and Dumas, are now known to be in some form or
other invariably the precursors of embryonic development;
while they reproduce, as the first stages in the formation of the

nals. the main and essential features in the life-his-

tory of the lowest forms. The "blastoderm
7
' as it is called.

or first germ of the embryo in the egg, divides itself into two
havers, corresponding, as iluxlev has shown, to the two layers

into which the body of the Ccelenterata may be divided. Not
only so, but most embryos at an early stage of development
have the form of a cup, the walls of which are formed by the
two layers of the blastoderm. Kowalevsky was the first to

show the prevalence of this embryonic form, and subsequently
Lankester and Haeckel put forward the hypothesis that it was
the embryonic repetition of an ancestral typ<\ from which all

the higher forms are descended. The cavity of the cup is sup-

posed to be the stomach of this simple organism, and the open-
ing of the cup the mouth. The inner layer of the wall of the
(1

'M» const ; ites the digestive membrane, and the outer the skin.

To this form Hjeckel gave the name G-astaea. It is, perhaps,
'loiibiful whether the theory of Lankester and Hreckel can be
accepted in precisely the form they propounded it; but it has
had an important influence on the progress of embryology. I

cannot quit the science of embryology without alluding to the

very admirable work on "Comparative Kmbrvology" by our
"ew general secretary, Mr. Balfour, and also the •' Elements of

biubrvolo-v" which he had previously published in conjunc-
tion with Dr. M. Foster.

In 1842, Steenstrup published his celebrated work on the
" Alternation of Generations," in which he showed that many
species are represented by two perfectly distinct types or
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broods, differing in form, structure and habits ; that in one of

them males are entirely wanting, and that the reproduction is

effected by fission, or by buds, which, however, are in some
cases structurally indisiin- uisliable from eggs. Steenslrup's

illustrations were mainly taken from marine or parasitic species,

of very great interest, but not generally familiar, excepting to

naturalists. It has since been shown that the common Cynips

or Gallfly is also a case in point. It had long been known that

in some genera belonging to this group, males are entirely

wanting, and it has now been shown by Bassett, and more
thoroughly by Adler, that some of these species are double-

brooded ; the two broods having been considered as distinct

>wn as Neuroterus lenticularis, of which

aduces the familiar oak-spangles so com-

; of oak leaves, from which emerge, not

Neuroter le t lar s but an insect hitherto considered as a

distinct species, belonging even to a different genus, .V/"<//^:/"-s
"

/ '-"
/

'

baccarum. In Spathegaster both sexes occur; they produce

the currant-like galls found on oaks, and from these galls Neu-
roterus is again developed. So also the King Charles oak-

apples produce a species known as Terras terminalis, which

descends to the ground, and makes small galls on the roots of

the oak. From these emerge an insect known as Biorhtza

ap/rra, which again gives rise to the common oak-apple.

It might seem that such enquiries as these could hardly have

any practical bearing. Yet it is not improbable that they may
lead to very important results. For instance, it would appear

that the fluke which produces the rot in sheep, passes one phase

of its existence in the black slug, and we are not without hopes

that the researches, in which our lamented friend Professor

Eolleston was engaged at the time of his death, which we all

so much deplore, will lead, if not to the extirpation, at any

rate to the diminution, of a pest from which our farmers have

so grievously suffered. It was in the year 1839 that Schwann

and Schleiden demonstrated the intimate relation in which ani-

mals and plants stand to each other, by showing the identity

of the laws of development of the elementary parts in the two

kingdoms of organic nature. Analogies indeed had been

oreviouslv pointed out, the presence of cellular tissue in cer-

tain parts of animals was known, but Caspar F. Wolffs bril-

liant memoir had been nearly forgotten ; and the tendency of

microscopical investigation had rather been to encourage the

belief that no real similarity existed; that the cellular tissue of

animals was essentially different from that of plants. This had

arisen chiefly, perhaps, because fully formed tissues were com-

pared, and it was mainly the study of the growth of cells
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which led to the demonstration of the general law of develop-

ment for all organic elementary tissues.

As regards descriptive biology, by far the greater number of

species now recorded have been named and described within
the last half-century, and it is not too much to say that not a
day passes without adding new species to our lists. A compari-
son, for instance, of the edition of Cuvier's " Kegne Animal,''

published in 1828, as compared with the' present state of our
knowledge, is most striking.

Dr. Giinther has been good enough to make a calculation for

me. The numbers, of course, are only approximate, but it

appears that while the total number of animals described up
to 1831 was not more than 70,000. the number now is at least

320,000.

Lastly, to show how large a field still remains for exploration,
T may add that Mr. Waterbouse estimates that the British

Museum alone contains not fewer than 12,000 species of insects

which have not vet been described, while our collections do not
probably contain anything like one-half of those actually in

wriatenee. Furthei
-

. and babite even of
those which have been described offer an inexhaustible field for

research, and it is not going too far to say that there is not a

single species amply repay the devotion of a
lifetime.

One remarkable feature in the modern progress of biological

science has been the application of improved methods of obser-

vation and experiment ; and the employment in physiological

research of the exact measurements employed by the experi-
mental physicist. < hir microscopes have been greatly improved :

object-glasses were introduced by Lister in 1829;
the binocular arrangement by Wenham in 1856; while immer-
sion lenses, first suggested by Amici. and since carried out
under the formula of Abbe, are most valuable. The use of
chemical reagents in microscopical investigations has proved
most instructive, and another very important method of inves-

ts been the power of obtaining very thin slices by

i the object to be examined in paraffin or some other
s <>ft substance. In this manner we can now obtain, say, fifty

separate sections of the egg of a beetle, or the brain of a bee.
'

suggestive work on Mowers, in which he pointed out the curious

Nation ex is; i n^ between these and insects, and showed that

'!"' latterearried tin- pollen from Mower to (lower. His obser-

vations, however, attracted little notice, until Darwin called

attention to the subject in 1862. It had long been known that

numerous, and differing from one another in the arrangements
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of their stamens and pistils ; the one form having the stamens
on the summit of the flower and the stigma half-way down;
while in the other the relative positions are reversed, the stigma

being at the summit of the tube, and the stamens half-way
down. This difference had, however, been regarded as a case

of mere variability
; but Darwin showed it to be a beautiful

provision, the result of which is that insects fertilize each flower

with pollen brought from a different plant ; and he proved that

flowers fertilized with pollen from the other form yield more
seed than if fertilized with pollen from the same form, even if

taken from a different plant.

Attention having been thus directed to the question, an aston-

variety of most beautiful contrivances have been observed
and described by many botanists, especially Hooker,
Delpino, Hildebrand, Bennet, Fritz M tiller, and above all Her-

man Midler and Darwin himself. Hie g< neral result is thatto

insects, and especially to bees, we owe the beauty of our gar-

dens, the sweetness of our fields. To their beneficent, though

unconscious action, flowers owe their scent and color, their

honey — nay, in many cases, even their form. Their present

shape and varied arrangements, their brilliant colors, their

honey, and their sweet scent are all due to the selection exer-

cised by insects.

In these cases, the relation between plants and insects is one

of mutual advantage. In many species, however, plants pre-

sent us with complex arrangements adapted to protect them

from insects: such, for instance, are in man\ ca>e>. the re>iii«>u-

h render leaves unpalatable; the thickets of hairs

and other precautions which prevent flowers from being robbed

of their honey by ants. Again, more than a century ago, our

1th long lateral £

liddle; close up with a jerk, like a rat-trap.

vhich the leaves are somewhat concave, with long lateral spin

iddle; close up with a jerk, like a rat-tra

wary insect alights on them. The plant, in

fact, actually captures and devours insects. This observation

also remained ;is an isolated fact until within the last few years,

,
•• •

•
.

•

' -<; /' -

and physiology scarcely existed before bs:}:i. In the two lor-

mei branches, the discoveries of von Mohl are preeminent.

He first observed cell-division in 1835, and detected the pres-

ence of starch in chlorophyll-corpuscles iu 1837, while he first
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described protoplasm, now so familiar to us, at least by name,
in 1846. In the same year Amici discovered the existence of
the embryonic vesicle in the embryo sac, which develops into

the embryo when fertilized by the entrance of the pollen-tube
into the micropyle. The existence of sexual reproduction in

the lower plants was doubtful, or at least doubted by some
eminent authorities, as recently as 1853, when the actual pro-

cess of fertilization in the common bladderwrack of our shores

was observed bv Thuret, while the reproduction of the larger
'

fungi was first worked out by De Bary in 1863.

As regards lichens, Schwendener proposed, in 1869, the
startling theory, now, however, accepted by some of the high-

est authorities, that lichens are not autonomous organisms, but
commensal associations of a fungus parasitic on an alga. With
reference to the higher Crvptou-Jims it is hardly too much to

say that the whole of our exact knowledge of their life-his-

tory has been obtained during the last half-century. Thus in

the case of ferns the male organs, or antheridia. were first dis-

covered by Nageli in l.s-li. and the archegonia, or female
organs, bv'Saminski. in 1848. The early stages in the devel-

opment of mosses were worked out by Valentine in lo33.

hastlv. the principle of Alternation of Generations in plants

red by Holmeister. This eminent naturalist also,

in 1851-4, pointed out the homologies of the reproductive pro-

cesses in mosses, vascular cryptogams, gymnosperms, and
angiosperms.

Geographical Botany can hardly be said to have had any
^ientili.' status anterior to the publication of the "Origin of

Species." The way had been paved, however, by A. de Can-
l!,,i '" and the well known essay of Edward Forbes— "On the

ion of the Plants and Animals of the British Isles,''

—

j'v Sir. J. Hooker's introductory essay to the "Flora of New
Zealand," and by Hooker and "Thomson's introductory essay to

the "Flora Indica." One result of these researches has been to

give the coup-t/e-t/rdce to the theorv of an Atlantis. Last) v. in

a lecture delivered to the Geographical Society in 1878, This-

elton Dyer him^e!( has ^uumied .

>f the sub-
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we are continually receiving from India and our numerous col-

onies. The series of Indian and Colonial Floras, published
under the direction of the authorities at Kew, and the "Genera
Plantarum " of Bentham and Hooker, are certainly an honor to

our country. To similar causes we may trace the rise and
rapid progress of economic botany, to which the late Sir W.
Hooker so greatly contributed.

In vegetable physiology some of the most striking researches

have been on the effect produced by rays of light of different

iiity. Daubeny, Draper and Sachs have shown that

the light of the red end of the spectrum is more effective than
that of the blue, so far as the decomposition of carbon dioxide
(carbonic acid) is concerned.
Nothing could have appeared less likely than that researches

into the theory of spontaneous generation should have led to

practical improvements in medical science. Yet such has been
the ease, Only a few years ago Bacteria seemed mere scientific

curiosities. It had long been known that an infusion— say, of

hay— would, if expose* ere, be found, alter a

certain time, to teem with living forms. Even those few who
still believe that life would be spontaneously generated in such

an infusi m, > ill adn it thai to. - mi i r. < i_ mis is are, if not

entirely, yet mainly, derived from germs floating in our atmos-

phere ; and if precautions are taken to exclude such germs, as

in the careful experiments especially of Pasteur, Tyndall, and

Koberts, every one will grant that in nineiv-nine eases out of a

hundred no 'such development of life will take place. In

1836-7 Cagniard de la Tour and Schwann independently

showed that fermentation was no mere chemical process, but

was due to the presence of a microscopic plant. But, more
than this, it has been LiruduaJh established that putrefaction is

also the work of microscopic organisms.

These facta have led to most important results in Surgery.

One reason why compound fractures are so dangerous, is be-

cause, the skin being broken, the air obtains access to the

wound, bringing with it innumerable germs, winch too often

tion o! then observ itio'ns 'lb "sel hiins.-lt to 1 nd some sub-

:.': ',".''....
'.

:. •

^"
. .

•
'

^

.' I>" ^
these condition-. This discovery has enabled man\ operation?

to be performed which would 'nreviousls have been almost

I in Surgery. There is great reason to suppose that man

ises, especially those of a zymotic character, have their <

i the germs of special organisms. We know that fever i
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certain definite course. The parasitic organisms are at first few,

but gradually multiply at the expense of the patient, and then
di« out again. Indeed, it seems to be thoroughly est
that many diseases are due to the excessive multiplication of

microscopic organisms, and we are not without hope that means
will be discovered by which, without injury to the patient,

these terrible, though minute, enemies may be destroyed, and
the disease thus stayed. llu-iUn* .i,,ih,->iris, for instance, is

now known to be the cause of splenic fever, which is so fatal

to cattle, and is also communicable to man. At Bradford, for

it is only too well-known as the woolsorter's disease.

If, however, matter containing the Bacillus be treated in a par-

ticular manner, and cattle be then inoculated with it, they are

found to acquire an immunity from the fever. The interesting

researches of Burden Sanderson, Greenfield, Koch, Pasteur,
". and others, seem to justify the hope that we may be

able to modify these and other germs, and then by appropriate

n to protect ourselves against fever and other acute
diseases.

The history of Anaesthetics is a most rem
how long we may be on the very verge of a most important
discovery. Kther, which, as we all know, produces perfect

to pain, was discovered as long ago as 1540. The
oxide, now so extensively used,

was observed in L800 by Sir II. Davy, who actually experi-

mented on himself, and had one of his teeth painlessly ex-

tracted when under its influence. He even suggests that "as
nitrous oxide gas seems capable of destroying pain, it could
probably be used with advantage in surgical operations." Nay,

. of nitrous oxide was habitually explained and
i tin- chemical lectures given in hospitals, and yet

for fifty years the gas was never used in actual operations. No
o»e did more to promote the use of anaesthetics than Sir James
Y. Simpson, who introduced chloroform, a substance which was
discovered in 1^1. and which for a while almost entirely super-

seded ether and nitrous oxide, though, with improved methods
of administration, the latter are now coming into favor again.

The only other reference to Physiology which I'

me to make, is

called, of the i

ag,, observed, and it was known that they were more or less

^dependent of volition. But the general opinion was that these

movements indicated some feeble power of sensation independ

entlyof the brain, and it was not till the year 1882 that the

"reflex action' of certain nervous centres was made known to

«M by M st at the same period by Johan-
nes Mfiller.
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Few branches of science have made more rapid progress in

the last half-century than that which deals with the ancient

condition of man. ' When our Association was founded it was
generally c< : mman race suddenly appeared on

the scene, about O.ooo year.-, ago. after the disappearance of the

extinct mammalia, and when Europe, both as regards physical

conditions and the other animals by which it was inhabited,

w;is pretty much in the same condition as in the period covered

by Greek and Human history. Since then the persevering

researches of Layard, Kawlinson, Botta and others have made
known to us, not only the statutes and palaces of the ancient

Assyrian monarch, but even their libraries; the cuneiform

char;i -tens
! ave been deciphered, and we can not only see, but

read in the British Museum, the actual contemporary records,

on burnt clay cylinders, of the events recorded in the historical

books of the Old Testament and in the pages of Herodotua
The researches in Egypt also seem to have satisfactorily estab-

lished the fact that the pyramids themselves are at least 6,000

years old, while it is obvious that the Assyrian and Egyptian

monarchies cannot suddenly have attained to the wealth and

power, the state of social o gaii zation, and progress in the arts,

of which we have before us, preserved by the sand of the desert

from the ravages of man, such wonderful proofs.

In Europe, the writings of the earliest historians and poets

indicated that, before iron came into general use, there was a

time when bronze was the ordinary material of weapons, axes,

and other cutting implements, and though it seemed a prion

improbable that a compound of copper and tin should have

preceded the simple metal iron, nevertheless the researches of

archaeologists have shown that there really was in Europe a

"Bronze Age," which at the dawn of history was just giving

way to that of "Iron."

The contents of ancient graves, buried in many cases so that

their owner might carry some at least of his wealth with him

to the world of spirits, have proved very instructive. More

especially the results obtained by Xilsson in Scandinavia, by

Itomv and Borlase, Bateman and Green well, in our own coun-

try, and the contents of the rich cemetery at Ilallstadi, lelt no

room tor doubt as to the existence of a Bronze Age; but we

tret a completer idea of the condition of Man at this period

from the Swiss lake-villages, first made known to us by Keller,

and subsequently studied by Morlot, Troyon, Desor, Riitime.yer,

ileer. and other Swiss arclueolooists. Along the shallow edges

of the Swiss lakes there flourished, once upon a time, many

populous villages or towns, built on platforms supported by

piles. < xaeth as mam Mala\an vdhmesare imiv. I
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into the water
;
sometime-3 whole villages ! were burnt,

contents submerged; and thus we havej been able tc

from the waters; of oblivi on in which tin v had vested

than 2,000 yea rs, not onli7 the arms and tools of thi:

people, the bones of their animals, tiniir pottery a
ments, but the stuffs they , they had s

for future use, < '\-e:i fruits and cakes of 1jread.

But this brorlze-using p the earliest o

of Europe. Tl 5 of ancient loi

a time when m mknown. Thi:s also was e

by the evidence then unexpectedly rec<

lakes. By the side of t!„ laucs xvvvr ot

less extensive, i u which. urhile implementa of stone a

thousands, not a trace of metal

The shell-mounds or refuse-heaps accumulated
; fishermen along the shores of Denmark, and

lined by Steenstrup, Worsaae, and other Danish
ly confirmed the existence of a " Stone Age."
ill much to learn, I need hardly say, about this

out. Evans t:ruly >l)SeP is admirable work or

Stone Implem •'
-til as external applianc

cerned, they a re almost as fully represented as woul
of any existirigsa<

\v. > 1me their' axes, adzes, chisel

scrapers, and
, and we know how

and how they used theni; we havc their personal
and implemen ts of war

:

we ha ve their cooking at

know what they ate and what thev wore; lastly, we kr

their mode of sepulture and funerjil customs. They hun
the deer and horse, the bison and urns, the bear and the w
but the reindeer had already retreated to the North.

Nobonesof the reindeer, no fragment of any of the extinct in:

malia, have been found in anv .'.f tin- Swiss lake-villages o

any of the thousands of the tumuli which have been openec
our own country or in Central and Southern Europe, Yet
contents of caves and of river-irravels ail'. >rd abundant evide

that there was a time when the mammoth and rhinoceros,

and the gigantic Irish 'ol . wand. -red in our woods and yalh

common estuary. This was long supposed to be before

advent of man.' At length, however, the discoveries of B
cher de Perthes in the valley of the Somme, supported as tl

are by the researches of many continental naturalists, and
our own eountrv of Maebmerv and Godwin-Austen, Prestw
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and Lyell, Vivian and Pengelly, Christy, Evans and many
more, have proved that man formed a humble part of this

aseinbly.

Nay, even at this early period there were at least two dis-

tinct races of men in Europe ; one of them — as Boyd Daw-
kins has pointed out— closely resembling the modern Ksqui-

maux in form, in his weapons and implements, probably in

his clothing, as well as in so many of the animals with which

he was associated.

At this stage Man appears to have been ignorant of pottery,

have had no knowledge of agriculture, no domestic t~'~

mals, except perhaps the dog. His weapons were the axe, the

spear, and the javelin; I do not believe he knew the use of

the bow, though he was probably acquainted with the lance.

He was, of course, ignorant of metal, and his stone implements,

though skilfully formed, were of quite different shapes from

those of the second Stone age, and were never ground. This

earlier Stone period, when man coexisted with these extinct

mammalia, is known as Palaeolithic, or Early Stone Age, in

opposition to the Neolithic, or Newer Stone Age.
The remains of the mammalia which coexisted with man m

pre-historic times have been most carefully studied by Owen,

Lartet, Rtitimeyer, Falconer, Busk, Boyd-Dawkins, a

The presence of the mammoth, the reindeer, and especially of

the musk-ox, indicates a severe, not to say an arctic, climate,

the existence of which, moreover, was proved by other consid-

erations ; while, on the contrary, the hippopotamus requires

considerable warmth. How then is this association to be

While the climate of the globe is, no doubt, much affected

bv geographical conditions, the cold of the glacial period was,

Tbelieve, mainly due to the eccentricity of the earth's orbit

combined with the obliquity of the ecliptic. The result of the

latter condition is a period of 21,000 years, during one-halt m
which the northern hemisphere is warmer than the southern,

while during the other 10,500 years the reverse is the case. At

present we are in the former phase, and there is, we know, a

vast accumulation of ice at the south pole. But when the earth s

orbit is nearly circular, as it is at present, the difference

between the two hemispheres is not very great ; on the con-

trary, as the eccentricity of the orbit increases the

between them increases also. This eccentricity is continually

chCrol "i subsequently

Stone have calculated out for the last million years. At

present the eccentricitv is "016 and the mean tempera-

ture of the coldest month in London is about 40 .

Such has been the state of things for nearly 100,000 years:
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ago, when the eccentricity <

The result of this would" be greatly to increase the effect due
to the obliquity of the orbit: at certain periods the climate
would be much wanner than at present, while at others the
number of days in winter would be twenty more, and of sum-
mer twenty less than now, while the mean temperature of the

coldest month would be lowered 20°. We thus get something
like a date for tin hist daei 1 epoch and we see that it was

y a period of cold, but rather one of extremes, each
< pendulum of temperature lasting for no less than

21.IHH. ve;irs. Thi- plan - the tact that, as Morlot showed in

1854. the g] • rland, and, as we now know,
those of Scotland, are not a single uniform layer, but a succes-
sion of strata, indicating very different conditions. I agree
also with Croll and Geikie in thinking that these considera-

tions expli ence in the
same -ravels of arctic and tropical animals; the former hav-
ing lived in the cold, while the latter flourished in the hot,

^
It is, I think, now well established that man inhabited

Europe during the milder periods of the glacial epoch. Some
high authoi ties, ind< - d. < msuh r that we have evidence of his

presence in pre-glaoial and even in Miocene times, but I con-
fess that I am not satisfied on this point. Even the more
recent period carries back the record of man's existence to a

distance so great as altogether to change our views of ancient

Nor is it only as regards the antiquity and material condi-

tion of man in prehisl progress has been
made. If time permitted, I should have been glad to have
dwelt on the origin and development of language, of custom,
and of law. On all of these the comparison of the various
lower races still inhabiting so large a portion of the earth's

*>ufuce. Ics thrown liiurh light: while even in the most culti-

V; "> 'd nations we find survivals, curious fancies, and lingering
ideas; the fossil remains, as it were, of former customs and
religions embedded in our modern civilization, like the relics

of extinct animals in the crust of the earth.

In geology the formation of our Association coincided with

the appearance of Lvell's - Principles of Geology,"' the first

volume of which was published in island the second in Ls;]2.

At that time the received opinion was that the phenomena of

Geology could only be explained by violent periodical convul-

sions, and a high inteiisitv ol terrestrial encrgv culminating m
repeated catastrophes. Hutton and Playfair had indeed mam-
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taiued that such causes as those now in operation, would, it

only time enough were allowed, account for the geological

structure of the earth : nevertheless the opposite view generally

prevailed, until Lyell, with rare sagacity and greal cloipienee.

with a wealth <>l' illustration and most powerful reasoning, con-

vinced geologists that the forces now in action are powerful

enough, if only time be given, to produce results quite as

stupendous as those which. Science records.

As regards stratigraphica! geology, at the time of the first

meeting of the British Association at York, the strata between
the carboniferous limestone and the chalk had been mainly
reduced to order and classified, chiefly through the labors of

William Smith. But the classification of ah the strata lying

above the chalk and below the carboniferous limestone respec-

tively, remained in a state of the greatest confusion. The year

- the period of the commencement of the joint labors

of Sedgwick and Murehison, which resulted in the establish-

ment of the Cambrian. Silurian, and Devonian systems. Our
Pre-Cambriau strata have recently been divided by Hicks into

lour great groups of immense thickness, and implying, there-

fore, a great lap.se of time; but no fossils have yet been discov-

ered in them. Lyell's classification of the Tertiary deposits

;

the result of the studies which he carried on with, the assistance

of Deshayes and others, was published in the third volume of

the '• Principles of Geology " in 1833. The establishment of

Lyell's di visions of Eocene, Miocene and Pliocene, was the

starling-point of a most important: series of investigations by

Prestwich and others of these younger deposits; as well as of

the Post-tertiary, Quaternary, or drifi beds, which are of specialry, or cinlt beds, which arc oi special

• have thrown on the early history of

A full and admirable account of what has recently been

his department of science, especially

ic rocks,gards the paleozoic rocks, will be found in Ethe
address to the Geological Society.

Before l.SJl the only geological maps of this country were

the years 1M.> and 1S24. In I
i- -he made

proposals to the Board of Ordnance to color the ordnance-maps

Out of this small beginning grew the important work of the

Survey.

The cause of slaty cleavage had long been one of the great

difficulties of geology. Sedgwick suggested that it was pro

duced by the action of crystalline or polar forces. According

to this view miles and miles of country, comprising great moun-

tain masses, were neither more nor less than parts of a gigantic
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crystal. Sharpo. however, called attention to the fact that

-ther fossils contained in slate rocks are compressed
in a direction at right angles to the planes of cleavage, as if the

rocks had been -ci/ed in the jaw- of a eigantie vise. Sorby
first maintained that the cleavage itself was due to pressure.

He observed slate rocks containing small plates of mica, and
that the effect of pressure would tend to arrange these plates with

their flat -
. r to the direction of the pressure.

Tyndall has since shown that the presence of flat flakes is not
necessary. He proved by experiment that pure wax could be
made by pressure to split into . which he

"attributes mainly to the lateral sliding of the particles of the
wax over each other : and thus the result of pressure on such a
mass is to develop a fissile structure' similar to that produced in

wax on a small scale, or on a great one in the slate rocks of

Cumberland or Wales.
The difficult problem of the conditions under which granite

and certain other rocks were formed was attacked by Sorby
with great skill in a paper read before the Geological Society
in 1858. The microscopic hollows in many minerals contain a

liquid which docs not entire! v (ill the hollow, but leaves a small
vacuum; and Sorby ingeniously pointed out that the rock
must have solidilied at least at a temperature high enough to

expand the liquid sous to fill the cavity. Sorby 's important
memoir laid the foundation of mi< v. which
is now not only one of the most promising branches of geologi-

cal research, but which has been successfulh applied by Sorby
himself, and by Masked yne. to the study of meteorites.

'

As regards the physical character of the earth, two theories
have been held : one, that of a fluid interior covered by a thin

crust; the other, of a practically solid sphere. The former is

iou very Lcmialh idmitttd both In i-tioix.meis and geol-

be untenable. The prevailing feeling of geologists . -n

this subject has been well expressed by Professor LeConte,

loss than the who],- foundation of theoretic geology—must be

reconstructed on the basis of a solid earth."

and s < i it< In d b\ tin i< ti >u ! i<-< In b<>| 11 — rt< d the t xist-

ence of a "glacial period," during • lieh S\< t er'and tin North
of Europe were subjected to great cold and buried under a vast

sheet of ice.

The ancient poets described certain gifted mortals as privi-



leged to descemi in,to the interior of the ea

their i icounting the

revealed. As in oth 'ever, the real

have proved mo aried a lid s„ rprising Hum
fiction. <Of the giga d ex

vealed to us by fa, the greatest i:.imiber have been described

I
the period now under review. For instance, the uman-

ticCa/tiosauru^ was described by Owen in 1*38, the Dinornis of

New Zealand by the same distinguished naturalist in 1839, the

Mylodon in the"same year, and the ArchaeopMeryx in 1862.
In America, a large number of remarkable forms have been

described, mainly by Marsh, Leidv and Cope Marsh has made
known to us the Titanosaurus, of the American (Colorado)

Jurassic beds, which is, perhaps, the largest land animal yet

known, being a hundred feet in length, and at least thirty in

height, though it seems possible that even these vast dimen-

sions were exceeded by those of the Atlantosaurus. Nor must
I omit the Hesperornis, described by Marsh in 1872, as a car-

nivorous, swimming ostrich, provided with teeth, which he

regards as a character inherited from reptilian ancestors; the

ichthyornis, strangei still, with biconcave vertebrag like those

of iishes, and teeth set in sockets; while in the Eocene deposits

in the Kocky Mountains the same indefatigable paleontologist,

among other very interesting remains, has discovered three

new groups of remarkable mammals, the Dinocerata, Tillodoie

tia, and Brontotheridre. He has also described a number of

small, but ver\ interesting, Jurassic mammalia, closeh related

to those found in our Stonesiield Slate and Purbeek 'beds, for

which he has proposed a new order, " Prototheria." Lastly, I

may mention the curiously anomalous Beptilia from South
Africa, which have been made known to us by Professor

Owen.
Another important result of recent paleontologieal research

is the law of brain-growth. It is not only in the higher mam-
malia that we find forms with brains much larger than any
existing, say, in Miocene times. The rule is almost general

that— as Marsh has briefly stated it
— "all tertiary animals

had small brains." We may even carry the generalization

further. The Cretaceous birds had brains one-third smaller

than those of our own day, and the brain-cavities of the Dino-

sauria of the Jurassic period, are much smaller than in any

existing reptiles.

As giving, in a few words, an idea of the rapid progress in

this department, I may mention that Morris's " Catalogue of

British Fossils," published in 1843, contained ..,300 species;

while that now in preparation by Mr. Etheridge enumerates

15,000.
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>ur recent progress

oC the geological record, and give us, 1 will not say a meas-
ure, but an idea, of the imperfection of the geological record.

The number ol all the described recent species is over 300,000,
but certainly not half are yet on our lists, and we may safely

take the total number of recent species as being not less than
7oii,ii0o. But in former times there have been at the very
least twelve periods, in each of which by far the greater num-
ber of species were distinct. True the number of species was
probably not so large in the earlier periods as at present; but
if we make a liberal allowance for this, we shall have a total

of more than 2,000,000 species, of which about 25,000 only are

as yet upon record; and many of these are only represented by
a few, some only by a single specimen, or even only by a

fragment.

The progress of paleontology may also be marked by the
extent to which the existence of groups has been, if I may so

say, carried back in time. Thus I believe that in 1830 the

earliest known quadrupeds were small marsupials belonging to

the Stonesfield slates; the most ancient mammal now known is

s antiquus from the Keuper of Wiirtemberg; the
oldest bird known in 1831 belonged to the period of the Lon-
don Clay, the oldest now known is the Archaaopteryx of the

Solenhofen slates, though it is probable that some at any rate

of the footsteps on the Triassic rocks are those of birds. So
•'i-'am the Amphibia have been carried back from the Trias to
( 'oal. measures ; Fish from the Old Eed Sandstone to the Upper
Silurian: Reptiles to the Trias; Insects from the Cretaceous
to the Devonian; Mollusca and Crustacea from the Silurian to

the Lower Cambrian. The rocks below the Cambrian, though
of immense thickness, have afforded no relics of animal life,

if we except the problematical Eozoon Canadense, so ably
studied by Dawson and Carpenter. But if paleontology as
vet throws no light on the original forms of life, we must
remember that the simph >t and the lowest organisms are so soft
;md perishable that they would leave "not a wrack behind.''

1 will not, however, enlarge on this branch of science, because
wesbalJ have the advantage on Friday of hearing it treated
with the skill of a master.

Passing the Science of Geography, Mr. Clements Markham
has recently published an excellent summary of what has
been accomplished durimr ihe half-century.

As regards the Arctic regions, in the year 1830 the coast
line of Arctic America was only very partially known, the
region between Barrow Strait and the continent, for instance,
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land and Spitsbergen, mid the coasts of Nova Zembla were
almost unknown. Now the whole coast of Arctic America has

been delineated, the remarkable archipelago to the north has

been explored, and no less than seven northwest passages—
none of them, however, of any practical value— have been

stance. In the Ant-
arctic regions. Lnderbv ami Craham Lajuls were discovered in

1831-2, Balleny Islands and Sabrina Land in 1839, while the

fact of the existence of the -real southern continent was estab-

lished in 1841 bv Sir.lame* boss, who penetrated in 1842 to

78° 11', the southernmost point ever reached.

In Asia, to quote from Mr. Markham, "our officers have
mapped the whole of Persia and Afghanistan, surveyed Mesopo-

th-Vl i! p.mn^ih t d r' a have been

brought more completely to our knowledge. .
Eastern Turke-

\\

' Tx rh« m,',ot t'.u! m. . (i - md' the wild

plateaus of Tibet. < >ver the northern half of the Asiatic Con-

tinent the Russians h ; ive displaved -reat activity. They have

traversed the wild steppes and deserts of what op old atlases

was called Independent Tarlarv, have surveyed the courses of

the .laxartes. the Oxns and the Amur, and have navigated the

Caspian and the Sea of Aral. They have pushed their scien-

tific investigations into the Pamir and Eastern Turkestan,

until at last the British and Russian surveys have been con-

nected "

Again, fifty years ago the vast Central Regions of Africa

were almost 'a blank upon our best maps. The rudely drawn
lakes and rivers in maps of a more ancient dale had become
dwredin 1 l'lm\ did noi <:,,, :,nion- themselves, the evi-

dence upon which they were laid down could not be found,

Since that time the s neeessful crossing of the Kalahari des-

ert to Lake Ngami lias been the prelude to an era of African

discoverv. Livingston explored the basin of the /;.



discovered vast lakes and waters which have proved to be those
of the Itmher Congo. Burton and Si < ke i < d the wa\ from
the West Coast, which Spoke and Grant.pursued into audi down
the Nile, and Stanley down the course of the middle and lower
Congo; and the vast extension of Egyptian dominion has
hroughi a hmm slice of t , puitorial Africa within the limits of

semi-civilization. The western side of Africa has been attacked

to the north of the Cape Colony : the < (goyvC has been explored :

the Congo promises to become a center of trade, and the navi-
gable portions of the Niger, the Gambia, and the Senegal are
fuiniliarly known.
The progress of discovery in Australia has been as remark-

able as that in Africa. The interior of this great continent
was absolutely unknown to us fifty years ago, but is now
crossed through its center by tl ph, and no
inconsiderable portion of il is turned into sheep-farms. It is

"" interesting (net that General Sabine, so Ion-one of our most
active officers, and who is still with us, thotmh. unfortunately,
liis health has for some time prevented him from attending our
iiieetings, was bom on the very day that the first settler lauded
in Australia.

[To be continued.]

L.—Xoies <n, Enrijnjwd-es ; by C. G. Rockwood.

x, l,d J, lt . ( ,| mi'h k- Tim Murd lies off the

violent shocks with
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began, destroyed many villages, and especially damaged the

city of Scio or Kastro, on the east oast, the chief town of the

island. It was estimated that in all the southern part of the

island certainly nine-tenths of the houses would have to be re-

built and some whole villages were reduced to simple masses
of ruins. The loss of life was at first estimated as high as

10,000, but later advices render it probable that not more than

3000 or 4000. were killed. The consequent suffering and
destitution were, however, so great that contributions were
made in various countries of Europe and America for the

relief of the survivors. The center of disturbance appears to

have been under the eastern part of the island and the vibra-

tions were felt with destructive effect at Tchisme and at

Smyrna on the mainland to the eastward, and Eubcea and the

islands of Tinos and Syra to the westward. The direction of

vibration was east and west, as is shown not only by numerous
personal reports, but by the direction of the cracks in the

broken walls.

Die Vvlkanischtn Kwh/nisse des Jahres 1880.—The Sixteenth

Annual AV/^YoI'Dr. C. W. C. Keens (Mineralog. u. Petrograph.

Mittheih, Wien.) is at hand and presents some points of interest.

The volcanic activity of the year was less than usual, no

great eruption having occurred anywhere. From Vesuvius
small streams of lava issued in February and toward the end of

July, and again in September, October and November. So also

Etna showed some activity in February which lasted until May,

consisting, however, mostly of showers of ashes. Other eruptive

phenomena were the sand shower in St. Domingo on January

4, the elevation of the Island in Lake Ilopango in January, the

eruption of Fuego in Guatemala June 29, and the eruption of

Mauna Loa Nov. 5.

Earthquakes are recorded to the number of 225, of wbioh 66

are American, showing that the deficiency of such items in

pievions reports was due, as was supposed, to want of full

information, and not to any dearth of such phenomena upon
the Western continent. Of these 65, all but one have already

been noted in this Journal. The earthquakes <»f the Year were

divided among the seasons as follows

:

Winter, 80—Dec. 43, Jan. 18, Feb. 19;
Spring, 32—March 15, April 9, May, 8

;

Summer, 59—June 10, July 28, August 21

;

Autumn, 54—Sept. 14, Oct. 9, Nov. 31.

On thirty-three days in the year shocks occurred at two or

more distant places, and thiriy-two places were affected at

two or more times. A few earthquakes are of sufficient in-

terest to merit more special notice.
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Those of San Salvador in January and February, in Cuba,
Florida and Mexico in the latter part of January, and the
destructive shocks in the Philippines in July, have already
been mentioned in this Journal.
On November 9, the city of Agram, after numerous less

important shakings during the summer, was affected by a vio-

lent earthquake, which extended over Croatia, Montenegro,
and a great part of Hungary and Bosnia, and even to Bohemia
and upper Italy. This, the most severe shock, was followed
by numerous others in gradually decreasing intensity, so that

up to the 18th December, 61 distinct shocks had been observed
in the city, with minor vibrations innumerable. The city

appears to have suffered frequently in the past, as a list is

given of 33 earthquakes which have occurred there since 1502.
The author remarks on the continuance of the subterranean
noises when the shocks had ceased and the ground was at rest.

The phenomena still continued at the end of the year.

On July 4 all Switzerland was shaken by an earthquake,
which had its origin in the neighborhood of the Simplon.
Smyrna and its vicinity suffered on the 22d of- June, and

again on the 29th of July, when the shocks extended to the

neighboring islands and did much damage. In Smyrna itself

d houses were overthrown and thirty persons were
killed. The centre of disturbance was in the mountains north-

east of the city, where the village of Menemen was left unin-

liabitable. Tins earthquake has been described in the French
rnals. This same region has again been shaken

by the Scio earthquake of 1881, as mentioned above.

On September 2d an earthquake at Kalavrita. in the Pelo-

ponnesus, was felt also on the other side of the Mediterranean
at Tripoli, in Africa.

Dr. Fuchs records some observations on 1

1

which IV. f. him has ,-, ported a* orrurrine, frequently in

Nice. They are only perceptible at night when all is still, and
be is inclined to refer them to the dashing of the waves upon
the shore, although he states that the intensity of the vibration

does not correspond to that of the wave action, nor yet do the
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3 shallower waters of that region had been very ful

I by the Fish Commission in 1871 and 1875. "Nov
men has been done this year toward completing the

>n of the surface fauna, which is exceedingly ricl

I at Wood's Holl. The larval forms of Crustacea, ,

The special subject for investigation this year, was, however,

tjie rich fauna thai was last year discovered in deep water, about

To to 120 miles oil" the southern coast of New England, near the

that r'-i • lasl season vas mblisl d In nu , , this ,J, nn i

1

(vol. xx, p. :-J90), with notices and descriptions of many of the

,.: -.
• .,, '

'.'
.

;

.'
'

'

...

.'
'

: .
!'. -. :

in- of the National M.i-emn u ol. lii. pp :;5.J !<>!>, Dec-dan.).

Professor S. I. Smith published an account of the crustaeea in

the same Proceedings (vol. iii. pp. 413-152, Jan., 1881).

KstNw^^ trip made to

the deep water off the mouth of Chesapeake Bay, after the

regular dredging operations of the season had ceased.



A. P. Chapin, of Warsaw, N. Y., made the temperature obser-
vations an<l records oi' soundings, etc.

The party immediately a^oeiated with the writer in the
zoological uu( -tiLat inn- < mii»i-t< to I'e >h —or >. I Nmth jmi
Mr. ,!. II. Emertoii (artist), of Yale College; Dr. T. H. Bean
and Mr. Richard ba'bbum of the National Museum; Mr.

i Smith, of New York ; Professor L. A. Lee, of Bow-
doin College; Mr. B. V. Koons, Mr. K. A. Andrews, and Mr
H. L. Bruner, graduates and special zoological students of the
Sheffield Scientific School of New Haven, and Mr. Peter
Parker, of Washington. Most of these gentlemen have been
associated with me, in the same way. in previous years.

The off-shore regions explored this vearare included between
N. lat. 39° 40' and 40° 22'

; and between W. long. 69° 15'

and 71° 32'. They occupy a region about 42 miles wide, north
and south; and about 95 miles long, east and west, or about
105 miles along the 100-fathorn line.

Series of dredgings have also been made this season, off Cape
Cod

; in Vineyard Sound ; in Buzzard's Bay :' and off Martha's
Vineyard, between the deep-water and shallow-water localities

of former years. Other dredgings will be made later, this

It is probable that the remarkable richness of the fauna in

. both iii the number of species and in the surprising

abundance of the individuals of many of them, is dim very
largely to the unusual uniformity of the temperature enjoyed, at

:| H seasons of the year, at all those depths that are below the

immediate effects
'

of the atmospheric changes. The region

under discussion is subject to the combined effects of the Gulf
Stream on one side and the cold northern current on the other,

together with the gradual decrease in temperature in proportion

to the depth. It is, therefore, probable that at any given depth,

below 50 fathoms, the temperature is nearly the same at all

seasons of the year. Moreover, there is, in this region, an active

circulation of the water, at all times, due to the combined cur-

rents and tides. The successive zones of depth represent suc-

cessively cooler climates more iiorlectlv Imiv than near the coast.

The vast .pumiities oi ire, Uvimmin, animab. cniinuallv

I'l-omdH northward io the (bdf Stream, and filling the water,

!.- surface and bottom, furnish an inexhaustible supply
,,f h)od for manv of the animals inhabiting the bottom, and
l"'"b:ih!y,,jnXV ,i v oi indirectly, to nearly all of them. Avery
large species of Salpa, often five or six inches long, occurs both

>se to the bottom, in vast quantities. Some-
times several bushels come up in a single haul of the trawl. I

s <t lr „. i„ verv numerous instances, from
the stomachs of starfishes of many kinds, from Actinia* of
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several species, etc. Pteropods also frequently occur in the
stomachs of the starfishes, while Koraminifera furnish a large
part of the food of many of the mud-dwelling species.

The fishes, which are very abundant and of many species,

find a wonderfully abundant supply of most excellent food in

the very numerous species of crabs, shrimp and other Crusta-
cea, which occur in such vast quantities, that not unfrequently
many thousands of specimens of several species are taken in a
single haul of the trawl. Cephalopods are also abundant and

v devoured by the larger fishes, while others prey
largelj upon the numerous gastropods and bivalves.

The fishes obtained by us are of great interest. The large
number of >poei<? s tuk< u will be indicated by the accompanying
list, which has been kindly made out for me by Dr. T. H. Bean,
who has had charge of the fishes this season. A cons
number of species, not included in this list, are either unde-
scribed or not fully identified. These will soon be published
in a- more detailed'list.

The new species of fishes taken in 1880, in this region, were
described by Mr. G. Brown Goode, and a list of the 51 species,

obtained by us, was also published by him (Proc. Nat. Mus.,
iii, pp. 337-467, Nov., 1880, and Feb., 1881).

The most important of the fishes, is the Lophnlatilus cham<v-

koniiceps Goode and Bean, or "Tile-fish." This is a hum' and
handsome edible tish, first discovered on these grounds in 1879,
and not yet found elsewhere. It seems to be very abundant
over the whole region explored by us, in 70 to 134 fathoms.
On one occasion a"'- long-line " or' '' trawl-line " was put down
at station 949, in 100 fathoms, and 73 of these fishes were taken,

weighing 541 pounds. These varied in weight from 2| to 31
pounda It is brownish gray, more or less covered with large
bright vellow spots. The /'. ,, -i, ,liu,n min >'<<t.» • /< !. .ode, is a very
curious and handsomely colored fish, often bright red through-
out. The several species of " hake " {Phycis) are common, as

^vell as the "whiting-' (Mrrlnciu, t,i/o„aris). barge specimens
<>f the Voo<c-li<h" or ••aneler" arc often taken in tin- trawl, in
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;. fin,,, hth.js '
, i

Ivk,.;^ (Ha!

Phyris Chester; Gootlv and Hcati.
(



V the southern coast of New Enijluml.

32. If ,,,/.,

-

aneus Cuv. and Val.
A young example at statioi i MS; one at KI25 and 1 (TO at 1026; 18

Z;:;J7terT:^Z.
letermined.

724 fathoms.

found sparingly at several si 82 to 506 fathoms.

35. Stomius frrox Reinhardt.

at at 936, 953 and 995 ; 35,3 to 724 fathom

to 76 fathoms.

37. Nemki,' us Richardson. (Snipe Eel
7 individuals were taken at E i 216 to 506 fat

IS >',„«; /, ,/ ,/ I, - , (Long-nosed V,

to 506 fathoms ; a

'ug-nosed Eel.)

A few specimens were obtained at static

40. Saia eglanteria Lac.
Taken sparingly at 924 and 8

41. Rain Imvis Mitchill. (Barn-dooi• Skate.)

MOLLUSCA.

Most of the mollusca recorded in my papers of last yeai

were again obtained this season, and often in larger numbers
A complete list will be published in a future paper. At tlu

present time I shall refer only to some of the more importan
ones, and to some of those that are additions to the fauna.

Of the Cephalopods, the following species were taken :

'"unit,,* FubHcii Steenstrup.*

Station 968; 715 fathoms; one large and perfect male speci

!"cn. Station 1081 ; 255 fathoms; one young specimen.

The former is the form recently figured by Steenstrup, unde>
the above name, and considered by him the adult of Gonatui
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Ommastrephes illecebrosus Verrill.

Stations 9LS, 910, 023-925, 030,940, Oil), 1025, 1033; 45-258
fathoms.

Taoniuspavo (Lea.) Steenstrup.

Station 952 ; 388 fathoms. Two specimens. This rare

species has not been recorded from our oast, since it was de-

scribed by Lesueur, in 1821.

Rossia sublevis Verrill.

Stations 924, 925, 939, 945-947, 951, 952, 997, 1025, 1026,

1028, 1029, 1032, 1033; 106-388 fathoms. Some of the speci-

mens, recently obtained, agree more nearly with It (
f
lnur->r i.<

Lov., as figured by G. O. Sars, than any seen before. It may
prove to be identical.

,

Hi t, rut' ./7///.V ttnt rn Verrill.

Stations 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 940, 944, 949, 950, 1026,

1027; 45-182 fathoms. E^> of this species were taken at

stations 022, 940, 949, and in several localities in 1880. They
are nearly round, ivory-white or pearly, attached to shells, etc..

by one side, in groups, or scattered. On the upper side there

is a small conical eminence.

Sepiola leucoptera Verrill.

Stations 947, 952, 998, 999, 1026 (8 juv.) ; 182-388 fathoms.

Ortopua Jlairdii Verrill.

Stations 925, 939, 945-947, 951, 952, 994, 997, 998, 1025,

1026, 1028, 1033, 1035; 103-388 fathoms.
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Allopoms mollis Verrill.

Stations 937, 938, 952, 953, 994 ; 310-715 fathoms. Two
very large females were taken: one at station 937, in 506
fathoms; the other at 994, in 308 fathoms. The former
weighed over 20 pounds. Length from end of body to tip of
1st pair of arms. 31 inches : of 2d pair, 32; of 3d pair, 28; of
1th pair, 28; length of mantle beneath, 7 ; beak to'end of 4th
pair of arms, 22; breadth of body, H-5: breadth of head, 11

;

diameter of eye, 2-5; of largest suckers, -38.

The only additional Pteropod taken this year is TripUru
i (Rang), from station 947. Among the ff

there are a considerable number of species not obtai

year. Perhaps the most remarkable discovery, in this group,
is a fine typical species of Dolium {!>. Bainlii) taken alive, in

ins. This genus is aim ropical in its

n. On our coast, D. galea extends northward to

North Carolina. This southern form, with a large Marginella,

taken both this year (station 949) and last, an Avicula, and
various other genera, more commonly found in southern waters,

are curiously associated, in this region, with --en era and species

which have hitherto been regarded as exclusively northern or
'veil arctic, many of them having been first discovered in the

waters of Greenland, Spitsbergen, northern Norway, Jan
Mayen Land, etc.

Among the northern species which had not been found pre-

viously south of Cape Cod, the following were dredged: Tro-

phon dathratw, 972, 976 ; Acirm rosbdnta ( horealis), 965:
Aunnirupsis hhr,i>l.lra {-=heii<:o!d>.<); Munjn ni>< cinerea, 981;
M'i'-Jx.rnpiux htll,!, 1032: Ci/lichno Gouldii, 9/3; Odustontia

[Menestho) striatula, 980.

1><>I;»,„ Hafrdii Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

A moderately large species, having nearly the form of D.perdix
and I), zouafum. Male. Shell broad ovate, with seven broadly

rounded whorls ; spire elevated, apex acute; nuclear whorls

about three, smooth : suture impressed, but not deep, nor chan-

nelled, the last whorl is somewhat flattened (perhaps abnormally)

below the suture, for some distance, corresponding to an inward

flexure of the outer lip. Aperture elongated, irregularly

ovate; outer lip regularly rounded, except for a short distance

Interiorly, where it is siiehtlv incurved, its edge is excurved,

acute externally, d stinclK but not prominenth erenulated

within, except posteriorly, where a posterior canal is slightly

H'liie.'.ted: columella straight: canal short and broad. The

H consists of numerous (about 40 on the

last whorl) rather prom i t. s.j mrisl . clearly defined revolv-

ll >g nbs, less than F"J
' broad, separated bv interspaces of about
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the same breadth, in which there is usually one small narrow
rib, alternating with the larger ones ; sometimes there are two
or more small ones. The whole surface, both of ribs and inter-

spaces, is covered with fine and regular transverse, raised

lines. The surface is covered with a very thin pale olive-

yellow epidermis, easily deciduous when dry. Color white, ex-

cept that the larger ribs are alternately light brown and white,

and the apex, consisting of about three smooth nuclear whorls,

is dark brown. Length 68mm ; breadth 56™" ; length of aper-

The animal is well preserved. Proboscis blackish, exserted

about 20mm , thick (8
mm

) and clavate at the end, which is sur-

rounded by a sort of collar, with a finely wrinkled or crenulated,

white edge. Head large, with a prominent rounded lobe in

front. Tentacles large, elongated (10
ram

), stout, tapering, obtuse.

Eyes small, black, on 1 1 v raised tubercles at

the outer base of the tentacles. Head, tentacles and siphon-

tube dull brown. Penis very large (50
mm long, 12mm broad),

twisted and thickened at base, flattened distally, terminating in

a slightly prominent obtuse lobe at the tip"; a well-marked

groove runs along the posterior edge to the tip.

Off Martha's Vineyard, station 945; 202 fathoms. Station

1036; 94 fathoms; one young specimen and large fragments.

Pleurotoma {Beta) limacina Dall. (Daphnella ?)

Bulletin Mus. Comp. Zool., be, p. 55, 1881.

Four living specimens of this elegant shell were taken at

station 994 ; .368 fathoms. Gulf of Mexico, 447-805 fathoms

(Dall). This is not a true Bda, for it has no operculum ;
eyes

Gapulus himgaricus (Lirme).

Two living specimens were obtained, which appear to belong

to this species/ They are more delicate and have somewhat
finer and more regular radiating ribs than the ordinary Euro-

pean form. It has not been recorded before from our coast.

Stations 922, 1029; 69 and 458 fathoms.

Fiona, nohilh Alder and Han.

British Nud. Moll., ^olidie, Fam. 3, pi. 38A.
A large and handsome Fiona, apparently this species, was

found in two instances, in large numbers, on pieces of lloatin,-

timber, among Anatifers, at station- 985 and 995. They were

kept in confinement several days and laid numerous clusters of

eggs. These are in the form of a broad ribbon, spirally coiled

in about one and a half turn-, so to form a Mi-shaped or cup-

shaped form, and attached by a slender pedicel, so as to hang

from the under sides of objects. Alder and Hancock recorded

its occurrence, in a single instance, at Falmouth, England.



lata ramosa Verrill and Emerton, sp. nov.

Body elevated, convex above, elongated, oblong, sides nearly
along the middle; foot well-developed, as broad as the

body. Dorsal tentacles thick, ciavate, obtuse, with numerous
lamellae; sheath scarcely raised. Back and sides with numer-
ous small, simple papillae. Along the lateral margins of the

is a carina, with a row of large, much branched
papillae, alternating with much smaller ones; of the la

there are about six on each side, the most anterior are below
the dorsal tentacles; two on each side are posterior to the gills,

lies largest ; a row of similar but smaller processes ex-
tends below the tentacles and around the front margin.

Gills five, arborescently branched. Color, pale yellow. The
dorsal tentacles darker.

'

The radula is quite >
; /. Iwxra and Trioj.a

daviger. The median area is wide, with two rows of thin,

transversely oblong plates; there are three rows of large, nearly
equal teeth on each side, with the tips strongly incurved, ob-
tuse

: the u; -nuill lobe on the middle of the

inner edge : these are followed by about seventeen or eighteen
-mailer, oblong plates, with slightly emaiginate anterior ends;
these gradually decrease in size toward the margins of the

Stations 910, 949; 130 and 100 fathoms.
Inform, this resembles 1. latent, but is easily distinguished

by the branched appendages along the sides.

Of the Lamellibranchiata, some very interesting new forms
pecies of I'hultt-

! related to cer-

occurred. The most iinportant of these are

«/' /','• U!li;thner;« an, •nOt—th ree e

found on this coast, 1 'domya i

any of tl ,e fewd, Set'ib

The genus MytHhat-.ri'i. rto had very

of them
species.

Among the northern lot previ

Cape Cod, are the foblowing: \l,» *..

(975, 976, 981); Lnia t> a (973)

;

AV,

rodneed . ,htu^ • anterior end very short and ab-

;' tl
> , |M , ll( ,I (

.

!( u i N ,le(i .ed b N , < u m extending from the

.liter margin; anterior to the earina there is a broad
«-«neave furrow, which bounds the sli-ditU convex central area
of the front end ; the greater part of the sides of the shell is cov-

wi with deep, rathe- wide concave furrows, separated by ele-

vated, sharp-edged ribs ; the furrows yary in width and decrease
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posteriorly: a small portion, near the tip of the posterior end is

covered only by slight ribs. The surface between the ribs is

finely granulated. When the thin superficial layer is removed
the surface is pearly. The umbos are prominent, strongly in-

curved, nearly or quite in contact. The hinge in the right valve

consists of a an ,s \<r t ku ' mingback asa
low ridge, and separated from the margin of the shell anteriorly,

and from the cartilage-lamina posteriorly, by a narrow groove

;

the cartilage-pit is long, running forward under the beak as a

a narrow furrow ; it is bounded internally by a prominent

lamella. Length, 3

6

mm
; height, 29 mm

; breadth, 26mra
.

Stations 940, 949, 950: 69 to 130 fathoms.

Three specimens, all dead, but one is very fresh.

Mytilhwria flexuosa Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell obliquely cordate, short, higher than long,

r end rather shorter than the posterior; umbos very

prominent, beaks much incurved, pointed and turned forward,

with a small, deep concavity just under and in front of them.

The outline and surface of the shell is very flexuous, owing to

the broad deep grooves and elevated ribs which divide the sur-

face into several areas. The most prominent rib is very high

and rounded, and runs from the beak to the extreme ventral

margin, inclining somewhat forward; in front of this the ante-

rior area is flattened with a wide shallow concave groove or

undulation in the middle, and others less marked ; the front

edge is broadly rounded, slightly undulated below. The mid-

dle area is very elevated, and forms more than a third of the

shell; it is flattened or slightly concave in the middle, and

undulated by several faint broad ribs ; it recedes posteriorly,

and a broad concave furrow separates it from the small poste-

rior area, which is without ribs, and has a prominent rounded

edge. The surface is finely granulated, lines of growth evident

The interior is pearly, angulated by a deep groove, correspond-

ing to the largest external rib. The dorsal hinge-line is nearly

straight posteriorly, and strongly incurved anteriorly, in the

right valve it projects inward, but not in the left : in the right

valve there is a small rounded tubercle, a little back of the

beak : from below this a short rib-like process runs back below

the deep, partially internal cartilage-pit, which extends forward

and upwa'nl under the beak as a narrow furrow. Anterior

muscular scar deep; posterior one larger ovate, less distinct:

sinus small. Length, 25mm ; height, 26mm ; breadth from side

to side, 22mm .

Station 947 ; 312 fathoms. One pair of fresh valves, dead.

This and the preceding were both taken by means of the

'• sake dredge."
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l)%l>lodo)it<t txrt/ida Verrill and Smith, sp. nov.

Shell large for the genus, round-ovate, a little longer f.liari

high, very swollen; the two ends nearly equally rounded, the

anterior a little narrower; ventral edge broadly and regularly

rounded: beaks nearly central, somewhat forward of the mid-
dle, strongly curved inward and forward, acute. Surface with-
out sculpture, smooth except for the evident lines of growth.
In the right valve there arc, opposite the beak, two nearly equal,

stout, sharp teeth, separated by a space of about the same
width; back of these, and partlv joined at base to the posterior

one, there is a much larger, broad, stout, obtuse tooth, with a

groove on its dorsal side: external cartilage-groove, and its

lamella arc long and narrow, curved. Length, 29mm ; height

(umbos to ventral edge), 25mm ; breadth, 23mm.

Station 950; 69 fathoms. One right valve.

Art. X\M.-Xo/, 0i > Q„> Tall of Comet h. .1881; l>v Lkwis
Boss. With Plates V and VI.

The changes which took place in the aspect of the tail of the

"io of peculiar and unusual interest. Appearances so novel
< l! "'' unexpected moved me to prepare some rude sketches of
the tail, with brief notes as to its position in the sky. From
several causes my opportunities for making such studies
proved to be very few, and lack of experience contributed to

the completeness and accuracy of the results actually
obtained. It is to be regretted that the number of those who
give serious and systematic attention to this branch of obser-
vation is quite small in Hew of the small number of opportu-

ne, on the other hand, the observations which can
uncertain in character, and the results vary much

A'ith individual judgment. It is therefore important that

and descriptions should be gathered from as many
sources as possible.

The engravings (Plate V). accompanying this paper were
reduced from drawings compiled from the original sketches

These w•ere ma< le in the open air at the times of observation
indicated. In all C! isesthe chi ef object of interest was what

Itl V termed tl ,e right lin e tail, which was far

more cons tl'l an the ntlir »n June 26, scarcely

ingon Julyl. It IS

to be regr. on these da tes charts were not used in the

final draw
n of the lies, except for reference. The
ings we laid down on copies of Schvvi nek's polar
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original sketches and notes. <

tail were drawn with care on th

musterung polar chart (Argelander, 1855), and frorr

accurately transferred to the finished sketch. The d
of figure, owing to the projection used, is not iinportar

case, and for the purposes of this communication it is

ciable. The engraver has been very successful in pr
the accuracy of the original drawings, and in impa
them the desired effects. The following is the substam
notes recorded

:

June 26, 10".—Air wonderfully transparent. Tin- ta

great comet consists <>! two branches." The principal

appears to U- pcrf.-ct.ly straight, and passes about two cb

the apparent cast of Polaris and ci^ht or ten decrees b<

For the last ten or fifteen de-rees this branch is exc
faint. The other is curved .piite >trongly to the appare

or seven degivcV a-tr'.Momi .'alK ...ml!.'--, ip.p,' Poland
June 26, 13 h 30"'. Sketch.—The tail presents to the m

much the same appearance as it did earlier in the evenint
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nd at a distance from it equal to alx

ween that star an-l Polaris. The last

the nucleus than
curved near the e

h .j.-tennmnl. ami wit.!, surh

uarrni.ted l.v the precision of

,.itions of points in the tails on
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It would have been better, no doub to have made no
special effort to determine the position o

limit of the tail, but to have given mv;
position of the axis and the breadth of he \ i<ibh portions it

points where the tail could be easily seei But even will, tin

i. we shall be able t , derive some idea oi

the real position of the tails in space, and of their correspond-

ence in type with other.- which have beei observed.

Convenient formula? have been devised by Bessel (Astr.

Nachr., vol. xiii, p. 193), by the use of which we may determine

Lar deviation of a point in the tail from the radius

vector prolonged. It will be necessary to assume that the axis

of the tail lies in the plane of the orbit of the nucleus. This

assumption is well supported both bv theorv and experience',

and is, no doubt, substantially correct. Sueh small deviations

as might result when emissions of matter from the head are

hi. symmetrical with reference to the orbit plane, or when the

initial velocity of particles thrown oil" from the nucleus is

greater toward one pole of the orbit than toward the other, may
•-• iirglcwted a> (-omparativrh insignificant. Let:

r=Radius vector of the nucleus at the time of observation.

listance of point obse •ved from ill nucleus.

angle at the nucleus of r prolonged.
ndmu angle for tl .ii'it in the ta

etocentric distanc e of the eartl from the n

comet's orbit.

entric angle between the ear the

>etween the < Ipoii

radiu I,—positive,
that side of the radius vector from Whirl

been noving.

rom the elements of Dr Oppenheim (Art! N.,5 384), we
for the coordinates of tl e north Pole Of tin orbit of cornet

sferred t 3 the equator,
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We then derive the following table of results :

June 26. i.,.,. - July 1.
J

Ju aa.

hi fel ^ i^ A .1

l
fl k 3*1

i£ Hi IjN W I!< I| -!

p •HO
I •m •428 "" '•s'^i

I
Sl-2 351*8

T°
:;'o's

- L9°a

2-8 iV-6 li?! Vl-s

T IO-J

14-0 ss
5
i'"

t'-1 "° 21-1 41-5 S3

-

An inspection of the foregoing table shows that the char-

acteristics of the two branch efined by the val-

been predicted in view of the considerable probable errors to

which such determinations are liable.. On the first three dates
the cometocentric elevation of the earth above the plane of the

comet's orbit was, respectively, 13°, 16°,

that small errors in the observed position a

ably multiplied when converted into

off'. It must also be remembered that many of the poii

observed are several <L •_!<>- l-.riher from the nucleus than 1

superior limit of visibility assigned by most observers for t

extent of the tail on the respective dates.

So far as I am aware most of the observers who ha

already reported on the appearance of the tail failed to not
the division into branches at all. On the other hand, it c;

not be supposed that this inteivstini.'- aspect entirely escap

•letcction under proper conditions of sky and terrestrial s
1

If we
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The tail of the comet of 1807 presents most striking resem-

blance to this under discussion. On October 22, 1807, the

comet of that year ... fcbe same position

in space as the present comet had on July 22. On that occa-

sion (Astr. Nachr., vol. xiii, p. 228), Bessel found two tails.

The first he considered to be nearly straight and in length

about 4-5°. The other was strongly curved, broader than the

lirsi. and in length about ,",°. Dr. Bredichin (Mosc. Ann., vol. v,

pt. 2, p. 56), has computed the value of <p' for the end of each

tail. This enables us to compare the two descriptions in a very

satisfactory manner. We have

—

- 139 7 it 4°-6 "082 6°-2 5°-0

of 4 and r, the agree-

i of observation. It is.

thus seen that there is great similarity in the physical appear-

ance of the two comets, as well as between the elements of their

respective orbits. Since, in general, we have the greatest pos-

sible variety in the appearance of the tails of the comets, and

especially in the combination of tails of different types, we may
confidently say. that the very remarkable similarity above

shown furnishes another important fact, in addition to those

which already tend to indicate a common origin for the comets

of 1807 and 1881.

Sir Isaac Newton and others after him have shown that the

tail might be produced by a repulsive force emanating from the

sun. and acting Oil

thrown out from the nucleus of all great comets. Bessel has

investigated formulae (Astr. Nachr.,' vol. xiii) which enabled

him to compute the repulsiye force necessary to produce a tail

of the form actually observed in the case of Halley's comet.

The repulsive force in these formula? is, of course, an implicit

function. Vessel's formula' are shown (Mosc. Ann., vol. V, pt

2) to give results which are but roughly approximate for huge

distances from the nucleus. Professor Norton, Dr. Bredichin

others have published formula- which are more rigorously

cle
i all these investigations it is supposed that a partich

projected from the nude is > repelled b\ a force < 1 — //) the re-

verse of the Newtonian. The effective force acting on the par-

tide will be //, and when combined with the tangential velocity

of the nucleus will cause it to describe a hyperbolic orbit. This

hyperbola will be convex or concave to the sun, according as

(1— (J) is greater or less than unity. In the volumes of the Mos-

cow Annals, Dr. Bredichin piv^-nts a variety of reasearehes

concerning the consequences to be deduced from this assump-

tion of repelling forces.
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He refers the tails of comets to three general types, distin-

guished by the value of (l—/i) employed in their theoretical rep-

n. The value of (l-,«) (expressed in the Newtonian
unit) for Type I is 110 to 12-0 ; for T\ p 1 1, ab. >ut 1 •?,

; for Type
111, 0-3. or less. The value of (1 - ,t) for Type II, however, is

found to vary considerably in different cases without losing

its distinctive' character. Jt is possible to introduce the effect

due to the initial velocity of projection from the nucleus, and
this, of course, modifies the value of (l-/i) which would other-

wise he assumed. This effect will evidently be proportionally

-of Type 1. and will increase in importance as the

value of (1- ti) is diminished. If we suppose particles to be
i itb equal

velocities, the Hlcet will be mainly shown in the breadth of the

tail. Thus we invariably find tails of Type I to be narrow in

comparison with those of Type II, -a fact which liuds satisfac-

tory explanation in the relatively small effect, which would be
produced bv the action of initial velocity, when the repelling

appear to take place mostly on the side of the nucleus nearest

the sun, the assumption of the value zero for initial velocity

will always render the value of (I— /i) computed from observa-
tion, too small.

It will be interesting to examine our observations of the tail

they conform to the normal types. In a preliminary discussion

like this, which is founded on f-w observations of small weight,

it will not be worth while to include the effect of initial velocity

of emission. When a great number of observations of the tail

and coma have been collected, it may be possible to arrive at

some satisfactory result in this direction. I have accordingly

computed the hyperbolic orbits of particles emitted from the

tail), with values of (l-/i) equal to -6, 1*0, 14 and 110. The
values of the radius vector and true parabolic anomaly of the

nucleus have been computed from the elements of Dr. Oppen-
heim, previously cited.

II evidently always be retrograde to

particle from the nucleus at the time, M.
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tj= Length of perpendicular let fall from the particle on r pro-

£,— Distance from the foot of that perpendicular to the nucleus.

q)= Angle whose sine is —-, or the angle between r prolonged and

the line joining the nuchas and particle at the time M.

As an example of the manner in which the theoretical lines

of Plate VI have been constructed, the results of computations
intended to represent the rigUMiue tail of Juno 20/8i>5 (Berlin

time) are subjoined. The value of (1-u) is assumed to be 11*0;

and the hyperbolical orbits are computed for particles emitted

ion, and for two designated dates subsequent to that

time. We have :

From that curve v

f corresponding I

greater in this rase than in that I"<>r tails of Tyi>c 1. Th
N II" are constructed with (1- and N HI"
22, is based on (l-/i)= 0'fi. Thrdnts cl

',

r losod insnia!

indicate the positions of points in the til il actually o
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The computed positions of these are given in table II. The
dotted lines are intended to give a rough idea of the outlines

of the tail as observed and reduced to the plane of the orbit, on
the somewhat doubtful assumption that the thickness of the tail

may be neglected in comparison with its breadth in the plane
of the orbit. Following is a tabular view of the results ob-

tained by computation, with the corresponding values from
observation.

- Type I. (1-^ = 110. Type II.

Point A ¥ o W Point a ¥ 4>
<>->>' <i-/0

June 26

June 28

July 1

ij'

•2 1

101
14-0

5-6

13-2

L2'3

110
— 1'7

+ 5-4

II' •179

•1H0

•153

120

.
| „

29-8 31-2

81*8 26*5

+ 1-4

4-2-7

_4-s

1-4

1-4

1-4

July 22 r •082 0-2 57 " '
6 IV •057 24-9 12- — 13-

- 9"

14
1-0

tm! <>f Type II as observed <

observed and the computed values 'of <p for the tail of the first

type is very satisfactory. The deviation of five degrees on
June 28 might easily be attributed to errors of observation on
an object which was so excessively faint; and it is quite prob-

- somewhat influenced
b.7 the general direction of the tail nearer the nucleus where it

ter. Such an influence would tend to make the ob-
served value of

<f
too small. The two values of <p' best deter-

mined for Type I are the second and fourth of the table; and
these both indicate that a smaller value of (1-/*) should have
been employed.
With reference to the comparisons of observed and computed

<P in the tail of the second type, we do not expect an accord

-

iu'iorv. Tin ililliciilties of observation were greater
Vlt 'i

? his branch of the tail, which was broad and faint at its

;
and, furthermore, an error in location of this shorter

branch would have a prater influence upon the value of <p'.

The probable uncertainty in the value of tp
f

for the first three

dates I estimate at three or four degrees. On July 22 the
! "

;
>- <>i ol the short, r branch of the tail w as extremely difficult

;

still I cannot think that the probable uncertainty in
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much greater than 0'6, extremely improbable for that

cleus mainly on the side nearest the sun. The particles

near the end of this branch of the tail must have left th

cleus about July 4, and for portions nearer the bead at

dates. We know that this period was one of great activi

the nucleus, and it is reasonable to suppose that the velo

of emission toward the sun were unusually great. It is w<

of remark that the value of p' obtained from V.^s-Ps observ
of the 1807 comet (Oct. 22) requires a value for (!-«) of '<

06. (Mosc. Ann., vol. v, pt. 2, p. bti). We mav, however,
pose that the matter composing the tail of July 22, having
exposed to a lower temperature at the time of emission
that which prevailed at perihelion, was in a less finely db
state. Then, on the theory of electrical repulsion, we si

On the whole, the resu

lit in respect to the ratio

the genesis of the two tails, may be regarded as extremelv
. the hypothesis of Dr. P.redieiiin, viz : that the tail

of Type I is due to the presence of hvdro<?en in the comet, and

that of Type II to carbon. Granting this, we should have ex-

pected the traces of hydrogen in the spectrum of the comet to

ately preceding. On June 2<s and fur a few days following

that date, we nu.uht look for a weakening of the hydrogen lines,

I coma, where, alone, spectra
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As the outcrops of limestone on New York Island will soon be
aded away, 1 here supplement my notice of the 122d street

eality with* a fuller account of the section there a Horded, and a
;ure representing it. The section is on the north side of this

vet, :md extends from Lexington avenue to the first dwelling
use—about 120 feet. There are three belts of limestone: a,

e feet wide; b, seven feel ; and c, in view to the eastern limit

the open lot, 32 feet. The band // looks, at first, as if it were
i' westward dipping portion of r/,'but it is in reality a seam of

isses a, C'\ appear here to he independent beds. But over the
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I'cti'd it to oc wrongly lalx'lled.

\,i,t,lrt-^,l, ,,.,,,,,,,< /,,/ in /If Srftixt anil S,i,l,!-,/r<<uiti. of Cm,
and Stony Point.

i mv remarks on tlio nn-ks at Cnisjer's and Stony Point I 1

aim',! flit- vic-u- that tl.<-(.M.»Mtact-|>Jn-noin<-,.a, as tiny may

on the north, (1) from a nearly
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iScienti/ic Intelligent

[ENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

per cent faster than red light, and asks the question : what is really

determined by observations on the velocity of light? Is the

velocity of a single wave d. termim d. or that of a group of waves?
If the group velocity be denoted by U and the wave velocity by

V, the relation between these velocities is explained by \J=S^\
in which /,' is inversely proportional to the wave length. Accord-
ing to Young and Forbes, V varies with k and therefore U and V
are dim-rent. A complete knowledge of U, which can be obtained

by experiment, does not lead to a knowledge of V. Lord Kay-
leigh .Um-usscs the various methods employed in determining the

velocity of light and concludes that if we regard the solar parallax

as known, we obtain almost the same velocity of light from the

first result relates to the group velocity and the second to the

the group velocity-

id Lord Rayleigh t<

Lug. 25, li

hie pipe is slotted along its en-

ontal position with the slot be-



Chemistry m

- regions, electric potential is observed. Ihe heat
state and the electrical state are i -

:

> -m Tgy,
manifested according to the state of the body. Ann. <hr /' /«]'/,

hi„J C/ionie, No. 8, 1881, p. 582. J. T.

4. Microphonic action <>f St-It )>i>nii <>//*.— Dr. James Mdsku,
led I.y the theory that <>ne and the same ray of light may have

iiical ami luminous etieet-, has examined the behavior
under the influence of the electrical current. It was

found that ordinar \ elect rieai : -ted by sele-

niuni
: with a cell composed of zinc, selenium and copper, a polari-

zation of about iri volt, was observed and a current was obtained
long alter it was separated from the primary battery. A careful

examination of the connections between selenium and copper in
the form of cells invented by Bell and 'fainter, and ....

others, showed that between the upper u.d ! In selenium there is
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of which the earth is made must be strong enough to bear this

We are thus led to enquire how the stresses are distributed in

the earth's mass, and what are magnitudes of the stresses.

In this paper I have solved a problem of the kind indicated for

\ homogeneous incompressible elastic sphere, and have
f the earth.

1 if the whole mass be
sotiu, very tar greater n the crust be thin. As regards the con-

dition of incompressibility attributed to the materials of tin- earth,

it is proved in this paper that the compressibility of the solid

would make no sensible difference in the results; except, indeed,

in the case where the deformation of the sphere is of the second
spherical harmonic class, when large compressibility would con-

siderably modify the results.

The strength of an elastic solid is here estimated by the dirn-r-

ence between the greatest and least principal stresses, when it is

on the point of breaking, or, according to the phraseology adopted,

by the breaking stress-difference. The most familiar examples of

breaking stress-difference are whet! a wire or rod is stretched or

crushed until it breaks; then the breaking load divided by the

area of the section of the wire or rod is the measure of the strength

of the material. Stress-difference is thus to be measured by tons

per square inch.

Taldes of breaking stress-differences for various materials are

given in the paper.

The problem is only solved for the class of inequalities called

round the globe in parallels of latitude. The number of waves is

determined by the order of the harmonic. In the application t->

the earth the equator here referred to may be any great circle,

and is not necessarily the lerrestrial equator. The second har-

equator and depression at the pole

;

the spheroid. An harmonic of a high order may be described as

a series of mountain chains, with intern ening valh-ys. running

round the globe in parallels of latitude, estimated with reference

The case of the second harmonic is considered in detail, and it

is shown that the stress-difference rises to a maximum at the

center of the globe, and is constant all over the surface. The
central stress-difference is eight ti/ties as great as the superficial.

On evaluating the stress-diffeivnee arising from given ellipticiu

in a rotating spheroid of the size and density of the earth, it

appears that if the excess or defect of ellipticity above or below
the equilibrium value were y^V^j tnen the stress-difference at the

centre would be s tons per square inch; and that, if the sphere

were made of materia! as strong as brass, it would be just on the

point of rupture. Again, if the homogeneous earth, with ellipticit)

7^2-, were to stop rotating, the central stress-difference would be



inch, and it would
'he finest steel.

iisidt-n-.l. Tins is in t-tfWt
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from the volcanoes arises from the melting of solid rock, existing
at a very high temperature, at points where there is a diminution
of pressure, or else from comparatively small vesicles of rock in a
molten condition.— I>so<>, lio,/. Soc, June, 1881.

0. Expansion of Cixt Im„ >rhik xolh.UfittHt/.—Sl. J. B. HlN-

cmiclusiou that "fhpiid cast iron expands at least .Vi!2 per cent of

II. GrEOLOGY AND NATURAL HlSTORY.

1. Origin of the Iron Ores of th> Mnupnttt IH«tri,-t, L«k<
Superior; l.y M. K. Wai-swokth. (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist.,

xx, 470, March, 1880.)— Alter a few prefatory sentences, this

paper presents what are regarded as objections to the view of the
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e i.s especially able to judge. There is nothing
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utli serie> of flutes as inclinlin-- lenticular in;

sils they atl'oi'd lie eoiielmles—taking niicu

ie beds as an exainj)le

—

that Billings's spi

>rt/u\ L. Iitijit r<ifoi\ Xnitilua Pompon ins, .

M,h.rto lt ,„ Wo/*,-. M. Orltln,,,, Phnmtom
,, mot, .Inn,. 1/. p.„o/,,„sO. Erciinmphulus

.-.ilti.-s in certain r.-i.-ns . A iVniltt-l an

No sucli scheme can take from Cah
fossils their value as tests of geologi

Hihstanliateil'll/thestu.Iv of tile i\L

3. Volcanic 'Eruption "on Hawaii
Titus Coan to one of the editors, <laU

the sea, and tlnve-t. Mirths of a mile of

have as vet b
to he fifty mi
this<li>tauee
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iiiiir. while not, a- the author -ays, a nionooTaph of this (jrnii|i of

ymy as to genera ami species; explanations of microscopic struc-

ture; inferences a- t<> the affinities ami zoological position of the

U'eiius, am! descriptions of several new species. The observations

til-eat Britain.
' The volume hears evidence of much study and

research in it-- preparation, and of liberal expenditure by the pub-
lished in its manufacture, and will be welcomed especially by
American paleontologists.

6. Ulexite h, Ctn/nrui,,; X«,te by \V. P. Uukk. (Commani-

Welb. ii 1 tu. ,t\ miles | fl ,,'m,,,
,', St iti n n tin railway.

7. W0fh<l Shrlh h, X,;r Hnqh

,

„ ,1 S/n J!- J'I, „,>s ; 1> V KlMVAKD
S. Moksi:.— Mr. >[..rsc called attention to the fad that hereto-

MollsK



llrih-r,,,, z,u- .y,.rrlt„!.,,,^ ,<„,/ !>/,>,*;. ,l„,, t , Jer Piter, Vl.rte

arfrom ton years, the important scries of papers hy Deliary
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nl forms without, them may have originally been

^/"'/•/'.'/"'""Mixl Lithnth*inu,H,n.
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rulfit/nnnnloides. w. g. f.

11. 7%e lint, ,,,;,„! Cnlh.tor* Handbook ; by W. Whitman
Bailey. (G. A. Bates, Salem.)—This volume forms number three
of the Naturalist's Handy Series, and contain'- full directions for

the collection of all kinds of plants and their proper preparation
for, : 1 1 1

- 1 the arrangment in the herbarium. The writer has been
aided in his account of the method of collecting cryptogams, by
notes from experts in different departments, ami there is a chapter
by Mr. C. H. Peck on the preparation <»l fungi. At the end is a

short account of the principal public herbaria in this country and
a list of hooks relating to the floras of different countries. The
book is illustrated by wood-cuts. w. G. f.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Ancient Japanese Bronze Bells; by Edward S. Morse.—
Mr. Morse described the so-called Japanese bronze bells which
are dug up in Japan. These hells had been deseribed and figured

by Professor Monroe in the Proceedings of the New ' York



A I» I'KXDIX.

&kt. XLIV.

—

Appendix to Paper on the Geological Relations

of the Limestone belts of We#tr/n.«fer iJonnty, 'New York: by
James D. Dana.*

;ibhre\ iations used arc: A v. Avenue;
; I. limestone; ;/n., gneiss (variety

i f/Ji., thin schistose gneiss; ,,,. nriea-

iisu-nciss; in. sch., urica schist ; hard
f/n., hard or compact thick-bedded gneiss; hhl,, hornblende

river; R.K.. railroad; var., varying. In giving the strike :In giving the strike and
.
N. 20° E., 70° E. sigi

ward, and so throughout.

. Tor magnetic variation. T
responding to the T-symb«

New Yokk Island.
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In Alt. Mom- I'i.rk. /». y«. X. :;o -;;2 K. ; X. :m -:: 1 I-:.: r.tV-io I-;.; X.

45° B., 60*-70° E.; [also in's. part. fronting r.rli A v., >«.
tf/

j. N. 30° K, 75°-80"

K., ills., in zigzags].

t M \ !
-

I ' I I n, i lu I \ 1

'r~ ! , r ]:,!]< N. 32°-27° K.. 7u°-7r>°

.-.i.t-.i-K-l. Al.-.ut. Til, A v.. ni S.K. ,-,.1-n.Tof nstl. Si., ,„. ,/h. X. :il

K.. TO I-].; near l.Wrli St.. X. ::7 K... tjr,
3
-7ll' K.: 1-tOth St.. X. :!0 K.. 7n K. ;

n.-ar ! ir.i 1. St.. X. -Ji; lv. so K. ; X. uf I lt.Mli St., N. 26°-28° E., 80"-85" K.

;

D. Between- stii \xn Kith A ventks. Soctii of !55th Street.—On 9th At.,

-r.. »,. ,,„. X. 29 K.. l(»'-r,0 K.: K. of iUh A v. on 110th St., X.

27 -'.V2 V... ko K. :
\V. of 0th Ave. mi IHMh St.. >,)...//>. X. 34° 1-., 80°-90°, con-

rooky part of Morning Sale Park in 1
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side, N. 28° E., 86° W

l°5o°-G5°°E™%ara
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sr'k'i. 25 E.,'75 W.]—W. of R.R., i

26° E., 60°-80° W. ; on 138th St., W.
vds farther X.. X. 17 I-:., 80°-60° W
St., along B..n., 1. N. is -20 1 Is. N. of' station, I. K

Mott Av., m. g-w. N.' 14° E.j 60° W., and N. 22° E., 70° W.
c. Between 148th ${>;>> „,„/ !<;::,/ >y,> /.—W. of Harlem R.R., between Mol

Ay. bridge over Hudson River R.R. and Harlem R.R., I. N. 15° Iv. GO to HO

W. and E., I. extending 520 feet W. of R.R.; at the bridge and W. of it to. scl

and to. gn. much contorted N. 22°-32° E., 26°-80° W., local flexures; N.

bridge, gn. observed to be fihrolitie; 250 vds. N. of bridge on Mott Av., to. gri

N. 24" E., 70° W. [E. of Mott Av.. 100 yds. N. of junction of the two R.R., in

On Harlem R.R., below 1581 - X ,22 -27' E .. 90 ,to30c

W., E. of Harlem R.R., and W. of 3d Av., on 1 19ih St.. /. X. 22 K .. 35 -45° W.; near

150th St., large undulations, N. 22" E.. low 155th St.,

W. side of Elton A v.. I. X. 22 E.. . 20 to 30 W.. and K. side of same A v.. /.

X 22 E.. :>,:> \Y. to nearlv horizontal and 50 E. ; on 156th St.. E. siil. Kli-n

Av., I. N. 19° E., 45°-25° E. and horizontal; above 159th St. on Elton Av., I.

N. 18° E., 35°-60° W., and W. of Av., N. 22° E.— 150 yds. E. of St. Ann's Av.

near 149th St., to. gn. N. 23° E., 60
u W. to 90° [161st St., 1. N. 22°-28'3 E,

i»n -30 \\'.]; [162d St., 100 yds. W. of Harlem R.R., I. XT .
24°-26° E., 70° W.

d. North of 1»;:;,/ </,;/ H, of Tremont on 167th St.,

,;'... Av.. /. X. 10 -15 Iv. SO W. to so" E.I,• on 1 fifilh St.. 1 no bet

_-(« 11 A v.. I. X. lit E.. 70 E.; between 167th and 168th Sts., W. of

same Av., /. K 20 K , 70 K. ; to feet E. of the A v., /. X. 26 Iv. 90 to 80°^.—

- ii ,,

','

\ 1

' 70" - - l' .

"''
<t.' \ -id. jusi

W. of 1'ulton A v., ,,,. srh. or ,,„. X. 11 E., 70 -60 K.. var.ving mueh,— hi Trc-

X. 21 Iv, 90 to 70 Iv; To eastward on Locust Av.. Iv of 3d

A v.. ,„. 11,). and «-h. X is -2:1 E.. :»o -70° E. [E. of Bronx R. in West Faun-.

m. gn. X'. is Iv, 70 K.].— Half wav from Tremont to Fordham, E. of Fordham or

3,1 A v.. rn.sch.TH. 21° E., 90°-75° E.

In Fordham, I. near R.R. station, E. side of Kingsbridge road, strike not dis-

tinct in tin- small outcrop.

K of 163d St. '.Ml- <//<' R.R.—In Fordham, on road going W., gn.

tie m, gn., X. 26' F.. To !•:. and X. 29

n I no s \ n
1

hi 7 . \\ \ 2b I so \\ U of 1'rem 1
I

Station /.. partly hbk., N. 22" E., 40°-60° W., varying to 30°.—S.W. of Tremont.

just \V. of limestone area, observations corresponding to 5 T-svmbols. </»"/''..;,'<

. X.F.. of last, on Av. adjoining 1'ark, in. ,/>>'. X. 26 E.. 70 -

he,- X. in line with N.' side of Park, to. gn., N. 8" E„ so
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qbI \. of Heel Park), obsei
spoiidiii" .:,.-• m ,h \ -22 1 1H» X IS K «MI t; N is 1

m^-u/. X.

X. 21 K..

i«.N..r i;.si
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Hronxville. the 7, T-,

-The Tuck.-ihoo heir extends little S. <,f bridge at Bronxvi]

N. of E.R. depot, hard gn., contorted, N. T.i'-'H)" V... 90
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No I. in sight, being two feet under water in lake.

Area 24.—S.W. of area, gn. N. 24° E., 40° W.; S.E. of area, gn. X. « \V„

51.) \Y". ; W. iif vail. 'V. L mil'- X. nlS. cii'l N.S'VV. toN.
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;

li]no>t.<.iic valley here fronted to N. by a high, nearly Iv and V

bedded j/n , strike of ,/n. X. (12 K„ 25 W. i

:

j mi !

.

X :; W. (.. X. 17' !•:.,.;:, -70'J W.; 2 miles to 2* E. of Bedford village, thin to
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About twenty years ago, two fossil animals of great interest
were fomid in 'the lithographic slates of Bavaria. One was
the skeleton of Archueopteryx, now in the British Museum, and
the other was the Compsognathus preserved in the Royal Mu-
seum at Munich. A single feather, to which the name Archce-

- first applied by Von Meyer, had previously been
discovered at the same locality. More recently, another skele-
ton has been brought to light in the same beds, and is now in
the Museum of Berlin. These three specimens of Archceopteryx
are the only remains of this genus known, while of Go
thus the original skeleton is, up to the present time, the only
representative.

When these two animals were first discovered, they were
both considered to be reptiles by Wagner, who described
ron l/l sn,/ lll if/, Hs . and this view has been held l>y various authors
down to the present time. The best authorities, however, now
agree with Owen that Archooplrryx is a bird, and that Compso-

< i.-iiViihaurand i I uxley have shown, isa Dinosaurian
reptile.

Having been engaged for several years in the investigation
of American Mesozoic birds, it became important for me to

study the European forms, and I have recently examined with
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some care the three known specimens of Archceapieryx. I have
also studied in the Continental Museums various fossil reptiles,

including 0»ii/>xn
:
/i,ntfl ,is, which promised to throw light on

the early forms of birds.

During my investigation of Arch" opij-ry.t\ I observed so vend

characters of importance not previously determined, and I have

thought it might be appropriate to present them here. The
more important of these characters are as follows :

—

1. The presence of true teeth, in position, in the skull.

2. Vertebra? biconcave.

3. A well-ossified, broad sternum.

4. Three digits only in the manus, all with claws.

5. Pelvic bones separate.

6. The distal end of fibula in front of tibia.

7. Metatarsals separate, or imperfectly united.

These characters, taken in connection with the free metacar-

pals, and long tail, previously described, show clearly thatwe
have in Archasopteryx a most remarkable form, which, if a bird,

as I believe, is certainly the most reptilian of birds.

If now we examine these various characters in detail, their

importance will be apparent.

The teeth actually in position in the skull appear to be in

the premaxillary, as they are below or in front of the nasal

aperture. The form of the teeth, both crown and root, is very

similar to the teeth of JFesperornis. The fact that some teeth

are scattered about near the jaw would suggest that they were

implanted in a groove. No teeth are known from the lower

jaw, but they were probably present.

The presacral vertel > art all oi nearU all, biconcave,

resembling those of Ichthyornis in general form, but without

the large lateral foramina. There appear to be twenty-one

presacral vertebrae, and the same, or nearly the same, number
of caudals. The sacral vertebras are fewer in number than m
any known bird, those united together not exceeding five,' and

probably less.

The scapular arch stromrh resembles thai of modern birds.

The articulation of the scapula and eoracoid, and the latter

with the sternum is characteristic; and the furculum is dis-

ossilied. It probably supported a keel, but this is not exposed

in the known specimens.

In the wing itself the main interest centers in the manus and

its free metacarpals. In form and position these three bones

This is an important point, as it has-been churned that the

hand of Archu:opt>ryx is not at all avian, but reptilian. The
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bones of the reptile are indeed there, but they have already
received the stamp of the bird.

One of the most interesting points determined during my
investigation of .\ , ,-i, <<,, I ryx was the separate condition of the
pelvic bones. In all other' known adult birds, recent and ex-
tinct, the three pelvic elements, ilium, ischium and pubis, are
firmly anchylosed. In young birds these bones are separate,
and in all 'known Dinosnurian reptiles they are also distinct.

This point may perhaps .be made clearer by referring to the

i hi. which I owe to tl ndness of my
friend Dr. Woodward, of the British Museum, who also gave
me excellent facilities for examini m the .! hno^teryx under
his care. In the lirst diagram we have represented the pelvis
of an American Jurassic dinosaur allied to Iguanodon, and
here the pelvic bones are distinct. The second diagram is an
'iihiru-cl view of '•]><: pelvis of the Arrh<u>pinryx in the British

ad here too the ilium is seen separate from the
iHiiniu and pubis.
In birds the* fibula is usually incomplete below, but it may

beooossilied with the sale of the tibia. In the typical Dino-
saurs, lju,,n<, (lo,>, for example, the fibula at its distal end stands
in front of the tibia, and this is exactly its position in Archre-
•'}>>• n,j\ an Interesting point not before seen in birds.

The metatarsal bones of Archtp<-j-i< ryx show, on the outer
face at least, deep grooves between the three elements, which

ihe latter are distinct, or unite late together. The

distinct metatarsals, although they naturally would be placed

tmned the

resembles in form the brain-

ado than" ha/ '»t
'//'

7

'

'',,,, o\'.''l

,e fact that the latter was an «

cast of

?cently

ut this

re to the latter class. ('»„>,>*>:( „<tth>,S .

ti 'I'cims' :dtliouVh the U,ll( "

he hind feet also have essentia

The vertebra however, and the

liffer materially from those of

11 v the
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abdominal cavity the remains of a small reptile which had not

been previously observed. The size and position of this in-

closed skeleton would imply that it was a (u-tus; but it may
in allied

they have been considered wanting in Dinosaurs. Two speci-

mens of Iguanodon, in the British Museum, however, show that

these elements of the pectoral arch were present in that genus,

and in a diagram before you one of these bones is re]

Some other Dinosauria possess clavicles, but in several families

of this subclass, as T regard it, they appear to be wanting.

The nearest approach to birds now known would seem to be

in the very small Dinosaurs from the American Jurassic. In

some of these, the separate bones of the skeleton cannot be

in those of Jurassic birds, if the

skull is wanting, and even in this part the resemblance is strik-

ing. Some of these diminutive Dinosaurs were perhaps arbo-

real in habit, and the difference between them and the birds

that lived with them may have been at first mainly one of

feathers, as I have shown in my Memoir on the Ode*

published during the past year.

It is an' interesting fact that all the Jurassic birds known,

both from Europe and America, are land birds, while all from

theCretace< -. The four oldest known bin k
, differ more widely from each other tha

important discoveries in the future, especially from theTri

which has as yet furnished no authentic trace of birds,

the primitive forms of this class we must evidently look t<

Paleozoic.
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ART. XLVI.— On the Remarkable Aurora of /September 12-13,

1881 ; by J. M. Schaeberle.

The night of Sept. 12-13, 1881, witnessed one of the grand-
est displays of aurora ever seen in this latitude. Beginning
soon after sunset and lasting until the approach of day, the
various phenomena which presented themselves during this

time are deserving of being placed on permanent record.

The following are some of the notes taken during the night

:

7
1

' 3om—Ann Arbor, mean time. A grand continuous arch
-' i i" _ •

. i eastern skv, I « Manning in the horizon at
E. 1° X., an.l ending \. 45 ' VY. ;*alt itVnli- oi highest point of
arch 30°

; breadth, 5° (close resemblance to cirrus clouds). A
second arch, enclosed by the first and 10° from it, quite bright.
Space between the arches clear as any part of the sky.

T
h

35"'. At the eastern extremity of the large arc are streamers
inclined 70° to the horizon.

7
h 37m . Four bright streamers in the east, 15° long, 1|° wide,

and 2° from each other.

7
h 4l ni

. Bright streamer, 40° long, l£° broad, E. 10° N.
Bright auroral light in northern horizon; inn>t intense, X. 40° E.

Broad sheet of streamers in the east ; horizontal mo-
tion from east to west, very marked; rate, 1° in 8 seconds of
time. Large arch has disappeared.

1
h 50™. Dark segment; greatest altitude 3°, at N. 20° E.

<v Auriga' set n I :
< •

1 ii-hed luster.

V" 56'". Streamers 5° long between N. 30° W., and N. 70° E.
It is very evident that the dark segment is nothing but the clear
sky, for occasionally a streamer starts from the very horizon and
m moving west the dark space seems to offer no resistance.

8
1
'

2

m
. Streamers 15° long; a detached one in Cassiopeia, 45°

from the horizon, seen moving westward at the rate of 1° in 3

seconds.

8h 5m . Dark segment 5° high; streamers form one continuous

sheet of light. In the northeast streamers start 2'J from horizon
:uid in their moti i westward pi J i ig «

Ink space.

8h , 12m-2CP. Bright arch from N. 30° W. to N. 60° E.

;

greatest elevation, 10°; occasional streamers, from 3° to 5° in

!'" lll 'l be seen. Moon about three hours high
ing activity; dark segment 1° high.

"
Urc-ht streamer 40° long, N. 10° E
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Arch 15° high, symmetrical with respect

I it * -- ui:u- black pal ehe- distrihut ed I hroiighout tile spacenv-niar Ma.-!- llirougnout tn«

by the arch; sty in the northwest has a reddisl

"rom east to west, 1° in 3 seconds.

12h 10m . Waves toward the zenith very violent

12 b 13m-l7m . Whole northern sky up to 45° altitude, in great

commotion ; streamers 60° long.

12h 30m-60m . Streamers from the east and west points of

horizon meet south of the zenith, within the square of Pegasus,

several parallel spans formed ami broken at short intervals.

13 h
. Streamers extend 15° southeast of the point of conver-

gence, which is now near a Andromeda.
13h 20m . Arch from east to west, altitude 25°

; vigorous ac-

tion of auroral waves.
13h 30m . The crossing of the streamers in the zenith gives the

appearance of a zigzag motion.

13 1
' 30 !,i

. Point of convergence near o Andromeda*.
13 h 41 m . Remarkable streamer E. :',() X., beginning in the

it, then suddenly changing its direction to parallelism with the

other streamers each side of it which are inclined 75° to the

the observe

from N. 55

other with i

AboutTine' to appear

being covered with taint streamers 4<) long. Later the

died out, and by eleven o'clock no trace of
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ident of the

<n at Yorfc.

[Continued from page 289.]

* * In Astronomy, the discovery in 1845 of the planel Nep-
tune, made independently ;md almost simultaneously by Adams
and by Le Vender, was certainly one of the greatest triumphs
of mathematical genius. Of the minor planets four only were
known in 1831, whilst the number now on the roll amounts to
22<». Many astronomers believe in the existence of an intra-

net or planets, but this is still an open question.
The Solar System has also been enriched by the discovery of

an inner ring to Saturn, of satellites to Mars,"and of additional

satellites to Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.
The most unexpected progress, however, in.our astronomical

knowledge during the past half-century has been due to spec-

The dark lines in the spectrum were first seen by Wollaston,
who noticed a few of them : but they were independently dis-

covered by Fraunhofer, after whom they are justly named, and
who,

i n 1814, mapped no fewer than 576. The first steps in

fore this Association in 1835. The latter showed that the spec-

tnim emitted by the incandescent vapor of metals was formed
of bright lines, 'and that these lines, » hile, as lie then supposed,

eaHi metal, differed C,r different metals. "We have
here," he said, -'a mode of discriminating metallic bodies more
readily than ind which may here-

after be employed for useful ourooses.*' Kav, not only can

bodies thus be more iv,

the presence oi extren > ly mi m I

TffoWoth part of a grain being i

double line which he observed in the spectra of ordinary

while Stokes pointed out to Sir W. Thompson, who ta

"i his lectures, that in both cases these lines were due

presence of sodium. To Kirchhotf and Bunsen, however
the independent conception and the credit of having li

tematically investigated the relation which exists b

Fraunhofer's lines and the bright lines in the spectra of
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descent metals. In order to get some fixed measure by which
they might determine and record the lines characterizing any

given substance, it occurred to them that they might use for

comparison the spectrum of the sun. They accordingly ar-

ranged their spectroscope so that one-half of the slit was lighted

by the sun, and the other by the luminous gases they pro-

posed to examine. It immediately struck them that the bright

lines in the one corresponded with the dark lines in the other—
the bright line of sodium, for instance, with the line or rather

lines D in the sun's spectrum. The conclusion was obvious.

There was sodium in the sun 1 It must indeed have been a

glorious moment when that thought flashed across them, and

even by itself well worth all their labor.

But why is the bright line of a sodium flame represented by

a black one in the spectrum of the sun ? To Angstrom is due

heated; while Balfour Stewart independently discovered the

Baroe law with reference to radiant heat.

This is the basis of Kirchhoffs theory of the origin of Fraun-

hofer's lines. In the atmosphere of the sun the vapors of

various metals are present, each of which would give its char-

acteristic lines, but within this atmospheric envelope is the still

more intensely heated nucleus of the sun, which emits a bril-

liant continuous spectrum, containing no <. of all degrees of re-

frangibiliry. When the light of this intensely heated nucleus

jh the surrounding atmosphere, the bright

lines which would be produced by this atmosphere are seen as

Kirchhoff and Bunsen thus proved the. existence in the sun of

hydrogen, sodium, im e m, nickel, chromium,

manganese, titanium and cobalt: since which Angstrom, Thalen

and Lockyer have considerably increased the list.

But it is not merely the chemistry of the heavenly bodies on

which light is thrown by the spectroscope; iheir physical

structure and evolutional history are also illuminated by this

It used to be supposed that the sun was a dark body envel-

oped in a luminous atmosphere. The reverse now appears to

be the truth. The body of the sun, or photosphere, is intensely

brilliant; round it lies the solar atmosphere of comparatively

cool gases, which cause the dark lines in the spectrum ;
thirdly,

a chromosphere,—a sphere principally of hydrogen, jets of

which are said sometimes to reach to a height of 100,000 miles

or more, into the outer coating or corona, the nature of which

is still very doubtful.

Formerly the red flames which represent the higher regions
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of the (chromosphere could be seen only on the rare occasions
of a total solar eclipse, Janssen -er, by the applica-
tion of the spectroscope, have enabled us to study this region
of the sun at all times.

It is, moreover, obvious that t

Ration afforded us by the spectroscope is by no means confined
to the esubstances which form par astern. Theincan-
descent

- body can thus be exam
jnough.

'

That thisdistance, so 'long only as the light - is st roii-- <

method was theoretically applied
I to the lie ht of the stars was

indeed obvious, but the
Sirius, the brightest of all, is, in round numbers, a hundred
millions of millions of miles from us; and, though as big as
sixty of our suns, his light when it reaches us after a journey
of sixteen years, is at most one two-thousa:
bright. Nevertheless as long ago as {s{;, Fraunhofer* recog-

nized the fixed lines in the light of four of the stars, and in 1863
Miller and Huggins in our own country, and Eutherfurd in

America, succeeded in determining the dark lines in the spec-
trum of some of the brighter stars, thus showing that these

beautiful and mysterious lights contain many of the material
substances with "which we are familiar. In Aldebaran, for in-

stance, we may infer the presence of hydrogen, -odium, magne-
sium, iron, calcium, tellurium, antimony, bismuth, and mercury

;

ve been expected the composition of the stars is not

md it would appear that they may be arranged in a
few well marked classes, indicating differences of temperature,
or in other words of age. Some recent photographic spectra
of stars obtained by Huggins go very far to justify this view.

Thus we < -aeh us their own composition

I which started from its source before we were born

—

light older than our Association itself.

Until 1864, the true nature of the unresolved nebula- was a

matter of doubt. In that year, however, Huggins turned his

spectroscope on to a nebula, and made the unexpected discovery
that the spectra of some of these bodies are discontinuous—that

liquid 'body we"must probably

regard these objects, or at least their photo-surfaces, as enor-

mous masses of luminous gas or vapor. For it is from matter
"i a gaseous state only that such light as that of the nebuhe is

known to be emitted.'' So fir as" observation has yet gone,

nebulae may be divided into two classes: some giving a contin-

uous spectrum, others one consisting of bright lines. These
latter all appear to • ve essentially the same spectrum, consist-

ing of a few bright lines. Two of them, in Mr. Huggins's
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opinion, indicate the presence of hydrogen: one of them agrees
in position with a line characteristic of nitrogen.

The old methods of observation eon Id determine the move-
ments of the stars so far only as they were transverse to us

;

they afforded no means of measuring motion either directly

towards or away from us. Now I). .-, i a <\ [jested in 1841
that the colors of the stars would assisl as in this respect, be-

cause they would be affected by their motion to and from the

earth, just as a steam- whistle is raised or lowered as it ap-

proaches or recedes from us. Everyone has observed that if a

train whistles as it passes us, the sound appears to alter at the

moment the engine goes by. This arises, of course, not from
any change in the whistle itself, but because the number of

vibrations which reach the ear in a given time are increased by
the speed of the train as it approaches, and diminished as it

recedes. So, like the sound, the color would be affected by
such a movement; but Doppler's method was practically inap-

plicable, because the amount of effect on the color would be
utterly insensible; and even if it were otherwise the method
could not be applied, because, as we did not know the true

color of the stars, we have no datum line by which to measure.

A change of refrangibility of light, however, does occur in

consequence of relative motion, "and Huggins successfully

applied the spectroscope to solve the problem. He took in the

first place the sj octrnm of Sirius. and chose a line known as F,

which is due to hydrogen. Now, if Sirius was motionless, or

rather if it retained a constant distance from the earth, the line

F would occupy exactly the same position in the spectrum of

Sirius, as in that of the sun. On the contrary if Sinus were

ling or receding from us, this line would be slightly

er toward the blue or red end of the spectrum.

He found that the line had moved very slightly toward the

red, indicating that the distance between us and Sirius is

of about twenty miles a second. So also

Betclirenx. IJicv!, Castor and Renins are increasing their dis-

tance" while, on the eontrarv. that ,.f others, as for instance of

3 difficult: yet Alexander He
,nd finds that their nuclei ar

as recognized the 1

-
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bodies similar in character and. composition to the stony masses
which sometimes reach the earth as aerolites.

Some light has also been thrown upon those mysterious visi-

tants, the comets. The researches of Prof. Newton on the
periods of meteoroids led to the remarkable discovery by

] nl the identity of the orbits of some meteor-swarms
of some comets. The similarity of orbits is too

>tri! ing to be the result of chance, and shows a true cosmical
relation between the bodies. Comets, in fact, are in some cases
at any rate groups of meteoric stones. From the spectra of the

i.s oM.Sii<; and I8h,s, [lug-gins showed that part of

emitted In th niselves, and reveals the presence of
earbon in some form. A photographic spectrum of the comet
recently visible, obtained by the same observer, is considered
by him to prove that nitrogen, probably in combination with
carbon, is also present.

No element has yet been found in any meteorite, which was
I .iv iously i ,wn as existing in the earth, but the phenom-

form, 1 i , lei ^ very different from those which pre-
vail < >n the ea rth's surf; ice. Inmy mention, for instance, the

of crvstall a, called by Maskelyne, Asma-
and the 3 of mete:orites, consisting of iron gener-

alb alloved with nickel, which Daubree terms holosiderites.

The i g discover v, howei/er, by NordenskiOld, in 1870,
al 0\ a number' of blocks of iron alloved with nickel
and c Cuillieetioia with basalts containing disseminated

e words of Judd, - afforded a very important link,

piaei, ^hetei Testrial ai id extra- terrestrial rocks in closer rela-

We yet no su fficient evidence to justify a conclusion
• any sub exist in the heavenly bodies

: do not i
,
thought there are many lines

vet be satisfactorily referred toanv terrestrial ele-

On da' ) other bar substances which occur on our

in the sun's atmosphere.

1

•h <\\>r t >.

<

l

'

10

Vi

,S

(v

E'B
led, not long ago, entirely be-

eed,inhis"CoursdePhiloso-
2, laid it down as an axiom re

;

we-de iveuiy'bod

. ;fs ta.n'd

" Nous concevons la possibilite

wm.'ralogique
.'"

Vet v. few years what he supposed to

iT)o°sible has been f accomplished, showing how
limit the possibilities of science.

It i;s hardly necessary to poinl ; out that, while the spectrum
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baa taught us so much, we have still even more to learn. Why
should some substances give few, and others many, lines?

Why should the same substance give different lines ,

temperatures? What are the relations between the lines and
the physical or chemical properties.

We may certainly look for much new knowledge of the

hidden actions of atoms and molecules from future researches

with the spectroscope. It may even, perhaps, teach us to

modify our views of the so-called simple substances. Prout
long ago, struck by the remarkable fact that nearly all atomic
weights are simple multiple's of the atomic weight of hydrogen,

I that hydrogen must be the primordial substance.

Brodie's researches also naturally fell in with the supposition

that the so-called simple substances are in reality complex,
and that their constituents occur separately in the hottest

regions of the solar atmosphere. Lockyer considers that his

researches lend great probability to this view. The whole sub-

ject is one of intense interest, and we may rejoice that it is

occupying the attention, not only of such men as Abney,
Dewar, Hartley, Liveing, Roscoe and Shuster in our own
country, but also of many foreign observers.

When geology so greatly extended our ideas of past time,

da; continued heat of the sun became a question of greater

interest, than ever. lielmholtz has shown that, while adopting

the nebular hypothesis, we need not assume that the nebulous
matter was originally incandescent; but that its present high

temperature may be, and probably is, mainly due to gravita-

tion between its parts. It follows that the' potential energy

of the sun is far from exhausted, and that with continued

shrinking it will continue to give out light and heat, with little,

if any. diminution for several millions of years.

Like the sands of the sea, the stars of heaven have ever been

used as effective symbols of number, and the improvements in

our methods of observation have added fresh force to our

original impressions. We now know that our earth is but a

fraction of one out of at least 75,000,000 worlds.

But this is not all. In addition to the luminous heavenly

bodies, we cannot doubt that there are countless others, invisi-

ble to ns from their greater distance, smaller size, or feebler

light: indeed we know that there are many dark bodies which
now emit no light or comparatively little. Thus in the case of

Procyon, the existence of an invisible body is proved by the

movement of the visible star. Again I may refer to the curi-

ous phenomena presented bv Algol, a bright star in the head
of Medusa. This star shines without change for two days and

thirteen hours; then, in three hours and a half, dwindles from

a star of the second to one of the fourth magnitude ; and
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then, in another three and a half hours, rei

. These changes seem certain^ to indicate the pres-

ence of an opaque body, which intercepts at regular intervals
a part of the light emitted by Algol.
Thus the floor of heaven is not only ''thick inlaid with

patines of bright gold," but studded also with extinct stars;

once probably as brilliant as our own sun, but now dead and
cold, as Helmholtz tells us that our sun itself will be, somesev-

The connection I if Astronomy with the history of our planet
has been a subject of speculation and research during a nivat

part of the half century of our existence. Sir Charles Lyell
devoted some of the opening chapters of his great work to the

subject. Haughton has brought his very original powers to

hear on the subject of secular changes in climate, and C roll's

'•(Hitrihiuions to the same subject are of great interest. Last,

but not least, I must not omit to make mention of the series

of massive memoirs (I am happy to say not yet nearly ter-

minated) by George Darwin on tidal friction, and the influ-

ence of tidal action on the evolution of the solar system.
I may perhaps just mention, as regards telescopes, that the

largest reflector in 1830 was Sir W. Herschel's of 4 ft., the
largest at present being Lord Rosse'sof 6 ft. ; as regards refrac-

tors the largest then had a diameter of 11£ in., while your
fellow townsman Cooke carried the size to 25 in., and Mr.
Grubb, of Dublin, has jus! successfully completed one of 27
in. for the Observatory of Vienna. It is remarkable that the
two largest telescopes in the world should both be Irish.

The general result of astronomical researches has been thus

eloquently summed up bv Proctor:—"The sidereal system is

altogether more complicated and more varied in structure than

t to been supposed ; in the same region of the stellar

depths coexist stars of many orders of real magnitude: all

orders of nebulae, gaseous or stellar planetary, ring-formed,

>! d spiral exist within the limits oi' the galaxy; and

i whole system is alive with movements, the laws of

which may one day be recognized, though at present they

appear too complex to be understood."

We can. I think, scarcely claim the establishment of the

""duliitorv theory of light as falling within die last tifiv years;

f"i- though P.rewster. in his " Report on Optics," published in

mi1 ' hrst volume, treats the question as open, and expresses

unconvinced, he was, I believe, almost alone in his

preference for the emission theory. The phenomena of inter-

fact, lefl hardly any

—

if any — room for doubt,
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experiments in ISoO. According' to the unrlulatory theory the

velocity of light ought to be greater in air than in water,

while if the emission theory were correct the reverse would
be the case. The velocity of light— 186,000 miles in a sec-

it- compared with tluil in water, might seem almost hopeless.

The velocity in air was, nevertheless, determined by Fizoau in

1849, by means of a rapidly revolving wheel. In the 'follow-

ing year Foucault, by means of a revolving mirror, demon-
strated that the velocity of light is greater in air than in

ce in favor of th3r— thus completing i

theory of light.

idea is now gaining ground, that, as maintained by
Clerk-Maxwell, light itself is an electro-magnetic disturbance,

the luminiferous ether being the vehicle of both light and
electricity.

Wiinsch, as long ago as 1792, had clearly shown that the

three primary colors were red, green, and violet ; but his re-

sults attracted little notice, and the general view used to be
that there were seven principal colors— red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, indigo and violet; four of which— namely
orange, green, indigo and violet— were considered to rise

from mixtures of the other three. Red, yellow and blue were
therefore called the primary colors, audit was supposed that

in order to produce white light these three colors must always

be present.

Relmholtz, however, again showed, in 1852, that a color to

our unaided eyes identical with white, was produced by com-
bining yellow with indigo. At that time yellow was consid-

ered to be a simple color, and this, therefore, was regarded as

an exception to the general rule, that a combination of three

simple colors is required to produce white. Again, it was.

and indeed still is, the general impression that a combination

of blue and yellow makes green. This, however, is entirely

a mistake. Of course we all know that yellow paint and blue

o green paint: but this results from absorption of

light by the semi-transparent solid particles of the pigments,

and is not a mere mixture of the colors proceeding unaltered

from the yellow and the Mac particles: moreover, as can easily

he shown by two sheets of colored paper and a piece of window
glass, blue and yellow light, when combined, do not give a

trace of green, but if pure would produce the effect of white.

Green, therefore, is after all not produced by a mixture of

blue and yellow. On the other hand, Clerk-Maxwell proved

in 1860 that yellow could be produced by a mixture of red

and green, which put an end to the pretension of yellow to be

considered a primary element of color. From these and other
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nons, it

colors— if such
and violet.

The existence of rays beyond the violet, though, almost
invisible to our eyes, had long been demonstrated by their

chemical action. Stokes, however, showed in 1852 that their

existence might be proved in another manner, for that there

are certain substances which, when excited by them, emit light

visible to our eyes. To this phenomenon he gave the name of

<e. At the other end of the spectrum, Abney has

recently succeeded in photographing a large number of lines

red portion, the existence of which was first proved
by Sir William Herschel.
From the rarity, and in many cases the entire absence, of

reference to blue, in am ,. n litei tun (leigei idopting and
extending a suggestion first thrown out by Gladstone—
lass maintained that, even as recently as the time of Homer,
our ancestors were blue-blind. Though for my part I

io adopt this view, it is certainly very remarkable
that neither the Kig-veda, which consists almost entirely of

hymns to heaven, nor the Zendavesta. the Bible of the Parsees
or fire-worshippers, nor the Old Testament, nor the Homeric
poems, ever allude to the sky as blue.

On the other hand, from the dawn of poetry, the splendors

of the morning and evenii u skies have < xcited the admiration
<! *' mankind. As Ruskin savs, in language almost as brilliant

as the sky itself, the whole '

heaven, "from the zenith to the

horizon, becomes one molten, mantling sea of color and fire;

overv black bar turns into massy gold, every ripple and wave
into n ;> i |i, I .1 ;„I , v.l, ss crimson, and purple, and scarlet, and
colors for which there are no words in language, and no ideas

in the mind— things which can only be conceived while they
are visible ; the intense hollow blue of the upper sky melting

through it all, showing here deep, and pure, and i

;

there, modulated by the filmy, formless body of the trans-

parent vapor, till it is lost imperceptibly in its crimson and

'an the < ( -
i eir varied ! nls ' B ii ' sh ed th it

ver\ mm n. ,-, «des suspen<led in water are blue by reflected

Hght Tyndall has ta.mht us that the blue of the sky is due

tion of the blue rays by the minute _pa«-

m g in the atmosphere. Now if from the white light of the

sun the blue rays are thus selected, those which are transmitted

will be yellow, orange and red. Where the distance is short
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trie transmitted light will appear yellowish. But as the sun
sinks towards the horizon the atmospheric distance increases,

and consequently the number of the scattering particles. They
weaken in succession the violet, the indigo, the blue, and even
disturb the proportions of green. The transmitted light under
such circumstances must pass from yellow through orange to

red, and thus, while we at noon are admiring the deep blue of

the sky, the same rays, robbed of their blue, are elsewhere

lighting up the evening sky with all the glories of sunset.

Another remarkable triumph of the last half-century has

been the discovery of photography. At the commencement of

the century Wedgwood and Davy observed the effect produced
by throwing the images of objects on paper or leather pre-

pared with nitrate of silver, but no means were known by
which such images could be fixed. This was first effected by
Niepce, but his processes were open to objections, v.

vented them from coming into general use, and it was not till

1839 that Daguerre invented the process which was justly

named after him. Yery soon a further improvement was
effected by our countryman Talbot. He not only fixed his

" Talbotypes
1

' on paper—in itself a great convenience—but, by
obtaining a negative, rendered it possible to take off any num-
ber of positive, or natural, copies from one original picture.

This process is the foundation of all the methods now in use;

perhaps the greatest improvements having been the use of

glass plates, first proposed by Sir John Herschel ; of collodion,

suggested by Le Grey, and practically used by Archer; and,

more lately, of gelatine, the foundation of the sensitive film

now growing into general use in the ordinary dry-plate process.

Not only have a great variety of other beautiful processes been

invented, but the delicacy of the sensitive film has been im-

mensely increased, wit- tmong others, of dimin-

ishing greatly the time necessary for obtaining a picture so that

even an express train going at full speed can now be taken.

Indeed, with full sunlight -^ of a second is enough, and in

photographing the sun itself
6^ ff¥

of a second is sufficient.

We owe to Wheatstone the conception that the idea of

solidity is derived from the combination of two pictures of the

same object in slightly different perspective. This he proved

in 1833 by drawing two outlines of some geometrical figure or

other simple object, as they would appear to either eye respect-

ively, and then placing them so that they might be seen, one

by each eye. The "stereoscope," thus produced, has been

greatly popularized by photography.
For 2,000 years the art of lighting had made little if any

progress. Until the close of the last century, for instance, our

lighthouses contained mere fires of wood or coal, 'though the
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had vastly improved. The Eddystone lighthouse,
ror instance, was built by Smeaton in 1759; but for forty years
its light consisted in a row of t-dlow candles stuck in a hoop.
The Argand lamp was the first great improvement, followed by
gas, and in 1863 by the electric light.

Just as light was long supposed to be due to the emission of
material particles, so beat was regarded as a material, though
ethereal, substance, which was added to bodies when their

temperature was raised.

Davy's celebrated experiment of melting two pieces of ice

by rubbing them against one another in the exhausted re-

ceiver of an air-pump had convinced him that the cause of
heat was the motion of the invisible [.articles of bodies, as had
been long before suggested by Newton, Boyle and Hooke.
Bum ford and Young also advocated the same view. Never-
theless, the general opinion, even until the middle of the present
century, was that heat was due to the presence of a subtle fluid
known us ''caloric-,'' a theory which is now entirely abandoned.
Mellon i. by the use of the electric pile, vasilv increased our

\ Ige of the phenomena of radiant heat. "His researches
<;'"'"'' confined to the solid and liquid forms of matter. Tyn-
<l;il! studied the gases in this respect, showing that differences

heater than those^established by Mtdlotii existed between gases

;

ll "l vapors, both as regards the absorption and radiation of
aeat lie proved, moreover, that the aqueous vapor of our

. by checking terrestrial radiation, augments the
earth's temperature, and' he considers that the existence of
tropical vegetation—the remains of which now constitute our
coal-beds—may have been clue to the heat retained by the
v apors which at that period were diffused in the earth's atmo-
s I'l]<ue. Indeed, but for the vapor in our atmosphere, a single

Mgbt would suffice to destroy the whole vegetation of the tem-
perate regions.

Inspired by a contemplation of Graham Bell's ingenious
'-'Mm .-niinMHs with intermittent beams on solid bodies, Tyndall
took a new and original departure: and regarding the sounds
as due to eh in_> - oi u mp< rature he eon. lud< d that the same
method would prove applicable to gases. He thus found hirn-

self in possession of a new and independent method of pro-

cedure. It need perhaps be hardly added that, when submitted
to this new test, his former conclusions on the interaction of
heat and gaseous matter stood their ground.

Trie determination of the ma oi heat is

maudydue to the researches of Mayer and Joule. Mayer, in

ted out the mechanical equivalent of heat as a funda-

'um to be determined by experiment. Taking the

oeat produced by the condensation of air as the equivalent of

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXII, No. 131.—November, 1881.
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the work done in compressing the air, he obtained a numerical

value of the mechanical equivalent of heat There was, how-
ever, in these experiments, one weak point. The matter oper-

ated on did not go through a cycle of changes. He- assumed
that the production of heat was the only effect of the work
done in compressing the air. Joule had the merit of being the

first to meet this possible source of error. He ascertained that

a weight of 1 lb. would have to fall 772 feet in order to raise

the temperature of 1 lb. of water by 1° Fahr. Hirn subse-

uacked the problem from the other side, and showed
that if all the heat passing through a steam-engine was turned

into work, for every degree Fahr. added to the temperature of

a pound of water, enough work could be done to raise a weight

of 1 lb. to a height of 772 feet. The general result is that,

though we cannot create energy we may help ourselves to any

extent from the great storehouse of nature. Wind and water,

the coal-bed and the forest, afford man an inexhaustible sup-

ply of available energy.

It used to be considered that there was an absolute break

between the different states of matter. The continuity of the

gaseous, liquid and solid conditions was first demonstrated by

Andrews in 1862.

Oxygen and nitrogen have been liquefied independent! v and

at the same time by Cailletet and Raoul Pictet. Cailletel also

succeeded in liquefying air. and soon afterwards hydrogen was

liquefied by Pictet under a pressure of 650 atmospheres, and

a cold of 170° Cent, below zero. It even became partly

The kinetic theory of gases, now generally accepted, refers

the elasticity of gases to a motion of translation of their mole-

cules, and we are assured that in the case of hydrogen at a

temperature of 60° Fahr. thev move at an average rate of

6,225 feet in a second: while as regards their size, Losehmidt,

who had since been confirmed by Stoney and Sir \Y. Thomson.
calculates that each is at most „

,' '

(

]
of an inch it) diameter.

We cannot, it would seem at present, hope for any increase

of our knowledge of atoms by anv improvement in the micro-

scope. With our present instruments we can perceive lines

ruled on glass YirWtn of an ineh apart. But, owing to the

properties of light itself, the fringes due to interference begin

to pr.-duce confusion at distances of . ,,',„„. and in the brightest

partof the spectrum at little more than wfonrth they would make
the obscurity more or less complete. If indeed we could use

the bine rays !>v th< -h BBOrter,
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the limit of possible visibility might be extended toy^y^;
and as Helmholtz hits 31 its for Stinde
having actually been able to obtain a photographic image of
lines only TFB>

Jnnrth of an inch apart. It would seem then that,

owing to the physical characters of light, we can, as Sorby has
pointed out, scarcely hope for any great improvement so far as
the mere visibility of structure is concerned, though in other
respects no doubt much may be hoped for. At the same time,
Dallinger and Eoyston Pigott have shown that, so far as the
mere presence of simple objects is concerned, bodies of even
smaller dimensions can be perceived.
Sorby is of opinion that in a length of ^j^nfth of an inch

there would probably be from 500 to 2,000 molecules—500,
for instance, in albumen and 2,000 in water. Even, then, if we
could construct microscopes far more powerful than any we now
possess, they would not enable us to obtain by direct vision any
idea of the ultimate molecules of matter. Sorby calculates that
the smallest sphere of organic matter which could be clearly

defined with our most powerful microscopes would contain

illions of molecules of albumen and water, and it follows
that there may be an almost infinite number of structural char-
acters in organic tissues, which we can at present foresee no
mode of examining.
The Science of Meteorology has made great progress; the

weather, which was formerly treated as a local phenomenon,
being now shown to form part of a vast system of mutually
dependent cyclonic ami anti-cyclonic movements. The storm-

aignala issued at our ports are very valuable to sailors, while
the small weather-maps, for which we are mainly indebted to

rrancis Gallon, and the forecasts, which anyone can obtain on
either personally or by telegraph at the Meteoro-

'^ical Olliee, are also of increasing utility.

Electricity in the war 1831 may be considered to have just
been ripe for its adaptation to practical purposes; it was but a
tew years previously, in 1819, that Oersted had discovered the

deflective action of the current on the magnetic needle, that

Ampere had laid the foundation of electro-dynamics, that

^•hweiz.T had devised the electric coil or multiplier, and that

8tuip>on had constructed the first, electro-magnet. It was
in 1831 that Faradav. the prince of pure experimentalists,

announced his discoveries of voltaic induction and magneto-
t-'hvtricity, which, with the other three discoveries, constitute the

principle's of ncarlval! the telegraph instruments now in use

;

;

Uli
' i" 1834 our knowledge of the nature of the electric current

bad been mucb advanced by the interesting experiment of Sir

Charles Wheatstone, proving the velocity of the current in a

metallic conductor to approach that of the wave of light.
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Practical applications of these discoveries were not long in

coming to the fore, and the first telegraph line on the Great
Western Kailway from Paddington to West Drayton was set up
in 1838. In America Morse is said to have commenced to

develop his recording instrument between the years 1832 and
1837, while Steinheil, in Germany, during the same period was
engaged upon his somewhat super-refined ink-recorder, using
for the first time the earth for completing the return circuit;

whereas in this country Cooke and Wheastone, by adopting
the more simple device of the double-needle instrument, were
the first to make the electric telegraph a practical institution.

Contemporaneously with, or immediately succeeding these

pioneers, we find in this country Alexander Bain, Breguet in

France, Schilling in Russia, and Werner Siemens in Germany,
the latter having first, in 1847, among others, made use of gutta-

percha as an insulating medium for electric conductors, and thus

cleared the way for subterranean and submarine telegraphy.

Four years later, in 1851, submarine telegraphy became an
accomplished fact through the successful establishment of tele-

graphic communication between Dover and Calais. Submarine
lines followed in rapid succession, crossing the English Channel
and the German Ocean, threading their way through the Medi-
terranean, Black and Red Seas, until in 1866, after two abortive

attempts, telegraphic communication was successfully estab-

lished between the Old and New Worlds, beneath the Atlantic

In connection with this great enterprise and with many inves-

tigations and suggestions of a highly scientific and important

character, the name of Sir William Thomson will ever be

remembered. The ingenuity displayed in perfecting the meansingenuity displayed in pert

telligence through metallic <

the utmost despatch and certainty as regards the record ob-

tained, between two points hundreds and even thousands of

miles apart, is truU surprising. The instruments devised by
Morse, Siemens, and Hughes have also proved most useful.

Duplex and quadruplex telegraphy, one of the most striking

achievements of modern telegraphy, the result of the labors of

several inventors, should not be passed over in silence. It not

only serves for the simultaneous communication of telegraphic

intelligence in both directions, but renders it possible for four

instruments to be worked irrespectively of one another, through

one and the same wire conneetiiur two distant places.

Another more recent and perhaps still more wonderful

achievement in modern telegraphy is the invention of the tele-

phone and microphone, by means of which the human voice is

transmitted through the electric conductor, by mechanism that

imposes through its extreme simplicity. In this connection the
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names of Reiss, Graham Bell, Edison and Hughes are those

chiefly deserving to be recorded.

Whilst electricity has thus furnished us with the means of

flashing our thoughts by record or by voice from place to place,

its use is now gradually extending for the achievement of such
quantitative effects as the production of light, the transmission

of mechanical power, and the precipitation of metals. The
principle involved in the magneto-electric and dynamo-electric

machines, by which these effects are accomplished, may be
traced to Faraday's discovery in 1831 of the induced current,

but their realization to the labors of Holmes, Siemens, Pacinotti,

Gramme, and others. In the electric light, gas-lightiog baa

found a formidable competitor, which appears destined to take
its place in public illumination, and in lighting large halls,

brilliancy and free-

>n, with comparative
cheapness. The electric light seems also to threaten, when sub-

divided in the manner recently devised by Edison, Swan, and
others, to make inroads into our dwelling-houses.

By the electric transmission of power, we may hope some day
to utilize at a distance such natural sources of energy as the

Falls of Niagara, and to work our cranes, lifts, and machinery
of every description by means of sources of power arranged at

convenient centres. To these applications the brothers Siemens

passing through the rails, the fusion in considerable quantities

<>f highly refraetory substances, and the use of electric centres

of light in horticulture as proposed by Werner and William
Siemens. By an essential improvement by Faure of thePlante

Secondary Battery, the problem of storing electrical energy
appears to have received a practical solution, the real import-

ance of which is clearly proved by Sir W. Thomson's recent

investigation of the subject.

It would be difficult to assign the limits to which this develop-

ment of electrical energy may not be rendered serviceable for

the purposes of man. * * ' *
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by W. LeConte Stevens.

During the last twelve years,

published in this Journal a series <

in one of which he refers to a gentleman with normal eyes
"who could combine ordinary stereoscopic pictures with the

naked eyes beyond the plane of the pictures, even when the

distance between the identical points was greater than the dis-

tance between the centers of his pupils." He adds, " It would
be curious to inquire, at what distance and of what size, accord-

ing to the laws of vision, the stereoscopic image ought to seem

While conversing with this gentleman,f about three years

ago, it was discovered that I possessed the same power ; and
since that time no stereograph has been found on which identical

points were too far apart to secure binocular fusion with the

naked eyes. Not until last spring, however, did I begin any
careful investigation of these phenomena. Professor LeConte
has investigated the phenomena of ocular convergence very
fully, and has developed a system of diagrammatic representa-

tion far more consistent than any previously published. I have
tested all the experiments on this subject that he has described

;

and my results have been either identical with his. or as closely

approximate a- could be reasonably expected. To avoid repe-

tition of what has been already sufficiently established I shall

assume that the reader is familiar with the contents of Profes-

sor LeConte's papers.:}: It will be found convenient to study
optic divergence especially in connection with the stereoscope.

In normal binocular vision the two eyes may be regarded as

human cameras occ Ferent positions, from

which are obtained simultaneous views of the point upon which
the visual axes are converged. The apparent distance of this

point is mainly determined by the intersection of these axes, if

the optic angle is large enough to be readily appreciable. In
' reading ordinary print with comfort the optic angle is rarely

less than 12°.

The method of preparing photographs for the stereoscope is

too familiar to describe. It is usually assumed that, when these

are viewed through the instrument, the lenticular prisms are so

adjusted that rays an- deviated into the observer's eyes from

corresponding points of the stereograph, as if coming from

single objects in front; so that he may easily imagine his own
* III, ix, 162-163, March, 1875. + Mr. James Wood Davidson, of Now York.

% This Journal, II, vol. xlvii, pp. 68 and 1 ."»:>; Ill, vol. i, [>. Xi; vol. ii, pp. b
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eyes to replace the photographer's cameras, and the convergence
oi his visual axes to replace that of axes from some point in the
landscape upon which these cameras have been directed. In fig.

1 let aa' be the fore-

graph
; then the fore- (/

*""~

^^-^-r--
ground appears at A G

i _~--r^-• -
~--' li

and the background 1\ ^^^.^^ "

To determine the^ ' ~ '>

apparent distance of
A, let i stand for the observer's interocular distance, RL ; a for

the optic angle, RAL, and D for the apparent distance required.
Then, if a and a' be symmetrical,

From this equation it is seen that if a be reduced to zero by
axes parallel, D becomes infinite and there is no in*

tersection. If a be ma.de negative by causing the axes to pass
from convergence through parallelism into divergence, D be-
( '"">es negative and the intersection is behind the observer's

head. In either of these cases a ph vsiolouaeal impossibility is

implied, it we accept the theory that the apparent distance of

the combined external imae.e is determined bv the intersection

of the observer's visual axes. If, therefore, distinct binocular
vision is attainable with the axes either parallel or divergent,
:'nd any judgment of distance is possible, however faulty it may
be, this fact is sufficient to prove that the theory is imperfect,

are! other elements must be sought for the determination of the

judgment of distance in vision through the stereoscope.

In normal binocular vision axial convergence is the most
important one of several elements which to-ether determine the

apparent distance of the point of sight, provided the real dis-

tance of this be near the lower In such
'"'ses the formula just deduced is applicable with little or no
modification. If i stand for the distance between two photo-

grapher's cameras directed to the same point in a landscape,

the formula is also applicable to them, provided there be no lack

"f uniformity in the media, through which the rays pass. En

normal vision, moreover, both the focal and axial adjustments
of the eyes are consensuallv adapted to the distance of the ob-

:

- <:. and the deliverances <»!' the muscular sense from
,;

'' ci! in and n ctus muscles conduce to the same judgment of

distance. This judgment is the product of the past experience
of the individual, and its accuracy must depend largely upon
his acquired skill in interpreting muscular £
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ing external relations, and remembering the results of such
comparisons. If tty any means the axial adjustment can be

made to differ considerably from that which usually accom-
panies a given focal adjustment, binocular vision is to that

extent abnormal, and the resulting judgment of distance is cor-

respondingly vitiated. It will be shown that vision through
the stereoscope is in nearly all cases abnormal, and that optic

divergence is not uncommon among those who use this instru*

ment, especially among young persons whose interocular dis-

tance is small, whose eyes are normal, and whose power of

accommodation, both focal and i

Iff
'

a landscape, the rela

may be roughly estimated in terms of some standard
chosen, so long as they are not precisely aligned with his eye.

The judgment is less accurate as the angular separation of the

objects becomes less, and as there are fewer of them at moderate
vhich to compare the rest. Always, and often

>ne or more of the following ele-

3 and form of each object regarded.

I. Near objects subtend larger visual angles than remote
objects of equal size.

II. Near objects are seen more distinctly than those that .ire

remote. The illusion of distance may hence bo produced by

decreasing the brightness of the object viewed, by changing the

nature of the medium, or by increasing the contrast between
light and shade.

III. Near objects, that are almost aligned with those which
are remote, partly cover them. Covering objects are judged
nearer than those covered.

IV. Familiarity with the dimensions of known objects when
near enables us "to compare them when remote and thereby

judge their relative distance.

V. By moving from one standpoint to another i

X°!

5 elements is all that is necessary

;

separately they are familiar enough, and to illustrate them
would be easy. Every one of them may be employed in the

use of each eye, either separately or in conjunction with its

companion. For distances of more than 240m the binocular

observer has no advantage except that two eyes receive more
light than one, and the combined external image hence appears

brighter and more distinct. All of them except the last may
be imitated in pictures, and some of them, notably the second,

may be heightened by the magnifying effect of lenses. In study-
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ing binocular vision they must be eliminated as far as

and all except the first may be nearly eliminated by using only
skeleton pictures. In ordinary stereographs their combined
effect is usually greater than that due to binocular perspective.

If for convenience we apply the term physical perspective
to the combined effect of the "elements enumerated, then that

of focal and of axial adjustment may be called physiological

perspective. The latter might be regarded as mathematical if

the theory set forth at the beginning of this paper were strictly

applicable in all cases. It is well known that focal adjustment
does not vary sensibly for distances of more than 6m , and that

its effect is greatest just beyond the near limit of distinct

•vision, which is also about the average distance at which a

stereoscope card is held when regarded. It is also well known
that in normal binocular vision, the convergence of axes does
not vary sensibly for distances of more than 240m. In abnor
mal vision convergence maybe diminished until the limit of

i

' ' ile - i] is passed : and the judgment of distance continues
to be affected by the relaxation of the interior rectus muscles,

or contraction of the exterior rectus, or by both, while the

focal adjustment is still adapted to the distance of the object in

front held as near as convenient. The judgment of distance

which results from the conflict of elements produced by this

unusual coordination of muscular actions is necessarily by no
means mathematical in accuracy.

While the possibility of securing divergence of axes for

normal eyes ha- been Ion- known, no analysis of the visual

phenomena in binocular vision !>y this method has appeared in

print, so far as I am aware. Professor LeConte's diagrams
show how t » determine tin* apparent direction of the object

viewed but he says," "then There is

certainly none determined hv intersection of visual axes. In

reference to images perceived by abnormal vision, Helmholtz
says.f -we judge them according to their nearest resemblance;
and in forming this judgment we more easily neglect the parts

of the sensation which are imperfect than those which are per-

ehended." In combining stereoscope pictures by
axial diverirenee. either with or without the instrument, I secure

vision so clear that no defect is appreciable at any point how-
ever carefully scrutinized; it does not seem necessary then to

assume that anv parts of the sensation are neglected. The
case was very slightly otherwise during my first experiments in

divergence. He makes also the following observation, that I

translate from the French edition, which is the latest, of his work
on Physiological Optics :+ '• When we compare a stereoscopic

*This Journal, III, vol. ix, p. 163.

+ Popular L< ct im - i - '!•'. - '•; t- Nf -. tie-<. p. 307.

± Optic Phy.-ielnir-i-iiH', j'.
v --. eilition 1867.
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image, observed by divergence of the visual lines, with very
remote real objects visible above the stereoscope, such as a

remote chain of mountains, the stereoscopic image appears to

us much more remote than real objects the most distant." The
apparent anomaly of binocular vision without convergence of

axes he refers, in this connection, to our • comparing the sensa-

tion produced with that which resembles it the most, and
which is not distinguishable from it but by feebler convergence,

that is, with what very remote objects give us. " So far as

axial divergence alone is effective, I am unable to sustain

llelmholtz's observation: nor is it sustained by those whom I

have tested, everj^ one of them giving results closely accord-

ant with my own, care having been taken to prevent any pre-,

vious knowledge of my object in questioning them. All that

is essential is to secure axial divergence and compare the

binocular effect with the monocular effect of the same picture,

if the original landscape be not present. Before me is a

stereograph representing A tine sc< lerv, which 1 combine
binocularly, with from 2° 17' to 2° 40' of divergence, as fore-

grounil and background are successively regarded. On clos-

ing the left eve, the apparent, distance of a remote mountain
is not perceptibly diminished; indeed on account of the de-

creased brightness of the monocular image, the mountain
seems slightly farther. To eliminate physical perspective as

much as possible, this being always strong in pictures of land-

scapes, a stereograph is now taken, representing a white marble
ist a dark background; the stereographic interval

can be varied at will, the card having been cut in two. Plac-

ing this ii! the stereoscope, the two pictures are drawn apart

until 5° of axial divergence is attained, the experiment being-

made at a window from which an extensive landscape can be
seen for the purpose of comparison. By no effort of imagina-

tion can I estimate the apparent distance of the statue to be
more than 10m. A si. dug a skeleton cone is

now substituted, but with the same result.

It may be safe to say therefore that if Helmholtz was exam-
ining, by axial divergence in the stereoscope, a picture of the

same landscape that lay actually before him, the mountains in

the picture appeared farther oil' than those with which they

were at once compared by normal vision with both eyes, all

the elements of physical perspective being the same in both
cases. This is probably what he meant.' Hut his remark is

not necessarily or •_> then stereograph and
landscape are unrelated. Mere divergence of axes is not enough
to reverse physical perspective, but may modify it to some
extent and introduce special illusions.

LTo be continued,]



Art. XLVIII.

—

Note on the Electrical Resistan

cient of Expansion of Incandescent Ptatinu

Nichols, Ph.D. (Gottingen).

I. In the measurement of t

pyrometer, in on
rdmary temperatures. The

researches already completed, on the electric resistance and the

coefficient of c .\[ tan si on of platinum, and on the specific heat
of that metal, only serve, however, to remind us of the much
that remains to be done before we may hope to attain to even
a fair decree of accuracy in the measurement of temperatures
above 500°.

The present writer in order to compare the existing formulae
for the temperature of platinum from its electric-resistance, with
those by means of which the ti.'in; crature is calculated from the

coefficient of expansion, and thus to gain a clearer idea of the

relative usefulness of the two methods, has determined the

resistance and the corresponding length of a platinum wire at

various temperatures between 0° and the melting point of that

II. Upon a platinum wire 04mm in diameter and 100mm long,

at points oo"'"
1 apart and equally distant from the middle of the

wire, two very tine platinum wires were welded. They served
to mark the ends of the portion of the wire to be measured,
and to make electrical connection with a shunt containing a

sensitive galvanometer. The wire was heated by the current

from a battery of forty Bunsen's cells,

determined by the following method.
The wire (AB) (fie

together with a tange

vanometer (G) ar

ance box (W) \vt

circuit with the B

(.7) and through a resistance

coil (w) of 5000 ohms.
Now with the above airaiiLreme

much larger than r, the
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sibly less than that through the

where U is the deflection of the sine galvanometer and k' the

constant of the instrument, and where V is the deflection of the

tangent galvanometer and k the constant of the latter instru-

ct * T>
=^Trr * K

The length of the wire ah was measured by bringing the two
micmso>j>cs of a comparator into such position that the terminal

(a) was in focus in the field of one of the microscopes and {b)

in the field of the other. Since these points were quite as near

the middle as the end of the wire, every change of temperature

caused a movement of both (a) and (b) ; and it was by taking

the differences of these that the true change in the length of ab

was determined. As the microscopes were provided with

excellent micrometer scales and screws, a fair degree of

accuracy was obtaiued by this method. Eeadings of the

length of the wire at 20° agreed with a series taken upon a

dividing engine of known accuracy, to within -002mm. The
distance ab at 20° was found to be 53-5576mm .

The resistance of the cold wire was found—in terms of TJ, V
and K—by placing the wire in a napthaline bath, and obtain-

ing values of U and V with various amounts of currents. From

these readings a curve was drawn with -:—^f
as abscissae and

ponding to tan
sV=0 was taken as the proper value of -—^j

for the cold wire.

In measuring the resistance of the hot wire, the galvano-

meters were read simultaneously before and after each deter-

mination of the length.



of Incandescent Platinum.

the results of the i

1-00000 3-7090 1-01229

1-00002 3-7427 1-01223

1-00125 3-7813 1-01285

1-00289 3-8750 1-01349

1-00380 3-8904

1-00456 3-9305

1-00489 4-0303 1-01450

T00732 4-0631

1-00763 4-0655

1-00809 4-0747

1-01022 40841
1-01003 4-1248 1-01540

1-01042 4-2005

1-01160 4-2447 1-01632

III. Dr. Siemens has published three formulae for the varia-

tion of the resistance of a platinum wire wi

The temperatures were calculated in one case (formula a)

from the heating effect of a copper ball, the specific heat of

copper being regarded as a constant, while the other two
formulae were derived from measurements with the air-ther-

mometer.

These formulae are

:

(a) r=-039369 T^+ '00216407 T— -24127

(b) r='0021448 T^"+ -0024187 T+ -30425

(c) r=-092183 T*+ -00007781 T + -50196

where T is the absolute temperature and r the resistance of the
' ' also sometimes

(d) r=l + -002445 t + -OOO0O0572 t\

In this expression t denotes the temperature in degrees centi-

•0000000035 f)
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(/) l=l
o (1 + -00000886 t).

These being almost the only data we possess for the calcula-

tion of the temperature of a hot wire, the question of their

accuracy is of some importance. The formulas may be best

compared by plotting side by side the curves which represent

them (fig. 2).

In fig. 2, resistance is substituted for length in curves (e)

and (./'), using for that purposr the measurements given in

Table I. The following table allbrds ;i further comparison of

the six formulas.

In the columns (a) to (/) are given the temperatures, calcu-

lated by the several formula?, at which the resistance of the

wire, compared with its resistance at 0°, is given in the column

marked " r."



Coefficient of Expansion ofIncandescent Platii

Length.

'*
Siemens.

Benoit. MattJi.
Pt.

thermom.
a b d e

/

1-0000 1-000 0°
1

0° 0° 0° 0° 0°

325° 402"

692 812

1-0280

S
1464 1682

ml

1638

A glance at the curves and at this table suffices to show how
ill-deserved is the confidence generally felt in these formal®.
The discrepj ferences of hundreds of degrees.

IV. The methods employed by Dr. Siemens in the measure-
ments represented by curves b and c were identical ; but the
platinum used contained slight impurities. To these impurities
the disparity was dae. Dr. Siemens found that such foreign

substances as usually occur in commercial platinum affected

both the resistance of" the eold metal and the law of the change
of resistance with the temperature.

Benoit's formula (d) depends for its accuracy upon the

determination of the boiling points of mercury, sulphur, cad-
mium and zinc; for which temperatures he adopted the values
given by Deville and Troost.* M. Ed. Becquerel opposed
those values at the time of their publication, and later researches

have confirmed him, at least so far as cadmium and zinc are

concerned, in thinking them to be entirely too high.

In the following table the results obtained by Deville and
Troost are compared with the more probable values given by
other physicists.

Met.,. 1

™>** *>*»» Bom^pointr

Dev.ancJT. on,,,- wlue*

Hg.
, 360°

04 1 860 '

_ZnJ_ ,SJS 884
(

Scq3, Cpmptes Rendus, 57.

.

e values in Benoit's formula. pla<

before with the measurements

a variation probably due to t
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difference of behavior noticed by the latter physicist in the

case of different specimens of platinum.

The brief discussion of the above mentioned results suffices

we think to show, that

:

sed for the most part

s the constancy of the

specific heat of copper and of platinum ; the constancy of the

coefficient of expansion of the latter metal, and upon the accu-

racy of certain very doubtful values for the boiling points of

2d. That, aside from the inaccuracy of those data, the vary-

ing resistance of different specimens of platinum renders any
or the calculation of temperature of that metal fr<>m

ic resistance applicable only to the identical wire for

which the law of change of resistance with the temperature has

been determined.

3d. That from the data at command we are not in position

to calculate the temperature of an incandescent platinum wire

froui its change of resistance, nor from its length, nor indeed in

any other manner, further than to express the temperature in

terms of the length or the resistance of the wire.

4th. That, owing to the great variations shown by different

tion of the expansion of the wire is to be preferred, whenever
practicable, to the measurement of its conductivity.

ttested bv unecpii 1

the globe. The single instanc

the Hiah Plateaus of Utah," p. 13). .,£ the subsidence

restrial crust in Utah durimj the Oreta-eous-Kocene

extent of 6,000 to 15,000 feet, rnav be here referred

:nowiedge; but the 1 ocal

on is a well-known
many pari

byDutton ("Geolog

pile-

:s of

jot
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*

this and other instances it a j .pears that a mass of sediment
produces a deformation equal to its own thickness. Now since

;<• gravity of ice to average rock is something over
1

: 3, it follows that an ice-sheet three miles in thickness ought
to depress the subjacent -train about a mile.

But time is an important element in the motion of all imper-
fectly fluid bodies. The approximate numerical equivalence
between cause and effect in cases of subsidence with deposition
indicates that if sufficient time be given the rigidity of the

rust is practically nil; though it is probable that,

the function is variable and represented by an infinite series,

no terms of which are known. The time of continuance of

quaternary ice to that of the deposition of the < Yetaceous and
Eocene sediments in Utah is as some unknown ratio, probably
between 1 : 100 and 1 : 10,000 ;—say 1 : 1,000. If, however,
the deformation during various times is represented by an
infinite series, the ratio between quaternary and Cretaceous-
Eocene subsidence is much higher—say 1 : 10. The subsi-

dence produced by an i

rly to be only 500 or 600 feet. It will be understood
that while it is certain that subsidence would occur, very little

value can be attached to this estimate of its amount.
Thehydrostatical principles - ..rdann with v hieh deform-

ation beneath a thick ice-sheet must occur, equally demand
that the crust should return to its original form after the
melting of the ice; and it is manifest that as much time would
be required to produce this secondary as the primary deform-
ation. Assuming then that the periods of advance and retreat,

or of growth and decay of the ice are of like duration, it follows

the normal level at any
iee, for as long a period as that

•

Should the application of the principles sought to be eluci-

dated in the paper on "Maximum Synchronous Glaciation" to

any single continental area ever be attempted, the foregoing

considerations will afford a means of testing their accuracy
;

for late-quaternarv depression, beini: accompanied by sub-

mergence in all low-lying areas, has' left unmistakable traces,

not only of its occurrence but of its extent, in many localities.

Parley, Iowa, Sept. 15, 1881.
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Art. L.

—

Note on the Laramie Group of Southern New Mexico

;

by John J. Stevenson, Professor of Geology in the Uni-
versity of New York.

In a former paper* the writer gave some notes respecting the
Laramie of Southern New Mexico, as shown in the vicinity of

Galisteo creek. Some additional facts respecting the same,
obtained during the present summer more than one hundred
miles south from Galisteo creek, may be of interest.

The Laramie group is practically continuous on the cast, side

of the Eio Grande Valley, southward from Galisteo creek, to

certainly five or six miles beyond San Pedro, or one hundred
and fifty miles south from Santa Fe. Coal beds have been
opened near Galisteo creek, in the vicinity of the Tuerto
mountains, near the Sandia mountains, and' at several other

localities as far south as San Pedro. The outcrop on the east

side of the Rio Grande Valley has been carefully traced and
mapped by Mr. J. M. Robinson, for the Atchison! Topeka and
Santa Fe railroad company. The absolute continuity of the

field is interrupted onh I>J a fev narrow canons and the bluffs

marking the western edge of the area can be followed as easily

as those marking the eastern edge of the Trinidad coal field in

northern New Mexico.
The San Pedro locality is nearly nine miles east from the

Rio Grande, and is about twenty-three miles south-southeast

from the city of Socorro, whence it can be reached conven-

iently by a wagon road passing through the villages of San
Antonio and San Pedro ; but before long it will be more con-

venient of access, as the railroad company contemplate build-

ing a branch road to the coal.

In this southern part of the field one observes the same fea-

tures as on the Galisteo. Instead of the yellow or buff sand-

stones which predominate in the Trinidad and Canon City coal

fields, shales prevail, and for the most part the sandstones are

soft and often argillaceous. Thin beds of hard, fine-grained

sandstone are shown, ing and breaking into

angular fragments, which retain their sharpness even after long

exposure to the weather. When seen from a little distance

these thinner beds resemble sheets of igneous rock. As on the

Galisteo, beds of iron ore with concretionary structure are

numerous, as also are beds of ferruginous ciav with cone-in-
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At the San Pedro locality, four beds of coal were seen within

a vertical distance of barely one hundred feet. The lowest

bed has the following structure :

Upper division,

Coal 0' 8"

Clay 2' G"

Coal T 4"

Shale .: 2' 3"

Lower division . - - 6' 9"

Coal 4' 4"

Clay 0' 2"

Coal 2' 3"

The blossom of the next bed at nearly twenty feet higher is

somewhat more than five feet thick. The bed contains much
coal but it is so broken by parti nes that perhaps the whole
may be unavailable. The third bed'is but two or three inches
thick and is embedded in dark shale. The highest appears to

be little more than two feet thick, the estimate being made
from its badly weathered blossom. The dips are southward
and vary from seven to fifteen degrees.

The lowest coal bed has been opened by a slope one hundred
and fifty feet long, and a large quantity of the eoal has been
tested on the railroad engines where it worked satisfactorily.

Its quality varies in different parts of the bed and the dilig-

ences in phvsieal characteristics sugirest that the relation

between fixed carbon and volatile matter may vary in the sev-

eral benches. The coal from some portions closely resembles

•acite, while that from others cukes readily. This
opening is not new, coal having been obtained from it years

apply Fort Craig.

These beds belong at not less than two hundred feet above
the base of the group.
That this field belongs at the same horizon with the Trinidad

coal field has been announced by Mr. Lesquereux, Dr. Hayden
and the writer, as proved by the stratigraphy and by the tes-

timony of the fossil plants.' In the paper already referred tc

for there is no

3o. The ferruginous beds with cone-in-cone str

• to be wholly non -fossil iferous on the Galisteo,
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the San Pedro locality these beds are fossil iferous, though r

to the same extent as the ore-beds. The presence of mari
fossils was not ascertained until just before leaving the pla<

and but a few minutes remained in which to collect. T
h only a;

of the \

fice for merely gene
by Prof. R. P. Whitfield is as follows:

Oslrea glabra ; Anomia ; Oorbula, 3 species; Camplonectesf

;

Tellina f, and a fragment of some gasteropod.

The path of this comet in the sky did not bring it into posi-

tions the most favorable for observation, but while near the

i
it continued for a short time each evening at a suffi-

cient altitude to escape the influence of twilight, though never

far enough above the horizon to be viewed under entirely

satisfactory conditions. Although these circumstances pre-

vented the attainment of anything like a complete series of

observations, it was found possible to establish the fact of

polarization, and even to secure some measurements. Owing
to the extreme faintness of the light, these were obtained with

some difficulty, and were limited to a small number.
The first successful observation was made on August 16,

from 9h to 10h
p. m., local time. With a double-image prism,

placed before the eye-piece of a comet-seeker having an aper-

ture of three inches, and a magnifying power of about eight

-. the light was easily seen to be polarized in a plane

passing through the sun. That there might be no doubt upon

this point, two other persons were requested to view the images

as they appeared in the instrument. Both found one of them

fainter in certain positions of the prism, and in every case

correctly designated that one which accorded with polarization

in the direction above described, .ml this without any intima-

tion as to the result to be expected. The light was just suffi-

cient, when 18 applied, to enable the bands to

be seen with great difficulty, but measurements were impossible.

A few evenings later some polarimetric determinations were

obtained, the results of which are brought together in the

annexed table. The instrument and method employed were

the same as described in the account of observations upon

comet b* Column i gives the date and local time; in column

* This Journal, vol. xxii, Au<r., 1*M, [>. 112; < 'operniou.-, \'o. 8. p. 157; The

Observatory. No. 53, p. 253.
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ii each number is the percentage of polarization derived from
ten separate measurements; column in gives the mean of these
for each evening; in column IV are given the angles of inci-

dence of the solar rays. These are obtained !>\ graphic inter

polation from a curve representing the angles calculated from
the ephemeris of H. Oppenheim,* for the dates there given.

Aug. 27, 8« 30- to 9'. p.m. [16-8] [168] 54-1

The percentage for August 27 was obtained from two set-

tings of the plates only, and is entitled to less confidence than
the others. That the polarization was really increasing, how-
ever, was easily recognized by the appearance of the bands,
and their relative brightness in the two positions of the glass

plates. After this date the condition of the sky was not at any
time such as to render further determinations possible. At
the hours of the observations the last vestiges of twilight had

disappeared; and a careful examination of the

regions of the heavens with the instrument failed

s of its presence, or of any
of the sky,very faint light c

A comparison of the results above given with those obtained
in the observations of comet b, 1881,f shows that for corres-

sponding angles of incidence the polarization was decidedly
less than in the case of the latter comet. There appears also

to be a difference in the relation of the percentages to the

angles of incidence. Comet c, during the period when meas-
urements were possible, changed its position in such a way that

the angle first increased and then decreased, the change in each
case being very small It is so little, in fact, that some uncer-

'iii'ity must be felt as to its character, since the data of the

published ephemerides lead to considerably different values.

That of Oppenheim, however, which was employed in com-
puting the series, as above mentioned, agrees very well with

reported observations of position of the comet made during the

period covered by the dates in the table. The results found as

above indicate that the polarization, for this comet, conforms
in general to the law of variation for a gaseous medium, where
the curve representing it has the maximum at the incidence of
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45°, and changes very rapidly in the region corresponding to

the incidences given in the table.

In the case of comet b, the largest angle of incidence was
nearly 60°, and as this diminished the polarization was seen

to diminish likewise; but it happened that at the times of

widest incidence the comet was near its perihelion. A maxi-

mum occurring with an incident angle as large as 60° would
hardly he looked for if the degree of polarization depended
upon this angle alone. If the reflecting material were wholly

gaseous the greatest polarization should be found at 45° inci-

dence ; but though a tendency toward a secondary maximum
at this angle may be suspected, the observations are not

sufficient to definitely establish its existence. The changes
actually observed are' with cliflicu'ty reconciled with the sup-

position that the reflection took place from gaseous substance

alone. It is not improbable that, as the comet was nearing

the sun, and while it remained near the perihelion, some
form of volatizable matter may have been eliminated by the

increasing temperature, and that the subsequent condensation

of this gave rise to the presence of minute liquid or solid parti-

cles in the gaseous matter first thrown off. The varying pro-

portions of these two forms of matter might be the cause of

notable variations in the total amount of light polarized. It is,

of course, not to be overlooked that, the substance of the coma.

and probably that of the tail, gives out light of itself. The
action just described must alter the relation of the emitted to

the reflected ravs. and this would have its effect upon the

degree of polarization.

The earlier observations of comet b, made soon after its pen-

are m sne -er' than the ordinary errors of

observation. The sky at the time appeared very clear, and the

atmospheric conditions were probably not the sole cause of the

fluctuations. It seems almost certain that at this period of

great activity the polarization was subject to considerable

comparatively briei
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. LIL — On the Relative Accuracy of Different Methods of
/)etrrmi/,inr/ tin- Sohn- Para/lor; by VVm. Harkness.

in observing the transit of 1882.

1 will be employed in algebraic formula

a =inean distance of the earth from the sun.

^ =that distance between the earth and the sun which would
satisfy Kepler's third law.

a
%
=mean distance of the earth from the moon.

E = the mass of the earth.

<-, ^eccentricity of the earth's orbit.

<; —observed force of gravity at a point upon the surface of the

k = Gauss's constant for the solar system.

constant of lunar parallax which would sat-

rd law.

be moon.

= length of the sidereal year, expressed m

=length of the sidereal month, expresset

=motion of moon's node, relatively to the line of *

365^ days.
y =:the heliocentric longi tude of the earth.



('[{II = <A.mpti-s Rendu- Ilebdomadaires des seances de FAcade-

- .f 1 he Koyal Society of London.

MAS -Meinoire> of the U..val Astronomical Society. London.
MNt = Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,

( >1\M = Annates de l'Observatoire Imperial de Paris. Memoires.
WOb-- Astn.noinieal and Meteorological Observations made at

the United States Naval Observatory. Washington.
PTL =Theorie du Moiivement de la Lune, par Jean I 'hum.

Trigonometrical Methods.

Observations of Mars, when in opposition to the sun, and at

its least distance from the earth, constitute one of the oldest

trigonometrical methods of determining the solar parallax.

There are two ways of making the observations. Either the

spectively in the northern and southern hemispheres :

or it is observed sunn after rising, and just before setting, at a

tion. The first method will be termed the meridian

method ; the second, the diurnal method. In the meridian

method the observations may be made either with a transit

circle, or with a micrometer attached to an equatorial telescope.

In the diurnal method they may be made either with an equa-

torial telescope, or with a heliometer.

The values of the sol thing from some of the

most noteworthy attempts by the meridian method are as fob



1672. .1. I). Cassini (MA,-, viii, 114) .
9""5

1835. HeiidiM-...,, '(MAS. liii, lu!i), ------ -- .!.-_..' 9'028
1856. Gilliss and Gould (U. S. Ast. Ex. to the South.

IIcini-]»!'< -iv, vol. iii, ]>. eel \ xx viii), 8-495

1863. Winnecke (ANn, lid. lix, s. 204), 8-964
1*65. K. J. Stone (MAS, vol. xxxiii. j.. 97), 8-943
1*65. A. Hal! (WOb, is,;:;. A],,>. ,». Ixiv). 8-842
IsfiT. X,uvo,hI> ,W01,Nm, A,.,, II, ,, 22), 8-855

The following are some of the results from the diurnal

een thought tl

ed from observ

ribed for Mars.

Flora (ANn, Bd.
77.' Li'n.lUv'-'nd (iill' IV.

Publications, vol. ii, 211),.:... .
.". 8-765

of Obt

aun. 2. By ot
disk with a lu ^.".'.Ml'-h r.^a^JK^phing^ sun with

Venus upon it s disk. :md subsequently mleasuring the photo-

graphs.

Contact observ -The following are some of the results

ned by different as

tact observatio e transits of Venn, ; in 1761, 1769 and
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• >•;. iinnisiiv (rir, ivua, p. 4y

63. Short (FTr, 1763, p. 340),

65. Pingre (IIAc, 1765, p. 32).

07. Plannian (PTr, 1768, p. 12

1770. Kuler (Xovi Commentarii Ac. Sc. Pel ropol.,

1771. Hornsby (PTr, 1771, p. 579),
1771. Laiaudc (IIAc, 1771, J).

70S),

177!. Maskelyne,
1772. Lexell/

1772. Pingre (IIAc, 1772, p. 419),

1*14. Delambre (Astron. Theorique

. Dn Sejour (Trait,' Analylkp.e des Mouvement
Apparent des Corps Celestes, t. i, pp. 451-491),.

is:32. Ferrer (MAS. v, 280),

1865. Powalky (Conn, de Temps 1867 Additions, p. 22),.

1868. E. J. Stone (MNt, vol. xxviii. p. 264),

Transit op 1874.

. i, p. 149), 8-760

,
p. 455), 8-846

The large differences in the parallaxes obtained by different

astronomers from the same observations are due to the circum-

stance that, as the instants of contact are rendered uncertain by
the intervention of various disturbing phenomena, many of the

observers record two or three different times, corresponding to

as many different phases which they endeavor to describe, and

thus the resulting parallaxes are influenced to a certain extent

by the interpretation put upon those descriptions. The interior

contacts give better results than the exterior ones, but in any

case the probable error is large. From sixtv-one selected ob-

servations of interior contacts of the transit of December, 1874,

discussed by Col. Tu| Man (MNt, 1878. vol. xxxviii, 20 on page

450, and 41 on p. 453), I find the probable error of an observed

time of contact to be ±48 -59, which corresponds to a probable

error of zb0"15 in the distance between the centers of the sun

and Venus. Actual errors of from twenty to thirty seconds in

the observed times of contacts are by no means uncommon.
Observations with heliometers.—A few heliometers were used

in observing the transit of December, 1874, but I am not aware
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that anything has yet been published which suffices to show
how accurately they will furnish the solar parallax.

Photographic observations.—For observing the last transit of

Venus there were used at least two kinds of photoheliographs,

constructed upon widely different principles. In what follows
I shall consider only the results yielded by apparatus of the
kind used by the United States Transit of Venus parties.

As the reductions of the United States transit of Venus
observations are not yet quite completed, it is impossible to
say exactly what decree of accuracy the photographs will give;
but fortunately the same instruments which were used in De-
cember, 1874, to observe the transit of Venus at Kerguelen
Island, Hobart Town and Peking, were used in May, 1878, to

observe the transit of Mercury at Cambridge. Mass.,' Washing-
ton, D. C. and Ann Arbor. Mich. : and as the transit of Mercury
phoroLii phsa.v com] I tcl ,,luo i Real Admiral dohn R ,d-j

crs. Superintendent of the Naval Observatory, has kindly

I me to make use of the results. They are as follows :

The total number of plates measured was 119, of which 25
were made at Cambridge. ;;<> at Washington, and 64 at Ann
Arbor. Each plate was measured by two different persons.

The errors to be considered are of four' different kinds, namely :

constant and accidental errors in measuring the plates, and con-

Knch plate having been measured in duplicate, if the posi-

tions of Mercury upon the sun's disk given by the measures of

the first observer are subtracted from those given by the meas-
ures of the second observer, the mean of all the residuals thus

obtained will be the constant error due to personal equation in
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The corrections found at each station to LeVcrrier's tables of

Mercury, as represented l>y the British Nautical Almanac for

1878, are

R. A. N. P. D.

Cambridge + 8'079 — 0"*22

Washington + 0*105 —0-12
Ann Arbor.. +0*083 +0*47

The correction to the north [>. >lar distance, given by the Ann
Arbor plates, seems to be affected bj a systematic error, but it

is doubtful if its source can be discovered because no details of

the observations were sent to the Naval Observatory, and Pro-
fessor Watson, who made them, is now dead.

The probable error of a position of Mercury depending upon
two sets of readings made upon a single photograph is

R. A. N. P. D.

Cambridge ±0'*5 70 ± 0**562

Washington ±0*655 ±0*579
Ann Arbor ±0*436 ±0*514

The probable errors in right ascension having been reduced to

arc of a great circle. We may infer from the mean of all the

stations that the average locus of the probable error of the

I" the planet in the heavens is a circle whose radius is

0"*553.

To exhibit yet more clearly the degree of accuracy attained

by the photographic method, a table is appended, which in-

cludes all the plates, and shows the number of residuals, both

, Tj-'ch fall betwer-

efthe right ascension ras issumed that

0"2=0-01, 0"*5=0 S
*03, l"-0=0 s

-07, l"-5-=0 9
*10, 2"*0= S *13:

right ascension and north polar distance,
*0 and just under 0"*2, 0"'2 and just ui

Lii *
ridge. Washi gton.

R. A. V.K R.A.
|
N. P. N- ). P.

12 :!:;;

!

5

I 1

1

7

Theory of the Gravitational Methods.

We begin the consideration of the gravitations

deriving an expression for the solar parallax in
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If I is the length of a simple pendulum which makes, oik

vibration in t seconds of mean time, the observed force of grav
ity will be

p7
(2)

The observed force of gravity is the earth's attractive force

diminished by the resolved value of its centrifugal force. At
the equator the ecntrifugal force is G-r2tt9-24, while in an-
other latitude it is G cos p-i- 289-24 ; and the resolved part of this

force acting in the direction of the vertical is Gcos>-=-289'24.
Equating the earth's attraction to the force of gravity augmented
by the centrifugal force, we have

Whence, by (1)

If T is the length of the sidereal year, expressed in seconds
of mean time, and a, is that value of the semi-major axis ot the

earth's orbit which would satisfy Kepler's third law, we have

m _ 47rV

7r
2 ~T2

(S + E)(i-000141) 3 l ;

;
k and n between (4) and (6), and rearranging the

rr ->v( i-oiioui '•(i+lS)
Owing to the equatorial bulging of the earth, the points

which have v/f for the sine of their geocentric latitude are the

'"dy ones upon the surface of the earth at which a pendulum
will vibrate as it would if the whole mass of the earth were
l -

,

'>ii<
ientmte(l at its center. For that reason we take siny=|-,

and consequently cosy=f. We also put p x
—cp, and a sin p

=/>. Substituting these values in (7), it becomes
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E
=
«V-Wl™«)"0

The equation sinY~i, g5ves f=35° 15' 52". Adding to this

the in ;
i »} the verth d 1" >1 the _>< o_t pliiea latit id« i

3f>° 2d' 43", and the cori-ospoiMlin-- value of Ion r is <H)99f>lo.

If we take *=l s
, the value of J for latitude 35° 26' 43" is

0-992732 meters.- Substituting these values, together with

T=31,558,149 seconds of mean solar time, and
(

«= 6,378,390

Js+E
jo = 609-434

where _p is expressed in seconds of arc.

In connection with equations (9) and (10) tiie reader may

the lunar theory," MNt, 1864, vol . x x i v. i !. 1 1

:

'

•'
I h

theoretischcn Bereeimnnu' Aw in den Mondtal'eln anuvwandten
Storungen, von P. A. Hansen." Zvveite Abhanrtluiig, s. 271 :

"E. J. Stone on the value of the solar parallax, as deduced
from the parallaefie ine.jna.iitv in the (birth's motion." MNt,
1868, vol. xxviii, p. 23 ; LeVerrier, in the CRI1, 1872, t. lxxv,

p. 166, and MNt, 1872, vol. xxxii, p. 322.

The equation of the parallactic inequality of the moon's mo-
tion, as given by Newcomb from the theories of Plana and

Delaunay, is

«=°'24'^l\wf-M (u)

_ the numerical values of P and m, and transpos-

ing, this becomes

p = [8-837088] q!±|[ (12)

from which p can be found when Q and M are known. The
quantity within the square brackets is the logarithm of the

number which it represents.

In connection with equations (11) and (12) the reader may
compare PTL, t. iii, p. 13; DTL. t. ii, p. 817, equation 342:
\Y<>]> 1865, Appendix 2, p. 24; MXt. 1880, vol. xl, p. 468.

The lunar equation of the earth's motion is (OPM, iv, 47)
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in which p' and P' are the actual values of the solar and lunar
parallaxes at the instant; for which 3v is required. For any

when sin (V— v)=l, that is, when the longitudes of the sun
:m<l moon differ by ninety degrees. If now we have an ex-
tensive series of observed values of dv, covering many com-
pb-te revolutions of the moon's node: ou will have assumed all

possible values, the mean of which will be the constant of the

1 possible values, the

arallax ; and the
moon will have had all possible latitudes, the mean of which
will be zero. With P' the case will be somewhat different. It

is equal to the constant of lunar parallax, plus a series of terms
milt

!
lied by factors made up of the mean anomaly of the

sun, the mean anomaly of the moon, the mean distance of the

moon from its ascending node, and the difference of the mean
longitudes of the sun and moon. All these terms, except
those involving the difference of the mean longitudes, will as-

sume all possible values and vanish from the mean. The
of all tl ol P' will therefore be.

of Dela

pending upon the difference of menn longitiuh

and moon * Turning now to the second volume
theory of the moon, 'we find that the only term of this kind'in
the lunar parallax is the one numbered (27), upon page 917,

and its value is 28"-l788 cos 2D, As we have supposed all

our observations of dv to be made when D was 90°, the value of

this term will be -28"'18, and the mean value of P' will be
P-28"-18 = 3394"-f>2. Substituting the mean values thus
found in (13), and rearranging the terms, we obtain

he Verrier, OPM, iv, 10(

p. 28 ; E. J. Stone, MNt, 1868, vol. xxviii, p. 24.

The Moon's Mass.

Before the solar parallax can be obtained from equations (12)

and (14). it is necessary to know the moon's mass. Let us con-

sider the different way's of determining it.

The first determination of the moon's mass was made from

the tides, by Newton, in 1687. Since then other investigators

have employed the same method, but owing to the theoretical

and practical difficulties inherent in it, their results have been

so discordant as to command very little confidence. Perhaps

* In strictness it should be the difference of the true longitudes of the sun and
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from the tides at Brest ——, and from the tides

—— , the most probable mean being —-. (Jour. Frank. Inst.,

1871, vol. lxi, p. 366.)
In 1755, D'Alembert determined the moon's mass from the

phenomena of precession and nutation, but to do this with ex-

treme accuracy seems a difficult matter. The most recent

attempt is by Mr. E. J. Stone (MNt, 1868, vol. xxviii, p. 43), who
considers that his equations are accurate to terms of the third

order in the lunar theory. With some changes of notation,

ng x and £ from the equations (Lo), and introducing

of the parallaxes instead of the mean distances, we

M =

becomes

M =

sin
3

jt>.A/2S

which

sin
3 P(C

12-411

sin ']>((

5051

V-
|A.a

- rq)

by substituting the value of S
within the square brackets is

which it represents. Ten musl
ihc

; be

lp from (9). The
logarithm of the <

subtracted from its

We will take

e = 0-054899;

e
t

— 0-016771 1

;<= — 19°21 ; 20" = --0*3 :;7>-is ,,f radius.

P = :U22"-7
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The value here given for e is that used by Delaunay (DTL,
ii, 802). The value of P is that found from the Greenwich
and Cape of Good Hope observations bv Breen (MAS, 1864,
vol. xxxii, p. 137) and E. J. Stone (MAS, 1866, vol. xxxiv, p. 16).

Substituting these values in (16) and (18), the latter equation
becomes

1 W
H = 47-0243

fl
- m-705 (19)

In connection with equations (18) and (19), the reader may
compare PTL, t. iii, pp. 25-29; LeVerrier, OPM, t. iv, p. 101;
Serret, OPM, v, 324; Newcomb, WOb, 1865, A pp. II, p. 28.

About 1795 Delambre seems to have determined the moon's
mass from the lunar inequality of the earth's motion. This
involves the use of equation (14), but as we propose to employ
that equation for determining the solar parallax, we cannot
avail ourselves of it for the mass of the moon.
There is yet another way of determining the moon's mass

;

to wit, by comparing the fail of heavy bodies at the surface of

the earth' with the fall of the moon in its orbit. The resulting

equation will be similar to (8), except that for the masses of the
sun and earth we must substitute the masses of the earth and
moon, and instead of 1 -000141 sin p we must employ the par-

ticular value of P which satisfies equation (5) when E+M is

substituted in it for S + E, and T is taken to be the length of a

sidereal revolution of the moon, expressed in seconds of mean
time. Designating these special values of T and P by T t

and
Pi, we have

E +M_ 4tfp

(20)•O
Of the four methods just described for determining the

moon's mass, that depending upon the tides is not sufficiently

accurate, and that depending upon the lunar inequality of the

earth's motion is not available, for our purpose. There re-

main only the two methods represented respectively bv equa-

tions (19) and (20). Let us see what results they give.

As the luni-solar precession increases continually with the

time, its value is now known very accurately. I adopt for it

the numbers used by Messrs. Newcomb and Stone (WOb,
1866, App. II, p. 28; MNt, 1868, vol. xxviii, p. 43), namely
50" -378. The constant of nutation is mtich more uncertain.

The following are some of the best modern values:

1842. C. A. F. Peters (Num. Con. Nut., p. 37), 9" "223

1844. C. A. F. Peters (Mem. Ac. Sc. St. Petersbourg, 7e

ser. t, iii, p. 125), 9-216
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1856. LeVerrier (OPM, t. ii, p. 174),

1869. E. J. Stone (MAS. vol. xxxvii, p. 249),
1872. Nyren (Mem. Ac. Sc. St. Petersbonrg, 7'

No. 2),

With W=50"-378, formula (19) gives the r

corresponding to three different values of the

as follows

:

<m) =

In view of the fact that Peters attributed a probable error of

±0"-0154 to his most careful determination of the nutation

constant, and in view of the subsequent widely differing de-

termination by E. J. Stone, it can scarcely be supposed that

the true value of the nutation is known, within =fc 0"'02. This

corresponds to an uncertainty of ±0*56 in the reciprocal of

the moon's mass.

The length of the sidereal month is 2,360,591-8 seconds of

mean solar time. Assuming the observed value of the con-

stant of lunar parallax to be 34-2:* "•?. Pinna's theory gives

8419"*62, and Delaunay's theory 3419"-59, for the value of P
a
..

I adopt 3419"-6. Substituting these values in formula (20),

the resulting mass of the moon is
,
and the change in

the mass produced by a small change in the adopted parallax

"W! >dP (22)

The value of the lunar parallax now generally adopted, de-

pends upon the investigations of Messrs. Breen and E. J.

Stone. The result* of these two gentlemen agree within

0"01. The probable error of Mr. Breen's result is not stated,

while that of Mr. Stone's is ± 0"-049. Nevertheless, it ia not

unlikely that the parallax may be one or two-tenths of a sec-

ond in error. An error of 0"*1 would produce an error of

0-59 in the reciprocal of the mass.
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Probably the moon's mass is about ——, but it is quite pos-

aate may be in error by one part in a hun-
dred. The precession nutation method is considered one of the

best for obtaining the moon's mass, but e(|iiations (21) and (22)
show that neither it, nor the method by the fall of the moon
in its orbit, is likely ever to furnish the mass within one part
in a thousand. Throughout all his lunar work Hansen adopted

a mass of — , and in what follows I will assume that the true

mass lies between the limits — and —

.

Parallax from Gravitational Methods.

Mass of the Earth.—In 1872 LeVerrier obtained the mass of

the earth from the inequalities in the motions of Venus and
Mars, and the secular variations in the elements of their orbits,

produced by it ; and from the mass thus found he derived the
solar parallax bv means of an equation similar to (10). (CRH,
W2. t. lxxv, 'pp. Utf-172: MXt, 1872. vol. xxxii, pp. 322-
328.) He gave the resulting parallaxes without directly stat-

ing the masses, but it is readily seen that his values were as

follows

:

(A). From the latitudes of Venus at the moments of the

transits in 1761 and 1769, earth's mass = _?—

.

(B). From a discussion of the meridian observations of

Venus in an interval of one hundred and six years, earth's

(C). From observations of the occultation of f Aquarii by

Mars, October 1st, 1672, earth's mass = ggj-^-

Substituting these values in equation (10), the resulting

values of the solar parallax are

ing the earth's mass as unitv, the ehamm in

;ed by a change of one thousand unite in the mass of the

given by the expression

dp = 000912 dS (23)

s difficult to estimate the probable error of the above

of the earth's n ss. hut Tisserand seems to think it
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agnitude to give a very

then this method will

may be sufficient to affect the parallax by d= 0"*07. (CKH,
1881, t. xcii, p. 658.) As the secular variations of the ele-

ments of the orbits of Venus and Mars increase continually,

they will ultimately attain sufficient magnitude to gh
exact value of the earth's mass, i

furnish the solar parallax with the utmost precision.

Parallactic I.'iio/>!<th't//.—Vvoiessor Newcomb found that the

value of tli- lality of the moon deduced by
Hanson from the < i roenwirh and l.Jorpal observations is L26"-46.

(WOb, 1865, App. II, p. 23.)

From 2075 Greenwich lunar observations, made between
1848 and 1866, Mr. E. J. Stone found the parallactic inequal-

ity to be 125''-36±0 //4; the probable error being estimated.

(MNt, 1867, vol. xxvii, p. 271.)

From the Washington lunar observations, made between
1862 and 1865, Professor Newcomb found the parallactic ine-

quality to be 125"-46. (WOb, 1865, App. II, p. 24.)

From an extended discussion of the whole subject, pub-

lished in the MNt, 1880, vol. xl, pp. 386 to 411, and 441 to

472. Messrs. Campbell and Neison tonud the observed value of

the parallactic inequality to be (p. 467) either 125"-64±0"'09,

or 124" -64±0" -25 ; the difference arising from the admission

or non-admission into the lunar theory of a certain hypotheti-

cal forty -five year term.

By substituting these values of Q in equation (12) the fol-

lowing values of the solar parallax result :

Moon'a Mass. A A * *

Q= 124"'64 8

|
8*-780

•831

•837

8*-m
•829

•835

8-906

•833

8-904

ttle affected by the assu

:lation betw

Q beir

i,/o

The

dp=
observed values of Q are

equation, irradiation, blurring, and any en
in the adoj of the moo

how thoroughly these quantities

(24)

alt, but the

i considerable fraction of

affected by personal

ror which rnav exist

n. It is difficult to

nated from
probably
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Lunar Inequality of the Earth.—From observations at Green-
wich, P.-Mis and Km ),i_-h. :•--, made during- the periods stated,

LeVerrier found the following values for the lunar equation of

the earth : (OPM, i

Greenwich

<r, 100)

1816-26
1827-50
1804-14
1815-45
1814-30

L = 6"-4

Paris 0-6

K<enigsberg . _

The mean is 6"-50±0"-023.
Professor Newcomb found the following additional value

(WOb, 1865, App. II, pp. 25 and 26)

Greenwich 1851-64 L = 6"-56 ±0^04
Washington 1861-65 6-51 ±0-07

With these values of L, equation (14) furnishes the followir

values of the solar parallax :

Moon's Masa. bV sS h h
L = 6"-50

6-51

656
•678

8"-770

8-851

892
8-960

8
ff -985

8-999

9-068

It would seem that the observed value of L should be quite

free from systematic errors, because it depends upon observa-

tions of the sun which are always made in the same way. The
relation subsisting between small changes in the parallax, the

mass of the moon, and the earth's lunar inequality, are given
by the equation

dp = 1-36 dL + 0-107 dQj) (25)

It will be difficult to determine the true value of L within

±0"*02, and at present the uncertainty in the reciprocal of the

moon's mass is at least ±0'o. Witli these data the probable
error of p comes out ±0"'06.

Photo-tachymetrical Methods.

Theory.—The photo-tachymetrical methods are quite recent,

having come into existence about 1850, when Fizeau and
Koncault. made their inventions for measuring the velocity with

which light traverses moderate distances upon i lie surface of the

earth. From the velocity of light thus obtained the

parallax may be found by two essentially ( lifferent methods, 1
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earth and the sun, and combining this with the measured veloc-

ity of light, we have

2d. Assuming the ratio of the earth's orbital velocity to

the velocity of light to be represented by the constant of aber-

ration, and combining that constant with the measured velocity

of light, we have

tanp = TVtda^f^ (27)

If p and V are eliminated between (26) and (27) we get

vhicb shows the relation between a and d.

For the constants in these equations I adopt

p=(i3T8-o9 kilometers (Col. Clarke's value).

T=31,558,149 seconds of mean time.

y represent.

: reader may (

t xiii, pp. A'299-A301.
Velocity of LijjhL—The following are t

mental determinations of the velocity of

upon the earth's surface :

1SU2. Foucault (CUM, 1-Vrj.t. Iv, p. 79ti : lleeueil des tra-

vaux scUMititi M u.'s <lr L.'-oii foucault, pp.216-226), 298,000

1874. Cornu (Ol'M. xiii, 293), 300,400

[876. Belmert (ANn, 1876, bd. Ixxxvii, s. 126), 299,990

1S79. Mirholson (I'roc. Amor. Ass,,,.., js79, pp. 124-160), 299,940

1881. Young and Forbes (Nature, 1881, vol. xxiv, p. 303), 301,382

Li'jlit Equa(ion.~The time taken by light to traverse the

mean radius of the earth's orbit is commonlv called the li-ht

equation, and there are but two determinations of it from the

eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, namely :
•
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1792. Delambre, from more than a thousand eclipses of the
first satellite ( A«.t ronomie par Jerome le Lraneai*
(la Lande), 3me edition. Paris, 1792, t. i, Tables

~~1. Also, Tables Ecliptiques

upiter, par M. Delambre.

asiroiionuqu'

des Satellit

1874. Glasenapp (Investigation of 1

omy, by IS. Glasenapp. 1 uldisi

language, at St. Petersburg,

Glasenapp considered the probable error of his <

to be ±l 3 -02.

Aberration.—The following are the principal d
of the coefficient of aberration :

728. Bradley (PTr, 1728, p. 655), ----- 9.0" -25

821. Brinkley (PTr, 1821, p. 350), 20-37
•MO. Hcndi-rson (MAS, 1840, xi, 248), 20'41

843. W. Struve (ANn, L848, bd. \xi, S. 58), 20-445

844. C. A. F. Peters (ANn, 1844, bd. xxii, s. 119), 20'503

850. Maclear (MAS, 1851, vol. xx, p. 98), 20-53

861. Main (MAS, 1861, vol. xxix, p. 190), 20-335

Solar Parallax.—The table below exhibits the various values
of the solar parallax deducible from the foregoing values of V,
0and a by means of equations (29) and (30). I have rejected

Fizeau and Foucault's values of the velocity of light on the

ground that they are merely first approximations, the details of

e never been published ; and I have made no use of
"

i of Cornu's value. The last column of

table gives the values of a and 6 computed by means of

i the values of 6 and a in the first column.
e gives the i

> (31) from tl

Velocity of
Light 299,940 300,400 301,382

Light e<|ua n Aberration
493 8 -20 8"-880 8"-851 20"-26

500-84 8-758 8-745 8-716 20-57

Abit-ration Light equa'n
8*-897 8"-8S3 493 s-02

•860 •846 •817

•831 •802 495-94

•41 •827

•812 •?99

•785

•770

496-91

•503 •787 •773 499-19

20-53 8-775 8-762 8-734 499-84
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The relations between small changes in p, 6, a, and V, are
given by the equations

dp— -0-0111 dd- 0-0295 dV (32)

dp = — 0-432 da- 0-0295 dV (33)

where d is in seconds of mean time, a in seconds of arc, and V
in thousands of kilometers. To determine p with a probable
error not exceeding ± 0"'01, the probable errors of the other

quantities must not exceed the following values, namely

:

d, ± 0-s
40, and V, ± 240 kilometers ; or a, ± 0"O16, and V,

± 240 kilometers. Whatever may be said respecting V, it is

quite certain that our present knowledge of 6 and a does not

approach this degree of accuracy. The probable error of p
seems to be at least d=

//-
05.

The photo-tachymetric method is embarrassed by serious

theoretical difficulties. 1st. As we are ignorant of the optical

constitution of inter-planetary space, we have no sure means of

passing from the velocity of light at the earth's surface to its

velocity in space. 2d. There is no rigorous proof that the

constant of aberration gives the exact ratio of the velocity of

light to the earth's orbital velocity. 3d. The velocity of light

is the velocity of transmission of a single wave, while Fizeau's

and Foucault's methods determine the velocity of transmission

of a group of waves. Lord Eayleigh has shown that these

two things are not necessarily the same. If the ordinary theory
of aberration is accepted the velocity of light to which it refers

is the velocity of a single wave, while the velocity determined
from the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites is that of a group of

waves. (Nature, 1881, vol. xxiv, pp. 382 and 460.)

Respecting the theory of aberration the reader may consult,

Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, 1818, t. ix, p. 57; Oeuvres
completes d'Augustin Fresnel, t. ii, p. 627 ; Stokes, in L. E.

and D. Phil. Mag. 1845, vol. xxvii, p. 9 ; 1846, vol. xxviii, p,

76 ; 1846, vol. xxix, p. 6 ; Klinkerfues, in ANn, 1866, bd. Ixvi,

s. 337 ; 1868, bd. lxx, s. 239 ; 1870, bd. lxxvi, s. 33 ; Sohncke,
ANn, 1867, bd. lxix, s. 209 ; Hoek, ANn, 1867, bd. lxx, s.

193; Veltmann, ANn, 1870, bd. Ixxv, s. 145; Airy, Greenwich
Observations, 1871, p. cxix ; Proceed. Roy. Soc. 1873, vol. xxi,

p. 121 ; Villarceau, Conn, de Temps, 1878, Additions ; Michel-

son, this Journal, 1881, vol. xxii, p. 120.

Conclusion.

For convenience of reference the limiting values of the solar

parallax, found by the various methods described in the fore-

going pages, are presented here. It should be remarked, how-

ever, that in selecting these values the results of all discussions
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lade prior to 1857 have been omitted ; except in the case of
tie transit of 1761, and the smaller of the two values from the
:ansit of 1769.

I.—Trigonometrical methods.

" " 1874..

I.—(rravitational methods.

Mass of the earth

Parallactic Inequality. . .

Velocity and Light Equation 8"'72 — 8
ff>

89
Velocity and Aberration 8-73 - 8-90

To obtain a definitive value of the solar parallax, it would
now be necessary to form equations of condition embodying
the relations between the various elements involved: to weight
these equations; and to solve for p by the method of least

squares. But what is the use? It is perfectl v evident that by
litable weights, almost any value from 8"*8 to 8"

"9

>t would always he open to a suspicion of having been cooked
in the weighting. V\

r
e only know that the parallax seems to

lie between 8"'75 and 8" :

90, and is probably about S"-s,5.

Attack the problem as we will, the results cluster around this

(-•eiitral value. All the methods give a probable error of about
±0"*06, and no one of them seems to possess decided superior-

ity over the others. We have nearly exhausted the powers of

our instruments, and further advance can only be made at the

cost of excessive labor.

In the beginning of the eighteenth century the uncertainty
of the solar parallax was iiillv Iwo seconds: now it is only
about 0"-15. To narrow it still further, we require a better

knowledge of the masses of the earth and moon, of the moon's
parallaetie hmqmditv, <>l the lunar equation of the earth, of the

<•<>., stnuts of nutation and aberration, of the velocity of light,

and of the light equation. All these investigations can be car-

ried on at any time, but there are others equally important
which can only be prosecuted when the planets come into the

requisite positions. Among the latter are observations of Mars
when in opposition at its least distance from the earth, and
transits of Venus.
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In 1874 al] astronomers hoped and believed that the transit

of Venus which occurred in December of that year would give

the solar parallax within 0""<>1. These hopes were doomed to

merit, and now, when we are approaching the second
transit of the pair, there is less enthusiasm than there was eight

years ago. Nevertheless, the astronomers of the twentieth
century will not bold us guiltless if we neglect in any respect

the transit of 1882. Observations of contacts will doubtless be
made in abundance, but our efforts should not cease with them.
We have seen that the probable error of a contact observation
is ±0""15, that there may always be a doubt as to the phase
observed, and that a passing cloud may cause the loss of the

transit. On the other hand, the photographic method cannot
be defeated by passing clouds, is not liable to any uncertainty
of interpretation, seems to be free from systematic errors, and is

so accurate that the result from a single negative has a probable

error of only ±(/'-55. If the sun is visible for so much as fif-

be taken, and they will give as accurate a result as the observa-

tion of both internal contacts. In view of these facts, can it be

doubted that the photographic method offers as much accuracy
as the contact method, and many more chances of success ?

The transit of 1882 will not settle the value of the solar

parallax, but it will contribute to that result, directly as a

trigonometrical method, and indirectly through the gravita-

tional methods with which the final solution of the problem
must rest. As our knowledge of the earth's mass may be

made to depend upon quantities which continually increase

with the time, it will ultimately attain great exactness, and
then the solar parallax will be known with the same exactness.

Long before that happy day arrives the present generation of

astronomers will have passed over to the silent majority, but

not without the satisfaction of knowing that their labors will

contribute to that fullness of knowledge which shall be the

heritage of their

Washington, D. 0.,

AKT. LIIL— On the Nature of Cyathophycus ; by C D. WALCOTT.

This genus was originally described, by me under the im-

pression that the form was an ah>a of a peculiar w\

On reading the observations of Professor lb P.
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made to obtain perfectly preserved specimens of the genus,
and with such success that the reticulate i

in the original description was found to be formed of a hori-
zontal and perpendicular series of narrow bands crossing each
other at right angles so as to form a network with rectangular
interspaces, the narrow bands being formed of thread-like
spiculae resting on, or one aaaiust the other. The spirilla-

differ in size ; some are filiform while others arc stronger and
more prominent, and all appear to be replaced by pyrite as in

the Devonian specimens studied !>v Principal Dawson ami Pro-
fessor Whitfield. Through the kindness of Professor Whit-
field I have had the opportunity of examining the specimens
referred to by him, and now have little doubt but that the

ne form belongs to the same class, although probably
-Hi the Devonian species, and is an earlier

representative of this interesting group of sponges.
Cyathophyrvs rtliruhitns presents a beautiful appearance when

a large number of spe-iniens are flattened out on a slab of the
dark slate. Each individual lays free from i

the striking resemblance to Euj>h;blh' is seen at a glance,
although the convex summit of the latter genus is absent and

curve- over and downward on the inside to a consid-

drical forms \

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

•),<ifi<»xil <'<>,>;,,< ss <>/ EMrivUii,*. (Letter from Pi

r\ Barker, of the United States Delegation, dated Par
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T other. Edison has made a wonderful exhibition of hi>

and his rooms are thronged continually. The principle

discovered by him that an electric curre

first to investT

perfected is shown in all its details, from the unique dynamo-
machine of low resistance ami high electromotive force, the street

conductors with their conned ions, safety-catches. e\pansion-eaps,

• positely

b/coveHn"
ing a still i

huge numli
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• 3. Effirjeiiry ,./ sfl .,-t, <,.«,>!„*.—F. Lippich discusses the point
whether ir i> -noi-r advantageous to increase the dispersion or to
increase the niauiiitX iiiu power of t lie telescopes of a spectroscope.
A mathematical dismissi,,,, of the subject is given ami the follo,v-

ine conclusion is reached: The common impression that it is

better to increase the dispersion instead of the magnifying power
of the telescope is true only when the number ol prisms does not
exceed a certain number (from four to five). The author has
constructed a spectroscope of two flint glass prisms, through
which the light passes twice, provided with a telescope of magni-

t'onnaiice that of a speetroscope'of from twenty to twenty-eight
Hint uluss prisms which has a telescope which magnifies only ten

tween the I) lines.— < '<„!r<tl-Z,U T.<>} <r a !/></,., J !> and 61, 1881.

4. Niagara Falls as a source
thus sums up, in his IJriiMi Ass

-Sir W>r. Tiioms
.-ess, the eonclusic

, of the enero-v
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of the rabst*

(3.) The magnitude of the rotation in diathermanous bodies is

proportional to the intensity of the current.

(4.) The magnitude of the rotation in a diathermanous body,
placed between the poles of a magnet, is proportional to the
magnetic force employed.

(5.) It also increases with the length of the layer of the sub-
stance: but this relation can not he computed tioin 1 he length of the
layer.—Ann. der Phyaik und Chemie, \... 9, 1881, p. 85. j. t.

6. Electro tli/mrntlc - I><il<ii,<-,-,— H, 1 1 i;lmhoi a/, provides an
ordinary balance with two spirals of copper wire, in place of the
pans. Beneath th

The terminals of thes.

movable spirals is attac

(John Allyn).—The first
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r J. H. Tucker, Ph.D. 353 pp. 8vo. New

lgar industry it is a matter of surprise that up
ious topics connected with tin- analytical pi>r-

have never been systemat it-ally diseusx-tl in

Follow-

ribed; first the determination of the specific gravity, then
optical method of study, and finally the chemical methods.

analysis of I

i series of chapters giving the method

juice, beet and beet juice, of the waste products, ot giucos
starch sugar, and so on. The concluding chapters are devoti
the chemistry <>\ animal charcoal. The book contains a 1

amount of usi ah will be hardly found

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Report on the Geology and Resources of the Black .

akota; by H

owelfhYl
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1857, but have as yet afforded no Gaste

the Primordial. The volcanic peak- -M-.-nr over the part of the
Mills north of the parallel of 44 ]()', without any linear arrange-

there are Inyan Kara, the two Sun Dance Hills, Warren Peaks,
and another unnamed ; on the I'.elle Fotirehe, Mat.. Tepee or Bear
Lodire, the three Little Missouri lhittes; within the area, Custer.

Terry (the crowning peak of the group), Crow Peaks and Ulack
Butte, besides others less conspicuous. The rock of' the cones is

mostly sanidin trachytes, partly ihyolitie. Nu evidence of over-

flows was found, with a single small exception, as if there had
been simply an extrusion of densely viscid material.

in height above the valley at their base," from 3u0 to 1800 feet.

Custer Peak is M7-5 feet above its base and ti, 950 above the sea.

like a volcanic tufa or rhyolite breccia, including fragn

both >andstone and rhyolite.
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From these facts the conclusion is arrived

by Dr. Abbott, and th

of Pennsylvania. *Di
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ier " in the gravel that covers everywhere the older formations "

entioned by Prof. E. D. Cope (Geol. New Jersey, 1868, p. 740);
id the long known facts respecting the existence in Kentucky of
smains of the Moose, Caribou. Reindeer, Musk Ox and other

artbern Mammals; and regards I'aheolithie man as a resident of

Mr. Lewis treats in detail of the stratified deposits of the Dela-

deposited bv the lloodod rivers at a period

the last Glacial epoch upon the Delaware river. The view that

there was more than one (dacial epoch over the region appears to

require more ev'ulenee than has yet been presented; and if not a

fact the opinion of Mr. Abbott will probablv be sustained.

3. 31. E. Wadsworth on the Origin of the Iron Ores of
f/u Miryuefff- /JixfrH.—TUi- notice of this paper, on page :iL'l),

does Mr. Wadsworth injustice. Its critiei>ms derived their 1'oree

CL

He does not, howe
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schists, that of couformabilit y between their

ed on )>y geologists, and the most decisive. A
considered il with reference to the Marque

0,.[t/,. './.f.yl r ,//<?/ /"Vontf the Man

^Chlv^beenso'iullyXsi
necessary to hrietlv describe tin

The common f«,nn is that of i
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find upon either tin 1 jasper or its associated ore a single character

belonging either to a vein or an infiltration deposit. It therefore

As both the eruptive and sedimentary origin of the jasper and
the ore have been advocated by some of the most eminent geolo-

gists in this country, it is necessary that the question should

be answered by the facts, and not by any preconceived theory or

idea. The question now is what are the facts, and their most

probable explanation. The first and most important thing to be
observed in deciding this is the relation of the jaspery formation

This relation is well shown in and about the Lake Superior

mine at Ishpeming. On the north side of one of the abandoned
pits just east of the main workings, the junction of the jasper and

<A7„-/*ofthe underlying o

edly true of this rock, th:.
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to it will iR.fouii.l :ill that is left ofllic oiv formal ion. Tli

ver, is not what Mr. Brooks internal in his slat ,,i 1( .|it,

detrital rocks apparently form but a -mall portion of 1

rt/.itcs.-' TIk-sl- of c-ou.x/inark ,.!,! U-ach.-s wuter-uoni aft



. Under a lens this shows a fine <•<

|,ieally this section is composed of :

ic ii|> lit' occihi'ilnms of magnetite 01

ccon<larv quartz. Wherever
rvstalline form it is in oetaheclr

ran in the hand specimen arc t

5 found to he magnetic. The i

aspery portion, and shows much
nd hematite. The structure of
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netic state of the iron is in some places due to secondary causes;

i. e. die heat of intrusive recks erupted since the iron ore and jas-

per were in place. While in ^ neral the Republic Mountain ore

is hematite, exception- exist.
' On the northerly side of the hill a

il
diorite " dike was seen. It is found that the ore was so affected

by the heat of this intrusive mass that it is magnetic adjacent to

it, while a short distance away it is the normal hematite.
Numerous other localities were examined about the hill where
these secondary intrusions occurred, with the same result; the iron

ore was magnetic adjacent to the dikes, but not magnetic a short
distance away. As a general rule, the magnetite or the hematite
pseu.lomorph's after if (martitc) are found near the "quartzite" of
Brooks in this mine. Those who examine the map of Republic
Mountain, prepared by him,* will observe on the northern side ot

mine whether this is a simple overlying metamorphosed sandstone,

a- Mr. Brooks places it, or a later intrusion cutting the ore below.

have nothing to do with the present discussion.

described under them. Should future research .-how that all of

ion " in the last ch



t.dligence.

i oulv be explained by the i

its relation-, to it. That this lamination is the original plane oi

or not, it lias been taken to be sueh by the observers quoted in

fied rocks adjaeent, and in -nine of these the ore and jasper were

77/. //•/>/, AV
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on in them of hones of the Irish

Lay, about nine miles southeast
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MyrmicidaE! and Poneridre) represented by about 4,000
nens ; about 80 species of Ichneumonidae, over 1 00 other
;s of Hymenopters ; of L<>pi<l<>pt<-i-s perhaps a dozen species

;

ipter>. some tlh.iiMin.U <>l -(....iiMfii- ;iii.i ;i i:n--\- number of

on the 18th of Fehi

h is a carefully pre
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III. BOTAXY AND ZOOLOGY.

v,t paper* <>n the Marine Invertebrate of the Atlantic

/ of Fish aad Ms



tin /:>,/,;<:„/,,„;,/„ nf Xr ,r Enqhnul and Adjff

Ki.mi m> l'». Wilson. 'Beport >f the United St

by the United
\.<' Pmr^-lin'J*

:-452], January,

rt ir.—MoNiwrr,
ollected by the U
and Jan., 1881.
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cupied). The several swedes hitherto referred to Anthostoma

Agassiz, on the "

Reports on the P.sn'lts nf Judging, under the supervision of
Alexander Agass
"Blake." Bullet,

Vols, viii, ix.

VIIL—Etude* •mires sw les Crustaces. Par A. Milne-
Idwabds. I« 1

species of Decapc
{

Xt'Z ii'v of tl'ei'ii 'ean'-.-.r.'. Iv "l..~ ;!'u ntifie'il

rX.~ Prelhnin an, Pup>ort on the Echini. By A. Agassiz.

whlch
V

man
[

v
P
are

6

d

ec, 1880.—Enumerates 45 species, of

\\\—iirft,,T »,T'tt'\ 'e/dialopods, mid on some additiomd

Laf.Ja. au.l of
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mostly to the genera Actinometra and At

tiun is contrasted with that of the "Chalk
i.'Tlb'rh

Among these are the following:

:

The Stomach and (Genital Onjan* of .Ut?»i,t

Lyman.</?««. Mm. Comp. Zoology, viii, [pp. n;

W J. Walter Fkwkks. <>
March, 1981.

Structure of the Kn,l>r>i» tl ;,- Z



simple and clear to be readily followed, even without a n inst ruc-

pith the use of 1 he mi cro-

3. U. 8. Entomological Con
rior. Index volume to Dr. Ril<v\ Miss,

Bulletin No. 6 of this Coram Bvo,

consists of a General Index an.

by Charles V. Riley, M.A., 1

The importance of these repor

makes this Index volume one

stand as vol. x of the series. VOI-

ume, the author has brought
the nine volumes, with errata, and has also reproduce d the de-

scriptions of new species, addec
states, of descriptions of sped 1 of

illustrations.

4. The Hessian Fly, its ravaqes, habits, ~<n<>nies, the

means of preventing its increa se, by Dr
subject of Bulletin No. 4. It

plates.

5. E. 8. Morse on changes in Mt/a -Profi

Moksk has sent the following c :\-2%

of this volume: "A comparh
Lunatia showed that the presei it form li i ving on the sh ore to -day



. ami whirh ;ir. . i v. ''. .-ni^i.l. i i! I. imj.-.n miici- in tin-

>rv. Should tln-SL- results lu> conl'miHMl l>v other ralciila-

.mark of the late Aslr m.-r liovnl, Sir G. 13. Airy,

efect in the lunar th<
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Ut. LTV.— On a possible cause of the V»rialin,,s d>sn-ved in

the amount of OxWm in the Air: i»v EmVARD W. MORLEY,
M.D., Ph.D., Hurlbut Professor of Chemistry, Western
Reserve College, Hudson, Ohio.

phciv :i.t dilVeivnl limes is occasioned by the descent of air from
as elevation above the surface of the earth, I have made two
series of analyses in duplicate of samples taken each day at

this p!;i( '11
1 i - il - i J \eii in tl eeoi 11 pa nying table.

The results for the first period have been compared graph-

ically with the indications of the thermometer and !

furnished me by the Signal Service observer at Cleveland. At
times, when t ie meteomli meal conditions of the region were
simple enough, it was easy to see that the deficiencies in the

il of oxygen followed close! v times of high barometer
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ness of my I

accessible to 'most of uM he interested in this
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paper, and at no very long time after their date, I think it suffi-

cient to describe what I learn from the examination, and to

refer to the maps themselves those who may desire to form an
independent opinion. Meanwhile I give, necessarily somewhat
in detail, an account of the indications gained from my own
comparison of the maps with the results of the analyses.

The analys - lien tabui ted have In
i nad< with the im-

proved apparatus alluded to in a former article in this Journal
as intended to lessen the probable error of an analysis. A
comparison of tin- duplicate analyses made on the same sample
will show thai this intention has been carried out.

Jan. 9, 1880. 7 A. jr.—There was an area of low pressure
over the western part of Illinois, and of high pressure over the

Gulf of St. Lawrence. The isobar of 30TO inches ran from
Montreal along the Appalachians to the Gulf of Mexico. East
of the Appalachians, from Albany to near Knoxville, there

were gentle winds of three or four miles an hour. They were
not so directed as to indicate any general current across the

mountains. West of the mountains there were brisk winds of

eight miles an hour at Columbn lianapolis.

of nine miles at Pittsburgh, of ten miles at Buffalo and Louis-
ville, and of from fifteen to twenty miles at Cleveland, Toledo
and Brie All these were nearly 'transverse to the axis of the

Appalachians. A study of the weather map of this date sug-

gests as a probable view that the mass ^i air passing to the north-

west over Ohio was not part of a current passing at the surface

of the earth over the Appalachians, bin that it was in part the

result of a descent of some upper current to the surface of the

earth. Similar conditions continued at 3 p. M. At 2 P. M. the

oxygen in the atmosphere at this place was 0'209B6. It had
been low on the preceding day, but observations of the wind
and barometer were insufficient to determine the direction of

the great currents of the air.

Jan. 10, 7 A. M.—There was an area of high barometer hav-

ing its center over southwestern Ohio. From a little to the

northwest of this center, winds were distinctly radiating in

every direction with a velocity of about five miles an hour. It

is therefore probable that the central area of high barometer
was kept supplied b\ some current of air from an elevation.

At 3 P. M. the center of radiating winds had moved so as to be
over Lake Ontario. Cleveland was on the curve of 30"30

inches pressure. Xo winds were entering this curve at the sur-

f-ice of the earth as far as we can leam from the weather map
of this hour, while they were moving outward all around it

with a mean velocity of several miles an hour. The high pres-

sure was no eased by this outflow, and this

continuance of high pressure was not due to rise of tempera-
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ture for the region had become colder. It is, therefore, highly
probable that some current of air from an elevation entered the
area; and at 4 P. M. the oxygen found here was 020945.

Jan. 18, 3 P. m.—From the directions of the winds on the
map of this date we could not be sure that the currents of air

passing over Ohio had not come from the Gulf of Mexico after

passing around a center oi' hiidi pressure. But the maps for
•

at the surface of the earth had brought air from the Gulf of

Mexico to the vicinity of Cleveland, and so lead us to infer that

the sample collected here at 4 P. M. was from air spreading out
in all directions from the center of high pressure just men-
tioned, which was over the States of Mississippi and Tennessee.

The deficiency o! oxygen found on January 21st is consis-

tent with the theory proposed, but affords no evidence.

Jan. 26, 7 a. m.—There was an area of high barometer over
the seaboard from Virginia to Maine. Over the sou,

;

;

of Pennsylvania there was an obvious , enter of winds radiating

:
;. ; - . •

; <\

it. At 9 a. M. the anion Dt Of die air at this

was 0-2093

. 29, 3 P. !si.—At this i area of high

eter having its con tor a hide to the northiwest of Mon-
The same have been a center from
winds r.uh ' V diivc:tion. AltlnMigh there are

itions reporting froi n due nortf lern half of the supposed
of i, ndicated; the

to the east of the to the east
,
and those to

;stof the c

or twelve miles a. r. If then, there was a closed

around the circumfer
over the northern half

passing over its south*
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Feb. 10, 7 A. M.—High pressure now prevailed off the coast

of New England. The form of the isobars and the directions

of the winds reported show a gentle current of air along the

eastern slope of the Appalachians, but no motion across them.
The crowding together of isobars running along the axis of the

s, as well as the uniform northwest motion of the
winds over an area reaching from Cincinnati to Oswego and

oxygen found here at 9 a. m. was 0-20929.

Feb. 11, 7 a. m.—At this hour there was an area of high ba-

rometer over Chesapeake Bay. The winds were all moving
away from the Appalachians, both on the eastern and the western
slopes. It is therefore likely that there was a descent of air

from some upper current. The oxygen found here at 9 A. M.

was 0-20942.

Feb. 12, 7 A. M.—There was now an area of high barometer
off the coast of South Carolina. East of the Appalachians most
of the winds were parallel to the axis of the chain. West of

the mountains the winds may well enough have come from the

Gulf of Mexico, but the acceleration of the winds as we look
toward the center of low pressure near the upper lakes may
perhaps indicate a descent of upper currents. The oxygen
found at 9 A. if. was 0-20934.

On Feb. 13th the oxygen found was 0-20897 ; this case needs
special discussion.

Feb. 20, at 7 A. M.—There was an men of high pressure hav-

ing its center near Pittsburgh. Winds radiated in all direc-

tions from this center. The inference of the descent of upper

currents is probable. At 9 A. M. the amount of oxygen found
here was 0*20930, and in another sample taken at nearly the

same time, 0'20925.

At the two hours of observation next following the one just

mentioned, the same divergence of winds from a center seems
to have continued, the center passing slowly to the east. Now
at 7 A. m. on the 21st, no such condition of radiating wrinda

continui-d, but tin- oxygen found at !» A. M. was 0'20926. Pos-

sibly the long continuance of conditions favoring the descent

of upper currents had brought to the -airfare of the earth near

this place a volume of air poor in oxygen which had not yet

been carried away under succeeding conditions.

Februarv 22d.—At 7 A. m. there was an area of high bar-

ometer a little to the south of the Ohio Kiver. At 9 a. m.

the oxygen found here was 0*20934, and in another sample

0-20913.

A deficiency of ox ved on February 26th,

and on March' 1 1th. 12th and loth, but I am able to suggest no

fcion of either case.
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March 24th.-

having it's cent*

around the southern half of a circle ; no stations were far

enough to the north to give any certain knowledge as to their

direction over the northern half. The oxygen found here at 9
a. m. was 0-20942.

The .same remark may be made as to March 30th. A center
of high pressure existed near Lake Superior, and the winds
radiated from the southern half of a circle. Hie oxygen found
at 9 a. m. was 20922.

April 9th.—At 7 a. m. there was an area of high barometer
reaching from Texas to Tennessee. North of latitude 37 de-
grees, and east of St. Louis, almost every reported wind was
blowing toward the north or northeast, while on the south of
the same line the winds reported were all blowing toward the
south or southwest. We may therefore suppose that some de-
scent of upper currents would occur ; at 9 A. m. the oxygen in

the air here was 0-20940.

April 14th.—At 7 A. M. there was a center of high pressure
off the coast of Georgia, but the data are too incomplete for

trustworthy inference. The oxygen found at 9 a. M. was
0-20945. On the L6th, the data are also too incomplete.

April 28th.—At 1 A. m. there was an area of high pressure

with distinctly radiating winds having their center on the Ohio
River. At 7 a. m. this center was over West Virginia. At 9
A.M. the oxygen found in the air here was 0-20957, which was a

fall of 0-00012. The cause continued to operate for some time

afterwards, and on the next day the oxygen found was 0-20941.

On the 30th, in spite of the passage of an area of low barome-
ter the oxygen continued low, bei'nir found to be 020943. On
-May 1st there was a center of radiating winds over the south-

east part of Kentucky. Under the influence of the descent of

upper air which prob'ablv occurred, the oxygen found at 9 A. M.

was 0-20947.

On the 2d this center of radiating winds was over North
Carolina. :,nd the oxygen found here was 0-20932 "at 9 a. m.

On the 9th and loth ai: arc ; , ( ,f hi-,',, barometer hovered over

0-20950, 0-20953,
16th when the am
land, the oxygen f



landward side of ;i circle. At 9 a. m. the oxygen found was
0-20919.

June 17th.—At 7 A. M. there was a large area of slight ex-

cess of pressure covering most of the Northwestern States. On

its influence, the amount of oxygen found at 9 a. m. was
0-20933.

The deficiency of oxygen observed on June 28th I am not

able to explain : tin data !>< ing insufficient.

Having made my application too late, I have not obtained a

series of the thri < daih weather maps fo comparison with my

six and two-thirds n October, 1880. A

October 4th.

sure reaching from NVw Kngland to Texas. The spreadi

surface is well • ind was 0-20952.

October 7th. An area of l,Lh piv--..ir- had its center m

i-. 10010.

On the 251
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nces that there was really a fall are here about 8000

er 27.—There was an area of high barometer with its

rell to the north near Lake Superior. Over the ob-

north . Under the inilneuce of thw or some other cause, the

en found here was 0-20869.

icannot explain the deliciencv of oxveen on October 30th.

On November 2d there was ; i', area uf' hid. pressure with its

r over Tennessee and Noi th ( 'aro ina. 1 1. a general way,
wind:< diverged from Kentucky and West Virginia. But there

counter currents, so that with the materials at hand we
ot authorized to sav that a descent of upper currents is

ued with anv such probability .is to exolain the deficiency

\-.-n tound.' The amount was U-20i)bO.

No
i ovei Mississippi, leiom tins v ,u U dueled all around

the n orthern half of a circle There were some local winds in

Uppe
theslmpeof the isobars male- ii fairly probable that in the

i of the lower lakes there were de^endm > current, of air

from the upper i»art of the atmosphere. The oxygen found

the I ndian Territon From th- u - a imK ivei spr, aling

supply of air from above to feed these winds. On the 1

this area of hid, r. .^uiv ,-, i its centei in Southern 01
The inference of a de- nt . . p; , un, nN n >s clear as it <

December 3.—At thi s time tl lere was an are

ure with its center ove r South,. rn Ohio. It h

r the i; ppcr Missouri

were diverging from a ver Southwest
oxygen found was not affected. On the 4th t
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barometer was central over Chesapeake Bay, and the winds
blowing toward the northwest from the Appalachian Moun-
tains seemed not to blow over them from the east. The oxy-
gen now found was 0'20960, which was a fall of 0-00012 from
the preceding day.

The deficiency of oxygen on the 8th I cannot explain satis-

factorily.

On December 14th there was a high barometer off the coast

I lie Appalachians seemed to act as

a barrier. The winds blowing from them toward the northwest

had nothing to do with the winds to the east of. the mountains.

If we may thence infer a descent of upper currents in this re-

gion, we shall account for the fall in the amount of oxygen,

which amounted to 0-00010.

The deficiency in oxygen noticed the next day is easily ex-

plained according to the working hypothesis suggested, but

does not add to the evidence for it. The same is true of the

deficiency observed on the 19th.

On December 23d, a very wide area of high pressure with

winds diverging from the area affords a reasonable presump-
tion that these winds were reinforced by a descent of upper
currents. The oxygen found was 0'20953, a fall <M imhmHW.
\vhi<-i, is too small 'for sal.- dedu.-tion. On the 21th and 25th

he center of high press

a

re was nearly stationary over the lower

nit distinctly exhi hit th. i tendency accordirig to which winds

» center of high pressure are likely to

>e accompanied by a deticiency of oxygen. The oxygen found
fas 0-20951 and 0*20945 respectively on the

The rapid fall in n the 28th affords

io evidence for or t the theory.

The deficiencv .
7,,,

.'gen on December 31st and January
st was probably due b

H-essureovertheA ppala< hian Mountains on each of those days.

ea winds were blow ing outward. The
'

on tl ie31st was 0-2095 L ; on the 1st it was
'•20944 in the mo and 0-20938 in tl>e evening. From
he weather map i d the 2d, according to i nv theory it would
>e expected that tl :v of oxygen ; but
rhile the evening obsernation showed a si ight deficiency, the

The map for th e 22d gives reports from but a few stations,

o that the data ar<stoofew for trustworthy inference. As far

s the facts go, they seeni little conformed b) the theory.

January 25th.- At tlii s date there was an area of high press-
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The deficiency of oxygen noticed on the 28th was well ex-

plained by the occurrence of an area of high pressure over

Missouri, with winds radiating around it. On the 29th. this area

was central over eastern Tennessee, the winds well exhibited
the spreading out in all directions which suggests the descent

of upper currents. The oxygen found on these days was
0-20957, a fall of O'OOOll as compared with the 26th.

The morning of Fein uar 1M dlords a reasonably clear proof
that the surface winds implied the descent of upper currents.

There was an area of low pressure over the mouth of the Mis-

sissippi, and one of high pressure on the northern half of the

Atlantic seaboard. East of the Appalachians, no winds were
directed across the mountains, while on the western side of the

mountains, from Louisville to Montreal, the winds were all ra-

rom a center in Pennsylvania, with a mean velocity of

eight miles an hour. On the next day the stations near Louis-

ville were involved in currents coming from the gulf, and gen-

tle winds were blowing from the seaboard toward the Appala-
chians. There was an area of low pres<u iv in Michigan. The
obvious acceleration of the winds in the lower lake region sug-

gests a continuance of the descent of upper currents which
probably occurred on the 9th. The oxygen observed <

and 0-20951, against 0-20967 on the 8th.

ygen continued till

of high pressure reaching from eastern Pennsylv
The deficiency of oxygen continued till the 11th, with

n to the northwest. The oxygen now observed fell

to 0-20948.

There was a deficiency of oxygen on the 13th. There was
a general brisk motion of winds loward a center of low press-

ure in Maine, with nothing explaining the observed deficiency.

On the loth, there was an area of high pressure with its

center over New Jersey. Winds blew away from this center in

every direction. No deficiency of oxygen was observed, how-
ever, on the morning of this dav. but on the next day the

oxygen found was 0-20951, a fall of 0-00009. Nothing on the

maps of this mornino- explains this deficiency.

On February 21st. there was an are, of high barometer over

indirections.' I'll inform, that' th.'iv
'

,s , ?h s'e~ m'oiMp

not affected at this place, beiim found to be 0-20964." On the

22d there was an area of low pressure over bake Superior, tow-

ard which winds were drawn with increasing velocity from tin-

northwest slope of the Appalachians, whii. on the 'other side
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eleven miles an hour. It seems almost certain that there must
have been a descent of upper currents. The oxygen found on
this morning was -20902. a hill of 0-00012.

On February 28th, the oxygen here fell to 0-20947, but
there is nothing in the map of that date suggesting any expla-

nation. On the previous day, however, there were such condi-

tions as seem to indicate that a deficiency of. oxygen was to be
expected. If from other evidence my theory should seem to

be a first approximation to some law of nature, it will be sup-

posed thai some air detieicnt in oxygen, brought to the surface

of the earth by the conditions prevailing on the 27th, came to

the observer here on the next day. But this is almost too pre-

carious to be mentioned.

On March 1st and 2d, there was an area of high pressure over
Lake Superior, with winds radiating around the observed third

part of a circle. The oxygen found on these days was 0-20951

and 0-20953. On the 3d, there was an area of low pressure

and a storm of considerable violence over the Ohio valley, and
the oxygen found promptly went up to

-20967.
On March 12th, there was an area of relatively high pressure

over Lake Ontario, with a storm having its center of low press-

arc in Kansas. Winds were directed away from Lake Ontario

upp^r currents is a reasonable one. and the oxygen found was

at Cincinnati

Cleveland, v

: much aceele

re compelled to descend and n
i found was 0'20960, a fall of O'O

i
20»

. th t. vas iin area of low
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in the Proportion'V dri/yeii in tie Almos/^crc ; In Edwaish
W. Morley, M.D.. Ph.D., Hurlbut Professor of Chemis-
try in Western Reserve College.

He supposes that the volumes , I be defi-

regions, that the defici

.sed byth-
er, and that at*some places within

is therefore considerably greater
he liberation of oxygen in the processes of vegetation.

ave proposed a second hypothesis. I suppose that the

les of air deficient in oxygen are brought by currents

in elevation above the surface of the earth, that the de-

levation, and that it was caused by thai assumed physical

i according to which, in a high vertical column of a mix-
>f two gases, th to become less abund-

1. Tl

bable.

lere is no direct evid-ence that the i atmosphe re ne ;.:• the

3S~
is poorer in oxygen than the ai tndes.

> tins result. sea of

air, collected at Guadeloupe, show that t

gen to 1:iitrogen there is the g at Pans.

2. It is difficult to ascribe o assumed by J
magnitude sufficient to prod v.ice the obser ved effect.

Ifavolume of air at latitu-le fifty degn
gen by 0-004 or 0-005, the de

far ,;rca,ter, if this air has come from the

llnnn'ai"

v hundreds of miles

air. We must eithe;r, in the'lirsl "phuvjleli ;;V;.

;

";

;;;

u
|;

arts of the tropical I

e volume, of air, deli < in it 'hiV)\\^iTtothe '•mio mi of

more : or, in the secc at the

analvse,3 which show deficit•neies of ox lifty

degrees amounting to 0-004 or 0-00") arc
' grossly ii erro

! actual deficiencies a: in the third

place, vre must abandon the If the a nalvs, is are
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trustworthy we must aba sis, or else att.

to its supposed cause a magnitude altogether incredible.

in the atmosphere soi

as 0*004 or 0-005.

I will not cite any analyses made before the year 1841. In
that year Dumas and Boussingauli found ii necessary to resolve

by experiment the doubt as to whether the true proportion of

oxygen in the air were exactly one-fifth, or were about twenty-

one per cent, or were a variable quantity. If this was the un-

certainty as to the mean of multitudes of analyses, it is obvious
that we can by no means attribute to a single analysis a degree

of precision sufficient to aid in the present inquiry. But in

that year, Dumas and Boussingault used a new method of

analysis, by means of which sufficient accuracy was obtained,

and proposed an elaborate system of analyses on air collected

simultaneously at different places. Lewy went to Copenhagen
to take part in this system, earn in _ with him apparatus from

the laboratory of Dumas and Boussingault. He had the coop-

eration of Oersted, and his results were communicated to the

Academie des Sciences by Dumas and Boussingault. Four of

his results on four samples of air, collected at sea on the voyage
to Copenhagen, showed a proportion of oxygen as low as

0-2045.

Eegnault's results will command entire confidence. A sam-

ple collected in the Bay of Algiers, June 5, 1851, gave 0*2042

and 0-2040 oxygen. A sample collect, d in the Bay of Bengal,

ry 1, 1849, gave 0-2046 and 0-2045 oxygen.

ss, by expu
nfirming the latter. He measures

Jolly has used a new method equally accurate with the c

plosion with hydrogen, and very valu

fined volume of air while it is at the freezing-point. He then

absorbs the oxygen from this air by means of a copper spiral

heated by electricity, and again measures the tension at the

int. The absorption and measurement are repeated

till no more absorption takes place. A. sample of air collected

at Munich, June 15, 1877, gave 0-2053 oxygen, one collected

July 19, gave 0'2056, and one collected November 10, gave
0-2056. Also at six other dates during the same months he

found the amount of oxv^en in the air less than 0*207.

A sample taken at this place. September 20, 1878, gave

2049 and 0*2049 oxygen. A sample taken February 2b,

1879, gave 0*2045. The other analysis of this sample was lost

by the accidental use of hydrogen containing a little air. But
even this analysis, which of course gave the proportion of oxy-

gen too high, gave only 0'2049.

The analyse-; of Macagno, at Palermo, made by absorbing

oxygen with pyn.galiol, 1 forbear to cite.
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It is difficult to resist the conclusion that these analyses show
that sometimes the deficiency of oxygen observed in The atmos
phere at such latitudes as !it't\ -two, |\>rt\ -ei^ht, ami fort v two
degrees, may amount to 0-004 or 0-005. "Then we must either

suppose that not very seldom there might be observed within
the tropics immense volumes of air in which the deficiency
should be several times as great as this, or we must abandon
the hypothesis in question.

If processes ot oxidation preponderate over processes of re-

duction within the tropics, there must be a transportation of
organic matter from colder climates toward the equator, there
to be oxidized, but

3. No such amount of transportation as is required by the

hypothesis takes place through the air. For, in the first place,

experiment has repeatedly shown that after a volume of air has
been freed from carbonic acid, there is left in it but a minute
trace of matter capable of undergoing oxidation. Now. if a

given volume of air contained an amount of organic matter
capable, in its oxidation, of absorbing from this volume of air

0-005 of oxygen
;
and if further tin.-, organic matter was as rich

in hydrogen as is marsh gas, even then the carbonic acid pro-

duced in some of these experiments would have been ten times
as much as the carbonic acid already existing in the air. And
secondly, if the observed deficiency of oxygen in the atmos-
phere had been produced by the oxidation of organic matter
powiondy 'oiitaiued in it, the missing oxygen would be re-

placed in part by the carbonic acid produced, which, on the

most favorable assumption, would amount to half the defi-

ciency of oxygen. But experiment has shown that no such
amount of carbonic acid is ever found in air uncontammated by
local causes, though a very large number of determinations has

been made.
4. The transportation of organic matter required by the

theory does not take place by the waters of the globe. If

•Tolly's hypothesis is true a very large part of the organic mat-

ter returned to the air in the form of carbonic acid must be
supposed to be dissolved or suspended in the water which flows

from the land into the sea, to be brought by ocean currents to

the equatorial parts of the ocean, and there to be at last

It may be noticed that this supposition would permit us to

explain 'the removal of oxygen from the air without the restor-

ation of a corresponding volume of carhonic acid to the same
volume of air. by assuming that the oxidation takes place in

the waters of the ocean while near the equator, but that the

carbonic acid there produced is restored to the air but slowly,

and therefore is not restored to the volume of air which

afforded the oxygen.
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Now, if this supposed mechanism of oxidation is not consis-

tent with observed facts, the theory that the atmosphere within
the tropics sometimes shows a deficiency or oxygen produced
bjthe preponderance of processes of oxidation' over those of

reduction must he dismissed from consideration. My own
knowledge is far from sufficient to enable me to assert that the
hypothesis is disproved by facts already observed. But I may
mention some of the points in which the theory may be com-
pared with (nets capable of easy observation, or perhaps already

observed. Those who are familiar with observations on the
chemistry of sea-water will be able to judge whether the hy-

pothesis is not overthrown by these facts thus compared.
In the first place, if the supposed process of oxidation is the

actual process, it must obviously be about as regular and inva-

riable as the motion of rivers and oca!! currents. A vigorous
withdrawal of oxygen from the superincumbent air most then

go on cons: he ocean. Whenever
a volume of air is becalmed over such an area, so that the

cause may operate for some time on the same air, such air

should be highly deticieut in oxygen. Now, can we find any
evidence that air over some parts of the tropical oceans is spe-

cially deficient in oxygen whenever the winds are slight? If

the evidence is of the opposite natun . .lolly's in pothosis lacks

confirmation.

Again if the supposed oxidation takes place in the water, a

somewhat rapid transfer of oxygen must go on between the air

and the water. In the regions in (|uestion, whenever the sea is

still, then there must be a falling off in the quantity of oxygen
at different depths in the ocean. The contrast in this respect

between equatorial vaters and those ai forty-jive degrees of lat-

itude ought to be capable of observation. A collation of

results already obtained may perhaps afford a decisive test of

the theory.

In the third place, if the supposed oxidation takes place

through the waters of the sea, the retention of the carbonic

acid produced is somewhat protracted. Determinations of car-

bonic acid in the air are very numerous, but no observer has

yet found normal air containing one or two hundredths per

cent of carbonic acid more than the average. Then, even

when air is exposed long enough to oxygen-absorbing water to

lose 0-005 of oxygen, it does not gain a noteworthy amount o£

carbonic acid. Now if the carbonic acid produced is thus re-

tained, the water of some parts of the equatorial seas must be

very abundant in carbonic acid. There must be a gradual

diminution toward the poles: and further, within all moder-

ate latitudes, there can be no equilibrium between the tension

of carbonic acid in the air and that of carbonic acid in sea-
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water. If facts do not agree with these deductions, the suppo-
sition that a large part of the processes of oxidation on the
surface of the globe takes place in sea-water within the tropics
is contrary to the facts.

In the fourth place, it is doubtful whether rivers carry any
such amount of organic matter as is required by the theory.

determinations of [he amount of oxidizable matter contained
in the water of rivers have been chiefly limited to the water
supply of towns. But some observations have been made on
the water of the Nile. Tidy found by the permanganate pro-

cess that 0'23 grain of oxygen was given up to a gallon of the
water of this river. If we take this result to represent the

amount of oxygen absorbed by river water after the water
reaches the trojtics, we shall concede much for argument. Such
water could remove 0*001 oxygen from about ten times its own
volume of air. Of course it is difficult to suppose that the

consumption of oxygen can be localized in a small volume of

air. Now, if such water be diluted with sea-water, and if it

absorbs oxygen from a hundred times its volume of air,

through several degrees of latitude, and if the deficiency of

oxygen to be explained is several times 0*001, it is hard to

helieve that the cause is sufficient.

5. It is very doubtful whether the whole consumption of

oxygen on the globe would account for the observed deficien-

cies of oxygen, even if we suppose this total consumption for a

certain short period to be taken from one and the same small

volume of air.

Dumas and Boussingault made an approximate estimate of

the amount of oxvgen used in a century by all process of oxi-

dation. If we take this estimate we shall find that all the oxy-
gen absorbed from the air in a week, if taken from the same
volume of air covering l>ut half a square degree of the earth's

surface, and containing only the lower third part of the atmos-

phere, would produce in this limited volume a deficiency of

oxygen of but one-eighth of one per cent. But we have to

account for deficiencies several times as large, and we cannot

suppose the consumption so limited to a small volume. Then
the theory fails to agree with the facts.

At the foundation of the hypothesis which I have suggested

to account for the observed deficiencies in the oxygen of the

atmosphere, there lies the assumption that in a vertical column
of a mixture of two gases of different densities, there is a ten-

dency to the accumulation of a greater proportion of the

heavier -as toward the bottom, ami of a. greater proportion of

toward the top. There has not yet been obtained

experimental evidence in favor of this theory of

ji.—Third Series. Vol, XXII, N«>. i:tt.— Dj-; ( kmheh, 1881.
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simple, and, I think,

iiples of mechanics as

applied to gases, it is desirable that experimental evidence
should be supplied. I have planned two forms of apparatus
and two series of experiments for this purpose; but the mak-
ing of a more perfect eudiometri< d heretofore

been used, the carrying on a series of daily analyses in dupli-

cate of samples of air collected at this place, and the providing
for the collection of samples at other parts of the continent,

have used so much of my time and income that so far it has

been impossible to carry out these plans. I hope before long
to supply this deficiency.

The writer found graptolites in black shale in No. 3 town-

ship, of Range VII, Penobscot county, Maine, in September
last. The fossils are, for the most part, mere bright films

upon the dark rock, and in the small quantity of material

brought uway, but one or two individuals are sufficiently dis-

tinct and entire for identification. The fragments are of at

least four varieties; the Diplogmptus type predominates.

The most complete specimen is one of Diphxjntptu* prist/*,

but of this the upper end of the axis is broken away. The
cellules are about sixteen to an inch in each rank. Instead of

ving gradually from end to end, as the drawing's usually

represent, the stipe retains its full width for

half and then its edges approach each othe

nch tov ar radicle.

s edges approach each other rapidly in the next

A clearly \ three-eighths of an inch long, is

of a width only half that of the preceding, the axis is much
more distinct, the cellules, twenty-four to an inch on each

side, although separated from one another nearly to the base

by a rounded interval of.'about one-third their own width, are

so shaped, with the denticle turned inward, that the appear-

ance of serration in the stipe is subordinate to its linear, par-

allel-edged aspect. The general shape of what is visible is sug-

gestive of Graptnlifhus
'

rampsHs, although no bifurcation

appears. Close beside this is a branching fragment upon

which no cellules are discernible, probably its stem.

One or two small, broadly-ovate shapes, perhaps Phyllo-

graptus, and a few long, slender stems not sufficiently charac-

teristic, or too incomplete, for their relations to be ascertain-

able, conclude the list of forms at present in hand.

The shah- in which these remains are embedded is probably
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to be referred to the level of the TJtica slate or the Hudson
River formation. •

The locality is on the north side of the Wassatiquoik River,
about a mile west of the East Branch of ihc Penobscot. The
road to FCatahdin Lake crosses the southern slope of Wassat-
iquoik Mountain (the eastern and smaller of the two so-called,

the one which stands in Ilaime VII upon the line between
Nos. 3 and 4), while the river of that name runs at its foot.

The shale is at the base of the hill on the eastern side—under
its lee, with reference to glacial erosion.

The occurrence of fossiliferous rocks here is interesting as

to correlate the Maine formations with the better un-
derstood Canadian strata, and also as narrowing the circle of

known fossil-bearing beds about th. > Kat idin _ \mite, whose
position and age may sometime be determined by its relations

to them, when a point of contact is found. Graptolites have
been found in New Brunswick in that great belt of strata

mapped as extending southwestwnrd from the Bay of Chaleurs,
with granite bauds on its southeast side.*

The readiest cleavage of the thiul v-lavercd shale which
holds the above' described fossils, is at :ln across the plane in

of the long, slender forms, but the means is not at hand of

icon! in' thin flakes. Another rock was too deeply

ered for examination with such tools as could be impro-

A coatve "greenstone" forms a ledge near by; and the

ce of int rusives doubtless accounts for the condition of

nty-looki ng slates. The only rock noticed in the three

westward is a dull, greenish, hydrous-looking

lv in boulders. Water-worn pebbles in the

e'ntly of this kind, are streaked with dull red,

observed outcrop to the eastward is of slate with

tcrlv dip
, on the left bank of the Kast Branch, near the

immer level, about opposite the mouth of the

River. This is a mile and a half north of the

o miles east of' which the road crosses a slate

ie strata dip to the westward. The outcrops of

: the Kast Brand) have been examined by differ-

servers.
;ed its strike and dip at many points recorded.f
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One of the most noticeable facts connected with the presence

of this rock between Molunkus and Sherman, along the post-

road from Mattawamkeag to Patten, is the large amount of

clear-white, fine-grained quartz rock scattered by the roadside.

The road from Sherman (No. 3, of Eange V), to the East
Branch at the Hunt farm, gives a good line of section nearly at

a right angle across the line of strike there prevalent, and by
comparison <>! the dip.- ncir the road and elsewhere, it seems to

cross not less than tour anticlinals and five synclinals. The
western portion of the road is through woods. There is a

large exposure of nearly vertical beds on the west side of Swift
Brook. Between the brook and Sherman, a distance of five

miles through partially cleared country, the road crosses four

long ridges of high land, whose direction is that of the strike of

the underlying rocks. Upon the hills the strata crop out
occasionally, and in the valleys between flow small streams at

tervals of a little over a mile from each other. On
the hill just south of the village of Sherman, and near the line

between Nos. 2 and 3, the slate shows a high dip westward.

Glacial.—The parallel courses to which so many of the long,

narrow lakes and large and small streams of the northern part

of Maine conform, appear to indicate the undeviating direction

of primary glacial erosion in that region. The course of trans-

ported bowlders agrees we'll with this, as in the case of the

limestone in situ in No. 4, E. IX,* observed in scattered bowl-
ders upon the Wiissat.iiiuoik and at Whetstone Falls, on the

East Branch, in No. 2, E. VH.f The uniform shaping of re-

sistant ledges, such as may be seen at Mt. Kineo, and as is

recorded of the slates along Webster Stream and at Grand
Lake,:}; indicates in a general way the direction of the force ex-

erted. The glacial stria-, as reported, appear to be more than
usually divergent. To the two localities of the occurrence of

granite bowlders from an unknown source named by Professor

riiroheoek— north end of < nurchili bake in No. 9 of K. XII,§
and No. 5 of E. VIILJ—may be added the site of one, high on
the hillside above the Kast Branch opposite the Wa-
Thc granite pebbles in the bed of the \Vassati 4 noik at the dam,
four miles above its mouth, may belong to the Katahdin mass,

but the extent of the area occupied by this has not been defi-

nitely determined. The "porphyry" on Soper Brook,! in

No. 8 of R XII. may well be the source of the pebbles of

" -..::
, . ,

- .'.,).;:;..•.
i
.,;

.



crntjes;* by W. J. McGe ' Far

Briefly stated, Dr. CrolTs theory of secular changes in ter-

n strial < In i ih ind in s that tin n _
j

< i
' <

!

- ! IiU It eeceutrii t\

in the earth's orbit the hemisphere whose winters occur in

:ipheli<>n snlVcrs. ihrough the intervention of physical and me-
teorological agencies, a diminution of temperature, while on the
opposite hemisphere the temperature is correspondingly aug-
mented.f It is the object of the present communication to

direct attention to certain meteorological relations tending to

produce such an effect, which appear to have been heretofore

overlooked.

All extensive series of meteorological observations which
have been examined by the writer indicate the existence of a

general law, which may be expressed by the proposition : Any
iucrut*- i„ (oiiu'd/ or <lutrn<u fin rmoim Iricn! ram/i: /'-

>>.'/ " <1. mltuition in 'mean temperature. Aside from the colloca-

tion of a portion of the results of an elaborate meteorological
survey, for the purpose of establishing an empirical coefficient

g the efficiency of the law in absolute measure, no
discussion of this proposition will be here offered.:}:

The accompanying table I is based upon Charte III of W.
H. Dove's iv Yerbreitunu der Warme auf der Obertlaehe der

Erde,"§ and exhibits temperatures alum/ the meridians passing

through the Atlantic Ocean (hum. 20 WV) and Central Asia
(long. 120° E.).
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In computing the means the following coefficients were
employed :

Latitude. Coefficient.

0° 1-000

The mean annual temperatures are 70-8° and 661° respectively.
It thus appears that the mean temperature is 4-7° lower and
the thermometrical range 20"5° greater over the land-meridian
than over the water-meridian ; which ratio yields a coefficient

of diminution of 0'23° for each degree of increase in range.
For the present this ratio may be assumed to remain constant.

When the solstices are at right angles to the apsides the

amount of light and heat received from the sun by either

hemisphere during winter or. summer is exactly equal to that

received by the opposite hemisphere during its corresponding
seasons. The amount so received may be denominated the
normal accession. When, however, the solstices coincide with
the apsides that hemisphere whose winters occur in aphelion
while its summers occur in perihelion receives a less than nor-

mal amount of light and heat in winter, and a greater than
normal amount in summer, owing to the variation in the earth's

distance from the sun at these seasons. If then, terrestrial tem-

perature is a function of solar accession, the annual thermome-
trical range on the hemisphere so situated must be greater than
the normal ; while at the same time the thermometrical range
must be diminished on the opposite hemisphere. Manifestly,

too, any increase in the eccentricity of the terrestrial orbit must
intensify this effect, since solar accession varies as the square of
the solar distance.

In table II the solar accession in winter and summer when
the solstices and apsides coincide and the eccentricity of the

terrestrial orbit is as at present (0-0168), is compared with the

dues being expressed in degrees Fahrenheit. Table
III exhibits like values for an eccentricity of 0*0747, such as

occurred 850,000 years ago according to Croll's calculation

from LeVerriers formulae.* Both tables are graphically depicted

in the accompanying diagram.

These tables were computed as follows :—The relative solar
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intensity at the various terrestrial latitudes has been calculated

by Meech* and expressed in arbitrary units, each representing

-^ c-fjthe intensity under the equator at the time of the vernal
equinox. The mean for the whole earth, in the same units, is

66*73. Dove had previously, as a result of an elaborate series

of observations, determined the actual mean temperature of the
earth to be about 58° F. According to Herschel's determina-
tion of the temperature of space (which agrees pretty closely

with that of Pouillet), or -239°, this temperature is 297 higher
than that of stellar space. Each of Meech's units is, therefore,

so far as the whole earth is concerned, equal to 445° F. This
coefficient has also been assumed to be constant ; and the

both normal and corresponding to the differentrespo

degrees of eccentricity, have been reduced to degrees Fahren-
heit by its use. The means were computed by the use of the

following coefficients

:

The increase in thermometrical range beyond normal in

tables If and III is 21-0° and 98-7° respectively. Making
use of the coefficient already determined (0*23°), it appears

that these v r to a diminution in mean tem-

perature over the hemisphere whose winters occur in aphelion of

4'83° and 21-55° respectively, and to a like increase in the tem-

perature of the opposite hemisphere.

It may be added that aside from the sped
out, the alternate free summer precipitation and rapid winter

on of seasons varying so widely in temperature would
certainly facilitate the formation and c

In the foregoing pages two variable factors have been as-

sumed to be constant. "These are the ratios (1) between increase

in thermometrical range and diminution of mean temperature,

and (2) between solar accession and terrestrial temperature.

The first of these ratios appears to augment rapidly with

diminution of temperature, as may be seen from a glance at

3 to Knowledge,
f.iuht i
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table I—indeed comparison of a larger number of observations

yielded a larger coefficient. According^, since the tempera-

tures dealt with in tables II and III are collectively lower
than those collocated in table I, the use of the coefficient

adopted is probably perfectly safe. With respect to the second
ratio, the lack of correspondence between observed and com-
puted temperatures indicates that results obtained by its use

are excessive. Comparison between observed and computed
temperatures will, however, afford the means of eli

eirors arising from this cause. Thus, the actual diminution of

terrestrial temperature {mm cquatoi to pole is about J >° accord-
ing to Dove, while it would be about 212° if proportional to

the solar accession as computed bv Meecb. Eeducing the

figures 4-83° and 21-.V, . derived' from tables II and III

respectively, in the ratio of 212 : 80, yields 1-82° and 813° as

tolerably trustworthy values tor the diminution of mean tem-

perature effected by the operation of the law stated at the

Applying the first of these values to the earth in its present

status, it would appear that the temperature of the southern

hemisphere ought to be about 3 '5° lower than that of the

northern. The approximate coincidence between this result

and those derived fmm observation strengthens the conviction

that the principles detailed in the foregoing pages must be
valid. Applying then the second value to the earth when the

eccentricity is near its superior limit, it appears that the hemis-

pheres should vary in mean temperature by no less than 16°

—

that secular summer should prevail in one, while the other was
enshrouded in tin snows ol its seeulai winter. The importance
of the agencies described will perhaps be more manifest when
it is borne in mind that during its secular summer more solar

heat and light is received by a hemisphere in winter than in

summer, while on the opposite hemisphere the solar accession

is no less than If j times greater in summer than in winter.

In a previous article* it has been shown that Urewster's

theory of binocular perspective is insufficient to explain vision

through the stereoscope w hen the visual axes diverge. It takes

account of only one of several elements which combine to de-

termine the judgment of distance, and the significance of this

* This Journal, Nov., 1881.
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should be referred to the sensation of muscular strain rather

than to the intersection oi visual lines.

The effect of varying the tension of the rectus muscles of the

eyes in modifying the estimate of relut.i\ e distance has been ap-

plied in Wheatstone'spseudoscope*and in his reflecting stereo-

scope, though no reference in this connection has been distinctly

made to anything beyond variation of convergence. The fol-

lowing experiment is not difficult. Upon a large sheet of paper
a series of vertical parallel lines are drawn, 50mm apart; the

last line of this series forms the first of a second series 60mm

apart, and in like manner this introduces a third series 70mm

apart. Gazing at the first series, as if regarding a remote ob-

ject, the paper being l
m

distant, the images of the lines are

soon combined by diminished convergence. Passing slowly to

the second series, the convergence is still farther diminished,

and it passes into divergence when the third is successfully

combined. The apparent distance of the first series I estimate

at 2m,5, of the second about 3m and of the third about 3m-5.

By intersection of axes, the first should be 6m , the second

infinity, and the third -6m
, my interocular distance being

60mm. The experiment may be varied in many ways; different

observers fo - of distance, but I have found
none who succeeded in attaining divergence thus wiihout ob-

serving an apparent recession of. the external image.

To ascertain whether divergence of axes is unconsciously prac-

ticed in the use of the stereoscope, I examined 166 stereographs

taken at random and found the foreground interval to vary be-

tween 60mm and 95mm , the mean being 72mm,9. The average

interocular distance for adults is a little less than 64inm ; to

combine without the stereoscope, therefore, divergence is nearly

always necessary. To ascertain the mean deviating power of

the lenticular prisms used in the best instruments, 30 pairs were

obtained through the courtesy of Mr. H. T. Anthony, of New
York. Wit i m, the focal length was found to

bel8cm -3. Mounting each pair in succession, parallel rays 64mm

apart were transmitted and received upon a screen 18cm -3 distant.

The mean interval between points of light caught on the screen

was 7l'-riim
; hence if rays be sent from corresponding stereo-

graph points, separated by a wider interval than this, they will

be not quite parallel after emergence from the prisms, and the

eyes must diverge to receive them
; 80mm may be taken as a

limit beyond which most persons will find divergence neces-

sary if binocular combination in the stereoscope is successfully

attained. As this limit is not unfrequently exceeded, axial

divergence, unconsciously attained, is quite common, though

* Phil. Transactions, 1852, parti; or, Phil. Magazine, 1852, pp. 506-523.
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in extent it rarely exceeds 2° or 3°. I have attained 7°.

and Helmholtz * gives 8° as his limit. Several persons of my
own acquaintance have been found able to secure divergence
without the stereoscope, and their estimates of the apparent
distance, size and motion of the external image under various
conditions have not differed much from my own.

In the discussion of normal binocular vision, the expression
" point of sight'' maj' be applied theoretically to the intersection
of optic axes. Its apparent position, though not mathematical] v

determined, may be estimated with more or less error, according
to the skill of the observer. But in discussing the stereoscope
such a definition lias to be totally abandoned. The point of
sight then is only the point in space to which the observer
mentally refers the binocular combination of images formed on
corresponding retinal points, where the visual axes, whether
convergent, parallel or divergent, meet the retinas. Its appar-
ent position has to be estimated, not determined by intersec-

tion of lines. In this estimation the relation between the visual

axes is only one of a number of elements that are combined in

the formation of a judgment, whether vision be normal or ab-

normal. Even if stereographs are selected from which phys-
ical perspective is in great measure eliminated, the optic angle
maybe negative; and, when positive, its effect is still antago-
nized by the disturbance of coordination between focal and
axial adjustments, or by the observer's unconscious recognition

nder v h -ustomed to

view an object of the kind represented. A mountain will

never be judged to be so near as a mere diagram, even though
the axial relations be similar in viewing the pictures sepa-

rately. In the stereoscope before me I place a pair of conju-

gate diagrams representing a skeleton cone, alternately approxi-

mating and separating them, in a transverse vertical plane, so

that the optic angle varies between +8° and -3° 45'. The
apparent distance varies between 30em and 40cm ; if determined
by the optic angle it should vary between +43cm and -92cm

.

The distance of the card remains constant, and tends to keep
the focal adjustment so. while the eveballs are rotating outward,
tending to produce adaptation of focal adjustment to a greater

distune,., the two adjustments being usually consensual. We
are in the habit of associating diminution of convergence with

increase of distance of the object of sight. As long as the eye-
balls continue rotating outward, therefore, the object appears to

recede and to enlarge correspondingly, the recession being

ring the change from marked convergence to parallel-

ism. It does not seem possible to express this apparent rate

in mathematical terms.
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The experiment just described does not imply any unusual
conditions in the stereoscope except that the higher value, 8°,

given to the optic angle is greater than usual. Assuming
72-9mm

, the mean already found for the stereographic fore-

ground interval, the corresponding angle of convergence after

allowing for deviation of raws is a little less than 2°
; the inter-

section of axes is hence still far from the point to which the

focal adjustment is adapted. This fact explains the difficulty

experienced by so many persons in obtaining distinct vision

through the stereoscope, especially those who have passed
beyond middle age and lost in great measure t\n' power of focal

accommodation.
Most of the stereographs in common use are pictures in

wliich physieal porspert^ • is >trong. When these are properly

mounted and viewed in the stereoscope the chief advantage
gained by use of this instrument seems to be that it necessi-

tates variation in the relation between the optic axes, in order

that perfect binocular combination of the different parts of the

superposed retinal images be secured
pean,* or combined binocular, eye.

in the subjective Cyelo-

If there is perfeel - super-

foreground of the

graph is imaged, there is necessarily ii n perfect superpos ition of

those on which the background is'im;

then given to the background, slight

eyeballs is necessitated, and this is h

of the

abitually associate :d with

recession of the point of sight. Wl diver-

gence binocular relief is instantly ,, Dove's

experiments with axial convergence
,
by illumination of the

stereograph with the electric spark, 1

hope to test this at do distant daw I t should be"so actording

to Professor LeConte's theory of biiux

What has been generally given an d accepted as the mathe-

matical theory of the stereoscope apj >lies strictly, but only to

the relations 'involved in taking the pholographs with c

appropriately placed, so that the axi3S of the lenses cc>n verge

upon some point of the object pictur.2d. When the nega lives

spouding points IV< »m the pair are IV

retina! points for the observer who !

with or without the stereoscope, tl

ferent parts of the fields of view co

ble variation, real or apparent, exec

by difference between the stereogrc

ground and foreground respectively

able, after binocular combination
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difference whether, at a given moment, the visual axes are con-
' -nage

appear nearer by convergence and farther

by divergence, but this has no perceptible effect upon the ratio

between the distances of its different parts. Though the dis-

tinctness in separation between foreground and background is

greatly enhanced by I

is necessitated, the estimation of absolute distance is determined
mainly by physical perspective, and by comparison of the pic-

ture with known realities to which it hears some easily recog-

nizable relation. In the few cases where reversion of perspec-

tive is plainly produced by transposing the pictures composing
the stereograph, it will be found that the difference between
background and foreground intervals is large, and that some of

the elements of physical perspective are relatively weak. I

have examined a number of such transposed stereographs and
found the effect in many cases to be not distinct reversion but
rather confusion. Sometimes in one part of the picture rever-

sion^ noticeable, while in the rest there is only decrease in

the apparent distance between background and foreground.

The conflict between physical and physiological perspective

results in a judgment not wholly in obedience to either; gener-

ally theiormer prevails, but the weakness of the residual effect

is perceived by contrasting it with that obtained by squinting

and thus reversing the sense of the physiological element. The
judgment may be regarded as a compromise rather than an

independent selection. In vision by divergence, and in vision

through the stereoscope generally, the binocular relic/ is largely

due to the variable relation brheee/t (he optic a. res, as different

parts of the stereo- r;i|,h arc examined ; while the judgment of

absolute distance is mainly due to physical perspective and com-

parison icith : it is n xlitied by focal adjust-

ment, and is in practice nearly, but not quite, independent of the

optic ajujle. This remark would not apply if the optic angle

were very large.

No diagrams can ever represent with perfect accuracy the

apparent positions of objects seen in the stereoscope. If we
neglect such disturbing influences as arise from conflict

between focal and axial adjustments, and from difference

between the optic angle and that between the camera axes

when the pictures were taken, and also disregard the fact that

the surface of the retina is curved while that <»!' a photograph

plate is plane, the following method perhaps will give the best

results.

In fig. 2, let C and C be the centers of two camera lenses

ondarv axes i^uiing an angle, 0, in a horizontal plane, are di-
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rectecl upon an object, A, in the foreground of a so

E be the midpoint between C and C ; then BA is i

on this prolonged let B be an object in the backgrou

allel to C C and to the vertical plane of the sensitiz

behind the lenses, let two planes be passed through A and B
respectively. Let P and Q be any points on these planes, so

related that the straight line Q P passes through E. On the

plates the stereoscopic displacements of the projections of B
from those of A are a & and a' b' ; and it may be easily shown
geometrically that the displacements of those of Q from P are

each equal to a b. This is not shown in the drawing, but a

glance at fig. 5 is sufficient.

Let E be midpoint also between a pair of eyes, B and L, in

front of which the <• are placed after be-

ing inverted, and let rays from them be so deviated bv semi-

lenses as to make a=6. If the ratio of LK to C be known,

the distances EA„ EB„ EP
1
and E Q, are determined. In

binocular vision the direction of the object seen is always esti-

mated from the position of the combined binocular eye, E, and

is coincident with that of the median between the two visual
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axes, but always somewhere in front.* This is universally
true for normal eyes, as may he abundantly learned by experi-
ment, whether the axes he convergent, parallel or divergent,
and whether the median be at right angles or oblique to the
interocular line, LR In fig. 4,

if E
a
A

2 and E3P2
represent these ^

5 -

medians, we have both direction
~

and distance determined for these

foreground points. To the right _.

eye, B, (fig. 3) appears beyond
and to the right of A, at an
angular distance determined by
the stereoscopic displacement, aj>

t;

to the left eye, beyond and to the ~j
left at an equal angular distance

;

to the binocular eve, E 2
(fig. 4), it is hence homonymously

doubled at b'Jba . To secure single vision of it, the optic angle
must be diminished, and through the rectus muscles this at

once suggests to the mind increase of distance, producing at the
same moment heteronymous doubling of the foreground point
A

a , as in fig. 4. Similar remarks apply to P
2
and Q2

.

If a be less than 0, as is often the case, this fact will cause
the observer to estimate A

2
to be more distant than it is repre-

sented in the drawing, but by no means necessarily so distant

as the actual vertex of «. If « be reduced to zero or become
negative the sensation of still further change of muscular ten-

sion makes the apparent position of A 2
recede still more, and

also thai of P>, in the same proportion ; but in no case is this

determined by intersection of visual axes except when a— 6.

No one can have failed to notice the exaggeration of perspec-

tive in some stereoscope pictures, produced by making d large

while a is rendered small <>r negative by mounting the pair too
\'-^y apart. This indeed was noticed by Wheatstone.f who
approaches verv near to the idea of possible optic divergence
accompanying the perception of binocular relief, when he says,

"but 1 find that an excellent cHVct is produced when the axes

-V. and even a dill'erence of lt>' or 17° has no decidedly bad
eh'eet.'' His preconception that optic convergence, even
thong], s'ieht. is indispensable, prevented his apprehension of
more than'part of the truth, lie states, as a remarkable pecu-
liarity, that •although the optic axes are parallel, or nearly so,

the image does not appear to be referred to the distance we
should, from this circumstance, suppose it to be, but it is per-
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dom resorted to at present. For tal<

ary, etc., the lenses of the binocular <

than 80cm or 100cm apart.

That muscular tension is more important than mere intersec-

tion of axes in affecting the judgment of distance and size

may be shown by aid of Wheatstone's reflecting stereoscope.

Having placed the two outline drawings, each 20cm from its

mirror so that a distinct combination is attained by axial

parallelism, the judgment of distance is as definite as could be
desired. Upon converging the axes strongly and giving atten-

tion successively to the two monocular images thus obtained,

each appears greatly diminished in comparison with the binoc-

ular image just seen. Moreover, at the moment one of them
is made an object of special attention, the other grows slightly

larger. We have thus images of three apparent sizes, accord'

ing to the degree of muscular tension with which they are

separately regarded, while the visual angle remains constant.

The visual axes are converged until their intersection is not

more than 5cm or 6cm off, and the illusive impression is that each

image is in the direction of its own axis much beyond the inter-

section. But in fact, being monocular images, the direction of

the center of each is that of a secondary axis, the right eye

perceiving that on the right, instead of the left. Since the optic

being displaced toward the nasal side during the experiment,

the two secondary axes meet at a very distant point in the rear.

it is judged easily enough to be not at the vertex of either the

apparent or real angle" determined by the meeting of axes.

The experiment is very striking and is not difficult. We have
a binocular image, of little more than natural size, with clear

judgment of distance, as the result of axial parallelism; two
monocular images, of diminished and separately variable size,

with very uncertain judgment of distance, as the result of

axial conversance, tin' principal and secondare axes being sub-

jectively interchanged. The apparent diminution in size of the

monocular images maybe easily observed by crossing the eyes,

while holding in front 'a card cm which a sharply defined outline

is drawn. 1 may discuss this still further in a.' future paper.

No theory of the stereoscope that includes axial divergence

is possible, unless we recognize the subjective combination of

the two eyes into a single central binocular eye as the point of

origin in all perceptions of direction, distance and form. What
is essential for binocular vision is not any particular relation

between visual axes but rather superposition of retinal images

in the binocular eye. What seemed uppermost in the minds of

Wheatstone and Brewster* was superposition of external vir-

* Wheat.st.ob Phil. Mag., 1852, pp. 243 and 246,

Mil*?.. 1852, pp. lT-26.
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tual images by causing rays from two pictures to deviate and
appear to come from one central combined external picture.

This wen Id exclude the possibility of optic divergence, but seems
to be still the most generally accepted theory of the stereoscope.

In securing dissimilar pictures of the same object by con-

vergence of camera axes we secure the conditions for the per-

ception of binocular relief by divergence of visual axes.

In the diagram attention is called to the identity in position

between the optic center of the binocular eye and the only
point through which lines can be drawn in such a way as to

cause the stereoscopic displacement to be constant for projec-

tions of the points where these lines cut the foreground and
background planes. This fact alone is enough to suggest that

in vision through the stereoscope the midpoint between the

eyes must be the point of origin from which distance and direc-

tion are to be perceived. A truth that was first recognized as

a physiological necessity is thus confirmed by purely mathe-
matical considerations.

The dissociation between focal and axial adjustments in

forced convergence or divergence is at first troublesome and
productive of indistinct vision, but this vanishes in great

measure after a little practice in ocular gymnastics. If the

eyes are comfortable we are apt to forget that the vision is

abnormal, and to assume that conditions exist which belong
only to normal vision. To ascertain what modifications are

imposed by physiological conditions upon the generally ac-

cepted mathematical theory of the stereoscope has been the

chief object of the present investigation.

New York. Sept. 16, 1881.

Art. LIX.— On the relation of
:' the so-called " Karnes" of the

Connecticut Rive) Vodley to tht : Terrace-formaHon; by James
D. Dana.

Since the publi m of my papers of 181

New Englan.

!5 and 1876 on
the stratified drift of 1 treating espe-

cially of the cbara< and effects of the flood closing the era

nowledge of theof ice, large additic Ml.- 1 lave been made to our k

ic other parts of

Northern New En .1, thruut:-h the New Hampshire "Report
of Mr. Warren U} i, .ublish ed in 1878.* In his Report,
Mr. TJpham descril in detail the stratified drift or terrace-

* Geology of New B IT. Chapter i. Modified Drift in New
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formation of the

above the river (:

along its course, commencing near the source of the river in

Connecticut Lake, 1618 feet above the sea ; discusses the

origin of the deposits and of their various features ; and pre-

sents his very valuable topographical details on a map of the

valley occupying a series of plates. Besides the ordinary

stratified drift, Mr. Upham finds gravel ridges or deposits to

which he applies the name " Karnes." According to his obser-

vations, the " kames" were formed before the deposition of the

beds of the terrace- formation and after that of the till or un-

stratified drift, so that they represent an intermediate stage in

the progress of the era and call for special explanations.

The facts from the Merrimac Valley also are presented in a

similar way, and with like deductions.

In the study which I had made of the Quaternary of South-
ern New England, and less perfectly of drift-phenomena else-

where, I had been led to refer all the stratified drift above
the till to the terrace-formation; and no later observa-

tions in river valleys had resulted in the discovery of any
thing answering to Mr. Upham's ''kames." Darin- the past

summer, I have been over the region of the Connecticut Val-

ley described by Mr. Upham, in order to obtain a full under-
standing of his 'facts, so as to be able to incorporate them with

the knowledge I had previously acquired, and I here give an
account of what I observed, with my conclusions.

That the subject may be rightly apprehended, I preface my
"a a brief mention, iirst. of some of the general

facts respecting the stratified drift-deposits which I had g
ered from personal study, and, next, of the facts and de<

tions which are brought out by Mr. Upham with relatio

the "kames."

I.-(l.) Scratched bowlders and till are almo st uniformly
absent from the valley terraces of New England irod from the

stratified beds that make the terrace-deposits. Exceptions
occur where the underlying rocks having till over them come
so nearly to the surface of any terrace that the till

(2.) The layer of till of the hill-slopes is contii Hied' beneath

the terrace deposits; showing that along the valley:i the till with
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(3.) The stratified drift of the valley consists ordinarily of

fine material below, and coarser toward or at the top ; the bot-

tom portion being commonly of clay or loam, or fine sand
with frequently more- or less clay ; then, following this, layers

of sand often fine, but often with more or less gravel ; then
above, toward the top in the upper fifteen or twenty feet,

coarser gravel, :md in some regions cobble-stone beds; an
order of arrangement, which indicates— in accordance with
ordinary hydraulic principles— that the How of the depositing

waters was, as a general thing, less rapid at the time of the

early depositions, and most so during the later or that of maxi-
mum flood. Exceptions exist along those streams that were
torrents, and sometimes at the mouths of tributaries to large

frequently exists, indie

sened rate of flow.

(4.) The portion of the terrace formation in a river valley

that is nearest to the river or adjoins the channel-way. may,
and often does, consist largely of beds of coarse gravel or cob-

ble-stones, while one or two hundred yards away from the

river it is composed chiefly or wholly of beds of sand; the

river-border deposits being thus coarse because of ti

or assorting action of the stream in violent flow along its

channel or against one or the other side of it. And the

may diminish down stream, because of greater

i from the source of coarse material, and also because

of a change in the rate of flow, producing less power of trans-

portation and so allowing of a deposition of the sands drifted

(5.) Terraces of different degrees of coarseness and of dif-

ferent heights were sometimes simultaneously made on oppo-
site sides of a stream, owing to the different rates of flow in the

waters along the two sides.*

* Along the middle one of three streams entering the New Haven Bay, called

Mill Rivr. coars, . ;- .-h.-.r.-M-torize the New Haven

sand and fine gravel.
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(6.) The terrace-formation of ;i larue and broad valley was

n.a.lc muni- m .t homulu! IN iui liiiifilnl, l,.,t li..». tin

contributions of tributaries. Consequently, («) the height, of

the maximum flood is best registered in tenners at the mouths
of tributaries, and (6) where tributaries fail for long distances,

there may be only low terraces : further, (c) the coarsest gravel

beds should exist in the deposits about the mouths of tribu-

taries, and especially in those made along the banks of the

main river near these mouths, where the contributions, were
subjected to the sifting action of the swiftly flowing river.

(7.) The extent and height of the terraces made along any
part of a valley depended not merely on the amount of con-

tributed material, but also largely on the size and form of the

valley. Where very wide and deep, like many lake basins, the

deposits were generally sufficient to make only low or narrow
terraces ; where narrow, the flow of waters was sometimes, be-

cause of the diminished width, too rapid for any depositions;

but where the valley, though narrow along the main channel bad

a broad region of ledges on either side that became overflowed

when the waters were nearing their maximum depth, a high

terrace might then have become of great width; for the shal-

low region favored deposition by otf'ering vsistance to the flow,

and however wide needed little material to cover it. Just as

this conditio ing of a broad upper terrace, so

it favored the making of a wide terrace at lower levels, espe-

cially if the flow of water continued long at those levels.

(80 Ice-floes, bearing sand, gravel and bowlders, added to

the transported material for the terrace-formation; and they

should have been abi e breaking up, at the

time of maximum flood. Heine, carried by the waters, their

distribution of material would have taken "place for the most

part in accordance with the principles above explained.

II. Mr. Upham adopts in his New Hampshire Report, the

view that the valley formations are deposits made by the flood

from the melting glacier, and it appears from his explanations

that he would accept without objection several of the above

and important. [ cite here only those relating to the " fa/iinf

:in d mosth in the author's words. The term modified drift is

used bv him for .stratified drift."

Page 12. "The oldest of the deposits of modified drift are

long ridges, or intermixed short ridges and mounds, composed

of very coarse water-worn gravel or of alt : n ers of gravel

and sand irregularly bedded." "Their position is generally

along the middle or lowest parts of the valleys." Wherever the

ratified.
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ordinary fine alluvium of any terrace occurs adjoining a kame,
•

it. overlies or in part covers the kame deposits,"' the ordinary
terraces lx-ii j oj lat« i formation than the kames.

Page 4:->. Along the Connecticut, l>et.\veen Vermont and New
re ''from Lyme to Windsor, a co

or kame extends 2 I nih
,
along tin middle and lowest ]>ortiou

of this valley, with its top 100 to 250 feet above the river."
" Its materia! is gravel and sand, in irregular obliquely-bedded
layers, always showing an inclined n d in nost cases a dist i tl\

anticlinal or arched stratification. The gravel, which always

layers with pebbles only 1 or 2 inches in diameter to portions

where the largest measure 1£ or 2 feet. The fine kinds prevail."

"The sand is usually coarse and sharp, well suited for ma-
sons' use ; it occurs ip to one or

two feet, bur ?i ,m . rime it is wholly \ anting." "All the mate-
rials of this kame, and of its remnants along this valley, are

plainly water-worn and stratified."

Page 44 "The most important feature of this kame, if we
rs in New Hampshire, is that along its en-

tire extei t i constitutes a single continuous ridge v

by a very direct course nearly in the middle of the valley, hav-
ing no outlying spur.-, branches, parallel ridges, or scattered

Wn'iso^bis^otme;":: 'isTowTtir^"
it has been frequently out through and considerable pori

kame," forming the east border of the

miles no indication of the kame are se<
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,
given on p. 45 of

:ures of the south-

of this kame ridge (exaggerated relatively in height)

Hartland and Windsor ; and the following (from p. 40) is a

of the Connecticut valley through the Hart-

- 3S

land deposits, exhibiting the positic

the river channel, and its relation t

the several terraces of the valley.

The adjoining figure, from page 37 of Upham's Keport, will

help further to explain the au-

&^__. thor's views. It represents the

^^ t^T" ^ « Flanover •'kuine,'' with the out-

line of the terrace-plains on the

osite sides of the Connecticut.

! kame, h, is represented as

;;;' -H;;.;',
' constituting a ridge, coarsely

stratified, buried beneath the ter-

u H*nover sis to ims race formation, up to its very top,

on the landward side, but uncov-
ered on the side toward the river. A section taken a little

farther north would have exhibited the "kame" projecting

above the terrace-plain.
" Karnes7

' are also described as occurring in the valley to the

north, but at long intervals.

As to origin :

P. 176. The kames " were deposited, as explained on pages
1 *> and 14. bv facial rivers. :,t the ti iisl! mrlnu- of the ice sheet,

ular short ridges and mounds."
P. 44. The infrequenev of angular fragments and bowlders

shows '' that the kame of the valley was formed in an open ice-

channel." P. 14. On the ice in these "channels were deposited

materials gathered by the streams from the melting glacier.

By the low water of winter, layers of sand would be formed,

and by the strong~currents of summer, layers of gravel, often
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glacial rivers which we
in channels upon the £

the kames took place at

the valley as fast as the ice-front retreated." P. 44. " W hen the
river entered upon the work of excavating its present channel
in the alluvium, the kame was a barrier which confined erosion

to the area on one of its sides and protected its opposite side

;

so that this ridge of gravel often forms the escarpment of a
high plain with the river flowing at its base."

The chief points urged by Mr. Upham with regard to the so-

called "kames," exclusive of those pertaining to mode of
origin, are ---origination : after the till and before the stratified

drift of the terraces; material: chiefly beds of gravel ; structure

:

usually arched or anticlinal; situation: generally between the
river and the upper terrace, and often making the riverward
limit of the latter, also, in many cases, partially isolate! and
ralge-like owing to a depression between it and the terrace,

and sometimes a large depression ; height: frequently the same
with that of the upper terrace or a little above it." Further,
his descriptions show that he refers coarse cobble-stone deposits
in the riverward part of the terraces always to "kames."

In my study of the facts relating to the Connecticut Valley
•'kames," 1 commenced at Windsor, the southern limit of the
great line of "kames," and examined the valley formations at

various places from that place to Lyme, and thence northward
to Barnet and Lancaster : and the report I have to make is un-
favorable to the "kames." I made levelings at various places
in order more surely to identify the terraces mapped by Mr.
rp'nam, and to apprehend their true relation to the Connecticut
Valley, and also, to add, if possible to the facts. My trials

WiH.lsor.—At Windsor fon the west side of the Connecticut)
the upper terrace of the village rises to a height of about 216
feet above the river or .720 |e ( , ,P, (V e the sea-level. I saw no
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posit." It ends southward in rocky ledges. A mile and a half

margin of very coarse gravel, and is pronounced therefore to

be in this part the "remains of the kame."
I found this ridge east of Ascutney Pond to consist mainly

of loamy material, or sandy loam, 'like the terrace west of

Windsor, with little grave! and that chiefly over its upper sur-

face or in an. upper layer. But directly ivesl of the Pond there

is a terrace (not referred to particularly by Mr. Upham) whose
materia! is made up largely of coarse gravel, in part cobble
stones, and coarsest in it- upj er layers, which in this portion is

as much entitled to be called "kame" as that "a mile and a

tee rises westward to a le

at 448 feet above the sea-level, and then another at 480. and this

last rises to 525 feet, which is the height given by Upham for

the possible " kame " east of the pond. Its gravelly character

continues, but diminishes northward.

I found no evidence whatever that the eastern portion of the

terrace was a "kame," that is, a part separate in time of

origin from the rest: the evidence was ; 11 a^.tii >t such a con-

clusion. Moreover there was an abundant source at hand for

! gravel and cobble stones; for Ascutney
' Eeading, flows with rapid

lofty Ascutney Mountain

(3320 feet), and would have been a great transporter from the

drift-covered country it drained. The position of the stream.

and its relation to the southward-flowing Connecticut, account

for the distribution of the "kame" material or coarse gravel

of the Windsor region, including that of Windsor village, men-
tioned by Mr. Upham, and also for the isolation of the ridge on
the east side of the pond.

Two miles north of \Yh,>h»r a kame is entered on Mr. Upham's
map. Much coarse gravel here makes the outer or westward
portion of the upper terrace, which is by the map 500 feet

above the sea-level. Besides coarseness of gravel. I saw no

evidence of a kame, that is of anv deposits that were distinct

from the terrace in original deposition. A brook comes from

ridge 125 feet in t
•!,• a 'he depot plain, 2,

the river]. Wherever it is exposed, it is readily r

the pebbles which strew its surface, and which ar

found in the on ift of the valley.
1
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I ascended this prominent " kame" with mv interest greatly
in the Report. The narrow plain

,e station (s.v the section) wa s covered with
pebbles from an ui,d,.h,H, v avellv layer. Tb3 same gravelly
layer made appare ;e of "the "kame," for some loose
cobble-stones weni found at th e base of the slope!S and for 10 to

15 feet above. B ut on ascend i 9g the ridge, no igravel was any-
where observed at rel ; on the contra

loam or fine sand}r loam to th<i very top. And on descending,

3 at its base, 50
feet above the river and nearly • 200 feet from the top. according

but if made ofto my leveling. no good sections,

pebbles would Ingravelly layers, l<x ive worked out
to the surface ves somewhere over the earthy

A few rods wesitand northvrest of the Hart!

a

nd depot there

was gravel in the terrace, and much of it: and according to the

material goes, a
" kame." On the first terrace- :t(bymylevel-
ing) above the rail road track (3 r 486 to 490 above the sea level)

large stones (1 to 10 inches across) lay over th

verv many in the on of it facing the railroad track.

From this terrace . rods to the we
abrupt rise to the next

m
i,igh''r terrace, and here the material is

nth no peb:bles. The natura
that the gravelly stratumisa 1-

Iv asm the so-

Ld, secondly imd accordingly, trlat the " kame"
is nothing but a piece of the Lull's Brook
bere comes in frorn the west and is no doubt ticcountable for

the coarse gravel.

Xnrtl, Uartland, nearly 4 miles north of IFartJa)ad—At North
Bartland station, there comme nces, according to Tpham's map,

araef" a

lilroad. Its

sr, close by the
west side of the re height by the ma}j is that of the

ipper terrace-plaiti, or 550 to m e mean-tide level.
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In Hartford, Vt, at White Elver Junction, 4| miles north of
Xni-th /In/[/an<I.—On the west border of the Connecticut about
White Eiver junction, or at the mouth of White Kiver, there

is a short " kame" according to TJpham's map south of this

river, and one, a mile and a half long, north of it. The White
River valley is here very broad, like a piece of the Connecticut,
and as it rises westward but slowly, it opens to view a portion of

the Green Mountain range, which is the chief source of its waters.

The Connecticut valley terraces of the region are high—not far

from 180 to 285 feet above the river, or 510 to 570 above mean
tide level ; but that to the north, owing to the retreat in the
hills is much the most extensive, ami hence the greater length
of the northern of the two "kames."
The southern "kame" commences within a few yards of the

railroad station and hotel, where an excellent section of it is

exposed to view. The pitch of the slope toward the Connect-
icut is about 40°. The structure is well-bedded throughout.
The layers consist of cobble-stones, finer gravel and coarse

sand. The coarsest cobble-stone layers are below, and some of

the rounded stones from them are one to over one and a half

feet in diameter. < >ther cobble-stone layers, less coarse, occur at

different levels above, alternating with an increasing thickness

of gravel ; and toward the top, which is near the top of a ter-

race-plain, the material is finer gravel and sand. Fig. 4 shows
the position of the cobble-stone beds in the upper half of the

section. The beds are not continued through the figure because
in the western portion of the section the layers were mostly con-

cealed by slides : hut it was manifest from the few and smaller

stones on the surface that there was a marked diminution in

coarseness to the westward even in the first 100 yards.

The cobble-stone beds exposed to view in the section stop

short off below at a level about 20 feet above the level of the

railroad track, or 56 feet above the river (low water), and un-

derneath occurs a bed of course sand, having the flow-and-

plunge structure well marked. A section of the same sand-bed

was observed 70 yards to the south, evincing that it is not a

local deposit. But the depth to which it was exposed was

hardlv S feet ; and it maybe that there are other stony layers
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underneath. Above the top of this section there is a nearly

even terrace-plain, 160-170 feet above the river, or 493 to 503
above mean-tide level. This plain rises to the southwest to a
maximum height (not observed by Upham) of 570 feet The
material is fine sand and sandy loam. But along the river-

ward border of this terrace plain, where it is lowe8tJ(493ffeet),

stands a steep narrow ridge, .".0 to 1)5 let 'I :

from the stones of its surface, is made chiefly of beds of cob-

ble-stone gravel. The top is 546 feet (Upham),^above. the

The cobble-stone cbaracte

make it eminently " kame"-li

section described, as well as from the plain around, is directly

opposed to the idea that it is the top of a buried gravel ridge,

existing there before the terrace material was deposited.

In the section, the obvious facts are : that these upper cobble-

stone beds— those of the top ridge—are underlaid, first by layers

of sand and fine gravel, and then below by alternations of coarser

beds; that all the beds are horizontal instead of arched ; that they
diminish rapidlv in coarseness westward, or np White River,

showing this even in the first 100 yards, and less rapidly south-

ward or down the Connecticut, the coarsest deposits being at

the angle in the terrace formation between the two streams..

All the beds are evidently those of the terrace-formation, and
the cobble-stone ridge at top is the youngest instead of the

oldest

The northern " kame," or that north of White River, com-
mences about half a mile from the railroad station. A sec-

tion is exposed to view at its southwest angle, facing White
River, exhibiting very similar features to those presented by
the northern katne near the railroad. It is horizontal!} bedded
throughout, and the coarsest bids are below : and some of the

rounded stones from the beds are two feet in diameter.

the cobble-stone beds are of less extent, for they reach

'ght of 45 feet above the railroad track, or 81 above
t at 16 to 26 feet Above the 45 feet

the beds are of coarse and fine gravel, end increasingly finer to

the top of the terrace, 510 feet (('phaiii) above mean tide.

Below 15 feet above the railroad the beds are concealed.

On the top of the high terrace, along its riverward border,

ions; and it is remarkable that these sections have nothing
' kame "-like in them.

The longitudinal or north and south section extends along a

. a heigh
er, and ;
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cut or gorge commencing close by the west side of the cobble-

stone exposure just described. The gorge (with its carriage

road at bort kame" from
the terrace west of it ; but the beds on the opposite sides of this

cut so correspond, that there can be no doubt of stratigraphic

unity.

The section of the " kame ' along this gorge is more or less

obscured by slides, but not in all parts. It shows, first, that

the stony beds diminish rapidly in coarseness away from White
river or to the north. One hundred feet up the gorge, the

cobble-stones are half smaller and extend up to a height of only
30 feet above the level of the railroad, or 66 feet above the

river, and beyond this they continue to diminish. At 400 feet

up the gorge, the ascending road along its bottom reaches a

height of 28 feet above the railroad level, and here, in the ex-

posed section on the east side, there is a bottom layer- of sand
and above the sand 30 feet in thickness of clay : am
outcrops on the west side of the gorge as well as the " kame "-

side, proving that the deposits of the supposed "kame" are one
in bedding and material with those of the terrace formation,

just as the high terrace plain above the whole (510-520 feet) is

one from the Connecticut westward.
To the eastward of this section, toward the railroad, the de-

posits diminish in coarseness : and the same change continues
northward along the railroad, where the surface material of the
lower part of the terrace-slope shows stones only to a height of

20 or 30 feet, or less, above the track.

One of the east-and-ivest sections of the "kame" exists about
half a mile north of the south end. A gorge intersects the

deposit which is cut down to the level of the railroad

estward) to the center of the
" kame" line. But there is nothing kamedike within it, and
least of all at its inner extremity. On its north side, it has no
cobble-stone beds, not even gravel beds: the material is fine

sand delicately straticulate. On its south side, in the part

nearest to the river, there occurs, in a large mass that has slip-

ped down from above, a thin bed of small stones (three inches
in diameter) with some gravelly and sandy layers below ; else-

where the material is sand. In the inner part of the cut, be-

sides the fine sand, there is a bed of light-colored clay and
sandy clay between 60 and 90 feet above the railroad, and
above this within a few feet of the top, sand and fine gravel.

There is however one " kame"-like feature. Upon the top

of the terrace (here about 510 feet above mean tide), near the

inner end of the gorge there is an isolated knoll about 30 feet

high, and of rounded form, which has many cobble stones over
its surface, some of them 10 inches in diameter—indicative of
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cobble-stone beds within. It has no continuation north or

south. The material of the plain around is sand or fine gravel,

like that of the upper pari of the section. The following figure

shows the position of the gravel-made knoll, the form of the

surface north and south, and a section of the beds which accor-

ding to the facts in the gorge, underlie it. The materia] of the
knoll at top is manifestly the latest of the terrace-deposits.

The beds below the level of the railroad were not exposed
to view at this place.

The second <
--</,.> ^/ * '< airs about a fourth of a

mile farther north. A long and deep gorge here cuts through
the deposits of the 520-foot terrace, nearly to the level of the
river, intersecting the "kame" line and extending nearly half

a mile to the westward. There is less of kame-like features

here than in the preceding gorge. Along the bottom of the

deep cut, where a stream flows in some seasons, lay pebbles
and some cobble-stones, derived from layers below the level of

the railroad track, and these continued for about 300 yards
west of the railroad. At a higher level the material is sand or

very fine gravel, and the latter in some parts at the top. The
sides of the cut were mostly covered by the fallen sands, so

that the existence or absence of beds of clay could not be ascer-

tained. A unity of structure from east to west was manifest.

Nothing answered to the description of a kame ; all was appar-

ently of the terrace formation.

Hanover, New Hampshire, four miles north of White River

Junction.—In the town of Hanover, a "kame," according to

Upbam's map, borders the Connecticut for three miles, to a

point north where the river makes an abrupt bend, and thence
it follows in the same direct line, the western or Vermont side

of the river in the towns of Norwich and Thetford, nearly to

Thetford village, making in all a length of about seven miles.

The only section of the Hanover " kame " which I have per-

the road side between the bridge
and the village—the one figured by Upham on page 39 of his

Report. At 'this place, the riverward portion of the stratified

• that spoken of by Upham as the "kame," is separated

from the follow iti- i >rtion b\ a depression produced by under-

act a dropping of great masses to a lower level, an
1

consequently there are at this place two bluffs, the wester

which is that of the so-called "kame," and an eastern, which i

referred by Upham to the ordinary terrace-formation. In h
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figure of the section of the kame here exposed to view, it is

made to consist of somewhat arched beds, with alternations of

coarse stony layers and finer materia] alike from top to bottom.
I found the bedding horizontal, like that of the eastern of the

bluffs
; its beds,'composed largely of sand aud fine gravel, with

but few of cobble-stones; and the top portion made of very
fine sand, identical in its light color, fine straticulation and other

features, with the top portion of the eastern bluff. The latter

bluff differs in consisting throughout of stratified sand, and this

difference between the deposits near the river and those more

Prof. 0. P. Hubbard, of the Medical School of Dartmouth
College at Hanover, and formerly Professor of Chemistry and
Geology in the Academic Department, has obtained for me the

ting the region of the supposed

He states that no coarse gravel or cobble-stone beds exist along
the top of the "kame" south of the above mentioned section

for die half mile to Mink Brook, and none north of the same
for nearly a mile, so that this kind of evidence as to the exist-

ence of a "kame,'" fails in these portions. Farther north,

above the village of Hanover, there is on the "kame'" ridge an

area of cobble-stones, and two to three hundred yards beyond
this, across a deep cut leading to the river, a grass-covered

knoll made up of coarse gravel and cobble-stones, some of the

stones a foot or more in diameter. The knoll was found by
measurement to be fifteen feet high above the terrace-plain : it

marks the spot which is made by l.'pham, the highest part: of

the kame, 556 feet above mean tide level. Prof. Hubbard
ascertained with a spade that the knoll was composed of coarse

gravel, and rested on line sand or sandy loam like that which
makes the top portion of the terraced'- >rmaiion between there

and the village and also at the bluffs described above and else-

where. He concluded, therefore, that the coarse cobble-stone

deposit was but 15 feel thick; and, from the level of the other

cobble-stone area, that the latter correspondt.nl in position to the

lower portion of this deposit. In the deep cut between the

show themselves, aud die material was evidently of the same
fine sandy nature. Just south of the more southern area three

large excavations have been made on the east side of the

"kame" ridge to its top, for filling a bog, and these show
only sand ;

hut the northern is so near the cobble-stone layer

that some of the stones have fallen into it. The evidence

obtained by Prof. Hubbard thus appears to prove that the

coarse gravel of the two areas is only the top deposit of the

terrace-formation, such as characterizes in many other places

its riverward portion.
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Norivich, Vermont.—The continuation of the Hanover " koine"

northward along the west border of the Connecticut in Nor-
wich, passes, near the end of its second mile, the valley of

Pompanoosuc Eiver. About a mile south of this turbulent
stream, a road ascends from the borders of the Connecticut River
to the summit of the high terrace, crossing the "kame" where
its height is 565 feet (TJpham), half a mile south of the highest

point, 600 feet. Along the road are sections of the deposits,

showing the inner nature of the Norwich "kame." Where the
road commences the ascent some cobble-stones lie scattered over
the surface, such as had been found common along the road at

the base of the " kame" for the half mile or more to the south.

Above this, for the next hundred feet, there is sand, finely

straticulate, with occasional fine gravel. Nearing the top,

the beds become coarse gravelly, and then there are large

cobble stones; and this upper coarse-gravel portion rises above
the general level of the plain, making a low ridge which is

the crest of the so-called " kame." In the higher part, to the

north, some stones, as stated by TJpham, are 4 to 5 feet in di-

ameter and angular.

Nothing was observed on the ascent from the river, or on
the west side, to suggest a suspicion that this cobble-stone de-

posit was the top of a narrow range of coarse gravel beds bu-
ried beneath the terrace-formation ; on the contrary, the evi-

dence from the sections along the ascent, and especially the suc-

cession of beds toward the top from sand beds to gravel beds,

and then to the coarse cobble-stone gravel, strongly confirmed

the natural inference that all was one consecutive series, with

the cobble-stone deposit the uppermost and therefore the latest.

West of the cobble-stone ridge, or the "kame," the terrace has

great extent. The surface falls off immediately 40 feet, expos-

ing the materials that lie beneath, and these are sand and fine

gravel as on the east side.

The Pompanoosuc river was probably the chief source of this

coarse material of the summit. To the southwest, about the

village of Norwich, the terrace is quite stony over much of its

ni the eontributions to the terrace of Blood Brook.

In Thetford the " kame" becomes very low before the village

is reached.

The other reputed '

I have not par ticill arly examined, But: is the line from
sor to Thetford is

'•' the kame of tin ( Cdn>
is gravel ridge or ka.n. - n

and is made, ii2MI ,

the text for the
C

of " kames" ir1 general, details fron1 the other minoir
'• k

in the valley a .d necessary for i1 righlt conclusion
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Conclusion.—The conclusion from the investigation is, as al-

ready indicated, the following : that the supposed " kames" are

portions of the terrace-formaT.inii. with which they usually cor-

respond approximately in heiu'ht ; and that their materials

were the same in source with the rest of the stratified drift,

and the beds the same in time of origin.

The gravelly character of the terrace-formation off the

mouths of the tributaries of the Connecticut is often mentioned
by Mr. Upham

;
and. if the above conclusion is right, the coarse

materia.! of the '• kames" is to be explained on the same prin-

ciple. The position of these coarsest deposits, near the borders
of the flooded Connecticut, whether they make the lower or the

upper beds, is a consequence of the rapid How of the waters in

this great stream, which drifted away much of the liner material

within reach and left stones. The coarsest stone beds at the

mouth of White Eiver are located where the two streams—both
great streams then—join, that is, where the great contributor

of gravel and stones encountered the great distributor.

The deposit of gravel and stones in the upper portion of a

terrace I have attributed to the violence of the flood when at

its maximum stage. But in the region of the so-called

"kames," from Windsor to Thctl'ord and beyond, floating ice

was probably needed for much of the transportation ; and ice-

floes would have been abundant at the time, when the glacier-

ice was in rapid process of dissolution about the slopes of the

Green Mountains—the range at the head of the principal trib-

utaries in this part of the Connecticut valley. At the same
time, the Connecticut, by its rapid (low along'its eastern side at

one time and its western' at another, would have determined an

accumulation of stony material along its borders, as a great

river now pr< Verent from
those more distant. Here the boating ice with its burden of

earth and stones would hav been - randed as well as other

transported materials. Moreover such deposits might have

been raised ten feet or more above the plain' adjoining, as now
happens on large streams from modern floods. But there is no

occasion to account for a cobble stone deposit along the whole
top of any of the so-called ' kames ;" for, only a small fraction

of each has a crest of this kind; or anv diilerenc*

from the ordinary terrace-formation, except that in some (

near tributaries, they have more of coarse gravel below.

In Haverhill the angular stones and gravel, brought dow^
Arnmonoosuc on ice-floes, made in one place a thick til

deposit lying unconformably over the stratified drift and

tinued some distance down the riverward slope of the tei

This is an exceptional case, li prob >\ to the fact tha

White Moi nta s. ! ,e s. ir« <.f the stream, are near by.
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But the ridge-like feature of many of these coarse upper de-

posits, on the riverward part of the terrace-formation, that is,

their Btanding up 15 to 60 feet above the level of the terrace

around, and sometimes higher, is in part, if not chiefly, due to

erosion'. The Norwich stony deposit, on the top, south of the

Pompanoosue, has a lar^e and !>n>ad depression west of it; and
so has that south of White River Junction, that of Hanover, and
others. Even the little knoll described on page 463 has its ad-

joining depressions, as shown in the figure there given, and the

gulch descending from the southern one of these depressions
may be a further consequence. The waters of rains, making

amlets, easily remove the sand and fine gravel of the

terrace-formation; but they make co, i,| m. iti el\ In tie impression
on the beds of coarse gravel and cobble-stones, because of the

size of the stones and often also their partial consolidation by
iron oxide (limonite). Hence the waters which fall over the

stony surface find a place of descent and wear away on either

side
; and with every new inch of descent gained there is a gain

in fall and force, and a quickening of the work of erosion.

ide plains, and
a place of dis-

ime of greatest

described from oth

purpose to have s'

the Merrimack val
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Nothing has here been said with regard to the "kettle-holes,"

that is, isolated kettle-shaped and often pond-containing de-

pressions, which, in Mr. Upham's view, were connected in origin

with the " kames ;" and for the reason that they occur also over

ordinary terrace-plains. Further, Mr. Upham's hypothesis as

to the origin of k
' kames" there is obviously no occasion here to

discuss.

Some points in the explanations above advanced need, in

view of the difference of opinions among writers, further consid-

eration, and will be made the subject of another communication.

The change in the foreign policy of the Japanese, by whic

that country was opened to the influences of western civilizatio

gave an impulse to several branches of scientific investigate

for which Japan affords special facilities; but in no departmei
has there been more hopeful progress than in the study i

The opportunities for the development of this science in Japan
are exceptionally good. Earthquakes are here quite frequent,

averaging for the whole kingdom more than one every day,

aud sometimes far exceeding that number. Hattori bas found
native records of 817 shocks in the fourteen months from Nov.
1, 1854, to Dec. 31, 1855. The earthquakes also are mostly of

moderate intensity and therefore better fitted for instrumental

study than those violent and destructive convulsions which leave

their record in ruined cities and decimated communities. The
centers of learning and science, where are naturally gathered

the greater number of persons qualified and disposed for such
uis, are on the shores of Yedo Bay, a district specially

subject to earthquake shocks and whose geological character is

tolerably well known. Here, in the capital Tokio, a society has

been formed for the especial study of Seismology, including in

its membership professors, both native and foreign, from the

educational institutions of the city, having as its president a

native Japanese, I. Z. Hattori, A.B. (Rutgers), and for its vice-

president Professor John Milne ; and which has printed, as the

result of its first year's work, a volume of Transactions amount-
ing to 188 octavo pages. Accounts of the work done in this

society and contributions from its members on topics related to

Seismology are also published from time to time in the Japan
Gazette.
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In directing attention to those who have labored in this field,

we have to mention the names of E. Naumann, John Perry
and W. B. Ayrton, I Z. Hattori, W. S. Chaplin, E. Knipping,
J. A. Ewing, G. Wagner. T. Gray and John Milne, all of whom
have added to the avail miation, by the exam-
ination of native records, or by the invention and improvement
of instrumental appliances.

In the literature of Japan are found numerous accounts of

past earthquakes, reaching back even to 295 B. C, at which
time it is recorded "Fujiyama was upheaved." These native

records have been examined by Dr. Naumann,* Mr. Hattori,f

Mr. Knipping,:}: and Professor Milne,§ and have furnished

abundant material for discussion. Indeed the amount of Japa-
nese Seism< is unexpectedly large. Dr. JSTau-

mann mentions the titles of thirty-three and Hattori o thirty-

four native books consulted in preparing their papers, while
Milne is acquainted with sixty-five native earthquake books
besides seven martin |uak« < ilendars. A part of this earthquake
literature, especially the calendars, has a scientific value, but on
the other hand much of it is made up of a series of anecdotes

often of a trivial character. For illustration of these, a single

one, selected from an account | of the great shock of 1707, will

suffice.

- -

.1st of tl

,
a i i.l .1 linking up-stairs in

their happiness they were
suddenly alarmed by the earthquake and at once became bewil-

dered. "While one of them was looking out he missed his footing

and fell down from the ladder into a konotnono-oke (a cask con-

taining radishes pickled in salt and l>ran which is very offensive

to the nose). The others who were yet up-stairs intended to

come down. But the man in the cask looking up said that below
all was chaos and it would be better to remain up-stairs. The
reason why the man below said that all was chaos was because he

had not perceived that it was by accident that he had fallen into

the cask."

The earthquakes contained in N

Periodicity of Earthquakes in Japan.
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of the Palmieri instruments in the Meteorological Observat<

ing Professor Ah ; - IV rv's d du tinns from a similar exi

ination of his lists, although Hattori and Ayrton both thi

they find some indications of a periodicity in destruct

Besides examining native records, much attention has h
given to the instrumental investigation of the earth-moti

In this work Perry and Avrton. A\ aimer, Chaplin, Ewi
Gray and Milne have ail had a part.

The devices suggested by former observers have been h

tested anew. Pendulums long and short, suspended and

verted, with bobs light and heavy, and making their reco

by scratching a smoked plate, hv pushing lisht rods arran'

against them, or by pulling cords and turning pointers o

graduated ares, the tinted mercury dish of Cacciatore,

graduated cylinders of Robert Mallet, and the bent tubes i

loaded springs of Palmieri, as well as the microphone s

gested by Rossi have all been employed and have done g(

tion other difficulties, the pendulums and faded springs 1

each a normal rate of vibration, and were ready to take

ing to a considerable extent uualleeted by those of a differ

period. So that the records of the earth-motion were com]

cated or perhaps entirely concealed by those due to the non-

vibration of the apparatus. This difficulty, long known, \

stated and mathematically discussed by Perry and Ayrton i

paper read before the Asiatic Society of Japan in 1877 f

afterward published.f The remedy suggested by them was

support a heavy ball within an iron box, by spiral springs

rledge of the extent 01

trth-particle, and to thi
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was the attempt by Dr. Verbeck in 1873 to support a heavy
planed block of wood upon four crystal balls, these resting

upon a polished marble slab carefully leveled. The block was
then in neutral equilibrium and a pencil attached to it would
leave a record of the motion upon a paper fastened to the slab

beneath. Such a record was found to be too minute to be of

service, and an important aim of later devices lias been to pro-

cure in some way an enlarged record of the earth motion. This
has been accomplished, in two ways: by employing an indicat-

ing lever with unequal arms, the shorter arm being acted on by
the motion of the earth, while the longer arm carries the writ-

ing style which makes the record, or by causing the earth-

motion, through the medium of a fine cord, to turn a small

pulley to whose axis is al it pointer.

apparatus by which a magnified record was ob-

meter, first described in

itic Society of Tokio in

and printed in the Transactions of that Society.

jars experience a fi

was published in the Japan Ga
sists of an iron ball weighing forty or fifty pounds, suspended
by a bundle of silk threads three feet long. At the moment
of a shock this heavy ball by its inertia remains stationary.

Beneath the lowest point of the ball, a light vertical indicating

lever or pendulum is supported by a bar rigidly connected with
the earth. The fulcrum of this indicating lever is formed by
a metallic sphere f inch in diameter, on which it rests by a

smooth plate forming the top of a short hollow cylinder of the

same internal diameter as the metallic sphere. The point

about which this lever pivots is therefore the center of this

upporting sphere. The upper end of this lever, the

'milar small sphere attached to

the lower part of 'the heavy iron ball; while the lower and
shorter

- • ' -
. . .:

hole in a porcelain plate. Of course any motion of the ground
is transmitted to the support of the indicating pendulum and
causes relatively magnified motion of the lower end of the

same the amount of which is indicated by the length of thread

drawn through the hole It appears to the present writer that

the elasticity of the silk cords supporting the heavy ball would

apparatus, as quantitative results could be hoped for only on the

that there was no vn-lirnl motion of the heavy ball

with respect to the support of the indicating pendulum. Of
course this seismometer gives indication of the amount of hori-

zontal motion only. The direction must be obtained from other
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apparatus used in connection with this, as must also the vertical

component.
Another device for i fted record of the earth-

motion is Gray's Rolling Sphere.* This consists of a heavy
lead or iron sphere resting in neutral equilibrium upon a level

plane, and therefore free to roll in any direction. Above the

sphere an indicating lever is supported in a vertical position,

by a sort of spring universal joint, so that its lower extremity,

the shorter arm of the lever, engages with a hole in t!

part of the sphere, while its upper and longer arm carries the

recording style. The method of arranging the fulcrum of this

lever is peculiar. The light rod forming the lever passes cen-

trally through a small disk to which it is fastened. This disk

plays within a horizontal ring, from which it is supported,

through the medium of four bent springs, which are

by one end to symmetrical points on the ring and by the other

to the edge of the disk. The lever has a small weight on its

lower arm sufficient to bring the center of gravity below the

fulcrum and to make its normal rate of vibration slower than

that of the earthquake. The lever supported in this way is,

by the elasticity of the springs, "free to move in any direction

as influenced by the motion of the heavy sphere.

Gray's Double Bracket Seismograph f also gives a magnified

record of the actual motion of an earth-particle. This consists

of a post planted firmly in the ground, to which is hinged, by
its longer side, a light but strong frame, something lil

measuring 60 X 15 'centimeters. The upper hinge is a knife

edge in a ring, while the lower is a point resting in a conical

socket. To the outer edge of this frame is hinged in the same
way another similar but somewhat lighter one, loaded on its

outer part by a thick metal disk of considerable weight, which

by virtue of its inertia forms the stationary point of the seismo-

graph. When ready for use the planes of these two brackets

are placed at right angles to each other, and each makes an

angle of forty-five degrees with the face of the post. The
record is made through the medium of an indicating lever sim-

ilar to that above described with the rolling sphere, and sup-

ported below the center of the heavy disk by an arm extending

out from the post.

Gray's Pendulum:}: Seismometer aims to record the earth-

quake motion by means of its components in three directions at

angles of 120°. It consists of a heavy weight hanging by a

cord three feet long, from the middle of a stretched wire. It is

*On Instruments for Measnrii - Sons. London

Phil. Mag-., V. vol. xii. p. 190. Sept.. 1881.
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to move in a vertical as well as a horizontal direction,

nount of this vertical motion is recorded by attaching

i thread which turns a

a long pointer. To
register the horizontal motion, three radiating cords pass from
the center of inertia of the heavy bob of this pendulum to

three horizontal pulleys to which are attached long pointers

- lily the actual motion twenty-five times. The method
ing these pointers to the pulleys is new and ingenious.

The pointer is hung to the under side of the pulley by a bifilar

suspension, so that there is no tendency for the inertia of the
pointer to carry the pulley too far, as was found to be the case
if they were rigidly attached. The inventor proposes to pre-

vent the pendulum from accumulating earth vibrations that

may happen to synchronize with its own normal rate, by allow

nted rod to slide on a glass plate below the bob and
ufficiently to produce the necessary friction.

Pendulum Seismograph this same object

accomplished by using a pendulum twenty-one feet long, so
that its normal time of vibration is about five seconds, much
longer than any earthquake vibration. The bob of this pendu-
lum, which has been erected in the University of Tokio, is a
cast iron ring, whose section is 2 X 4 inches and internal diam-
eter 16-| inches, and which is suspended in a horizontal posi-

tion from the top of a firmly braced framework. This heavy
ring is crossed by a diametral bar, at the middle of which are

applied the short arms of two bent levers, whose long arms
mark upon circular smoked glass plates, caused to revolve con-

tinuously by clockwork. The planes of these two bent levers

are placed at right angles to each other, and they are supported
by gimbal joints in such a way that each is affected by motion
in one direction only. The horizontal motion of the pendulum
bob is thus separated into two rectangular components which
are recorded separately.

Another device which records the two components of the

earth motion separately is Gray's f Boiling Cylinder Seismo-
graph. Here a pair of exactly similar hollow cylinders of

metal are placed on a smooth level plane, with their axes hori-

zontal and at right angles. Being thus in neutral equilibrium

they are free to roll, and their motions are recorded by the

magnifying levers whose f'ulcrums are upon a fixed support
above the cylinders and whose long'arms write upon a moving
drum or plate.

Still another arrangement, the Bracket King Seisi

which has already done good service, is a modification of Zoil-

*A new form of Pendulum Seismograph.

t London Phil. Mag-., V, vol. xn, Sept., 1881.
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ly to Chaplin and im-

aisists essentially of a

weight supported' on a horizontal bar, which is attached at

one end to a vertical axis and at the other end carries a long

pointer writing upon a moving plate. This will of course

record only one component of the motion, viz : that at right

angles to the direction of the pointer, and such apparatus must
be used in pairs placed at riidit angles to each other.

The apparatus for vertical motion, which was used in connec-

tion with this, was a vessel of water supported from above
and having a flexible bottom, which would be acted upon by
the inertia of the liquid and would make its record by a multi-

plying lever upon a moving plate.

A modification of the conical pendulum by Gray * promises

to afford a very sensitive seismograph but it cannot well be de-

scribed without diagrams.

Milne's tremor indicators f are also most delicate and sensi-

tive. From a rigid frame is suspended, by a short wire, a

heavy mass, against the titles of which rest two small hori-

zontal bars of wood. Under the outer end of each bar a small

mirror is hung by a bifilar suspension, one thread to the bar

and the other to an adjacent fixed point. Then any motion of

the heavy mass relative to its support causes motion of the

bars, and so of a beam of light reflected from the mirrors. A
r
of an inch is readily detected in this way.

' of Trrirnr oi

the Seismological Society of Japan and in the other papers

above referred to, and to these sources the reader is referred

for further information in regard to them.
We are now to consider some results obtained by the use of

instruments and the discussion of their records. The published

volume of Transactions of the Seismological Society, Part II,

contains from the pen of John Milne, a long account, amount-
ing to over one hundred pages, of the earthquake of February

22, 1880. It is based on one hundred and twenty written com-
municritions received by the author, of which thirty were
detailed replies to a series of printed questions. Our limits

forbid anything more than a brief statement of a few selected

points.

The direction of the shock was deduced from personal

reports and from the indications of Pahnien's instrument, a

and a pendulum recording its motion on a smoked
glass. The general result was that there had been two shocks,

the first in a direction approximately to or from N.N.W., the

* London Phil. Mag., 1. c.

+ See paper On R i t I
nil , (1 ,k I] -r l i< ns I < 1 G> i\ m Chrysanthe-
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nd N.N.E. or N.E. It is interesting to note that

i widely different

suggested by T. Gray is offered, to this effect : If any columnar
object having a rectangular base is acted upon by a force

parallel to either side or to either diagonal of the rectangle, it

has any direction other than these, there will be a tendency to

rotation in a direction determined by the relation of the lino of

two medial lines parallel to the 'sides, 'and the alternate trian-

or the otber direction, according as the direction of the force,

falls in a shaded or an unshaded triaimle. The direction in

uhadi a stone is found to have been twisted will then enable

moved it must have come, and will thus s<

direction of the earthquake shock. With regard to the earth-

quake in question, the direction inferred in this way from the

numerous twisted grave-stones, agrees in general with the

instrumental indications noted above.
This earthquake was sensibly felt over an area included

within a radius of one hundred and twenty miles. From the

directions of the shock as observed at Tokio and Yokohama,
and from other considerations, the author concludes that the

prolongation of a long line of volcanoes and volcanic islands.

extending 1,500 miles southward into the Pacific through the
Bonins ; and it is also on another line of volcanoes, 3,000 miles

* This Journal. Ill, vol. xxi. p. 52. January, 1881.
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The
suggestion is ventured then that this and other earthquakes are

to be attributed to action taking place about the end of the

fissure in the earth's crust, marked by the first mentioned line

of volcanoes, of which Ooshima, sixty miles south, is the nearest

active vent; "that this line is still endeavoring to open for

itself vents still farther north ;" and " that beneath Yedo bay
there is a point where volcanic agencies are endeavoring to

force a way."
to the probable origin of the frequent

I by. later observations of two
different sorts.* Prof. Milne in Tokio. and Mr. W. H. Talbot

arthquakes are further confirmed by later observ

Yokohama, have made careful time observations,

clocks with sensitive apparatus to stop them at the instant of a

shock and keeping the clocks regulated by daily telegraphic

comparisons. The result is that the shocks are usually felt in

Yokohama from fifteen to thirty seconds earlier than in Tokio,

indicating an origin nearer to the former place. Again seis-

mometers were placed I Kisaradzu
on the opposite side of the bay, with special reference to deter-

mining the direction of the shocks, and gave the following

results. On Jan. 7, 1881, the directions intersect within two
miles of Yokohama; on Jan. 22, 1881, the intersection was
four miles south-southeast of Yokohama; and on Jan. 24, 1381,

the intersection was seven miles south -south west of the same
pl ace,—agaii ig an origin n.2ar Yokohama.
But perhaps the most interesting of recent results was ob-

med from the earthqini keof March ?3, 1.S81,

lich were r•ead before th eSeismol<>-ie; y on March 23d,

h ' Prof. Mil ne. At this shock a comp lete rec(>rd of the earth-

motion for over twenty-live seconds was ^ruivd. The instru-

ments used were a pair of "bracket ring" seismographs, writing

upon a slip of smoked glass, for the two horizontal components,

and a water vessel with flexible bottom for the vertical compo-
nent, The bracket-ring machines (No. 1 and No. 2), were
purposely placed so as to record vibrations at right angles to

and in the direction of a line joining Tokio and Yokohama
(S. 23° W).

No. 1 showed a decided motion, there being about seven

vibrations in five seconds, or one complete vibration in
4f

of a

second. The greatest indicated motion in this direction is

about 1-3 millimeters.

No. 2 indie at sensible motion.

No. 3 for vertical motion showed about six distinct waves in

a space indicating twenty-five seconds of time.

These records, confirmed as they are by the register of Pal-

mieri's instrument and of eleven different pendulums, show

* Japan Gazette, Feb. 5, 1881. f Japan Gazette, April 2, 1881.
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clearly that the main vibration in the vicinity of Tokio was in a

general east-and-west direction. The time observations, and
other considerations also, indicate that the origin of the shock
was in the faulted region near Vok<>hama. Hence Milne is led
to the conclusion that the vibrations observed were transverse

to the direction in which the wave was moving, instead of

normal as usually supposed ; and that the wave, at least by the
time it reached Tokio, was one of distortion, not of compres-
sion. It is probable that in any ordinary earthquake both
sorts of wave are eoexistent. at least near its origin ; but expert"

ments made by Milne upon artificial shocks produced by th

fall of a heavy weight, tend to show that the
tions are the more persistent and are felt to a greatei

than the longitudinal. Moreover, if the earthquake n

inated by the tearing open of a fissure in the rock and the
sliding of the surfaces upon each other, a shearing force would
be exerted which might produce a wave of distortion without
any accompanying wave of compression.
The Japan Gazette of July 23, 1831, contains a note of some

interesting observations on an earthquake of July 5, 1881,
showing that the motion of the ground varied considerably in

direction during the same shock. The records were made by
Gray's Double-bracket Seismograph writing upon a smoked
plate. Prof. Milne says:

"Near to the commencement of the shock the motion was
N. 112° E. One and a half seconds alter this the direction of
motion appears to have been N. 50° E. In three-fourths of a

second more it gradually changed to a direction N. 145° E.

;

and alter a similar interval to N. 62° E. Half a second after

this it was N. 132° E., and four seconds later the motion was
again in the original direction, viz., N. 112° E. There appear
to have been at some portions of the shock not more than four

vibrations per second, at other portions there may have been as

many as ten. The greatest amplitude of motion does not

appear to have reached one millimeter."

.Th ds of the various i istru ments agree i i the indica-

,;!r j| e amplitude of vibr

least i shocks as ordina •ily occur in Japan, is much
smaller than has generally been upposed, not more than a vvvy

few n .illim. ters. Of twenty ea •thquake shocks observed by
K. Ki ippii.t. * with Dr. Wagner' 5 apparatus only t vo exceeded
2-:, m mplitude, and a sim ilar fact has been incidentally

'm'd

'

1 of the earthqi

lof ar

To de our review of u in Japan in

this departm ent of research, the n-nlts aehieved
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his report to the British Association at its recent meeting in

York, where he states them thus :

—

"1st. The actual back-and-forth motion of the ground is

seldom more than a few millimeters (usual! v not equal to one
millimeter) even though chimneys have fallen.

" 2d. The motion usually commences gently but is very
irregular.

" 3d. The number of vibrations per second usually varies

between three and six.

"4th. During one shock the direction may be irregular.

"5th. East and west vibrations as recorded at Yedo (Tokio)
have in some cases been shown by time observations to have

tp from the south.

"6th. Many of the shocks winch visit Yedo appear to have
come from a district which is much faulted, and which gives

evidence of very recent elevation."

This brief and no doubt incomplete survey of the field con-

sidered gives reason to believe that the knowledge of the phe-

nomena and causes of ea 'ihquakes has re ivdl and will receive

the far ea-t; and tint flu- \uungiM ol the M-ientilie societies of

Japan, whose exhibition of seismouTaphieal instruments at-

tracted 2.000 visitors in one dav, has such a hold upon the

interest of that community that it will not be left without sup-

port even though all its foreign members should he withdrawn

embodied in this pap

Note.—Since this paper was written, the Nc
of the London Philosophical Magazine has coi

taining an article of 22 pages by John Mill

Gray, on "Earthquake ( )l>ser\ ations and Experii

.is on which to record earthqur

the second part, the authors

mal and transverse vibrations,

llustrated by a copy of the in

r of conical pendulums on J

niency of earthquakes at difl

lclings, and the rotation of bodi



The importance of pure mercury in many of the operations

in tiir laboratory makes a simple and efficient means of free-

ing from its impurities the onliuary commercial metal, or that

which has become fouled by use, an object greatly to be de-

sired. The familiar chemical methods, .-.side from their incon-

oxidatimi, and the purity of the metal is further endangered
In- the liability to spimine and the possible presence of sub-

stances volatile at the bmliim point of mercury. When the

pmcc-s is conducted in i x KMium, however, the^e drawbacks

lis purpose
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itself. The principal member of the still consists of a s

continuous piece of glass work, which, for convenienc
description, may be regarded as made up of several dis

parts designated by the letters b, c, d, e, f, g, h.

ubing, of

terior, diameter. Its length is a little more than 76 centi-

meters. It is open at the lower extremity, and at the

other is enlarged to an oval bulb, c, about 85 mm. in diameter

and 120 mm. lontr. At the upper end of this is joined the por-

tion d, e, having an interior caliber of about 15 mm. The ver-

n next to c is 25 mm., the inclined portion, d, 130 mm.,
and the sloping part, e, 300 mm. in length. The object in

making d so long and giving it the inclined position was to
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prevent &x\y globules of mercury thrown up from the bulb
entering the portion e. But it might well be somewhat shorter,

as with proper care in the application of the heat no shocks
of the mercury in boiling ever occur.

Toward the end of e the glass is narrowed, and, at the angle,

it passes to a continuation y. which is a straight, vertical tube
having an interior diameter of about one millimeter. The
angle is so formed that the globules of mercury running down
from e fall freely into a without accumulation at any point.

This part of the apparatus is in fact a Sprengel pump, and the

mercury as it passes out maintains the exhaustion of the whole
tube at a very high point. A small tube,,/; serves to make con-

nection with the air-pump at the beginning of the operations.

The tube g, at its lower end, h, is bent upward and a small bulb
blown upon it, sufficiently large- to hold enough mercury to till

g itself. Above the bulb the tube is bent into a horizontal

direction, tiiis part being o<* or 40 millimeters long, and then
directly downward, forming the outlet for the mercury. The
total length of g is 90 centimeters.

A cistern, a, serves for the reception of the metal to be
operated upon. It is a wooden box 150 mm. square, and about
60 mm. deep. The joints are carefully fitted and the wood
oiled and then well varnished, being thus rendered quite im-

pervious. A small well, 80 mm. deep, for the reception of: the

end of the main tube, is made by inserting a thick glass tube
in the bottom of the box. This arrangement, with the large

area of the cistern, increases the range of adjustment of the
latter, and makes it possible for several kilograms of mercury
to pass through the apparatus before anv such alteration of
level in c is produced as to require a new supply, or a read-

The glass tube and cistern are mounted upon a light wooden
frame, the weight of the former with its contents being chiefly

sustained by an iron ring which touches the bulb some distance

below its widest part. Several layers of fine wire gauze care-

fully fitted to the lower half of the bulb are interposed be-

tween it and the ring, forming an elastic bed, and serving also

to distribute the heat. A cylinder of thin sheet copper just
huge enough to slip through the ring is supported upon the

I....0 mo
•

: ;

" ' '
..:

' ••
;

!,--

neath the ring. It serves to dim-t the heatrd eurrent from the

The heating apparatus consists of a hollow ring having upon
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glass tube whicb passes through it. The ring is fitted to the

top of a common Bunsen burner, and the whole moves upon a

vertical slide, with a clamp screw, by which it may be fixed at

any point desired. It has been found advantageous in practice

to use but six of the openings, and these all upon one side.

A conical hood of sheet copper encloses the upper half of the

bulb, and is prolonged by a tube of the same material, which
covers the glass tube as far as the angle above d. The lower
edge of the hood is at nearly the same level as the top of the

cylinder above mentioned, and is about six centimeters wider
than this, so as to project laterally some three centimeters all

round. The upper portion of the copper cone and tube are

wide enough to leave an interval of five or six millimeters

between them and the glass. The heated gases from the holes

in the cylinder, streaming through this space, envelop the bulb

c and tube d, thus preventing condensation of the mercury
vapor before it reaches e.

The cistern is mounted upon a vertical slide with a clamp
screw, and can be moved up or down, the range of motion be-

ing about six centimeters. This makes it possible always to

bring the mercury to the proper height within the bulb, and to

suit the adjustment to the vai ressnre.

The apparatus is put in operation as follows: Connection
having been established with a Sprengel air-pump by means of

the tube/ mercury is poured into the cistern so as to cover the

bottom of it to the depth of a centimeter or two. If pure mer-

cury is at hand the bulb at h may be tilled with it, if not the

extremity of the outlet tube is sealed or otherwise tightly

stopped. As the exhaustion proceeds the mercury rises in \
finally reaching c, and if all the air were removed, it would
stop at the barometric height above the surface in the cistern.

The latter is adjusted so that the top of the column is a little

below the center of the bulb, c. When no more air can be with

drawn by the pump, /is sealed with a gas [lame and the con-

nection with the pump severed. The apparatus is thus exhaus-

ted once for all. as subsequently it maintains the vacuum by its

own operation. The burner, previously set some distance below
the bulb, is now lighted and the flame made- verv small at, first.

The mercury soon becomes heated, vapor is formed, and after a

time drops begin to fall from the interior surface of the bulb

and tube above it. The flame is slowly increased and raised,

until, in fifteen or twenty minutes, the vapor passes the angle

at the top and begins to condense in e. As the globules of

mereurv fall into g they carry with them the residue of the air,

graduaih filling the bulb at /,. and Ian r the tube g itself. The
point of the tube at h is now unsealed or broken off, and the

mercury issues drop by drop into a vessel placed to receive it.
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The operation now proceeds continuously, and the apparatus
requires scarcely any attention, further than to keep the cistern

properly suppln- cith men ury, and to remove the pure metal
when necessary. The residual air is quickly removed from the
tubes by the pumping effect in g, and after a short time each
drop falls with a sharp click in the tube. The construction of

the part h makes it easy to obtain pure mercury from the very
beginning of the operation, an advantage not furnished by the
other forms of the apparatus mentioned.

In adjusting the height of the cistern, a, allowance must be
made for the tension of the mercury vapor in the upper portion
of the tube. The cooling effect of the condensing tube, e, is

such that this is usually from four to six millimeters, and it

rarely or never exceeds one centimeter. The temperature of

ion corresponding to the latter tension is less than 180°,

as, according to Eegnault's results, this is the temperature at

which the vapor has a tension of eleven millimeters. The low
temperature is of its* tance, both as regards
economy in the application of the heat, and as diminishing the

probability of volatilization <>( any sub-iance- which the mer-
cury may contain as impurities.

The apparatus here described, when in use, consumes from
one-third to one-half the amount of gas required for an
ordinary Bunsen burner. The mercury does not come into

active ebullition, but \ porizes quietly and entirely without
shocks. The rate of distillation varies of course with the beat

applied, but is from four hundred to four hundred and fifty

grams per hour. After the burner is once adjusted the appa-

ratus requires no attention and may be left to itself for hours,

care being taken that the cistern "contains sufficient mercury.

When out of use the tubes are left with the mercury in them,

remaining thus exhausted and ready for use at any time.

As the mercury in the bulb and the tube b retains all the

a left behind in the process of distillation, these may
at length accumulate in such quantity as to interfere with the

proper operation of the apparatus, and to necessitate their

removal. This is not likely to occur for a long time unless the

mercury used is excessively impure. But when the removal is

indispensable it may lie effected either by opening/ allowing

the mercury to descend into the cistern and thus be withdrawn,

lil the iiieri'im sink, below the bulb, in

• all but the small portion contained in * will run out

into the cistern and can be drawn off by a siphon or otherwise,

observed that it is not carried so low as to allow of

the admission of air at the bottom of the tube.

The apparatus in operation has proved entirely satisfactory
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in every respect, and extended use of it in the laboratory has
suggested no modification. As mounted upon its frame it has
a height of about 125 centimeters, and the base covers a space

forty-five centimeters lom>- and thirty-three wide. It is so light

that it may readily be lifted mid carried with one hand. The
-lass work was very skillfully constructed, after the design of

the writer, by Mr. W. Baetz, of 96 Fulton street, New York City.

Tale College, Nov. 14, 1881.
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Geology and Natural History.

4. Ephemeris of the Satellites of Mars.— YW f'ollov

give a portion of the ephemeris, calculated by Profe
I'Kin in;i r, including opposition time and the time of i

proach. Tahle I gives the times of east and wee\ eloi

Dciinos, that for Dee. ]:) and the alternate below being

the others East ; table II gives the times of west clou

Phobos. The effect of aberration (not included) wouh
satellites alM)iii five iiiimites late at eaeli elongation.
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The Geology of Erh ,„>,! Cr.nrford Counties (numbered Q4),

y I. C. White. 4<k> pp. s V o. Include- a paper on the Diseov-
•y of the Preglacial Outlet of Lake Erie by J. W. Spencer,

.Mr. McC'reatlfs Laboratory lieporl contains numerous ai

of iron ores, coals and cokes, and limestones, with some of fin

Many of the iron ores are from beds of lmmnite associate

Lower Silurian limestones. The limestone formation No
the Calciferol^ and ('hazy), \vlierever found in IVnnsylv.

stated to have associated with it more or less important d
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than 100 feet high;" in "no instance cross any hill where, coming

in eroding it; in fact the courses of the kames arc curiously

L plum." cited on pa-e^fi.
4. Geolotfj <>f St>>t>:t< /«/<r>,d.—Mv. N. L. Bkitton has an arti-

cle, in the School^,!' Mine-- (Quarterly (New York) tor .May last,

through the is'lan "from "n,1 1
'

'

i - ,'
t 'T

' ',7

ern sides. A geological section is given; hut as the gneiss out-

crops only near Stapleton, and no strike or dip was taken, it is

almost wholly ideal, and, considering the facts on Xew York
Island, its details arc very improbable. The asbestos exported
from the island—which is only fibrous serpentine and contains
therefore 12 to 14 per cent of water-comes from the area near
Tunipkinsville Landing.
Along with the serpentine or "steatilic rocks, occur superficial
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I fit/ muck weiv veins of the torn. ,'j,' coal in

by an ordinary observer real anthracite coal. Alter hardening it
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rhich it produces has a peculiar taste and odor. The species pro-
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The presence of pits on the surface of sponge-spienles was noticed
by !\<">lliker as a peculiar degeneration of the structure. Dr.

Carter described and figured pits in the outer part of a spicule,

and distinctly referred them to the action of a vegetable cell, in

the Ann. A Ma-. Nat. Ilbt.scr. 4, vol. xii, p. 457, pi xyi, figs. 8,9.

None of the pits seen by my friend reaches the axial canal; hut

some of them terminate in globular excavations.

tin spi.n-.-spi.-ul. I.\ tin wgctaU. <»i _ tnbin pi odin i - th, <li

penetration- of corresponding diameter-, through the spicule down
to the axial canal. The vegetable growth occurs there; and the
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